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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), originally known by the code name X-10, released 
radioactive iodine (131I) to the air from 1944 through 1956 as it processed spent nuclear reactor 
fuel.  The process recovered radioactive lanthanum (RaLa) to support weapons development at 
Los Alamos, for atmospheric radiation tracking, and for radiation warfare experiments.  Iodine 
concentrates in the thyroid gland.  Therefore, the health concerns stemming from exposure to 131I 
include various diseases of the thyroid such as thyroid cancer and non-neoplastic abnormalities 
such as autoimmune hypothyroidism and Graves disease.   
 
This study investigated the possible risks of thyroid cancer from the releases of 131I between 
1944 and 1956 at 41 representative locations within 38 kilometers of ORNL.  Communities 
within this region include Oak Ridge, Clinton, Oliver Springs, Kingston, Harriman, Lenoir City, 
Sweetwater, Maryville, and Knoxville.  At each of these locations, the risks of developing 
thyroid cancer, the relative risk with respect to an unexposed population, and the probability of 
causation for diagnosed cases of thyroid cancer were determined for individuals of both genders 
and of various age groups at the time of exposure.  The numbers of cancers that could have 
resulted from exposure to the Oak Ridge 131I releases within 38-km, 100-km, and 200-km radii 
of the X-10 facility were also estimated.  The overall impact of 131I exposure from the combined 
contributions of X-10 release and fallout from atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons at the 
Nevada Test Site was also evaluated.  The results of this study were found to be comparable to 
results from similar studies conducted at other sites in the United States.  The probability of 
occurrence of non-neoplastic thyroid disease within 38-km of X-10 has been discussed based on 
new evidence on the doses of radiation required to induce such diseases. 
 
A number of recommendations have been made in this report that can be used in a follow-up 
work to reduce the uncertainty in dose and risk and to identify and eliminate any remaining 
sources of possible bias.  Important components of the study, the processes addressed within 
each component, and intermediate results are summarized below, followed by a discussion of the 
estimated health impacts. 
 
Source Term 
 
Over the 13-year period of the RaLa operations at X-10, approximately 30,000 reactor fuel slugs 
were dissolved in about 731 batches during the process of separating over 19,000 TBq (1 TBq = 
1012 Bq; approximately 500,000 Ci) of radioactive barium as a source of 140La for shipment to 
Los Alamos.  The analysis of the source term (the amount of 131I released to the atmosphere) 
involved estimation of the annual quantities of radioiodine released from vents and openings in 
Buildings 706-C and 706-D and from the X-10 stacks 3020 and 3039, as a result of routine 
normal and off-normal conditions.  For a large accident that occurred on April 29, 1954, releases 
estimates were made for each half-hour period. 
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The most important source of radioiodine releases from RaLa processing was exhaust (“off gas”) 
from the slug dissolver.   Volatile gases, which included radioiodine, were withdrawn from the 
dissolver by negative pressure, passed through a condenser and a chemical scrubber, and then 
routed through piping to the 200-foot tall 3020 stack.  After March 1950, exhausts from the 
chemical scrubber were routed to a central treatment facility in which contaminated air was 
passed through an electrostatic precipitator and particulate filters prior to release up the 250-foot 
tall 3039 stack.  
 
The iodine and barium contents of the irradiated fuel slugs from the X-10 Clinton Pile (Graphite 
Reactor) and the reactors at Hanford were estimated.  For each of the 731 dissolving batches, the 
potential for “direct” releases of untreated exhaust to the atmosphere through building vents, 
windows, and other openings were evaluated.  Because of the absence of monitoring data, expert 
opinion was extensively used to quantify the 131I collection efficiency of the condenser and 
caustic scrubber for routine operations.  Expert opinion was also used to quantify the potential 
degradation of collection efficiencies during the April 1954 accident.  
 
Approximately 8,800 to 42,000 Ci (0.3 to 1.6 PBq; 1 PBq = 1015 Bq) of 131I was released 
between 1944 and 1956, of which 6,300 to 36,000 Ci (0.23 to 1.3 PBq) was in the elemental 
(most environmentally reactive) form of iodine; the remainder was in the nonreactive volatile 
organic form.  As shown in Tables ES-1, ES-2, and ES-3, the largest releases occurred between 
1952 and 1956, when the freshly spent uranium fuel slugs came from Hanford reactors.  The 
April 29, 1954, accident released 105 to 500 Ci (3.9 to 21 TBq) over 2.5 hours1, accounting for 
about 6.5% of the total releases for 1954.    
 
Atmospheric Dispersion 
 
After being released into the atmosphere, 131I was transported by the prevailing winds.  A 
fraction of the iodine released in the elemental (reactive) form was chemically transformed 
during transport to particulate and organic (nonreactive) forms within a few kilometers of the 
RaLa processing facility.  The ground-level concentration of 131I in air is affected by several 
factors including the distance of the location of interest from the RaLa processing facility, the 
dilution of the concentrations in the air during atmospheric dispersion or mixing, the depletion of 
iodine from air by the processes of wet and dry deposition, and the chemical form in which 
iodine is present.   
 
Annual average ground-level concentrations of 131I for the routine releases and time-integrated 
ground-level concentrations of 131I for the 1954 accident were estimated using SORAMI, a 
mathematical model that accounts for all of the relevant processes that are important during the 
transport of 131I in the atmosphere.  The model was benchmarked using another public-domain 
model.  The model was validated using site-specific release and monitoring data, and the 
validation results indicate that the model predictions were within a factor of 2 of the annual 
average measurements. 
                                                 
1 While the period of direct release from the RaLa dissolver appears to have lasted 30 minutes, it took some time for 
the building ventilation to clear out this airborne contamination.  Releases were estimated for five half-hour periods, 
resulting in a total release duration of 2.5 hours. 
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For the analysis of routine releases between 1944 and 1956, electronic data collected at X-10 
from 1987 to 1996 were analyzed statistically to generate surrogate hourly meteorological data.  
For the April 29, 1954, accident, the SORAMI model was supplied with half-hourly 
meteorological data obtained from documented records of the specific meteorology prevailing at 
the time of the accident.  Uncertainties in all input parameters to SORAMI were quantified 
before the concentrations were estimated for each of the 41 locations of interest. 
 
Transfer from Air to Vegetation 
 
Consumption of contaminated milk and meat from cattle grazing on pastureland contaminated by 
the deposition of 131I from air is one of the most important pathways by which 131I enters the 
human body.  Once 131I is transported to a given location, it is transferred from the atmosphere to 
vegetation and the ground surface by precipitation scavenging of the plume and by dry 
deposition processes.  The rates of transfer from the atmosphere to vegetation surfaces are 
dependent on the chemical form of iodine in air; therefore, the total amount of 131I transferred 
was estimated by accounting for all three forms of iodine (elemental, particulate, and organic).  
 
For routine releases, annual average concentrations of 131I on vegetation were estimated using a 
constant rate of deposition of 131I from the air for a given year and the assumption that the annual 
average concentrations of 131I in vegetation and in air were in equilibrium with each other. For 
the 1954 accident, deposition of 131I onto vegetation lasted for a period of 2.5 hours, but it 
remained on the vegetation for a longer period of time until the processes of removal from 
vegetation and natural radioactive decay eliminated it completely.  A time-integrated 
concentration of 131I on the vegetation was, therefore, estimated to account for the longer-term 
availability of contaminated feed to the cattle. 
 
Transfer from Pasture to Various Food Products 
 
Once 131I is transferred to the surfaces of vegetation, it is available for ingestion by grazing 
animals.  Once ingested, it is further transferred into milk, meat, cheese, and eggs.  Estimates of 
the transfer of 131I from pasture to milk and beef were based on information from available 
literature and on unpublished measurements of the transfer of 131I into the milk of various breeds 
of dairy cattle used on farms in East Tennessee during the 1950s and 60s.  No significant 
difference was observed among the various breeds of cows; however, an inverse relationship was 
observed between 131I transfer to milk and milk yield for those animals producing less than 10 L 
d-1.  For this reason, a distinction was made between the transfer of 131I into the milk for low-
producing “backyard” cows and the higher-producing cows belonging to commercial dairies.  
Estimates of 131I concentrations were also made for goat’s milk, human breast milk, cottage 
cheese, eggs, and beef. 
 
The modeling approach used in this study for estimating concentrations of 131I in milk was 
validated.  Average concentrations of 131I measured in raw milk collected from locations around 
X-10 in 1962 and 1964 were found to lie well within the 95% subjective confidence intervals of 
the average value predicted by the model for eight locations in the vicinity of the sampling 
stations.  Radioiodine releases from ORNL during this period resulted from reactor operations 
and radioisotope production programs.  
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The concentrations of 131I in animal food products were estimated with mathematical models.  
For routine releases, the annual average concentration on pasture was related directly to the 
annual average concentration in animal food products.  For the 1954 accident, time-integrated 
concentrations of 131I in milk and meat were estimated based on the time-dependent 
concentration of 131I in pasture grass.  
 
Distribution of Contaminated Food Products 
 
The distribution of food products from various producers to a potential consumer is a complex 
process that is difficult to reproduce with high accuracy.  Contaminated foodstuffs produced in 
an affected area may be distributed to other areas not directly exposed by the radioactive plume.  
Conversely, individuals in the affected area may consume uncontaminated products imported 
from unaffected areas.  In this analysis, food products produced at a given farm were generally 
assumed to be consumed locally or distributed to the local population for consumption.  Milk 
was often exchanged between counties to cover consumption needs in milk-deficient areas.  The 
effects of the distribution system for a given food type were considered by accounting for 
radioactive decay between the time of milking or harvest and the time of human consumption of 
the food product, for the fraction of the food consumed that originated from uncontaminated 
areas, and for the amount of radioiodine lost during food preparation.  Eggs and cottage cheese 
were assumed to be produced and consumed locally, and only the reduction of contamination 
due to radioactive decay during the time between production and consumption was considered. 
 
Inhalation and Food Consumption 
 
Human exposure to 131I is dependent on the concentration of 131I in air and in food at a given 
location and on the rates of inhalation and food consumption.  This study included a detailed 
investigation of inhalation and ingestion rates by gender and age.  Different rates of inhalation 
and ingestion were considered for estimating exposures from the routine releases of 131I and from 
the 1954 accident.  Because of the importance of human exposure via the consumption of 
contaminated milk, this study focused heavily on the estimation of consumption rates of fresh 
milk for infants and children under the age of 10.  These estimates included differences in the 
consumption of locally produced milk and milk obtained at school.  The estimated rates for 
inhalation of contaminated air for infants, children, teenagers, and adults accounted for the 
amount of time spent indoors and the differences between the concentration of 131I in air between 
the indoor and outdoor environments.   
 
Consumption of meat, leafy vegetables, eggs, and cheese was also considered in addition to the 
ingestion of milk.  In all, doses and risks were estimated for 11 individual exposure pathways: 
ingestion of backyard cow’s milk, commercial milk, regionally mixed commercial milk, goat’s 
milk, meat, leafy vegetables, eggs, cottage cheese, inhalation of contaminated air, prenatal 
exposure from 131I ingested by mother, and ingestion of contaminated mother's milk during 
infancy.   
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Individuals living near X-10 may have been exposed via more than one exposure pathway at a 
time.  Three special exposure scenarios are designed to match the most likely dietary habits and 
lifestyles in the vicinity of the Oak Ridge Reservation.  The first exposure scenario (called "diet 
1") refers to individuals living in a "rural farm" setting.  The intake for this exposure scenario is 
obtained from ingestion of backyard cow’s milk, beef, leafy vegetables, eggs, and cheese and 
from inhalation.  The second exposure scenario (called "diet 2") refers to individuals in a rural 
area who buy milk from a local dairy farm.  They are also exposed to contaminated beef, leafy 
vegetables, eggs, cottage cheese, and air.  The third scenario (called "diet 3") refers to individuals 
in a more "urban" setting, who buy milk and food products from the grocery store.  The intake 
for this exposure scenario is obtained from ingestion of regionally averaged commercial milk 
and from inhalation.  Given that the doses and risks from ingestion of goat milk are substantially 
larger than the doses and risks from any other exposure pathway, it is addressed separately under 
the "diet 4" scenario. 
 
Internal Dosimetry 
 
After it is inhaled or ingested, 131I is absorbed into the bloodstream and then metabolized in a 
manner that is identical to the absorption and metabolism of stable iodine in the human body.  
The thyroid gland preferentially absorbs iodine from the extracellular fluid into the thyroid cells 
and follicles.  Iodine is then used in the production of hormones essential for human metabolism.  
In this analysis, the absorbed thyroid dose per unit intake of 131I was estimated as a function of 
age.  Since the uncertainty in the dose per unit intake is largely affected by the interindividual 
variability in the thyroid mass, this investigation employed the most recent information on 
thyroid volume as determined by ultrasonography.  It was found that the mass of the thyroid was 
somewhat smaller than assumed in past studies.  However, this finding was offset by the finding 
of a more rapid biological clearance rate from the thyroid, which resulted in a central estimate of 
the dose per unit intake that was similar to values recommended by the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection for newborn children up to children 15 years or age.  
 
Excess Lifetime Risk per Unit Absorbed Dose 
 
It is well established that X- and gamma irradiation of the thyroid at doses approaching 10 cGy 
will result in increased incidences of thyroid carcinomas and adenomas in children exposed 
before the age of 15.  At higher doses, radiation might also induce non-neoplastic thyroid 
conditions such as autoimmune hypothyroidism, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, or Graves disease.  The 
thyroid gland in children has one of the highest radiogenic risk coefficients of any organ.  
Fortunately, fatal thyroid cancers are rare (the 5-year survival rate is 95%).  The effectiveness of 
131I in producing thyroid cancers is a subject that is still under investigation with ongoing 
epidemiological studies at numerous other locations.  The most convincing evidence of the link 
between 131I exposure and thyroid cancer is still emerging from reports and preliminary results 
from the follow-up of children exposed to 131I from the 1986 Chernobyl accident.  Additional 
supporting evidence exists from animal studies and from epidemiological investigations of Utah 
school children exposed to 131I from atmospheric weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site. 
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In this study, a relative risk model was used to estimate the chance of acquiring a thyroid cancer 
from an absorbed dose of 131I.  This model calculates the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer 
per unit dose as the product of the excess relative risk per unit absorbed dose and the background 
lifetime risk for an unexposed individual, including a series of modifying factors to account for 
differences in radiosensitivity by gender and age at time of exposure and for the effectiveness of 
131I in producing thyroid cancer compared with that of X-rays and gamma rays.  The background 
lifetime risk of thyroid cancer was obtained from incidence data for the state of Tennessee, 
excluding the counties of Anderson, Roane, Loudon, and Knox, which were affected by releases 
of 131I from X-10. 
 
The excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer per cGy changes markedly depending on the gender of 
the individual and the age at time of exposure.  For females exposed to 1 cGy before the age of 5 
years, the excess lifetime risk ranged from about five chances in one hundred thousand to sixteen 
chances in ten thousand, with a central value of three chances in ten thousand.  At the same dose, 
the risk to males in this age group would be about four times less than those for females.  
Females who were over the age of 20 at time of exposure to 1 cGy would have had risks almost 
80 times less, while males over the age of 20 would have had risks about 300 times less than 
females who were under the age of 5 years. 
 
Results 
 
Females born in 1952 who consumed goat’s milk (diet 4) received the highest doses and have the 
highest risks of contacting thyroid cancer during their lifetime.  The next highest dose results 
from the consumption of milk from a backyard cow, followed by milk from a local commercial 
dairy and milk that was regionally mixed.  Since the concentration of 131I in regionally mixed 
retail milk is about the same regardless of location within the 38-km domain, its importance with 
respect to the consumption of local produce or to inhalation varies from location to location.  
 
Lower doses are obtained from inhalation or from the consumption of locally produced beef, 
cottage cheese, mother’s milk (with the mother assumed to be on diet 1), or leafy vegetables.  
The doses from inhalation or from the consumption of one of these food types for a child under 
the age of 5 at the time of exposure are several hundred to more than 1000 times less important 
than the dose from the consumption of backyard cow’s milk.  The thyroid dose from prenatal 
exposure during the first part of 1952 (assuming the mother to be on diet 1) is about equal to the 
5-year total thyroid dose obtained from the consumption of beef or cottage cheese.  Risks were 
estimated specifically for the four diet categories, each of which consists of a combination of 
pathways. 
 
Among the 41 selected locations within the 38-km vicinity of the X-10 facility, the highest doses 
occurred at Gallaher Bend, located a little more than 6 km to the east of X-10, while the lowest 
doses occurred at Wartburg, located 27 km northwest of X-10.  For example, at Gallaher Bend, 
thyroid doses ranged from about 4 to 250 cGy for individuals of each gender born between 1940 
and 1952 who consumed milk from a backyard cow (between one and five 8-ounce glasses each 
day) and who consumed food products from a local garden or farm.  A similar group of 
individuals residing in Wartburg would have received doses ranging from about 0.08 to 6 cGy.  
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Doses from the consumption of regionally mixed commercial retail milk ranged from about 0.3 
to 10cGy for individuals born from 1940 to 1952 and did not vary by location. 
 
Doses were calculated for males and females born in 1920, 1930, 1935, 1940, 1944, 1950, 1952, 
1954, and 1956 who lived near X-10 during the period of radioactive lanthanum processing 
(1944-1956). These years of birth were chosen to allow comparison of doses and risks from 131I 
intake by individuals of different ages at time of exposure.  It was assumed that all members of 
the reference populations received no 131I exposure other than that from the X-10 RaLa releases 
that occurred from 1944 to 1956.  This being the case, it is not important where a person was 
born or where they lived before 1944 or after 1956.  It is very important, however, where in the 
Oak Ridge area the person lived from 1944 through 1956.  Assuming the same dietary sources 
for ingestion of 131I at a specific location, differences in gender account for only minor 
differences in the estimation of the thyroid doses.  More significant differences are determined 
by the year of birth, with the lowest doses being for individuals born in 1920, 1930, and 1956.  
These doses are about one-fourth to one-fifth of the largest doses received by individuals born 
between the years of 1944 and 1952.  Individuals born in 1954 have about the same doses as 
those born in 1940, which are about 65% of the doses for those born between 1944 and 1952. 
 
The highest excess risk of developing thyroid cancer for a female born in 1952 on diet 1 occur at 
the agricultural communities of Bradbury and Gallaher Bend.  For these locations, based on the 
assumed quantities of backyard cows’ milk, beef, vegetables, eggs, and cheese consumed each 
day, the risk estimates are confidently above one chance in one thousand (1 × 10-3) but less than 
1 chance in ten (1 × 10-1).  In addition, at these locations, the central estimate of the probability 
of causation approaches or exceeds 50% for females born in 1952 on diets 1, 2, and 4, meaning 
that a diagnosed thyroid cancer has more than an even chance of being due to exposure to 131I 
released from X-10.  The central estimate of risk for a female born in 1952 on diet 1 is likely to 
exceed 1 chance in 1,000 (1 × 10-3) up to distances of 35 km to the southwest and more than 38 
km to the northeast of X-10.  A risk of more than one chance in ten thousand (1 × 10-4) is likely 
with a subjective confidence of over 50% at all locations in the 38-km vicinity of X-10. 
 
Depending on the year of birth, the excess lifetime risk to females is 3 to 4 times larger than the 
risk to males.  At a location such as Bradbury or Gallaher Bend, the lowest risk is for a male born 
in 1920, who has an excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer almost 1000 times less than the highest 
risk for females born in 1952.  A female born in 1920 has a risk about 350 times lower than that 
for a female born in 1952.  Individuals of the same gender born in 1944 have about 50-60% of 
the risk than those born in 1952 have, while individuals born in 1940 or 1956 have risks about 5 
times lower than those for individuals born in 1952.  However, a male born in 1940 or 1956 has 
a risk almost 20 times less than that of a female born in 1952.  
 
The primary locations affected by the April 29, 1954, accident are those situated to the north and 
northwest of X-10, such as Jonesville, Norwood, East Fork Poplar Creek in Oak Ridge, Oliver 
Springs, and Wartburg.  The excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer to females on diet 1, exposed 
in their early childhood at either Jonesville, Norwood, East Fork Poplar Creek, or Oliver Springs 
ranged from a few chances in 10 million (3 or 4×10-7) to nearly one chance in thousand (1×10-3).  
In general, the total doses and risks from exposure to the April 29, 1954, accident are much 
lower than those resulting from exposure to the accident and the routine emissions combined. 
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Most of the uncertainty in the estimates of risk is associated with the uncertainty in the estimates 
of dose (55%), followed by the uncertainty in the dose response for cohorts exposed to external 
sources of radiation.  Uncertainty in the dose estimates are dominated by the uncertainty in the 
estimated concentrations of 131I in milk (45%), followed by the uncertainty in the internal dose 
conversion factor (40%).  The uncertainty in the estimates of milk concentrations is dominated 
by the uncertainty in the transfer of 131I from air to pasture (71%).  The uncertainty in the internal 
dose conversion factor is dominated by the uncertainty in determining the actual mass of the 
thyroid for any individual of a given gender and age. 
 
Fallout from atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) during 1952, 
1953, 1955, and 1957 was a significant contributor to the total 131I exposure for individuals 
located within 38 km of the X-10 site.  Beyond this distance, 131I from NTS fallout was clearly 
the dominant source of exposure.  For a female born in 1952 who consumed backyard cow’s 
milk, central estimates of the thyroid dose from combined exposures from X-10 releases and 
NTS fallout within the 15 km vicinity of X-10 ranged from 25 to 30 cGy, with upper bounds of 
the 95% subjective confidence interval exceeding 200 cGy.  At all locations within 15 km of X-
10, the risk to a female born in 1952 on a rural diet 1 exceeds one chance in one thousand (1 × 
10-3).  The upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval for the excess lifetime risk of 
thyroid cancer exceeds several chances in one hundred (6-9 × 10-2) up to more than one chance 
in ten (1 × 10-1) at the communities of Bradbury and Gallaher Bend.  The doses from the 
combined exposure to 131I released from X-10 and 131I deposited via NTS fallout are sufficiently 
high to have possibly manifested excess cases of non-neoplastic disease, namely autoimmune 
thyroiditis. 
 
Number of Excess Cancers Expected in the 38-, 100-, and 200-km Vicinity of X-10 
 
Within the 38-km vicinity of X-10, the 95% subjective confidence interval of the number of 
excess thyroid cancers resulting from consumption of cow’s milk (commercial and backyard 
milk, combined), contaminated by 131I released from the RaLa processing facility between 1944 
and 1956, range between 6 and 84, with a central estimate of 21.  For the consumption of 
backyard cow’s milk alone, the 95% subjective confidence interval ranged from 1 to 33 excess 
cases of cancer, with a central estimate of 7.  Commercial cow’s milk contributed more to the 
number of excess cancers because of the larger quantity of commercial milk produced and the 
larger number of individuals exposed via its consumption.  
 
The 95% subjective confidence interval of the number of excess thyroid cancers from 
consumption of cow’s milk contaminated by X-10 131I releases (commercial and backyard milk, 
combined) range from 14 to 103 (central estimate of 35) within a 100-km vicinity of X-10, and 
from 25 to 149 (central estimate of 58) within a 200-km vicinity of X-10.  These cancers are 
expected to manifest between 1950 and 2020, with the majority occurring after 1970.  It should 
be noted that these calculations of possible numbers of excess thyroid cancers are based on the 
linear, no threshold hypothesis.  Under that hypothesis, added cancer risk is assumed to be 
proportional to the collective radiation dose received. This holds whether one has large doses 
received by a few people or low doses received by a much larger population.  However, available 
data cannot exclude the possibility that there is a low-level threshold for causation of cancer.  If 
this is the case, then the values presented above are likely over-estimates of true incidence rates.    
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These estimates were made using a baseline of thyroid cancer diagnoses within the regional 
population with the assumption that the individuals in this population were unexposed.  Only 
about 28% of the total number of thyroid cancers in a population are diagnosed and reported.  
Therefore, it is likely that the total number of diagnosed and occult cases of thyroid cancer is 
about 3 to 4 times greater than the total estimate given in this study which are based on the 
incidence of thyroid cancer reported only through clinical diagnosis. The clinical significance of 
an excess incidence of benign nodules is not evaluated in this study, but it is noted that about 9% 
of benign nodules diagnosed through palpation and about 28% of those diagnosed through 
ultrasound will be surgically removed. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

From 1944 to 1956, freshly irradiated uranium fuel slugs were dissolved at the X-10 site in Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee, for the purpose of separating radioactive barium (140Ba) as a source of 
radioactive lanthanum (140La) for Los Alamos weapons development and other research projects; 
140La is formed by the decay of 140Ba.  This process involving the production of Radioactive 
Lanthanum has been historically referred to as “RaLa.”  Due to the 12.8-d half-life of the parent 
fission product 140Ba, the reactor fuel used for production of RaLa was processed shortly after 
removal from the reactor.  As a result, 131I, a highly volatile and short-lived fission product (half-
life of 8.04 d), was released to the atmosphere. 

This report presents the details of the assessment conducted to estimate the amounts of 131I that 
were released from the RaLa process into the atmosphere, transported off-site, and taken up into 
the thyroid glands of exposed individuals.  The endpoints of the assessment are the absorbed 
radiation doses to the thyroids of males and females at various ages at the time of their exposure 
and their corresponding excess lifetime risks of developing thyroid cancer.  The doses are 
defined by the energy deposited in the thyroid tissue from the decay of 131I accumulated in the 
thyroid.  The deposited energy induces modifications in the thyroid cells that may lead to thyroid 
cancer or other abnormalities.  The risk values represent the probability (or the chance) that an 
exposed individual will contract a thyroid cancer during his or her remaining lifetime after 
exposure to 131I.  The risks presented here represent the radiation-induced thyroid cancer 
incidence in excess of the natural background incidence of thyroid cancer.  In addition, the total 
number of excess cases of thyroid cancer that could have resulted, to date, from exposures to 
releases of 131I have been estimated for regions of 38-km and 200-km radii around the RaLa 
processing facility. 

Effects of exposure to 131I are estimated for the ingestion of cow’s and goat’s milk, cottage 
cheese, beef, leafy vegetables, eggs, and human breast milk, and for the direct inhalation of 
airborne 131I.  For exposures to contaminated cow’s and goat’s milk, ingestion of commercial 
dairy milk, milk from a backyard cow, and goat’s milk are considered separately.  Thyroid doses 
and the associated risks are also estimated for individuals on three different types of combined 
diets and for a fetus exposed to 131I ingested or inhaled by the mother. 

Forty-one locations of concern were selected in the vicinity of the Oak Ridge Reservation on the 
basis of the presence of population clusters, backyard cows or goats, cows contributing to the 
commercial supply of milk, and beef cattle during the 1944 to 1956 period (Figure 1.1).  All 
locations of concern are within a radius of 38 km from the RaLa processing facility.   

The methodology presented in this study allows a person of any age and either gender to obtain 
an individualized estimate of dose to the thyroid and excess lifetime risk of developing thyroid 
cancer.  In all steps of this assessment, uncertainties have been identified, quantified, and 
propagated through to the estimates of doses to the thyroid glands and the corresponding risks of 
thyroid cancer for the exposed individuals. 
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2.0 OVERALL APPROACH 
 
During the period 1944 to 1956, when the 131I releases occurred from RaLa processing, 
environmental monitoring and surveillance technology was not sufficiently developed to provide 
direct information about the concentrations of 131I in air, vegetation, or milk.  In addition, use of 
present-day measurements of longer-lived fission products to infer historical concentrations of 
the short-lived 131I in air and agricultural food products is not practical because of the presence of 
weapons fallout and the release of trace quantities of longer-lived radionuclides from numerous 
other operations at the X-10 site (Bruce et al., 1993).  As a result, the present Task 1 dose 
reconstruction is dependent on the use of mathematical models to estimate the release, transport, 
uptake, doses, and health effects of 131I.  This section presents the modeling approach used in this 
study to estimate the doses and thyroid cancer risks to people exposed to 131I released from the 
X-10 facility.  All available effluent and environmental data were used to calibrate and validate 
the models.   
 
Two separate approaches are taken to assess the health impacts within a study domain of 38-km 
radius around the RaLa processing facility.  The first approach represents the analysis of routine 
releases from 1944 to 1956.  The second approach represents a detailed analysis of an April 29, 
1954, accident.  A schematic of the processes addressed for each of the approaches is presented 
in Figure 2.1.  For the routine releases, the processes of atmospheric dispersion, deposition, and 
iodine chemistry are analyzed on an hourly basis, and the source terms, contamination of milk 
and the doses and risks to members of the public are assessed on the basis of annual averages.  
For the 2.5-hour accident in 1954, all analyses up to the estimation of the concentrations of 131I 
in air, milk, and leafy vegetables are conducted with a half-hour time-step.   
 
A distinction is made between the ingestion rates used to estimate the effects of routine releases 
and those used for the 1954 accidental release, even for individuals of the same age.  For routine 
releases, the ingestion rates are defined as annual averages; for the 1954 accident, ingestion rates 
could show seasonal effects because of a much shorter time period of concern (approximately 3 
to 6 weeks).  Therefore, the ingestion rates for the 1954 accident have a larger range of possible 
values than the range of values specified for the annual average rates. 
 
The dosimetry of 131I in the human body and the dose-response relationship depend on the age of 
the individual; thus, they vary from one year to another for any individual.  However, the 
uncertainty in internal dosimetry and in the dose-response relationships is attributable mainly to 
interindividual variability.  The necessary parameters for the analyses of internal dosimetry and 
dose-to-risk are selected by accounting for interindividual variability, and this variability is 
assumed to be the same for the analyses of both routine and accidental releases. 
 
The health impact of the releases from X-10 is assessed in terms of the excess lifetime risk of 
thyroid cancer for individuals exposed at various locations within 38 km of X-10. 
 
In addition, the total number of excess cases of thyroid cancers expected within a 200-km radius 
of the RaLa processing facility is discussed. 



SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

ENDPOINT: Amount of 131I released every year between
1944 and 1956 from RaLa Stacks and
Building (Bq).

ENDPOINT: Amount of 131I released during the accident
(Bq).

ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT ANALYSIS
ENDPOINT: Annual average, ground-level

concentrations of 131I in air for each year
(Bq m -3).

DEPOSITION ON VEGETATION

INTAKE
ENDPOINT: Pathway-specific quantities of 131I ingested

for the duration of exposure (Bq y -1).

• Inhalation:  age-specific
• Age-, gender-, and diet-specific ingestion of milk,

beef, cheese, leafy vegetables, and eggs
• Fetus:  from mother’s intake

• Inhalation:  age-specific
• Age-, gender-, and diet-specific ingestion of

milk,  cheese, and eggs

ENDPOINT: Pathway-specific quantities of 131I ingested
for the duration of exposure (Bq y -1).

DOSE ASSESSMENT *

ENDPOINT: Pathway-specific doses to individuals in
different age, gender, and diet categories (Sv).

• Inhalation
• Backyard cow’s milk
• Commercial cows’ milk
• Beef
• Cheese

ENDPOINT: Time-integrated, ground-level
concentrations of 131I in air (Bq hr m-3).

ENDPOINT: Annual average concentration of 131I on
pasture grass and other vegetation for each
year (Bq kg-1).

ENDPOINT: Time-integrated concentration of 131I on
pasture grass and vegetation for a period of,
at the most, 2 months following the accident
(Bq hr kg-1).

TRANSFER TO FOOD PRODUCTS
ENDPOINT: Annual average concentration of 131I in

cow’s, goat’s, and mother’s milk, and in
beef, cheese, and eggs (Bq L -1; Bq kg -1).

ENDPOINT: Time-integrated concentration of 131I in
cow’s, goat’s, and mother’s milk and in
cheese and eggs (Bq hr L-1; Bq hr kg -1).

ENDPOINT: Pathway-specific doses to individuals in
different age, gender, and diet categories (Sv).

RISK ASSESSMENT *

ENDPOINT: Excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer for
different age, gender, and diet categories
(Risk per 10,000); relative risk; number of
cancers; probability of causation

• Number of cancers within
–38 km
–100 km
–200 km

ENDPOINT: Excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer for
different age, gender, and diet categories
(Risk per 10,000).

Inhalation

Ingestion of
vegetables

•Leafy Vegetables
•Eggs
•Fetus
•Mother’s milk
•4 different diets

• Inhalation
• Backyard cow’s milk
• Commercial cow’s milk
• Cheese

•Eggs
•Fetus
•Mother’s milk
•4 different diets

NOTE:  No beef for accident

ROUTINE RELEASES APRIL 29, 1954, ACCIDENT

*  Dose and risk assessments for the routine releases include contributions from the April 29, 1954 accident.  
 
 

Figure 2.1:   Schematic of the processes addressed for the assessment  
of health outcomes from exposure to 131I released from the  
RaLa processing facility at X-10
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2.1 Conceptual Model 
 
The excess lifetime risk (ELR) of thyroid cancer from exposure to 131I is defined as the 
probability of acquiring a radiation-induced thyroid cancer by an individual exposed to a single 
dose of 131I (Di) at a given age (i).  In this study, the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer is 

calculated for an individual exposed to 131I released from the X-10 facility as follows: 
 
 ELR RF Di i i= ⋅  (2.1) 
 
where 

 
RFi  = the risk factor, defined as the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer per unit 

dose from exposure at age “i” [Gy-1]; and 
Di = the dose delivered to the thyroid from an exposure to 131I at age (i) [Gy]. 

 
Routine Releases 
 
If an individual is exposed for a longer time period than one year, the total excess lifetime risk 
(TELR) of thyroid cancer from multiple exposures occurring over several years is given by 
 

 ∑
=

⋅=
2

1

N

Ni
ii DRFTELR  (2.2) 

 
In the above equation, N1 is the age at which exposure began and N2 is the age at which the 
exposure ended.  The historical releases of 131I from X-10 occurred for 13 years, from 1944 to 
1956.  Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that individuals could have been exposed to 131I for 
several years, if not the entire 13 years of the RaLa operation.  
 
A process-based approach is used to estimate the excess lifetime risk (ELR) of thyroid cancer.  
The contributing processes include the following: 

 
− the source term, or the annual average release of 131I to the atmosphere; 
− atmospheric transport, including the processes of dispersion, deposition, 

plume depletion, and radioiodine chemistry; 
− transfer of 131I from air to vegetation; 
− transfer of 131I from vegetation to food products; 
− distribution and storage of food products; 
− intake of 131I from ingestion of food and inhalation of air; 
− dose to the thyroid per unit intake of 131I; and  
− lifetime risk of thyroid cancer, considering the metabolism and dosimetry 

within the human body. 
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The total excess lifetime risk to an individual exposed by more than one pathway is obtained by 
calculating the total intake of iodine from all applicable pathways. Appendix 2-A provides the 
methodologies to estimate the total excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer and thyroid doses from 
individual pathways, starting with 131I concentrations in air.  Details of the underlying 
approaches and mathematical formulations used for the estimation of each component of this 
assessment are presented in individual sections of this report.   
 
1954 Accident 
 
On April 29, 1954, an accident occurring at the RaLa dissolution plant resulted in the release of 
iodine to the atmosphere both from the stack and from the building itself.  The duration of the 
accidental release was about 2.5 hours, starting after 4:30 p.m.  The accident produced elevated 
concentrations of 131I in the air for a short time after the accident and elevated concentrations of 
131I in various food items for a period of 1 to 2 months after the accident.  The effect of this 
accidental release on members of the public is based on the total intake (Bq) resulting from 
inhalation of contaminated air and consumption of contaminated food items during the spring 
and summer of 1954.  Exposure to 131I from the 1954 accident is investigated separately, as well 
as in combination with the exposure from routine releases in 1954. 
 
The excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer to an exposed individual from an accidental release 
can be directly calculated using Equation 2.1. The methodology leading to the estimate of 
exposure (Di) in Equation 2.1 is presented in Appendix 2-A. 
 
2.2 Description of Model Components 
 
Source Term 
 
Assessment of the “source term” involves the estimation of the quantities of the various physico-
chemical forms of 131I released to the atmosphere from the dissolution of irradiated fuel slugs 
during the production of radioactive lanthanum (the RaLa process).  The fuel slugs were 
obtained from the Clinton Pile (later referred to as the X-10 Graphite Reactor) until 1948-1949.  
After this time, fuel slugs were transported to the X-10 site from reactors at the Hanford 
Reservation. The assessment of the source term is described in detail in Section 3 of this report.  
Separate assessments were conducted for the estimation of annual average source terms for 1944 
to 1956 and for the accidental release of April 29, 1954. 
 
Atmospheric Dispersion and Deposition 
 
The second component of the analysis includes the atmospheric dispersion, chemical 
transformations, wet and dry deposition, and removal (plume depletion) of 131I during the 
transport of the contaminated plume from the X-10 stack to the locations of interest.  The 
dispersion analysis is conducted on an hourly scale for the routine releases and on a half-hourly 
scale for the accidental releases.  However, for the routine releases, the resulting air 
concentrations and deposition rates are presented as annual averages for each year of the RaLa 
operation, corresponding to the annual average source terms.  For the accidental release of April 
29, 1954, the estimates of atmospheric dispersion and deposition are presented as time-integrated 
concentrations of 131I in air. This component of the assessment is described in detail in Section 4 
of this report. 
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Exposure Pathways   
 
Starting with the concentration of 131I in air, a number of different exposure pathways are 
considered.  For exposure due to ingestion of milk and milk products, beef, leafy vegetables and 
eggs, the deposition of 131I to vegetation surfaces is first analyzed.  The processes of wet and dry 
deposition are taken into account for the three chemical forms of 131I: (a) highly reactive 
(elemental); (b) moderately reactive (particulate); and (c) poorly reactive (organic).  The transfer 
from air to vegetation is described in Section 5 of this report for both routine releases and the 
accidental release in 1954.  
 
Iodine-131 deposited on pasture grass is ingested by grazing animals and transferred to milk and 
animal muscle.  The modeling approach used to estimate the contamination of milk, meat, and 
other food products, is described in Section 6 for both routine releases and the accidental release.   
 
Changes in the contamination of food products during the distribution and storage of food 
between production and consumption are discussed in Section 7.  An analysis of food ingestion 
rates for potentially exposed members of the public is presented in Section 8, along with the 
parameters used to evaluate exposure from inhalation of contaminated air. 
 
Thyroid Dose and the Risk of Thyroid Cancer 
 
To estimate the thyroid dose, a quantitative evaluation of the behavior of radioiodine in the 
human body is necessary.  After ingestion or inhalation of contaminated food, iodine is absorbed 
into the blood stream and then accumulates in the thyroid gland.  Section 9 describes the 
biological basis and the methodology for estimating the dose delivered to the thyroid by 131I 
accumulated in the interior of the gland.  The dose to the thyroid from a unit intake of 131I is 
called the "dose factor" or "dose coefficient."  The dose factors in this study were estimated 
using the most recent data on the mass of the thyroid obtained by ultrasonography (Section 9). 
 
Exposure of the thyroid gland to radiation results in an increased incidence of thyroid carcinomas 
and adenomas, especially if the exposed individuals are children under 15 years of age at the 
time of exposure.  The relationship between exposure and thyroid cancer incidence is discussed 
in Section 10, and a set of "risk factors" is estimated.  A "risk factor" is defined as the lifetime 
risk of thyroid cancer incidence from a unit dose to thyroid.  Risk factors are estimated for 
different age groups and for both genders (Section 10). 
 
Results of the Analysis 
 
The estimates of doses and total excess lifetime risks of thyroid cancer for different classes of 
exposed individuals are presented in Section 11.  An estimate of the total number of cancers that 
may have occurred to date in the vicinity of Oak Ridge is described in Section 12. 
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2.3 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Each of the components listed in Section 2.2 contains parameters whose values are known only 
imperfectly.  To quantify the present state of knowledge, subjective probability distributions are 
assigned using professional judgment after review of the literature and consultation with outside 
experts (IAEA, 1989; NCRP, 1996).  Whenever possible, distributions of values have been 
selected to reflect specific characteristics of the Oak Ridge site and of the relevant processes 
during the time period 1944 through 1956.  
 
The uncertainty in the dose and risk estimates is obtained by propagating the uncertainties in 
each of the individual parameters (Figure 2.2).  The Monte Carlo method is used for uncertainty 
propagation, employing the Latin Hypercube Sampling technique with a sample size of 400.  The 
most important contributors to the uncertainty in dose and risk are identified through a sensitivity 
analysis.  In this document, the sensitivity analysis expresses the relative contribution of the 
uncertainty of each input parameter to the uncertainty in each endpoint of the calculation. The 
analysis is based on a summation of the squares of the Spearman rank correlation coefficients1 
(between each input parameter and the endpoint of interest), normalized to 100% 
(Decisioneering, 1993). Identification of important contributors to the overall uncertainty 
determines directions for further study and will allow efficient allocation of resources to any 
future refinements of the estimates of dose and risk to individuals who may have resided near the 
Oak Ridge Reservation. 

 
A specific feature of the sensitivity analysis performed in this work is the treatment of the time-
dependent nature of the processes involved.  The main endpoints of the calculations, namely the 
total excess lifetime risk (TELR) of thyroid cancer and the total dose (TD), represent time-
integrated quantities.  Their relationship to the time-dependent parameters is complex and 
difficult to analyze. The solution chosen for the sensitivity analysis was to investigate the 
relationship between the uncertainty in the above-mentioned endpoints and the uncertainty in the 
time-averaged values for the time-dependent parameters. 

 

                                                 
1 Spearman rank correlation coefficients are calculated between each input parameter and the output.  Correlation 

coefficients provide a meaningful measure of the degree to which an input parameter and the result change 
together. A high correlation coefficient means that the input parameter has a significant impact on the result. A 
positive coefficient indicates that the result increases as the input parameter increases. For a negative coefficient, 
the result decreases as the input parameter increases. The larger the absolute value of the correlation coefficient, 
the stronger the relationship (Decisioneering, 1993). 
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Figure 2.2: Monte-Carlo method for uncertainty propagation 
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3.0 SOURCE TERM ASSESSMENT FOR IODINE-131

Source term assessment involves the estimation of quantities and qualities of a contaminant released to the
environment.  In the case of X-10 radioactive lanthanum (RaLa) processing, the analysis is focused on airborne
releases of radioactive iodine-131 ( I).  In this source term analysis, annual quantities of radioiodine released131

from the building that housed the RaLa process and from the X-10 stacks are estimated, taking into account
the expected physical and chemical forms of iodine that were likely present in the source material and available
information concerning the behavior of the different species of radioiodine in process equipment.  Releases from
an accident involving RaLa processing on April 29, 1954 are also estimated.  Attribution of radioiodine releases
to specific physical/chemical forms is important because the different species are transferred from air to
vegetation at different rates.

3.1 A Brief History of Radioactive Lanthanum (RaLa) Processing

The intense, 1.6 million electron volt (MeV) gamma ray of La made it useful for early atomic weapons140

development work.  Lanthanum was used in testing of the implosion process in early weapon designs, for
atmospheric radiation tracking tests, and for radiation warfare experiments.  Large scale production of
radioactive barium-lanthanum was requested by Los Alamos on 8 April 1944, reportedly in an urgent request
from J. Robert Oppenheimer, the civilian head of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory weapon development
program (Thompson, 1949).  The primary application for radioactive lanthanum at Los Alamos, which is
depicted in Photograph 1, was  described as follows in 1972 (Glasstone and Redman, 1972):

“The RaLa (pronounced “rah-lah”) method ... was a kind of
radiographic technique which made use of radioactive lanthanum
(RaLa), mass number 140, as the source of radiation, namely
1.65- and 2.30-MeV gamma rays.  The RaLa method was originally
used to study the compression of a solid core (or ball) as a
function of time in an implosion and also to determine the
symmetry of the latter.  The strong RaLa source (between 500
and 3000 curies) was placed at the center of a ball ...  The
implosion system was then surrounded by a number of
scintillation detectors to measure the gamma-ray transmission
in various directions.  The transmitted intensity is related to
the integrated product of density and thickness of the material
through which the gamma rays have passed.  Because the RaLa
source emitted radiation continuously, information could be
obtained of both time-behavior and symmetry of the imploding
system.”

Radioactive lanthanum produced at Oak Ridge was used in a number of other applications, including:

! atmospheric tracking tests at Los Alamos in 1950, in which radioactive clouds were tracked as far as
70 miles downwind to study dispersion and fallout (USGAO 1993); 
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! a radiation warfare test at Oak Ridge in 1948, in which radiation levels were measured at various
distances (up to 1,000 feet) and three above-ground heights (up to 12 feet) from a 1,000 Ci source
of metallic lanthanum (Roberson 1948, USGAO 1993); and

! “Operation Quick and Dirty” at the Pantex site in Texas in 1956, in which a 500-Ci La-140 source
was placed in a device that contained high explosives and uranium, positioned in a soil-covered bunker,
and exploded.  Soil and radioactivity dispersal were studied (LANL 1956). 

RaLa processing at Oak Ridge initially involved acid dissolution of aluminum-canned natural uranium fuel slugs
from the Clinton Pile, later known as the Oak Ridge Graphite Reactor, followed by a series of separation and
purification steps.  Due to the 12.8-d half-life of the parent fission product Ba, the reactor fuel used for RaLa140

processing had to be fed to the process shortly after removal from the reactor.  As a result, short-lived fission
products such as I, which normally decay away when fuel is allowed to cool for longer periods before131

dissolution, were available for release.  

Around 1948 the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission decided that fuel slugs from the Hanford, Washington
reactors would be used permanently as the starting material for RaLa separation.  This decision was made for
economic reasons.  Around 1950 the USAEC decided that it would not be practical to further alter the Building
706-D equipment at X-10 to increase production capacity.  In 1954 the USAEC decided to build a new RaLa
production facility at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, and X-10 was relieved of its RaLa production
responsibilities at the end of calendar year 1956.

3.1.1 RaLa Facilities at X-10

A production process was developed and put into operation in Building 706-C, where existing laboratory
facilities designed for small-scale (1-10 Ci) fission product separations were converted to barium-lanthanum
production in five months.  The first RaLa run was completed in September 1944.  Within months, when routine
shipments of 300-Ci batches were requested, the available facilities were deemed inadequate.  A dedicated
facility (Building 706-D) was designed for production of barium in batches up to 1,000 Ci in size.  The key
facilities and operations involved in X-10 RaLa processing are depicted in Figure 3.1.  Relevant portions of
the X-10 site around 1946 are shown in Photograph 2, and an interior view of Building 706-D is shown in
Photograph 3.  The RaLa slug dissolver vessel and related process components are shown in Photograph 4.
 

During the course of Building 706-D construction, the requirement for production of radioactive lanthanum was
increased from 1,000 to 2,000 Ci per batch for shipment.  Operations in the new facility began in May 1945.
In the years that followed, the equipment designed for RaLa processing at Oak Ridge was operated far beyond
its design capacity.  Requested batch sizes increased to 10,000 Ci in 1950, and alterations to the final
purification equipment were completed to allow processing of batches approaching 65,000 Ci (reported to
have been shipped from X-10 in January 1954).  Even though production levels were increased to over sixty
times the design capacity of the plant, the primary dissolving and precipitation equipment was never changed
(Larson, 1954).  Over the 13-year period of the RaLa production operations at X-10, an estimated 28,558
reactor fuel slugs were dissolved in an estimated 733 batches in the process of separating over 500,000 Ci of
radioactive barium as a source of La.140
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Photograph 1: Los Alamos Apparatus for Using RaLa to Test the Implosion Process

Photo LANL-5386 courtesy of Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Photograph 2: The Central Area of the X-10 Site (circa 1946; view toward the northwest). 

Photo ORO-3521 courtesy of U.S. Department of Energy 
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Photograph 3: Interior View of the Building 706-D RaLa Processing Facility

ORNL-Photo-3688 courtesy of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Photograph 4: The Building 706-D Dissolver and Associated Components

ORNL-Photo-6749 courtesy of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Plans to connect RaLa off-gas systems to the central, “isotope area” waste gas decontamination system and its 250-1

foot stack were discussed in a March 1949 progress report (Winters,1949a).  A May 1949 progress report projected
operation of the systems in that configuration in late 1949 or early 1950 (Winters, 1949b).  The central stack is shown
under construction in January 1949 in ORNL Photo 4110 and complete in ORNL Photo 588-84 taken in 1950.  The new
system is documented in use during RaLa Run 40 in March 1950 (ORNL, 1950)     

3.1.2 Key Sources of Radioiodine Releases

The most important source of radioiodine releases from RaLa processing was exhaust (off-gas) from the slug
dissolver.  In this 165-gallon, cylindrical, stainless steel tank, fuel slugs were dissolved in nitric acid to begin the
chemical separation process.  During the process of dissolution, some chemicals were volatilized and escaped
from the dissolver in gaseous form.  Volatile radioiodine and other gases were withdrawn from the dissolver
by a vacuum supplied by the dissolver off-gas system; the gases were passed through a condenser and a
chemical scrubber before passing through a length of piping to a stack at least 200 feet tall. 

As shown in Figure 3.1, off-gas treatment features included a chemical scrubber for the dissolver and waste
neutralizer tank and a second scrubber on other process vessels.  Both scrubbers were located inside heavily-
shielded rooms (known as cells) in the process building.  Particle filtration devices were added in late 1948 after
it was recognized that the process was a significant contributor to airborne radioactivity in the area of the
Laboratory (Coughlen, 1950).  RaLa exhausts were first routed to a central off-gas treatment system in March
1950.  That central treatment facility passed contaminated air through a Cottrell electrostatic precipitator and
particulate filters, then up a 250-foot brick stack. The utilization of the various release points for airborne
effluents from RaLa processing over the years is summarized in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1: Time History of Usage of X-10 Stacks for RaLa Process Exhausts

Source of Exhaust Stack  (Stack
30-ft 250-ft Central Brick

Local Stack Stack  (Stack 3039)

200-ft Pilot Plant

3020)
1

Dissolver and Waste Not used for
Neutralizer Off-gas this source

1944-1950 1950-1956

Off-gas from Other
RaLa Process Vessels

1944-1946 1946-1950 1950-1956

Cell Ventilation Exhaust 1944-1950 1950-1956
Not used for
this source.

In RaLa processing, indications are that a large majority of the iodine that was evolved was evolved during the
dissolution of uranium slugs.  While a portion of the iodine remained in the dissolver solution and became a
waste stream that was neutralized and disposed of at the X-10 tank farm, experts consulted indicate that
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Personal communications between Tom Widner and Bob Burns of the project team and Orlan Yarbro, Bill2

Burch, Leland Burger, and Bill Wichner, former and active ORNL and Hanford scientists with relevant chemical
processing experience.  1996.

evolution of iodine from this waste essentially stopped when the liquid was neutralized .  Because of this, many2

of the details about RaLa processing beyond the dissolution step, such as refinements to the methods and
equipment used to separate and purify barium, are not of primary importance to the estimation of radioiodine
releases. 

3.1.3 Other Sources of Radioiodine at X-10 and Other Radionuclides

Radioactive lanthanum processing has not been the only source of radioiodine emissions at the X-10 site.  In
the Oak Ridge Dose Reconstruction Feasibility Study, the following sources of radionuclide releases at the X-
10 site were addressed in preliminary evaluations of potential off-site health effects (ChemRisk, 1993a):

• Radioactive lanthanum processing

• Thorex processing of short-decay irradiated thorium

• Chemical separation of plutonium from Clinton Pile fuel

• Graphite Reactor fuel slug ruptures

• Argon-41 in Graphite Reactor cooling air

• Tritium from isotope processing programs

The first four of these radionuclide sources were evaluated for releases of radioiodine in the Feasibility Study.
In addition to these sources, operations were conducted at the X-10 site for production and distribution of
radioactive isotopes of iodine for use in research and medicine.   These isotope production operations were
not separately screened, because they involved dissolution of a much smaller number of reactor fuel slugs than
did RaLa processing and steps were taken to maximize the collection of the radioiodine that was, in those
operations, the desired product.  And while other nuclear material separation campaigns were undertaken at
the X-10 site over the years that may have been sources of some radioiodine releases (ChemRisk, 1993b),
each of the first four sources  listed above stood out in the Feasibility Study evaluation because they exhibited
one or more of the following characteristics:

1. They involved processing of large quantities of nuclear material, 

2. They involved processes in which fission products were likely released with a much shorter decay or
“cooling” period than is typically desired,

3. They were associated with documented cases of environmental contamination of the X-10 site
and (in some cases) surrounding areas, and/or
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4. They occurred in time periods before effluent treatment systems at the X-10 site had become
well developed.    

The RaLa processing operation stood out as the most important source of radioiodine emissions from the X-10
site because of its processing of large quantities of short-decayed reactor fuel slugs, its considerable 13-year
duration, and its initiation during a period when effluent treatment systems were minimal at first and not
completely developed by program’s end.  While I releases from RaLa processing in 1952 as estimated in131

the Feasibility Study were only about a factor of three above those from early plutonium separation operations
in 1944 and about a factor of six greater than those from Thorex short-decay runs in 1957, the plutonium
separation only lasted one year and the Thorex processing 1.5 years, compared to RaLa’s 13 years.   While
releases of I estimated in the Feasibility Study for RaLa processing in 1952 were 35% lower than those from129

early plutonium separation in 1944, quantities of  I released from each of those operations were lower than129

the quantities of  I released by factors of over 10 million, and that plutonium separation lasted one year.131

Isotopes of iodine stood out among the radionuclides evaluated for RaLa processing in the Feasibility Study
because of their volatility.  It is unlikely that temperatures in RaLa dissolving were high enough to volatilize
elements such as cesium and strontium, which would have been present in small quantities given the relatively
low reactor power levels and irradiation durations experienced by the fuel slugs that were processed.  The
fraction of the radioiodine isotopes present in the dissolver that were assumed to be released to the environment
was set at 80% in the Feasibility Study based on analyses of iodine release fractions at the Hanford plant
performed as part of the Hanford dose reconstruction project.  While detailed evaluation during this study has
indicated that the release fraction for RaLa iodine may have been significantly lower than 80% during most
processing, the estimated effective release fraction for iodine isotopes remains considerably higher than the
release fraction of 0.1% that was used in the Feasibility Study for Ce, Cs, Zr, Nb, Ru, Ru, Sr,144 137 95 95 103 106 89

Sr, Ba, La, Pu, U, and U.  This release fraction for radionuclides in particulate form was based90 140 140 239  235 238

on measured particulate emissions from RaLa processing at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant during 1957
compared to the estimated radionuclide inventories in the Materials Testing Reactor fuel used as the barium
source at that plant. 

In the Feasibility Study, the highest screening index for radionuclides and carcinogenic chemicals was obtained
for I.  This indicated that I warranted highest priority for detailed investigation.  Screening indices for I 131 131 133

and Cs were 60% and 6%, respectively, of the result for I.  Almost all of the Cs total came via surface137 131 137

water and soil pathways associated with sources other than RaLa processing.  All of the other radionuclides
evaluated had screening indices lower than 2% of the value for I (including I, at about 0.00001% of the131 129

I value).  The indicated significance of I in RaLa releases is attributable in part to the fact that it has a higher131 133

fission yield than I.  The average I content of RaLa slugs at the time of discharge from the X-10 Graphite131 133

Reactor was 9.2 Ci/kg, compared to 4.1 Ci/kg for I (see Appendix 3I).   On the other hand, I decays131 133

away with a half-life that is just over one-tenth of the half-life for I (20.3 h compared to 8.04 d for I), and131 131

the thyroid dose conversion factor for I is 17% of the factor for I (USEPA, 1988).   And while133 131
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I has a relatively high fission yield (it was present at 1.5 times the concentration of I in X-10 slugs; see132 131

Appendix 3I), its potential significance in RaLa releases is also limited, especially for fuel slugs shipped from
Hanford, bythe 2.3-hour half-life of that isotope and its relatively low dose conversion factor (less than 1% of
that for I).  131

As stated in the Feasibility Study report, the relative importance of I in that screening analysis was133

exaggerated by the fact that the radioactive decay of radionuclides between the time of release from the X-10
facility and the time of human intake was not taken into account.  The entire screening index for I was from133

exposure pathways that would involve significant decay in the environment, as they involved ingestion of milk,
meat, and vegetables that had been contaminated by air releases.  More direct pathways such as  inhalation
of or immersion in I were not included in the final Feasibility Study analysis because they yielded doses less133

than 1% of those from the air-pasture-cow milk pathway in preliminary screening.  Actual off-site intakes of
I were likely lower than indicated in the Feasibility Study by a factor of 10 or more, depending on the length133

of time assumed between release and consumption.

The considerations summarized above led the Task 1 project team to focus on I releases from RaLa131

processing in the evaluation described in this report.  While it is true that radionuclides other than I were131

released from X-10 RaLa processing, it is most likely that potential exposures to I dominated the doses and131

health risks to an individual that lived in or  near Oak Ridge during the period of interest.  The pathway by
which doses and health risks from RaLa releases could most likely have been enhanced by the presence of
shorter-lived iodine isotopes (i.e., I and I) is direct inhalation of contaminated air.  Possible contributions132 133

from the shorter-lived isotopes to inhalation doses were not evaluated in this study.  In this current assessment,
inhalation doses were generally minor contributors to total doses to individuals.  We consider it unlikely that
consideration of the shorter-lived iodine isotopes would significantly elevate the relative importance of the
inhalation pathway.   An  evaluation of possible additional doses from these isotopes would be a reasonable
refinement to this assessment, with the level of detail that is warranted possible to be determined based on a
preliminary screening calculation that could likely be performed with the information developed and assembled
for this study.
   
3.2 Elements of the Source Term Assessment

The major steps in the estimation of radioiodine released from X-10 RaLa processing were as follows::

• Collection of necessary information about each RaLa production campaign;

• Collection of information concerning how the reactor fuel slugs used as RaLa feed material
were irradiated in the X-10 or Hanford reactors (such as power levels, positions in the reactor,
and exposure durations);

• Calculation of the quantities of radioiodine that were present in the fuel slugs at the times their irradiation
ended and at the time of dissolving; and
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• Estimation of quantities of radioiodine that were released to the environment after the fuel slugs
were dissolved for chemical separation of radioactive barium/lanthanum.

3.3 Sources of Information Concerning X-10 RaLa Processing

No one source of information contains all of the data necessary to estimate releases from X-10 RaLa runs.
This section describes the information sources that proved to be most valuable in characterizing the RaLa runs
that occurred at X-10 and in estimating off-site releases.

3.3.1 Slug Exposure and Discharge Reports (“Push Data”)

Irradiated fuel slugs from the Clinton Pile were used as a source of barium/lanthanum until slugs shipped from
Hanford became the feed source in late 1948.  Oak Ridge fuel exposure and discharge records indicate:

- position in the pile (row or channel number)
- date each row was "charged" with new slugs
- date each row was discharged (“pushed” from the pile)
- number of days each group of slugs was exposed
- percent of maximum neutron flux (or "Position Factor")
- accumulated power (kWh) within the last 40 d, before the last 40 d, and 
- total number of slugs discharged from each row.

Samples of exposure and discharge reports for Oak Ridge slugs are shown in Appendix 3A.  Of the 28 RaLa
runs in Building 706-D that used exclusively X-10 slugs, the project team has located complete push data for
21 runs, partial data for 2 runs, and no data for 5 runs. To-date, detailed records of fuel exposure data for
Hanford slugs shipped to Oak Ridge have not been found for most RaLa runs.  The exceptions are letters
and/or teletypes that discuss individual sets of slugs that were being sent to Oak Ridge.  Appendix 3B presents
sample correspondence regarding Hanford slugs for Run 28 in November 1948 and Run 30 in February 1949.

3.3.2 “100 Area” (Clinton Pile) Log Books

Operators of the Clinton Pile maintained log books detailing operations on each shift, with each volume typically
covering two to three months.  Volume 1, which begins in 1943, is located in a display case in the Graphite
Reactor historical display.  The project team has found volumes 2 through 121 (through mid-1962) in boxes
in the X-10 Records Center.
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Key RaLa Process Components

DISSOLVER (“A-1")– The dissolver was a 165-gallon, cylindrical, jacketed stainless steel tank
mounted on a concrete pad.  The inside of the tank was lined with baffles which protected the wall
and service piping during slug loading.  Slugs were loaded through a three-inch diameter pipe slug
chute that extended from the third floor.  The chute was curved to prevent direct “shine” of
radiation from the dissolver to the third floor.  A crash plate at the exit of the chute broke the fall of
the slugs to prevent damage to the dissolver.  The dissolver was serviced with vacuum from the
A4-205 off-gas system through a condenser (“A-2") that was located on top of the dissolver.

CONDENSER (“A-2")– The reflux condenser was used to reduce the release of nitric acid vapors
into the off-gas system during the dissolving of slugs.  It was essentially an 8-foot by 1-foot
jacketed, stainless steel pipe with three stainless steel water cooling coils inside its top end.  Lines
supplied water to the condenser jacket and to the three cooling coils.  

AIR MIXER or “REACTOR” (“A-3")–   The reactor was a 6-inch by 8.5-foot stainless steel pipe
connecting the condenser to the A-4 scrubber.  Its purpose was to mix air (through a pinhole in A-
3) with oxides of nitrogen in the off-gas to facilitate dissolving of these oxides in the A-4 scrubber.

SCRUBBER (“A-4")– The dissolver scrubber was an 8-inch inside diameter by 9-foot stainless
steel pipe packed with 1-inch steel Raschig rings.  During slug dissolvings, a 4% solution of NaOH
trickled down over these rings while off-gas from the dissolver traveled up through the scrubber to
a 2-inch pipe that led to an elevated stack.

SCRUBBER (“A-16")–   This scrubber used NH  and water to remove acid vapors and active3

gases from all tanks except the dissolver and neutralizer.  It was a 8-foot by 14-inch inside diameter
stainless steel pipe packed with 1-inch stainless steel Raschig rings.
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The X-10 Radioactive Barium/Lanthanum Separation Process

Slug Loading: Clinton Pile slugs were natural uranium slugs “canned” in aluminum.  Lead slug
carriers were used to transport slugs from their temporary storage place in the water-filled Clinton
Pile canal.  The carriers were placed over the slug loading chute on the 3rd floor of Building 706-D,
and slugs were discharged one-by-one by means of two long handled cranks and dropped to the
dissolver on the first floor.

Coating Removal: 136 lbs of 1.37± 0.02 specific gravity nitric acid and 150 lbs of 1.38 ± 0.02
specific gravity sodium hydroxide were added to the dissolver.  The acid line was rinsed with 50 lbs
of water and the caustic line with 16 lbs of water.  With a vacuum of 4 to 8 inches on the dissolver,
156 lbs of the NaOH were added to the dissolver.  Steam was turned on to the dissolver jacket to
achieve a reaction temperature of 100 - 110 C.  Removal of aluminum coats was complete within
30 min. after reaching the reaction temperature.  The aluminum solution was jetted to Tank W-11
at the X-10 tank farm, and the slugs were rinsed with water.  

To prepare radioactive barium/lanthanum for shipment to Los Alamos, uranium fuel slugs were
loaded into the RaLa process dissolver.  Acid was added, the dissolver was heated, and the slugs
began to dissolve.  When the specific gravity of the dissolver solution reached a certain value, the
solution was diluted and cooled, and the dissolving reaction stopped.  Each slug in the dissolver was
at that point partially dissolved.  The  dissolver solution, representing a RaLa processing “batch,”
was then transferred to other vessels for separation and  purification of the contained barium. 
More acid was added over the partially-dissolved slugs in the dissolver, and a new dissolving batch
began.  Dissolving batches continued until there was little uranium metal left in the dissolver.  Slugs
dissolved per batch ranged from 1 to 85.  If more barium was still needed, more slugs were added
to the dissolver, and a series of dissolving batches were done with the new slugs.   A small amount
of uranium metal left in the dissolver when new slugs were added was called a “heel.”   The
presence of the heel helped dissolving of the new slugs start faster.  A “run” was a processing
campaign, often lasting a week or more, that included between 2 and 22 dissolving batches and led
to purification of a single product for shipment to Los Alamos.  Each RaLa run was given a
number (up to Run 68), and individual dissolving batches were assigned letters.  For example, Run
68 included Batches 68-A, 68-B, 68-C, and 68-D.  Each shipment was also assigned a number. 
Shipment numbers did not match run numbers, because some runs had multiple shipments and
some runs failed and did not yield a product worth shipping to Los Alamos.

Some Terminology of RaLa Processing
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The X-10 RaLa Separation Process (continued)

Dissolving: 390 lbs of 1.37 ± 0.02 specific gravity nitric acid was added to the dissolver through the
scale tank and funnel on the 3rd floor.    The tank and line were rinsed with 8 lbs of water.  With 4
to 8 inches of vacuum on the dissolver, heat was applied to raise the solution to the reaction
temperature of 105-110 C, which was maintained until the specific gravity of the solution reached
1.78.  The uranyl nitrate hexahydrate solution was diluted with 170 lbs of water while maintaining at
least 80 C.  The diluted UNH solution was then sparged for 15 min.  The first two batches of the
run were transferred directly to the A-9 precipitator for extraction; all other batches were
transferred to A-9 via A-11 to pick up a metal waste heel in A-11.

Extraction: 670 mL of 20% lead nitrate was added to the UNH solution in the A-9 extractor.  The
solution addition line was rinsed with 2 L of water, and 98 lbs of water were added to the extractor. 
Over 30 min., 255 lbs of 90% sulfuric acid was added while A-9 was kept at 80-90 C.  Slow
addition of the acid promoted growth of lead and barium sulfate crystals.  The co-precipitate of lead
and barium sulfate was allowed to settle for 8 hrs; 3 hrs at 80-90 C and 5 hrs at 35 C.  The
precipitate was then washed with 30 lbs of 25% sulfuric acid and four 33-lb portions of water. 
Lead/barium sulfate precipitate from multiple batches was accumulated in A-9 before metathesis
and transfer to Cell B for purification.

Neutralization: The supernatant metal waste solution was decanted to catch tanks, sampled, and
allowed to resettle.  The waste was added to 2700 lbs of carbophosphate solution in Tank A-5 for
neutralization.  The addition was done slowly to avoid rapid evolution of gases and release of
airborne contamination to the cell.

Metathesis (double decomposition; barium sulfate ý barium carbonate and potassium carbonate ý
potassium sulfate): 2.5 L of 40% potassium carbonate was added to the sulfate precipitate in the A-
9 precipitator.  This solution was digested for 15 min. at 85-95 C.  The lead and barium carbonate
formed was soluble in this potassium carbonate.  While maintaining 85-95 C, 35 lbs of water was
added over a period of 30 min.  The diluted solution was digested for 30 min. at the reaction
temperature.  The solution was then cooled to about 30 C over a 30-min. period to promote growth
of lead/barium carbonate crystals.  The agitation was stopped, and the precipitate allowed to settle
for 2.5 hrs.  Metathesis was then repeated, and the carbonate cake was washed with two 33-lb
portions of water with an intermittent settling for 2.5 hrs.

Dissolution of Metathesis Cake: With the mechanical agitator on, 500 mL of 70% nitric acid was
added to A-9 and the contents agitated for five minutes.  The solution was then jetted and blown to
Cell B for purification.
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The X-10 RaLa Separation Process (Continued)

Cell B Purification: The dissolved metathesis cake was passed through a “crud filter” to remove
undesirable insolubles.  The solution then entered an electrolytic cell, where the contaminating lead
was removed as PbO .  The volume of the product solution was reduced in a precipitator, then2

transferred to a glassware reactor in a lead cubicle outside Cell B.  Subsequent treatments with
fuming nitric acid, HCl-ether, HCl-alcohol, and absolute ether removed contaminants La, Fe, Ni, Cr,
Pb, and Sr.  The final product, barium chloride, was then dissolved in water, sampled, and
transferred to the shipping cone where it was evaporated to dryness prior to shipping.   In early
1950, an ion exchange process replaced the glassware purification operations that were done near
Cell B.  This change was instrumental in allowing the size of Oak Ridge barium batches to increase
to about 65,000 Ci.

Samples of pages from 100 Area log books are presented in Appendix 3C.  The log books detail activities by
the operators, such as checks of reactor systems, conduct of experiments, and loading and unloading (charging
and discharging) of fuel slugs.  Typically there were entries when slugs were discharged for RaLa production,
with indications of which channels the slugs were pushed from and which buckets in the water-filled pile canal
they were put in.  In the back of each 100 Area log book are tables of Clinton Pile power levels and
accumulated power for each shift for every day of its operation. 

3.3.3 Operations and Health Physics Log Books

Chemical separation operations log books and 706-D health physics log books were valuable sources of
information regarding the “charging” of fuel slugs to the RaLa dissolver, the timing of RaLa dissolving events,
and the occurrence of off-normal events.  A summary of the availability of chemical separations operations log
books is presented in Table 3.2, and sample pages from an operations log book are included in Appendix 3D.

With entries made during each operating shift [day (8 a.m.-4 p.m.), “swing” (4 p.m.-12 midnight), and night
(12 midnight-8 a.m.)], the operations log books recorded the status of the RaLa process equipment at the end
of each shift (such as summaries of what each process vessel contained, and what stage of processing was
active), listings of accomplishments during the shift, documentation of any problems with RaLa processing or
radioactive contamination in the building, and instructions to the crew coming on duty.  From entries in the
operations log books, it is often possible to determine when RaLa dissolvings began.  Exact times are rarely
given, but it is often stated when a batch had been started, completed, or was in progress.



Table 3.2:  Listing of X-10 Chemical Separations Operations Log Books

Notebook 
Number Description Start Date End Date Runs Included

CL-884 706D Shift Log, Volume 1 4/2/1945 5/21/1945 Dummy Runs 1 - 5
CL-915 Log #2 from 706D 5/21/1945 8/7/1945 1, 2, Dummy Run, 3, 4
Cl-1024 706D Ops Log #3 8/7/1945 11/5/1945 4, 5, HP Prep.
CL-1098 706-D Log Book #4 11/6/1945 1/20/1946 6, 7, 8
CL-1154 706-D Shift Log #5 ~1/21/46 4/1/46 9
CL-1202 706-D Shift Log #6 4/2/1946 8/14/1946 10,11,12,13 (partial)
not found 706-D Shift Log #7 8/14/1946 ~12/10/46 13 (partial), 14 (partial)?
CL-1555 706-D Shift Log #8 12/11/1946 3/2/47 14 (partial), 15, 15A (partial)
CL-1690 706-D Shift Log #9 3/4/1947 5/30/1947 15A (partial), 16, 17
CL-1691 706-D Shift Log #10 6/2/1947 ~9/12/47 18, 19, 20
CL-1702 706-D Shift Log #11 9/13/1947 12/15/1947 21, 22, 22A
not found 706-D Shift Log #12 12/15/1947 ~ March 1948 23 - 24?
not found 706-D Shift Log #13 ~March 1948 ~June 1948 25 - 26?
not found 706-D Shift Log #14 ~June 1948 10/22/1948 27?
A-7881 706-D Shift Log #15 10/22/1948 2/25/1949 28, 29, 30, 30A (partial)

A-37 Part I 706-D Log Book #16 2/25/1949 8/16/1949 30A (partial), 31 thru 35
A-37 Part II 706-D Log Book #17 8/16/1949 2/28/1950 35 thru 39

A-82 Chemical Separations Log #18 2/28/1950 7/9/1950 40, 41, 42
A-122 Chemical Separations Log #19 7/10/1950 12/22/1950 Dummy Runs
A-205 Chemical Separations Log #20 12/23/1950 5/16/1951 43, 44
A-240 Chemical Separations Log #21 5/17/1951 10/10/1951 44, 45
A-302 Chemical Separations Log #22 10/10/1951 3/11/1952 46, Dummy #7
A-328 Chemical Separations Log #23 3/11/1952 8/12/1952 Dummy Runs 8-11, Runs 47-49
A-379 Chemical Separations Log #24 8/13/1952 1/10/1953 50, 51
A-401 Chemical Separations Log #25 1/10/1953 5/27/1953 52 (partial)
A-436 Chemical Separations Log #26 5/27/1953 10/20/1953 52 (partial), 52A, 53
A-453 Chemical Separations Log #27 10/21/1953 3/1/1954 54, Dummy Run, 55, 55A

not found Chemical Separations Log #28 ~3/1/54 ~6/1/54 56
A-616 Chemical Separations Log #29 6/1/1954 11/16/1954 57, 58
A-664 Chemical Separations Log #30 11/16/1954 4/5/1955 59
A-704 Chemical Separations Log #31 4/5/1955 8/4/1955 60, 61

A-7879 Chemical Separations Log #32 8/5/55 12/6/1955 62, 63
not found Chemical Separations Log #33? 12/6/1955 ~April 1956 64 - 65?
not found Chemical Separations Log #34? ~April 1956 ~August 1956 66?
not found Chemical Separations Log #35? ~August 1956 ~December 1956 67 - 68?

 3-17
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For some RaLa runs, operations log books have not been located, but health physics log books are available.
The health physics log books contain similar information regarding the timing of transfers of slugs from the pile
building, addition of slugs to the RaLa dissolver, and initiation or completion of dissolving batches.

3.3.4 RaLa Run Reports

Much information concerning the conduct of RaLa runs is in run reports that document many of the processing
campaigns.  The run reports typically contain the following information:

- documentation of the number of slugs dissolved, and in how many batches

- descriptions of how the steps of processing progressed

- descriptions of any incidents, equipment failures, or difficulties encountered

- material accountability figures for each processing step

A sample of a typical RaLa run report is presented in Appendix 3E.

3.3.5 Analytical Reports of RaLa Runs

For many RaLa runs, reports have been located that provide the results of analyses of samples taken during
radioactive lanthanum processing.  These analytical reports typically document the number of fuel slugs
dissolved during each batch of a RaLa run.  A sample analytical report is presented in Appendix 3F.

The numbers of slugs dissolved were estimated based on laboratory analyses of samples taken from the uranium
solution present in the dissolver after a dissolving was complete.  As such, these values were in terms of
“effective” slugs dissolved, and did not always match the number of slugs actually added to the dissolver for
a series of dissolvings.  In a dissolving batch, all of the slugs present were partially dissolved.  The numbers of
effective slugs dissolved indicate the numbers of slugs equivalent to the quantity of uranium brought into solution
from the partially dissolved slugs.    

3.4 Chronology and Details of X-10 RaLa Runs

There were approximately 80 RaLa production runs performed at Oak Ridge.  Several runs were redone (e.g.,
Runs 15 and 15A, 30 and 30A).  Operations also included some special preparations (e.g.,for X-10
radiological warfare experiments), and several "dress rehearsals" and "dummy" runs.  Run numbers started at
1 when operations in Building 706-D started in 1945. 

Available data concerning the dissolving batches that were part of X-10 RaLa runs in Building 706-D are
summarized in Appendix 3G.  The table in Appendix 3G includes the following data for each dissolving batch:
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•  the batch name;
•  the date when dissolving started;
•  the estimated time that dissolving started, as a specific time or an operations

shift;
•  number of slugs dissolved (X-10, 4-inch Hanford, and/or 8-inch Hanford

slugs);
•  the duration of dissolving determined or estimated, in hours; and  
• a classification of each batch based on the potential for releases of iodine from

pathways that bypassed the caustic scrubber and the normal path to an
elevated stack.

3.4.1 Start Times for Dissolving Batches

The dates and times of day when RaLa dissolving batches occurred are of interest if releases are to be matched
with meteorological conditions representative of the time of year and time of day when the releases actually
occurred.  This is particularly important for the Oak Ridge area, where nocturnal inversions and low wind speed
conditions are quite common.  While the air dispersion assessment  described in this report dealt with routine
releases from RaLa processing on an annual average basis, the start times for individual RaLa batches have
been documented to the extent possible, to support  modeling of releases from the individual dissolving batches
as a possible future refinement.

In many cases, specific start times were not documented for RaLa dissolving batches.  When specific start times
were documented, they were preserved for use in the Task 1 assessment.  In many cases, only the date and
shift were documented, or the shift and some indication of whether dissolving started near the beginning, middle,
or end of the shift.  When only shift information was available to indicate when a dissolving batch was started,
start times were assigned as shown in Table 3.3.

For batches with start times linked only to whole shifts or said to have started in the middle of a shift, the
midpoint hours of the operations shifts (i.e., hours 4, 12, or 20) were specified as reasonable start times.  For
batches determined to have started near the beginnings or ends of shifts, start times were set to the first or last
hours of the shift, respectively.

Start times for dissolving batches were specified by the project team to the nearest whole hour.  For some runs,
operations log books were not located.  For batches for which a specific start date could not be determined,
the month could be determined in each case.  For these cases, a date within that month was assigned so that
meteorological data representative of the time of year could be selected should dispersion modeling for
individual batches be undertaken.  For batches for which start times were not available, start times were set
to Hour 1 of the documented or assigned start date so that dispersion would likely not be overestimated.    
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Table 3.3: Method of Assigning Start Times to Dissolving Batches Based on Operations Shifts 

Operations Shift when Dissolving Start Time Assigned (hour of the day, 
Started 1 - 24)

Night Shift (12 Midnight to 8 a.m.) 4

Day Shift (8 a.m. to 4 p.m.) 12

Swing Shift  (4 p.m. to 12 Midnight) 20

Night Shift, Beginning 1

Night Shift, Middle 4

Night Shift, End 8

Day Shift, Beginning 9

Day Shift, Middle 12

Day Shift, End 16

Swing Shift, Beginning 17

Swing Shift, Middle 20

Swing Shift, End 24

3.4.2 Numbers of Fuel Slugs Dissolved

For many RaLa dissolving batches, specific numbers of slugs dissolved were documented.  In other cases, less
complete information was available, and the project team estimated numbers of slugs dissolved based on the
available information.  In some cases, the total number of slugs dissolved over a whole run was specified.  The
project team apportioned these totals to the individual dissolving batches using methods such as 1) according
to documented quantities of barium attributed to each batch, 2) according to typical numbers of slugs per batch
from nearby batches, or 3) evenly across the documented number of batches. The specifics of each case in
which slugs dissolved per batch were estimated are given in Appendix 3H.

For some batches, no analytical results were located by the project team.  In these cases, the numbers of slugs
physically dropped to the dissolver were determined from documents such as the Chemical Separations
Operations log books.  These totals were then apportioned to the individual dissolving batches evenly or in
accordance with barium analyses or dissolving rates from nearby batches.  
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3.4.3 Durations of Dissolving Batches

Durations of dissolving batches are important for several reasons.  First, when coupled with a start time, they
determine the lengths of time over which the most significant iodine releases would have occurred during a RaLa
run.  In addition, for a given number of fuel slugs determined or estimated to have been dissolved in a RaLa
batch in this study, the duration of dissolving determines the rate of uranium dissolution, which in turn determines
the rate of iodine evolution from the dissolved metal.

Specific durations of dissolving batches were documented for some of the early RaLa runs, but this practice
was apparently discontinued after the first several years of processing.  When specific durations were recorded
for batches, they were preserved.  In many cases, however, it is only possible to ascertain from the log books
whether a dissolving batch was completed during the same shift or a certain number of shifts later.  When only
shift information was available to estimate durations of dissolving, the lengths of dissolving periods were
estimated as shown in Table 3.4.  The rationale for specification of these durations is as follows.  Based on
review of operations log books, approximately 4 hours was the minimum reasonable duration for completion
of a dissolving batch.  This is why 4 hours is the lower bound for the cases in which dissolving was completed
during the “same shift” or “one shift later.”  For the remaining cases, in which dissolving was completed n shifts
later, the lower bounds of the duration ranges (in hours) were calculated as [(n – 1)×8]+1. To illustrate, if a
batch was completed six shifts later, the duration would have had to included at a minimum five complete
eight-hour shifts, plus a certain amount of time during the shift during which dissolving started and during the
shift in which dissolving ended.  This amount of time is represented by the 1 hour that is added to (n –1) shifts.
 The upper bounds of the dissolving batch durations were calculated as [(n+1)×8].  To illustrate, if a batch was
completed six shifts later, at most it could have included seven eight-hour shifts.

Table 3.4: Method for Estimation of Durations of Dissolving Batches

Shift During Which Dissolving Range of Possible Durations
Ended (hours)

Same shift as when started 4 to 8

One shift later 4 to 16

Two shifts later 9 to 24

Three shifts later 17 to 32

Four shifts later 25 to 40 

Six shifts later 41 to 56

Seven shifts later 49 to 64

Eight shifts later 57 to 72

Nine shifts later 65 to 80
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For the Task 1 uncertainty analysis, the duration of each batch estimated as shown above is  specified as a
uniform distribution of discrete, whole number values between the range limits specified above.  This is done
so that the results could be cleanly matched with meteorological data representative of specific hours of the day
should impacts of releases be assessed on an individual basis as a possible future refinement.

3.4.4 Classification of Batches as to Likelihood of Direct Releases

It has been said that the only predictable thing about the X-10 barium/lanthanum separation process was that
it was unpredictable.  Extreme pressure to produce larger and larger quantities of RaLa product, use of
equipment far beyond its design capacity, equipment failure, and human error led to many occurrences over
the period from 1944 through 1956 when things didn’t go according to procedure or according to expectations.
Based on review of available chemical separations operations logs and health physics log books, it is evident
that some of the occurrences led to releases of radioactivity into Building 706-D.  It is also likely that, under
some conditions, iodine was released to the building and then to the environment via paths that would have
bypassed the off-gas treatment system and its caustic scrubber.  It is important that these release pathways not
be ignored.  “Direct releases” to the environment were not diminished by the caustic scrubber.  The radioiodine
released directly to the environment would have contained much more of the highly reactive elemental form of
iodine; this is the form that is most efficiently transferred from air to pasture vegetation (see Sections 4 and 5).
 

Based on the information found in RaLa operations log books and other documents, each of the 733 dissolving
batches was classified as to its relative potential for releases of iodine to the environment via paths that
bypassed the caustic scrubber and the normal path to an elevated stack.  The dissolving batches were classified
as shown in Table 3.5, with prevalences of the classes as shown in Table 3.6.
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 Due to an accident during Run 56 in April 1954, Batch 56-D is treated as a special case, and is not1

assigned a direct release class here.

Table 3.5: Classification of Batches as to Apparent Opportunity for Direct Releases

Direct Criteria for Selection
Release Class

1
Operations and/or Health Physics log books are available, and provide no evidence of
significant off-gas leakage beyond that of normal operations.

2 (such as documentation of the inability to maintain sufficient negative pressure on the
Available records provide evidence of conditions conducive to leakage of process off-gas

dissolver or presence of airborne contamination in the building). 

3 RaLa processing equipment (such as the need for operators to evacuate the building or wear
Available records provide evidence of significant leakage of radioactive materials from the

respirators in the course of their normal duties).

4 upon which to judge the extent to which direct releases were experienced (no operations log
The records that have been located by the project team provide insufficient information

books or equivalent records are available). 

Table 3.6: Prevalences of the Classes of Dissolving Batches by Potential for Direct Release 

Calendar Total Number of 
Year Dissolving Batches

Number of Cases of Direct Release Class

1 2 3 4

1944 42 0 0 0 42 (all in Building 706-C)

1945 170 10 5 0 185 (90 in Building 706-C)

1946 66 14 0 17 97

1947 130 5 1 0 136

1948 17 0 0 60 77

1949 33 3 0 0 36

1950 16 1 0 0 17

1951 9 0 0 0 9

1952 38 0 0 0 38

1953 20 2 0 0 22

1954 17 3 0 8 28 (29 with 56D)1

1955 19 2 0 0 21

1956 24 0 0 0 24

Total 600 40 6 85 732 (733 with 56D)
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Developed for CANDU reactors using NAtural Uranium fuel.1 

3.5 Calculation of the I-131 Content of Fuel Slugs

Because reactor fuel slugs from X-10 and Hanford reactors were used as sources of radioactive barium and
lanthanum, methods were developed for estimation of the I content of slugs from each source.  This section131

describes the methodologies used in this assessment for estimation of fuel slug inventories. 

3.5.1 Content of X-10 Slugs

The iodine and barium content of natural uranium fuel slugs from X-10's Clinton Pile were estimated using the
ORIGEN2.1 computer code (RSIC, 1992).  In the calculations, the 1.175-kg natural uranium slugs were
irradiated in eight-hour increments from the time they were inserted into the reactor until they were discharged,
at peak neutron flux levels corresponding to the documented operating power levels for each eight-hour shift
of Clinton Pile operations.  The ORIGEN2.1 calculations used the CANDUNAU  cross-section and fission1

product yield library file that was distributed with the code.  Inventories were calculated for seven iodine
isotopes, total iodine, barium-140, and total barium.  Total iodine was included, in part, because I does not131

behave differently than stable iodine in chemical reactions.  The key application for this information is in the
assessment of the efficiency of the caustic scrubber, where the presence of much stable iodine could decrease
the collection efficiency for I should the capacity of the scrubber fluid be depleted.  For the Building 706-D131

caustic scrubber, in which the caustic scrubbing solution was not recirculated, calculations described in Section
3.10 indicated that depletion of the capacity of the scrubber was not a factor that needed to be further
considered in this assessment.  

The inventory calculations proceeded as follows:

• Established the operating power level for the pile for each eight-hour shift from 7/27/44 to
12/5/47.

• Established the charge and discharge dates for all slugs pushed for each RaLa run.

• For each charge and discharge date, established the shift on which the slugs were charged to
the Clinton Pile or pushed from the pile.

• Calculated the peak slug inventory (the highest inventory expected in any single slug) for each
group of slugs pushed for each RaLa run.

• Established the position factors for each slug in each group of slugs pushed. These factors
indicate the relative inventories of slugs at various positions in the pile compared to that of the
peak slug. 
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• Summed the total inventory of selected isotopes for each group pushed for each run (most
importantly in terms of grams of total iodine and curies of I).131

• Divided the totals for each run by the number of slugs pushed and their mass to get the average
content per slug and per kilogram of uranium.

• Computed the average content of each isotope per slug and per kilogram of uranium over all
RaLa runs in which X slugs were used and for which push data had been obtained.

The calculated average I inventories of Clinton Pile slugs used in RaLa Runs 1 through 22 are shown in131

Figure 3.2.  The iodine inventories do not vary significantly across the RaLa runs that used X-10 slugs; the
coefficient of variation of the values depicted in Figure 3.2 is 7.3%.  This is in stark contrast to the inventories
of Hanford RaLa slugs, which will be shown in the following section contained increasingly higher quantities of
iodine as the years of RaLa processing progressed from 1948 to 1956 (see Section 3.5.2).  Based on the
ORIGEN2.1 calculations for all RaLa runs that used Clinton Pile slugs, the I content of X-10 slugs is131

represented by the following weighted probability distribution:

• Range: 3.3 to 3.8 curies per kilogram of uranium (3.9 to 4.5 Ci per slug) 
Probability: 0.095 (i.e., 2 out of 21 runs)

• Range: 3.8 to 4.6 curies per kilogram of uranium (4.5 to 5.4 Ci per slug) 
Probability: 0.905 (i.e., 19 out of 21 runs)

Within each stated range, each value is considered to be equally likely–  uniform distributions were used.  The
total iodine content of the dissolved X-10 uranium was represented by the following weighted probability
distribution:

• Range: 100 to 120 Fg per kilogram of uranium (120 to 140 Fg per slug) 
Probability: 0.095 (i.e., 2 out of 21 runs)

• Range: 120 to 220 Fg per kilogram of uranium (140 to 250 Fg per slug) 
Probability: 0.857 (i.e., 18 out of 21 runs)

• Range: 220 to 290 Fg per kilogram of uranium (250 to 340 Fg per slug) 
Probability: 0.048 (i.e., 1 out of 21 runs)



Figure 3.2:  Calculated Average Iodine-131 Inventories of X-10 RaLa Slugs
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These ranges are assumed to be uniformly distributed, and represent the iodine inventories at the time of reactor
shutdown after irradiation of the slugs for each run.

Some uncertain parameters were involved in the calculations of the iodine content of X-10 RaLa slugs.  In the
uncertainty analysis for the Task 1 source term, five multiplicative uncertainty factors (described in Table 3.7)
are applied to the inventory values for X-10 slugs to reflect the level of knowledge about these parameters and
the inventory results.   In each of the 400 realizations of Monte Carlo simulation used for propagation of
uncertainty  in the source term results, values are selected from the distribution for calculated total iodine
inventory, the distribution for I inventory, and from each of the five uncertainty factor distributions described131

in Table 3.7.  

Further details of the inventory calculations for X-10 slugs and associated uncertain parameters can be found
in Appendices 3I and 3J.

3.5.2 Content of Hanford Slugs

The iodine and barium contents of natural uranium fuel slugs from the Hanford, Washington reactors were
estimated using the ORIGEN2.1 computer code.  Inventories were calculated for each RaLa run for I-131,
Ba-140, and total iodine content at the time of reactor shutdown.  The inventory values for I-131 and Ba-140
were given in terms of curies of radioactivity per unit mass of uranium shipped (in kilograms).  Total iodine
values were given in terms of mass of total iodine (grams) per unit mass of uranium.  The calculations accounted
for the fact that only the center-most slugs were used from each tube pushed.  

Two sets of factors are relevant to calculation of Hanford slug inventories–  “tube factors” and “slug factors.”
Tube factors are measures of the relative power in a given reactor fuel channel (tube) with respect to the
average for all tubes in a given reactor; tube factors account for radial variations in power.  Axial power
variations (along the length of a tube) are described by slug factors, which are fractions of the total power for
a tube produced by a specific slug in that tube.  Characterization of tube factors and slug factors was important
so that inventories calculated for certain slugs in a reactor could be related to other slugs at other positions in
the reactor.  Details regarding characterization of tube factors and slug factors are provided in Appendices 3L
and 3M.

The following parameters were uncertain in the inventory calculations for the Hanford fuel slugs used in some
X-10 RaLa runs:

• Reactor of origin (“source” reactor)
• Length of irradiation time
• Tube factor
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Table 3.7: Uncertainty Factors Applied to Inventories Calculated for X-10 Slugs

Uncertain Multiplicative Uncertainty Factor Applied
Parameter

Mass of Clinton Pile
Slugs

Normal distribution; mean = 1, standard deviation = 0.6%

Rationale:  From ORNL Central Files Memorandum 52-6-10, the original specifications
for X-10 slugs was length = 4.000±0.010 inches and diameter = 1.100±0.002 inches. 
Those tolerances result in a maximum dispersion in the slug mass of ±0.6%.

Physical constants
used 

in the ORIGEN code

Normal distribution; mean = 1, standard deviation = 5%

Rationale: Formal calculations performed under the Hanford Environmental Dose
Reconstruction study to assess the uncertainties associated with using the ORIGEN2
code showed the maximum errors to be within ±5% for the radionuclides considered in
this study (Heeb, 1991).

Clinton Pile Power 

Normal distribution; mean = 1, standard deviation = 3%

Rationale: Clinton Pile power for each operations shift was determined based on the
thrice-daily accumulated power (kilowatt-hour) values that pile operators recorded from
the accumulated kWh meter in the control room.  The accumulated power over a shift
was divided by the nominal shift length of eight hours to determine power generation
(kW) for each shift.  Uncertainty is associated with the actual length of the time interval
between readings; an estimated uncertainty of 15 minutes corresponds to a dispersion
of ±3% about an 8.0 hour interval.  The project team believes it is unnecessary to
expand this uncertainty to reflect variability in the pile’s galvanometer (power
measurement) circuit itself, because the circuit was quite stable, calibrated at least
monthly, and very consistent on a day-to-day basis.   

Power-to-peak-flux Rationale: Based on a 4% bias between results of Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP)
conversion factor modeling of the Clinton Pile and physical measurements made by Clinton Pile physicists

Normal distribution; mean = 1, standard deviation = 5%

in 1945, plus the 1.3% precision of the MCNP calculations performed to yield the fuel-
to-air flux ratio for the Clinton Pile.  

Relative flux values

Normal distribution; mean = 1, standard deviation = 5%

Rationale: Based on a 5% ripple seen in the silver wire measurements performed in 1945
(Jones et. al, 1945).  It is reasonable to assume that the observed variability in the silver
wire measurements was less than 5%, hence overall error associated with the counting
of the activated silver segments would have been within ±5%.  
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For cases where all the above parameters were known (Runs 28-31 and 40-42) , the inventory results were
the product of the following:

• The ORIGEN results (average inventory values for all tubes in the reactor), 
• a “saturation factor” (the ratio of inventory for discontinuous reactor operation to that from

continuous operation; ranged 0.92 to 0.93 for I), 131

• a correction factor to reflect the fact that the center 38 four-inch slugs or the center 18 eight-
inch slugs were shipped to Oak Ridge (the factor was 0.749 for four-inch slugs and 0.718 for
eight-inch slugs), and

• the tube factor, 
• divided by the mass of the 38 four-inch slugs (all of these cases involved four-inch Hanford

slugs). 

In cases where the irradiation time was unknown, ORIGEN results for the upper and lower bounds of
irradiation time were sampled in a Monte Carlo simulation.  Based on review of the data for 15 runs for which
the irradiation times are known, the upper bound used was 100 days, while the lower bound was 50 days prior
to 1951 and 14 days from 1951 on.  

In cases where the tube factor was unknown, possible tube factors were sampled from a Beta distribution
between estimated lower and upper bounds.  Based on review of tube factors that are documented, lower
bounds for tube factors ranged from 1.2 to 1.3, while upper bounds ranged from 1.2 to 1.6.  Beta distributions
were used because they effectively represented empirical tube factor data, namely observed tube factors
documented for Hanford slugs pushed from 11 fuel channels in 1949 and 1950.  The Beta distribution is a very
flexible distribution often used to represent variability over a fixed range.  The distribution parameters were
adjusted until the distribution best matched the known data.  Appendix 3L contains additional details regarding
tube factors for Hanford slugs.

There were 40 RaLa runs that used fuel slugs from Hanford piles (Runs 28 through 68, with the exception of
Run 43, which used X-10 slugs).  The Hanford plutonium production piles that could have supplied RaLa slugs
to Oak Ridge were called the B, C, D, DR, F, and H piles.  The KW and KE reactors were of different design,
and were used for tritium production; it is unlikely that they supplied RaLa slugs. 

For 20 of the Hanford slug runs, the project team was able to identify the specific reactor from which the slugs
originated based on teletypes from Hanford to X-10, Hanford reactor operations monthly reports (Barnard,
1949) and summaries of Hanford dissolving data (Jaech, undated).  For eight runs, inventory distributions were
calculated that represented averages over the possible source reactors.  Distributions of I and total iodine131

were prepared and used in the source term calculations for each individual RaLa run that involved Hanford
slugs.   

For 12 runs, all occurring after 1952, the project team calculated distributions of  iodine inventories for the H
(most likely) pile and the C (highest power) pile and weighted inventories are estimated based on these values
and a subjective representation of the probability that slugs came from the H pile, the C pile, or one of the other
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piles (i.e., B, D, DR, or F).  The choice of the H pile as most likely was based on the fact that, starting with Run
51 (September 1952), in the majority of cases in which the source of RaLa slugs was determined, it was the
H reactor.  The H reactor was likely also an attractive option because of its higher power relative to the other
piles (second only to C) and its physical location–  it was roughly 15 miles closer to Richland, from where slugs
shipments departed.

Distributions of potential iodine inventories for the cases when the specific pile of origin was not known were
developed as follows:

• For Runs 39 and 44 through 50, the specific reactors of origin were not known, but there was overlap
in the power levels of the possible reactors (that is, their power levels were similar).  These runs
occurred before the C pile became operational and the power level of the H pile was significantly
increased. Inventory values for these cases reflect the average across possible source reactors at the
time. 

  
• For Runs 52, 54, 56, 58, and 60 through 67, the specific reactors of origin were not known and there

was not overlap in the power levels of the possible source reactors.  For these cases, ORIGEN
calculations were performed for the H pile (the most likely source of RaLa slugs) and the C pile (the
pile from the group with the highest power level).   While iodine inventories were not calculated for the
other four piles that could have supplied RaLa slugs, due to schedule and resource limitations, these
calculations could be performed as a future refinement.  Weighted distributions of possible iodine
inventories are calculated for each run as follows:

1. Subjective weighted probability is assigned to the following cases of potential RaLa slug origin:
H reactor (66% weighted probability), C reactor (17%), and "other reactors" (17%).  These
probabilities are based on observation of the piles of origin for the six runs after Run 50 for
which slug source is known.  Of these six runs, four (66%) used slugs from the H pile and one
each used slugs from the C and F piles (17% each case).

 
2. For each realization of Monte Carlo simulation used to propagate uncertainties, a slug source

is selected in accordance with these probabilities.  

3. When the H pile case is selected, the inventory distribution calculated for the H pile for that run
is sampled.  When the C pile case is selected, the inventory distribution calculated for the C
pile for that run is sampled.  If the “other reactors” case is selected, the inventory distribution
for the H reactor is sampled, and the result is multiplied times a value sampled from a
distribution between 0.70 and 0.75.  This latter distribution accounts for the fact that the
“other” reactors (B, D, DR, and F) were operated at power levels between 25% and 30%
lower than the H reactor during the period of interest. 
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For Run 54, the only run that used both 4-inch and 8-inch Hanford slugs, calculated iodine inventory1

distributions for the 4-inch slugs from the H and C piles were used in this weighting method, as the 4-inch slugs
contained slightly (4%) higher iodine-131 content per unit mass than the 8-inch slugs.

4. Across 400 realizations of Monte Carlo simulation, the contributions of the three slug-source
cases are summed, resulting in weighted distributions of possible iodine inventories for the
Hanford slugs that reflects the calculated inventories and the subjective probability of each
potential slug source.1

The average I content of Hanford slugs used for RaLa processing varied from 1948 through 1956 (Runs 28131

through 58) as shown in Figure 3.3.   The peak value of 160 Ci/kg estimated for Run 66 is over three times the
51 Ci/kg average over the first five Hanford-slug runs.  Because the iodine content of Hanford slugs varied so
significantly over time, run-specific distributions of I and total iodine content were applied for each dissolving131

batch. 

Two multiplicative uncertainty factors are applied to the calculated inventory values for Hanford RaLa slugs.
 These uncertainty factors are described in Table 3.8.  For the two RaLa runs in which mixtures of X-10 and
Hanford slugs were dissolved (Runs 30 and 30A in 1949), the five inventory uncertainty factors for X-10 slugs
were applied, because in every case X-10 slugs significantly outnumbered Hanford slugs. 

Additional details of the inventory calculations for Hanford slugs are presented in Appendix 3K.



Figure 3.3:  Trend of Iodine-131 Content of Hanford RaLa Slugs
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Table 3.8:  Uncertainty Factors Applied to Inventories Calculated for Hanford Slugs

Uncertain Parameter Multiplicative Uncertainty Factor Applied

Combined Uncertainty from
Physical Constants used in
ORIGEN (reaction cross-sections
and fission product yield values)
and Actual Reactor Power
Variations (degree of saturation).

Normal distribution; mean = 1, standard deviation = 5%

Rationale: Formal calculations performed under the Hanford
Environmental Dose Reconstruction study to assess the
uncertainties associated with using the ORIGEN2 code showed the
maximum errors to be within ±5% for the radionuclides considered
in this study (Heeb, 1991).   Given the maximum 5% dispersion from
the HEDR assessment and the small variability seen in the
saturation factors computed for the Hanford RaLa slugs, an
uncertainty of ±5% was selected to account for combined
uncertainties from physical constants and reactor power variation.

Uncertainty in Recorded 
Reactor Power Levels and

Asserted Tube Factors

Normal distribution; mean = 1, standard deviation = 5%

Rationale: The HEDR study (Heeb and Bates, 1994) used a value of
5% for the uncertainty in the recorded pile power levels.  This is
likely an overstatement given that pile power was recorded to much
greater precision, hence an uncertainty of ±5% is considered
appropriate for the combined uncertainties in pile power and
asserted tube factors.

3.6 Correction for Delay between Reactor Shutdown and Dissolution

A certain amount of time passed between the point when the X-10 and Hanford reactors were powered down
for slug discharge and the time that dissolving of the slugs occurred at X-10.  It is important to account for this
delay in the source term assessment because of the 8.04-day half-life of iodine-131.  With X-10 slugs, a RaLa
run included multiple dissolving batches.  The pile was shut down for discharge of slugs for each dissolver
“charge,” and then restarted until slugs were needed for the next charge.  Delay times as short as a few hours
were possible with X-10 slugs.  For this analysis, the delay time between end of irradiation and   dissolution
of X-10 slugs (which is essentially the time of iodine evolution) is assumed to follow a uniform distribution
between 2 hours and 14 hours.  This distribution is based on detailed information concerning the timing of slug
discharges from the Clinton Pile (Section 3.3.2) and the initiation of RaLa dissolving batches (Section 3.3.3 and
3.4.1).  The upper end is to reflect cases where equipment malfunctions or operational difficulties delayed
dissolving batches.  As applied in this analysis, the decay time sampled from the uniform distribution described
above represents decay between the time of reactor shutdown and the time of dissolution/iodine evolution, which
for a given molecule of I could have  extended beyond the start of dissolution by as much as the estimated131

duration of the dissolving period.    

Hanford slugs contained significantly higher levels of fission products than X-10 slugs, so fewer slugs were
needed for a given quantity of product, and fewer dissolving batches per run were necessary.  There was,
however, a delay between shutdown of the reactor and actual discharge of the slugs and a relatively long delay
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time associated with the transport of the slugs from Hanford to Oak Ridge by express train.  Documentation
has been found of at least one case where slugs were delayed by bad weather.  

The times of reactor shutdown are known for nine sets of Hanford RaLa slugs.  There are another seven
sets of Hanford RaLa slugs for which the dates the slugs were discharged from their reactor are known,
but the times of reactor shutdown are not.   Based on review of the data for the sets of slugs with known
shutdown times, a nominal interval of 12 hours is assumed between reactor shutdown and discharge of
slugs.  Decay times estimated for the 16 sets of Hanford RaLa slugs are shown in Table 3.9; additional
details of these data can be found in Appendix 3-N.  In this assessment, the delay time between end of
irradiation and dissolution of Hanford slugs is assumed to follow a triangular distribution between 5 days
and 11 days, with 6 days being most likely.  This range reflects the fact that dissolving batches for Hanford-
slug RaLa runs often extended over several days, and its upper end reflects cases where weather or other
factors delayed delivery of slugs from Hanford and  some cases where malfunctions or operational
difficulties delayed dissolving of the slugs.

Table 3.9: Estimated Decay Times for Sets of Hanford RaLa Slugs

Decay Time (days, to nearest ½ d) Number of Occurrences

5.0 1 (Run 37)

5.5 5 (Runs 30, 35, 57-59)

6.0 5 (Runs 31-34 and 36)

6.5 1 (Run 29)

7.0 2 (Runs 51 and 68)

7.5 1 (Run 53)

11.0 1 (Run 55)

The I-131 content of X-10 and Hanford slugs is corrected for decay between reactor shutdown and
dissolving based on simple radioactive decay:

A  = A  et 0
−λ t

where: A = activity at time t t

A = activity at time 00

λ = decay constant (equals 0.693/T  ,where T  is the radioactive ½ ½

decay half-life, d ; 8.04 for I-131)
t = elapsed time, d.



f(t) ' ae bt % ce dt
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The decay correction of total iodine content of fuel slugs is more involved.  The presence of stable fission
product I makes it necessary to establish decay expressions that are a function of irradiation time.  Unlike127

I content, which would reach an equilibrium between formation and decay, the I content of the reactor131 127

slugs continues to increase with increased irradiation time.   Concurrently, the fraction of total iodine that
I comprises decreases as a function of time.131

The following equation, which was determined by fitting total iodine results calculated by  ORIGEN2.1 as
a function of time after irradiation, based on 100-day irradiation time, is used to decay grams of total iodine
in X-10 slugs.   The fit was excellent, with agreement to a few hundredths of a percent.

where: f(t) is the fraction remaining at time t;
a, b, c and d are constant coefficients; and 
t is the elapsed time in hours.

For total iodine decay of X-10 slugs, the coefficients are:

a = 0.91771
b = -8.39947×10-4

c = 0.08229
d = -4.59712×10-2

This expression is valid for elapsed times after reactor shutdown from 0 to 44.0 hours.  For decay
correction of total iodine in Hanford slugs, the above equation is used with a different set of coefficients.
The coefficients vary depending on the length of the irradiation period, as shown in Table 3.10.
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Table 3.10:  Coefficients for Decay Correction of the 
Total Iodine Content of Hanford Slugs

Coefficient

Irradiation Duration

14 days 50 days 100 days

a 0.6810 0.7971 0.8741

b -0.0362 -0.0203 -0.0104

c 0.3190 0.2029 0.1259

d -0.4477 -0.4749 -0.4433

In this assessment, the coefficient sets are selected based on documented irradiation durations when possible.
Irradiation durations have been identified for 15 sets of Hanford RaLa slugs.  For these cases, the set of
coefficients for the decay equation closest to the actual irradiation duration is used.  With runs for which
irradiation durations have not been determined, the irradiation period for the closest preceding run with a known
value is noted; the coefficient set closest to this estimated irradiation duration is then used.  Documented
irradiation durations and values used for selection of coefficient sets for the decay correction of total iodine
inventories are shown in Table 3.11.  Additional detail regarding decay times and decay correction for Hanford
slugs can be found in Appendix 3N.

3.7 Estimation of the Species of Radioiodine Present in the Dissolver

This section and the sections that follow discuss the behavior of radioiodine in the RaLa process equipment,
particularly with regard to how much of the iodine present in the dissolved fuel slugs was likely released to the
environment.  While the project team was quite successful in locating records describing the details of RaLa
processing and related reactor operations, very few measurements were made of iodine concentrations in RaLa
process fluids in releases from RaLa processing.  Some information has, however, been identified that is
relevant to the behavior of radioiodine in RaLa processing at X-10 and to the fraction of the iodine present in
the dissolver that was likely to have been released.  This information comes from the following sources:

• expert opinion,
• mathematical modeling of the RaLa plant process, 
• several reports of effluent and waste monitoring at X-10, and
• reports of experience with nuclear material processing at other sites.
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 NA = Not Available (not determined from available records).1

 Run 43 was a low-level break-in run that used only X-10 slugs.2

Table 3.11:  Documented Irradiation Durations for Hanford RaLa Slugs and 
Durations Assumed for Decay Correction of Total Iodine Inventories   

Run Run 
Number Number

Irradiation Duration (days) Irradiation Duration (days)

Known Known
Used for Decay Used for Decay

Calcs. Calcs.

28 87 100 49 NA 50

29 NA 100 50 NA 5011

30 NA 100 51 302 100

31 69 & 46 50 52 NA 100

32 NA 50 53 40 501

33 NA 50 54 NA 50

34 NA 50 55 63 50

35 NA 50 56 NA 50

36 NA 50 57 33 50

37 NA 50 58 21 14

38 98 100 59 14 14

39 NA 100 60 NA 14

40 99 100 61 NA 14

41 90 100 62 NA 14

42 50 50 63 NA 14

44 NA 50 64 NA 142

45 NA 50 65 NA 14

46 NA 50 66 NA 14

47 NA 50 67 NA 14

48 NA 50 68 43 50
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A number of past RaLa engineers and operators and iodine behavior experts have been interviewed as sources
of information regarding the X-10 facilities and processes and the manners in which iodine was likely to have
behaved under the conditions at the time.  Individuals who have been interviewed include:

Orlan Yarbro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Former X-10 fuel reprocessing specialist, iodine behavior expert
Leland Burger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hanford chemical engineer, iodine chemistry expert
Cal Heeb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction source term investigator
Fred Weber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Univ. of Tennessee chemical engineer with fuel reprocessing expertise
William Burch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X-10 chemical technology staff member
Bob Wichner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X-10 chemical processing specialist
Paul Voillequé . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Health physicist, student of iodine behavior
Stanley Rimshaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Former RaLa process operator
Bob Schaich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Former RaLa operations supervisor

The group came to the following conclusions.  First, elemental iodine is removed very efficiently by caustic
scrubbers.  Organic and particulate forms of iodine are very poorly removed.  Even though most of the iodine
present in dissolved fuel slugs was likely in the form of elemental iodine, a majority of routine iodine releases
past the caustic scrubber were likely in the form of organic iodides.  If scrubber was operated with water
instead of caustic solution, iodine capture would have occurred at reduced efficiency.  While there was general
agreement that less than five percent of the iodine available in the dissolved fuel was likely released to the
environment when the caustic scrubber was functional, it was thought that release fractions could be higher for
“upsets” such as accidents and off-normal operating conditions.

A meeting was held in December 1995 between project team members and Orlan Yarbro, Bob Wichner,
Frank Gifford, and Paul Voillequé to discuss release forms and fractions of I and the atmospheric chemistry131

of radioiodine.  Based upon the opinions of this group, the following summary statistics were used as partial
basis for the Task 1 source term assessment:

• The radioiodine present in the dissolver solution was likely 93.9 to 98.9% elemental, 0.5 to 4% volatile
organic, 0.5 to 2% nonvolatile organic, and less than 0.1% particulate (most likely soluble entrained
iodine).

• Between 70 and 90% of total iodine is released from the dissolver to the dissolver off-gas stream.  The
nonvolatile heavy organic fraction remains in solution. 

• In the caustic scrubber, iodine capture efficiencies would be expected to be approximately  99% for
elemental, 1 to 10% for volatile organic, and 1 to 10% for particulate.   
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Upon closer examination of the summary of this meeting and interview notes, it is clear that the 0.5% to 4%
range was not meant to represent the range for RaLa iodine.  Rather, the upper value is typical for chemical
separation operations such as Purex, that used recycled acid and solvent extraction processes.  RaLa did
not use recycled reagents or organic solvents, thus involved very small quantities of organics.  Most organic
iodine that appeared in the RaLa off-gas was likely formed by reactions of iodine with traces of oils,
greases, solvents, impurities in water, or carbon impurities in the uranium (Burger, 1991; Burger interview;
Yarbro interview).  The radiation field assists by providing free radicals.  A volatile organic iodine fraction
of around 0.5%, the lower bound of the range previously stated, would be typical for RaLa processing
(Yarbro, 12/95 mtg).  Bill Burch agrees that it should be down in the 1% or less range (Personal
communication, 8/98).  

Based on the above information, the fraction of iodine in the RaLa dissolver that was in volatile organic form
is represented as a log-triangular distribution between 0.1% and 4%, with 0.5% most likely.  This
distribution is specified based on the expert opinion summarized above and the lack of relevant monitoring
data from the X-10 processing.  While the log-triangular distribution specified emphasizes values between
0.1% and 0.5%, the upper bound is maintained at 4% in light of the lack of specific measurements in the
X-10 dissolver. 

The following method is used to determine the fraction of each radioiodine species in the RaLa dissolver:

1. The percentage of particulate/aerosol-associated iodine is sampled from a loguniform
distribution  between 0.01 and 0.1 percent.

2. The percentage of volatile organic iodine is sampled from a log-triangular distribution
between 0.1 and 4.0 percent, with 0.5 percent most likely.

3. The percentage of nonvolatile organic iodine is sampled from a uniform distribution
between 0.5 and 2.0 percent.

4. The percentage of elemental iodine is determined as 100 minus the sum of the percentages
of volatile organic, nonvolatile organic, and particulate iodine present in the dissolver.  

Using this method, the amount of iodine available in the dissolver is apportioned to the identified species
in a manner that approximates the desired distribution and in which the percentages add up to 100 in each
Monte Carlo realization.     
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3.8 Estimation of Iodine Released to the Dissolver Off-gas Stream

As described above, the initial belief of the experts consulted was that between 70 and 90% of total iodine
present in the dissolver was released to the dissolver off-gas stream, while the nonvolatile heavy organic fraction
remained in solution.   To confirm and/or refine this understanding of iodine releases from the dissolver, a
mathematical model of the RaLa process was developed.  The model, which was specified by Orlan Yarbro,
addresses flows between the RaLa dissolver, condenser, reactor (an air mixer), and caustic scrubber as
depicted in Figure 3.4. 

For this assessment, the RaLa plant model was used to estimate flow rates of elemental iodine from the
dissolver condenser for a number of cases that span the range of dissolving rates that were experienced in
processing of X-10 and Hanford fuel slugs.  Based on plant model results for these cases, a set of correlation
equations were developed that allow one to estimate the elemental iodine release rate from the condenser for
a RaLa dissolving batch based on the rate at which uranium was dissolved and the iodine content of the
dissolved uranium slugs.  These correlation equations are then used for the remainder of the 733 dissolving
batches to estimate iodine release rates from the condenser based on the dissolution rate and iodine content
data that can readily be determined or estimated for each dissolving batch.  Use of this approach, which is
described in more detail in the text that follows, eliminates the need to run the plant model for each of the 733
individual dissolving batches.

Reactions of the RaLa Dissolver

The dissolution of metallic uranium by nitric acid produced a series of species which constituted the flow rates
that are modeled. 

U + 6 HNO   ý UO (NO )  + 3 H 0 + NO + 3 NO  3 2 3 2 2 2

The formation of NO and NO  is based on the above reaction.  The rate of production is based on the2

stoichiometric relationship and the rate at which the uranium was dissolved.  The water flow rate is based on
the fraction of water in the gas over the dissolver solution.  The mass of air into the dissolver is based on
inleakage and on the flow of air from the sparger.  The sparger was only operational during the last 15 minutes
of the dissolution cycle and was not a contributor to the flow of air into the dissolver. 
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Figure 3.4: RaLa Process Components Included in the Plant Model

The dissolution of uranium in nitric acid led to the release of the fission products, including I, from the131

interstitial voids in the metal.  The release of iodine is directly a function of the rate at which the metal was
dissolved.  The elemental iodine flow rate is based on the fraction of iodine in the dissolver solution as a function
of total mass in the dissolver.  This fraction is multiplied by the total mass flow exiting the dissolver into the
condenser to generate an iodine mass flow rate (kg/min). Both the total iodine and total mass of the solution
are calculated as a function of time; as the uranium slugs dissolved, the mass of elemental iodine increased.
However, volatile iodine was also being removed as part of the flow of gases from the dissolver to the
condenser.  In addition, the condensate from the condenser, which consisted of acid, iodine, water and NO ,2

provided a positive term to the total mass balance in the dissolver.  The concentration of iodine in the dissolver
is given by:



CI (dissolver) '
MI (dissolver)

MT (dissolver)

CI (dissolver to condenser) '
CI (dissolver)

fI (dissolver)

CI (dissolver to condenser) '
MI (dissolver)

MT (dissolver)
×

1
fI (dissolver)

MI (dissolver to condenser) ' CI (dissolver to condenser) × MGAS (dissolver to condenser)
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where: 
C (dissolver)     = kg of iodine per kg of dissolver solutionI 

M (dissolver)     = kg iodine in dissolver solutionI 

M (dissolver)     = total mass of solution in dissolver (kg).T 

The concentration of iodine in the gas stream leaving the dissolver is given by:

where:
C  (dissolver to condenser) = concentration of iodine in gas flow from dissolver toI 

condenser
C  (dissolver) = kg of iodine per kg of dissolver solutionI 

f (condenser) = kg of iodine in gas stream per kg of iodine in dissolverI  

solution

The mass of iodine in the gas flow from dissolver to condenser can then be evaluated from the above two
equations to give:

The iodine mass flow rate is the concentration of iodine in the gas stream from dissolver to condenser times
the mass flow rate of the gas stream:

where:

M  (dissolver to condenser)     =  mass flow of iodine from dissolver to condenserI

C  (dissolver to condenser)     = concentration of iodine in gas flow from dissolver toI 

condenser
M  (dissolver to condenser)    =   flow rate of total gas from dissolver to condenser  GAS



MI (dissolver to condenser) =
MI (dissolver)

MT (dissolver)
×

MGAS (dissolver to condenser)

fI (dissolver)
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The total gas flow rate (M ) is calculated from the sum of the mass flow rates from dissolver to condenserGAS

for air, NO, NO , acid and water.  The resulting equation for the mass flow rate of iodine from dissolver to2

condenser is given as follows:

Both the mass of iodine in dissolver solution M  (dissolver) and the total mass of solution in the dissolverI

M (dissolver) are functions of time.  M  (dissolver) is a function of the production of iodine from uraniumT I

dissolution, the removal of iodine by the flow of gases from the dissolver to the condenser, and the flow of
condensed iodine from the condenser back to the dissolver.  Similarly, M  (dissolver) is a function of the totalT

mass of material being produced by uranium dissolution, removed by flow to the condenser and the return of
condensate from the condenser.  As the total mass and the mass of iodine in the dissolver varies with respect
to time, these two variables are solved using a time-step solution which generates values for both variables at
the end of each time step.  A one-minute time step was employed; an assessment of the sensitivity of the flow
rates with respect to the length of time step showed no improvement in the accuracy of the result when shorter
time steps were used.   

Reactions of the RaLa Dissolver Condenser

The reflux condenser was used to reduce the release of nitric acid vapors.  The reaction and conversion of NO
and NO  are modeled as part of the condenser:2

2NO + O   ý 2NO2 2

3NO  + H O  ý 2HNO  + NO 2 2 3

The mass of NO and NO  in the condenser is a function of the rate at which both species are converted.  The2

mass of NO decreases as NO is converted to NO ; and the mass of NO  converted to HNO .2 2 3

Reaction of the RaLa “Reactor”

The reactor was used to mix air with NO to convert nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide.

2NO + O   ý 2NO2 2
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Reactions of the Caustic Scrubber

The final component is the scrubber, which was used to remove elemental iodine from the dissolver off-gas.
In addition, the following reactions in the scrubber are modeled:

2NO + O   ý 2NO2 2

3NO  + 2NaOH  ý  2NaNO  + NO + H O2 3 2

HNO  + NaOH  ý NaNO  + H O3 3 2

Based on the reactions outline above, a RaLa process model was developed that uses a combination of input
data specific to each run and information based on literature values and professional opinions.  The model
produces values of flow rates for each process component for all the species of gases discussed above, with
values generated at the end of each time-step.  As discussed in the beginning of this section, the RaLa plant
model was used in this assessment to estimate flow rates of elemental iodine from the dissolver condenser for
a number of cases that span the range of dissolving rates that were experienced in processing of X-10 and
Hanford fuel slugs.  Two correlation equations were developed that allow one to estimate the elemental iodine
release rate from the condenser for each RaLa dissolving batch based on the rate at which uranium was
dissolved and the iodine content of the dissolved uranium slugs.  The calculated release rates for each batch
are then used to estimate releases of elemental, organic, and particulate iodine to Building 706-D and through
the X-10 stacks, taking into account estimated occurrences of direct releases, removal in the caustic scrubber
(handled separately from the plant model in this assessment), and removal in the exhaust path between the
scrubber and the stack in use at the time.

Table 3.12 presents the plant model input parameters for the RaLa dissolver and dissolver condenser, the
parameters that are relevant to the model as used in this assessment.

Nine cases were selected to represent the combinations of dissolution rate and iodine fraction for RaLa runs
that used X-10 slugs.  Similarly, eight cases were used to evaluate a correlation for the Hanford 8" slugs. For
each case, the RaLa plant model was executed with the specified values of dissolution rate and iodine fraction;
dissolution times were based on reported or estimated batch durations.  Flow rates for each species in the plant
model, including iodine, were estimated at the end of each dissolution run.  The flow rates for most species
were constant with respect to time.  The major exceptions were flow rates for total iodine, which are a function
of the reflux flow in the condenser.  The iodine flow rate approaches an equilibrium value after the first hour of
dissolving, and changes to the flow rate after that are minimal.  For this assessment, the maximum flow rate was
determined to be at the end of the dissolution.

Values for uranium dissolution rate range from 0.15 to 0.35 kg/min and the iodine-to-uranium ratio (the iodine
fraction) ranged from 1.5×10  to 3.0×10  kg I / kg U for the X-10 runs.  For eight-inch Hanford slugs, the-7 -7

dissolution rate ranged from 0.08 kg/min to 0.23 kg/min; the lower dissolution rates are reflective of the
availability of lower surface areas per unit mass of uranium.  The iodine fraction was higher for the Hanford
slugs, with a range from 1.8×10  to 5.5×10  kg I / kg U.  -6 -6
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Table 3.12:  RaLa Plant Model Input Parameters for the Dissolver and Dissolver Condenser

Parameter Description Value Basis

NSLUGS Number of slugs dissolved. Varies by batch. From analytical reports or other operational records; see Section 3.4.2

DTIME Length of time step (min) 1 min. Model performs well at this setting; results are not sensitive to this setting.

TTIME Total dissolution run time (min) Varies by batch. From operations log books or other records; see Section 3.4.3.

FITA1 Iodine Fraction (kg total I / kg U) Varies by run. From ORIGEN calculations; see Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.

FICA1 Curies of I-131 per kg uranium Varies by run. From ORIGEN calculations; see Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.

RUSA1 Uranium dissolution rate Varies by batch. Calculated as mass of slugs dissolved divided by duration of dissolving.

FISA1 Fraction nonvolatile I in dissolver  0.02 Based on expert opinion (Yarbro, 1996). 

FIMA1 Fraction organic iodine in dissolver 0.01 Based on expert opinion (Yarbro, 1996). 

MAA102 Inleakage air mass flow (kg/min) 0.35 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement.

MAA103 Sparger air mass flow (kg/min) 0.02 Per O. Yarbro, typical sparge rates are 0.25 CFM per sq ft tank cross-section.

MTA104 Solution added to dissolver (kg) 180.5 From descriptions of the RaLa chemical separation procedure.

MUA105 Mass of slugs dissolved (kg) Varies by batch. Based on number of slugs times 1.175, 1.782, or 3.564 kg (X, 4"W, 8"W)

FHA101 (kg acid)/(kg vapor) in vapor leaving 0.01 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement (Yarbro, 1996).
dissolver.

FWA101 (kg water)/(kg gas) leaving dissolver 0.2 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement (Yarbro, 1996).

FIA101 (kg iodine in liquid)/(kg iodine in vapor) 0.16 Per O. Yarbro (Yarbro, 1996; Unger et al.,1970; Morgan and Holland, 1979).

STIME Sparger on time (min) 15 (after dissolution) From descriptions of the RaLa chemical separation procedure.

FNOA2R Fraction of NO reacting to NO2 0.2 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement (Yarbro, 1996).

FNO2A2R Fraction of NO2 reacting to HNO3 0.5 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement (Yarbro, 1996).

FHA202 (kg acid)/(kg water) in condensate leaving 0.006 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement (Yarbro, 1996).
condenser

FWA201 (kg water)/(kg gas) in vapor leaving 0.015 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement (Yarbro, 1996).
condenser

FIA2 Ratio of fraction of iodine leaving the 0.9 Per O. Yarbro, professional judgement (Yarbro, 1996).
condenser in condensate to the that in off-
gas.



Elem. I Flow Rate (kg/min)  = 0.9717 × (Diss. Rate × I Fract.) -  7.0×10 -11

Elem. I Flow Rate (kg/min) =   0.9657 × (Diss. Rate × I Fract.)  + 1×10 -9
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Using results from the Plant Model runs for X-10 slugs, there was not a good fit between the calculated
elemental iodine flow rate and either the estimated uranium dissolution rate or the iodine fraction.  However,
by plotting the elemental iodine flow rate from the condenser (calculated using the plant model) as a function
of the product of dissolution rate and iodine fraction (determined from available RaLa run data and ORIGEN
calculations), a very good linear approximation could be made.  Figure 3.5 shows a plot of the data and the
linear approximation.  The correlation is well established, with no visible bias, and therefore it was possible to
estimate elemental iodine flow rates from the condenser for each dissolving batch based on the following
relationship:

Where: Diss. Rate = Uranium dissolution rate (kg/min), and 
I Fract.   = Iodine-to-Uranium Mass Ratio (kg/kg).

This same relationship was used to estimate evolution of radioiodine from the dissolution of four-inch Hanford
slugs, which were quite similar to X-10 slugs.  Essentially the same process and methodology was used to
determine a relationship for iodine flow from the condenser for the eight-inch Hanford slugs.  Complete data
were available for Runs 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, and 62; the data set includes numbers of effective slugs
dissolved per run as well as a complete dissolution chronology.  By executing the RaLa plant model with these
data, a similar correlation between calculated elemental iodine flow rates and (dissolution rate × iodine fraction)
was determined.  Using this correlation, which is represented in Figure 3.6 along with the plant model results,
it was possible to determine the elemental iodine flow rate from the RaLa condenser for each dissolving batch
that involved the eight-inch Hanford slugs.  

The correlation between (dissolution rate × iodine fraction) and flow rates of elemental iodine from the
condenser for eight-inch Hanford slugs is:

Four-inch Hanford slugs were quite similar to the 4-inch X-10 slugs in their construction, other than for
differences in methods used to bond the aluminum coats to the slugs, which should not have affected iodine
production in the slugs.  Because the 4-inch Hanford slugs likely behaved more like the 4-inch X-10 slugs in
the dissolver than like 8-inch Hanford slugs (e.g., from surface area considerations), the correlation equation
for 4-inch X-10 slugs is used (with iodine fractions and dissolution rates determined for the appropriate Hanford
slugs) to estimate iodine release rates from the RaLa condenser for runs that used 4-inch Hanford slugs.  These
were Runs 28-42, 44-51, and 54.  For Run 54, the only run that used both 4-inch and 8-inch Hanford slugs,
the correlation equation for the 4-inch X-10 slugs is used.  The correlation coefficients (0.9717 and 0.9657)
are close enough that the impact in using one correlation equation over the other are minimal; for Batches 54-A
through 54-I, iodine release rates calculated using the correlation equation for the 4-inch X-10 slugs range from
0.24% to 0.47% higher than values calculated using the equation for the 8-inch Hanford slugs.



Equation of line:
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Figure 3.5:  Elemental Iodine Flow Rate from the RaLa Condenser as a Function of 
the Product of Uranium Dissolution Rate × Iodine Fraction (4-inch X-10 Slugs)
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Figure 3.6:  Elemental Iodine Flow Rate from the RaLa Condenser as a Function of 
the Product of Uranium Dissolution Rate × Iodine Fraction (8-inch Hanford Slugs)
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3.9 Estimation of the Magnitude of Direct Releases

As described in Section 3.4.3, each RaLa dissolving batch was classified by the project team as to its relative
potential for releases of iodine to the environment from pathways that bypassed the caustic scrubber and the
normal path to an elevated stack.   This classification was based largely on review of Chemical Separations
Operations log books.   For each “direct release class,” a portion of  the radioiodine estimated to have left the
dissolver condenser is assumed to have bypassed the caustic scrubber and the normal release path to the stack.
These portions, specified as ranges of percentages entered as loguniform distributions, are based on
professional judgement of the project team and the experts who were consulted after extensive review of RaLa
process documentation.  The percentages of direct release that are assumed, with statements of their basis, are
shown in Table 3.13.

For each of the 400 realizations of the Monte Carlo simulation performed to estimate iodine releases from each
RaLa batch, a value is sampled from the “Percentage Direct Release” distribution for the class that the batch
was assigned.  For that realization of the simulation, the sampled percentage of the calculated iodine flow from
the dissolver condenser is considered to be released without being diminished by the caustic scrubber or by
capture  along the exhaust path to an elevated stack.  The remainder of the iodine flow from the condenser has
portions of contained iodine removed in the scrubber and in the exhaust path, as described in Sections 3.10
and 3.11.   

Releases by each pathway (from the building and from the stack) are calculated separately and are in turn
totaled separately for each calendar year and for each hour of the accident during Run 56 in 1954.  When
airborne contamination was encountered in Building 706-D, it was common practice to open the building’s
windows until levels went back down again; in some cases, portable fans were placed in the windows to speed
up the purging of contaminated air.   In contrast to releases that occurred via the normal path from the dissolver
off-gas system to an elevated stack, the direct releases to Building 706 are treated as ground-level releases,
and no account is taken for capture  in the building itself. 

For dissolving batches in Class 4, the records that have been located by the project team provide insufficient
information upon which to judge the extent to which direct releases were experienced.  For each Class 4 batch,
the percent direct release is sampled from a distribution prepared as described below, based on the
prevalences of Classes 1 through 3 in those batches that had operations logs available.  This method affects
calendar years 1946, 1948, and 1954, the year that contained Class 4 batches.  Steps used to specify a
weighted distribution of percentages of direct release for Class 4 batches are as follows:

a. Subjective weighted probability is assigned to each possible direct release class other than Class 4 (i.e.,
1,2,3).  The probability of each option is based on the batches for which log books are available.  For
1946 and 1948, Class 1 has a probability of 326÷364 = 0.8956, Class 2 has a probability of 32 ÷363
= 0.0879, and Class 3 has a probability of 6 ÷364= 0.0165.  These probabilities were based on log
book data from the 364 Building 706-D RaLa batches from 1945 through 1949.
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Table 3.13:  Direct Release Percentages Assumed for each Batch Class

Direct Assumed Percent Direct Release
Release Criteria for Selection (loguniform distributions between 
Class stated values)

1 leakage occurred during routine collection of samples of

Operations and/or Health Physics log
books are available, and provide no
evidence of significant off-gas leakage
beyond that of normal operations.

0.001 to 0.1 %

Rationale: This level of occurrence of direct releases is
believed to be representative of the leakage that would
have resulted from normal operations.  For example,

process fluids, products, and wastes, and when process
fluids and gases backed up instrument lines to
operating areas.  Larson (1954) stated that “back-ups
into exterior lines and contamination from sampling and
product removal are frequent.”

2 documentation of the inability to Rationale:  This class represents an intermediate level of

Available records provide evidence of
conditions conducive to leakage of 0.01 to 1 %
process off-gas (such as

maintain sufficient negative pressure direct release, between that of Class 1 and Class 3.  
on the dissolver or airborne
contamination in the building). 

3 equipment (such as the need for

Available records provide evidence of
significant leakage of radioactive
materials from the RaLa processing

operators to evacuate the building or
wear respirators in the course of their
normal duties).

1 to 10%

Rationale:  The criteria for this class are clearly
indicative of process leakage or malfunction.  
Regarding the upper bound, it is believed that   direct
release of more than 10% of dissolver off-gas contents
would have resulted in major consequences within the
building and across the X-10 site that would have likely
been widely documented (as was the Run 56 accident in
1954).

b. If option 1 in selected in an iteration, the percent direct release distribution for Class 1 is sampled
(0.001 to 0.1% loguniform).  If option 2 is selected, the percent direct release distribution for Class 2
is sampled (0.01 to 1%). If option 3 in selected, the percent direct release distribution for Class 3 is
sampled (1 to 10%).  In each iteration, the options that are not selected are assigned a value of zero,
and a forecast cell is assigned the sum of options 1 through 3.  Across 400 realizations of Monte Carlo
simulation, the contributions of the three options are summed, resulting in weighted distributions of
possible percentages of direct release for Class 4 batches, based on the prevalences of Classes 1-3
in those batches with logs.
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c. The same process was used for 1954, with the probability of option 1 being 143 ÷151, the probability
of option 2 being 8÷151.  There was no third option in this case, because over 1950-1956 there were
no Class 3 batches among the 151 batches with log books. 

3.10 Iodine Removal in the Caustic Scrubber

Because the performance of the caustic scrubber is a critical consideration in this assessment of releases of
iodine from RaLa dissolving batches, a number of different approaches and information sources were utilized.
They included elicitation of expert opinion, review of the limited amount of monitoring data that were collected
during RaLa runs, and consideration of a mathematical model of the performance of the scrubber.

3.10.1 Initial Expert Opinion

As discussed in Section 3.7.1, a number of experts in the fields of nuclear material processing, iodine behavior,
and chemical engineering were consulted for their professional opinions regarding behavior of radioiodine in
the RaLa process and the caustic scrubber.  The summary of the meeting stated that, in the caustic scrubber,
iodine capture efficiencies would be expected to be approximately  99% for elemental, 1 to 10% for volatile
organic, and 1 to 10% for particulate.   These efficiencies were used in the preliminary Task 1 assessment of

I releases from X-10 radioactive lanthanum processing (Hoffman et al., 1996).      131

3.10.2 Mathematical Modeling of the Caustic Scrubber

Subsequent to completion of the preliminary Task 1 assessment, and as recommended in the preliminary Task
1 report, a mathematical  model was developed and applied to describe the performance of the caustic
scrubber in collecting elemental iodine in the presence of oxides of nitrogen (NOx).   Since no NO –HNOx x

– iodine interactions occur, the overall model was split into two sequential parts to simplify model development.
First, the NO  scrubbing portion was modeled to find the H  distribution in the column.  Then this concentrationx

+

profile was used in modeling the iodine distribution in the column.  Since the liquid I  is dilute relative to the H2
+

concentration, the reactions between H  and I  did not appreciably affect the NO  scrubbing model.+
2 x

This model for elemental iodine removal in the presence of oxides of nitrogen used a rate based approach,
based on the following known information:
         
• The composition and flow rate of the gas into the bottom of the scrubber (from the RaLa plant model

described in Section 3.8);
     
• The composition and flow rate of the liquid into the top of the scrubber (from descriptions of the RaLa

chemical separation process and procedures);
     
• The hydrogen concentration (H ) throughout the scrubber (calculated from NOx scrubber  model);+
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• Equilibrium constants that describe partitioning of elemental iodine between liquid and vapor phases,
and between dissolved I  and the following dissolved species:    2

  I  ,  H + I  +HIO,  and H OI + I  ; and3 2
– + – + –

• All gas and liquid flow rates throughout the column (from the NOx scrubber model).
     
The organic iodine species were assumed to pass through the scrubber unchanged.  The general procedure of
the model was as follows:

1. The 9-foot scrubber was divided into ½-foot long equilibrium stages.
     
2. Calculations were started at the bottom stage of the scrubber.  The composition and flow rate of the

gas into this stage were known from  RaLa plant model calculations.
     
3. A concentration of total soluble I  in the liquid out of the first stage was guessed.  Assuming the stage2

was well mixed, this was the concentration in the stage also.

4. The following three liquid phase equilibrium reactions were used to solve for the dissolved I2

concentration in the stage.
     

I  (l) + I   <<——> I2 3
– –

     I  (l) + H O  <<——> H   +   I +   HIO     2 2
+ –    

I  (l) + H O  <<——> H OI +    I2 2 2
+    –     

5. The vapor liquid equilibrium constant was used to find the gas phase I  concentration leaving the stage.2

   I  (l) <<——> I  (g)2 2

6. An overall material balance was done on the stage to find the liquid phase I  concentration coming into2

the stage.  
     
7. Steps 3 through 6 were repeated, working  up the column to the top.
     
8. Once at the top, a check was made to see if the liquid I  concentration into the top of the scrubber was2

zero (no I  was fed to the top of the scrubber).  If not, the guess in step 3 was adjusted and the process2

continued until the I  in at the top was essentially zero.  Then the model was solved, and the I  leaving2 2

the scrubber in the gas phase was the correct value.

Results of application of the scrubber model to nine dissolving batch cases are shown in Table 3.14.
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Approximately 650 kg of uranium was dissolved with an estimated average I-131 content of about 124 Ci/kg1

at time of discharge.  With about 50% remaining at the time of dissolving, that would have left about 40,000 Ci
available in the dissolver.

3.10.3 Monitoring Study During Two RaLa Runs   

In a study documented by Bradshaw and Cottrell (1954) the RaLa process was monitored during two
complete cycles of operation, Runs 52 and 54.  During Run 52, Millipore filters and cascade impactors were
used to sample in the off-gas duct, the cell ventilation duct, the 50-ft level of the stack, and inside the process
building.  During Run 54, a bubbler sampler was added to collect iodine at the same locations.  Bubbler solution
was prepared by dissolving 50 g of sodium thiosulfate and 5 g of sodium hydroxide in one liter of water.  Each
bubbler held 20-30 mL, and sampling periods ranged from 6 to 25 hours with a flow rates of about 1 liter per
minute.

Table 3.14: Scrubber Model Inputs and Results for Nine Cases  

Case Dissoluti Total Iodine Flow Iodine Flow Scrubber
Number on Rate Iodine to INTO OUT OF Removal

Uranium Ratio of Elemental Elemental Calculated

(kg/min) Uranium in Scrubber Scrubber Efficiency for
Fuel Slugs (kg/min) (kg/min) Elemental

Iodine

1 0.25 1.50×10 3.63×10 2.78×10 99.9992%-7 -8 -13

2 0.25 2.00×10 4.84×10 5.32×10 99.9989%-7 -8 -13

3 
(water through 0.25 2.00×10 4.84×10 4.58×10 99.9905%

scrubber)

-7 -8 -12

4 0.3 2.00×10 5.81×10 5.27×10 99.9991%-7 -8 -13

5 0.35 2.00×10 6.78×10 5.21×10 99.9992%-7 -8 -13

6 0.2 2.00×10 3.87×10 2.65×10 99.9993%-7 -8 -13

7 0.15 2.50×10 3.62×10 2.58×10 99.9993%-7 -8 -13

8 0.35 1.50×10 5.09×10 5.66×10 99.9989%-7 -8 -13

9 0.30 3.00×10 8.72×10 9.14×10 99.9990%-7 -8 -13

At a flow of about 120,000 ft  min , results of samples from the stack during Run 54 were taken to indicate3 -3

that about 33 Ci of gaseous I was released from the stack during the period of the run.  With a calculated131

radioiodine inventory of Run 54 slugs of about 40,000 Ci , the stack release of 33 Ci corresponds to a release1

fraction of about 0.1 percent.   One factor to keep in mind is that most of the iodine thought to survive passage
through the scrubber was likely in the form of organic iodides.  If this form was largely unaffected by the caustic
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Personal communication between Bob Burns of the project team and Dr. Herman Rao, radiochemist,1

currently with Nuclear Technology Services of Roswell, Georgia.  August 1996.

Sodium thiosulfate scrubbers used for sampling of iodine from RaLa operations at the Idaho Chemical2

Processing plant were calculated to have been 30% efficient in one study and 50% efficient in another (Cowser,
1964).

scrubber, it was likely also inefficiently captured by the caustic solution of the bubbler sampler.  On reviewing
the methods and results of the Bradshaw and Cottrell study, Dr. Hermon Rao made the following points:1

• The sodium thiosulfate in the bubbler solution served to reduce the I and form NaI, thus he concurred2 

that any iodine species that passed through the caustic scrubber likely passed through the samplers as
well.

• The surface area in the scrubber available for removal of iodine was much greater than in the samplers,
and so the bubbler samplers would likely have been less efficient than the scrubber for the same mix
of species.2

• The measurement performed to assess the trapping efficiency of the bubbler samplers using inert iodine
vapor was likely invalid given the large difference between iodine vapor and iodine species that would
have been present in the dissolver stream. 

• The trapping efficiency of the samplers was likely impacted substantially because the flow rate used
(1 L/min) was so large given the small volume of solution present (20-30 mL).  There is also the
possibility that the samplers could have saturated, given that they were collecting stable as well as active
fission iodine.

• There were potential problems with some of the analytical methods cited in the Bradshaw and Cottrell
study.  If aliquots from the samplers were evaporated to dryness for counting, the NaI trapped in
solution could have reacted with moisture and converted to volatile HI, which would have been lost.

• In summary, the gaseous iodine samples collected during Run 54 are not indicative of the actual iodine
releases that occurred.  As further evidence of this, the results from the bubbler samplers, when plotted
against time, do not correlate with RaLa processing events such as dissolving or sparging.

The results of particle sampling done during RaLa Run 54 were used to estimate releases of iodine associated
with particles during the other RaLa runs.  For dissolving batches 54-A through 54-J, elemental iodine release
rates from the RaLa condenser (kg/min) were calculated using the RaLa Plant Model equation for Hanford
slugs described in Section 3.8.  The distribution of the mean calculated release rates from the 10 batches were
used to specify a distribution of release rates for Run 54 as a whole.  A second distribution was specified based
on the 13 results of gross beta radioactivity analyses of Millipore filter paper samples collected at the 50-foot
elevation of the X-10 central stack during Run 54 (Bradshaw and Cottrell, 1954).  A ratio to relate release
rates of particle-associated iodine-131 to elemental iodine release rates from the RaLa condenser was
calculated as follows:



Run 54 Ratio =
Concstack × fI- 131 × 120,000 ft 3/min × 28,320 cm 3/ft 3 × 60 min/h × 1×10 -15Ci/fCi

Qcond. × 1- %DR
100

CF       =                                  =filters

1 -  %R part, path , 1- 28

1 -  %R part, path , 29 on

transmission before filters added
transmission after filters added
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 where: Conc   = the gross beta concentration from Millipore filter samples stack

taken during Run 54 (fCi cm ) at the 50-ft elevation of the X--3

10 central stack,
f = the estimated fraction of gross beta activity collected on theI-131

filters that was from iodine-131 [based on Bradshaw and
Cottrell (1954), represented by a triangular distribution
between 0.79 and 0.95, with 0.86 most likely], 

120,000 cm /min = the reported flow rate in the stack,3

28,320 cm ft = conversion factor for units of volume,3/ 3

 60 min/h = conversion factor for units of time,
1×10  Ci/fCi = conversion factor for units of radioactivity,-15

Q = calculated elemental iodine release rate from the RaLa stack

condenser (kg/min), and
%DR = The percent direct release sampled from the range for

applicable class of dissolving batch (Class 1 for all Run 54
batches).  

For each RaLa dissolving batch, the calculated elemental iodine release rate from the dissolver (kg min ) is-1

multiplied times the Run 54 Ratio (Ci h /kg min , calculated as described above) to estimate the release rate-1 -1

of particle-associated iodine-131 from the central stack (Ci h ).    For dissolving batches prior to Run 29, it-1

was necessary to correct for the fact that filters were added to the exhaust path after that run, and would have
affected particle transmission through the stack during the Run 54 sampling.  To account for this change in
effluent treatment, the Run 54 ratio used for dissolving batches through Run 28 also included a multiplicative
factor that was the ratio of estimated transmission through the exhaust path before the filters were added to
transmission after the filters were added.  In other words, the correction factor was determined as follows:

where: %R = percent removal of particulate iodine in the exhaust part, path, 1-28

path for RaLa runs through Run 28 
(1-10%, loguniformly distributed). 
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%R = percent removal of particulate iodine in the exhaustpart, path, 29 on

path for RaLa runs after Run 28 (70-99%,
uniformly distributed). 

3.10.4 Building 205 Stack Monitoring 

A number of 206 Area Operations weekly reports for 1945 have been found that discuss operation of a
Building 205 stack gas monitoring system during RaLa runs.  This system was apparently the monitoring system
that was installed to monitor off-gas from the Chemical Processing Pilot Plant (Building 205) during the early
plutonium production runs (Beall and Adams, 1944; Kanne and Branch, 1944).  This system pulled an 0.1 to
0.2 ft  min  off-gas sample through a Raschig ring-filled stripping column, through which sodium hydroxide3 -1

solution was flowing at a rate of 15–17 cm  min .  The stripper solution flowed through an ionization chamber,3 -1

from which radiation-induced current was measured and used to calculate the concentration of radioiodine
present.  Measurement results that were located are as follows (Harris, 1945a-c):

a. Week ending 5/12/45 (Run 8 in Building 706-C) –  Reported maximum monitored I activity leaving131

the stack was between 8.7× 10  and 8.7×10  Ci ft .-10 -9 -3

b. Week ending 5/19/45 (still Run 8 in Building 706-C) –   Reported maximum monitored I activity131

leaving the stack was between 1.5×10  and 1.5×10  Ci ft .-9 -8 -3

c. Week ending 5/26/45 (Run 9 in Building 706-C) –  Reported maximum monitored I activity leaving131

the stack was between 2.75×10  and 2.75×10  Ci ft .-9 -8 -3

At stack flow rates reported to be between 40,000 and 50,000 ft  min  (Kanne and Branch, 1944), the3 -1

maximum reported I concentration corresponds to a release rate of between 0.066 and 0.083 Ci per hour.131

Using the methodology presented in this report, with the following assumptions, peak release rates were
calculated for comparison with these measured values:

• Assumed 208 slugs dissolved in Run 9 (same as in Run 1 in Building 706-D), in batches of 14 slugs
at a time.

• Assumed dissolvings were completed in the same shift that they started (i.e., possible durations ranged
from 4 to 8 hours) and used the iodine-131 and total iodine inventory distributions calculated for X-10
slugs from Runs 1 through 22. 

• Assumed reduced scrubber collection efficiency for elemental iodine due to use of water in scrubber
instead of caustic (see Section 3.10.6).

• Results indicate a mean release rate of 11 Ci/h from the dissolver condenser and 1.3 Ci/h from the
Building 205 stack.

If one accepts that the peak stack monitor reading from the week ending 5/26/45 was a valid indication of the
peak release rate of elemental iodine from Run 9 in Building 706-C, and the 11 Ci/h value calculated in this
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study is an accurate representation of the peak release rate of elemental iodine from the dissolver condenser
in Run 9, the ratio of 0.083 Ci/h (monitored) to 11 Ci/h (predicted) indicates that 0.75% of the elemental iodine
that entered the dissolver scrubber was measured in the stack.  This would represent elemental iodine capture
in the scrubber and the exhaust path totaling 99.25%.  

If one accepts that the 1.3 Ci/h value calculated in this study is an accurate representation of the maximum
release rate of elemental iodine from the Building 205 stack, then the ratio of 0.083 Ci/h to 1.3 Ci/h would
indicate that the monitoring system measured about 6% of the elemental iodine that exited the stack.   

As in the study by Bradshaw and Cottrell, if organic iodides were largely unaffected by the scrubber, they were
likely also inefficiently captured by the scrubbing solution of the monitoring system.  As a result, monitoring
results likely under-represent actual total radioiodine releases from the Building 205 stack. 

3.10.5 Expert Opinion Revisited

After completion of the mathematical modeling of the RaLa caustic scrubber, a number of the iodine experts
named in Section 3.7 were again consulted in preparation for establishing the approach for reflecting scrubber
performance this assessment.  Several of the experts consulted view the scrubber modeling results as an
affirmation of the fact that caustic scrubbers in theory can be very efficient devices for removal of elemental
iodine from contaminated air, as was stated in the initial summary of elicited expert opinion on the subject.  But
there is widespread belief among the experts that the scrubber model, which indicated 99.999% removal of
elemental iodine by caustic scrubbing and 99.99% by water scrubbing, predicted unrealistically high capture
efficiencies.  While the scrubber model likely proper performed its calculations in accordance with the equations
on which it was based, the widespread belief is that the model did not fully represent the real-world
environment in which the A-4 caustic scrubber was operated, where conditions often varied significantly from
design specifications and operations often varied from procedure.   

One situation that is mentioned by the experts as evidence that the model over predicted iodine capture is the
fact that the scrubber model predicted that essentially all of the elemental iodine entering the scrubber column
was removed from the vapor in the first stage of the column.  If the scrubber had that much excess capacity,
it would not likely have experienced noticeably reduced efficiency when caustic solution flowed at a reduced
rate;  however, during Batch 59-C, high airborne radioactivity was detected across the central X-10 site, and
it was reported that “the air activity was the result of changing the flow of water through the caustic scrubber
air filtration.”   According to Fred Weber, this should only have occurred if the flow rate dropped so low that
the packing of the column was no longer being effectively wetted.

Orlan Yarbro and Bill Burch state their belief that one should not assume any values for collection efficiency
above 99%, and recommend that the lower bound of the range of assumed elemental iodine collection
efficiencies be raised above 95%, based on the monitoring data described above and the results of the scrubber
modeling. 
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Cal Heeb agrees that capture efficiencies above 99% should not be assumed.  Leland Burger states his
belief that a range of about 97 to 99.5% (or just 99%) for caustic scrubbing and 50 to 70% for water
scrubbing are more realistic than the higher values obtained from the scrubber modeling.  Burger bases his
opinions on experience with caustic scrubbing from Windscale, La Hague, Tokai Mura, and Hanford.
While Yarbro and Burch believe that efficiency with water in scrubber would be greater than 90%, Hermon
Rao expects that the elemental iodine collection efficiency would drop from 98 to 99% with caustic
scrubbing to approximately 95% with water scrubbing.

3.10.6 Experience with Scrubbers at Other Sites

Because of the paucity of measurements at X-10 relevant to the efficiency of the RaLa caustic scrubber,
an effort was undertaken to identify relevant experiences and measurements at other sites of comparable
nuclear material processing campaigns.  Relevant findings are summarized below.

• Caustic scrubbers had been used at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) for several years
by 1960, with estimated efficiency of 95% for iodine removal (Browning, 1960). 

   
• Tests of a caustic scrubber designed for removing iodine from the containment vessel of the Oak

Ridge Research Reactor showed the 5% NaOH solution used to be 99% efficient (Browning,
1960).    

• The ICPP RaLa caustic scrubber initially used one molar NaOH solution, which was recirculated
at 8 gpm.  After iodine releases were found to be unacceptably high, the scrubber solution was
modified by adding 0.1 molar sodium thiosulfate.  This change increased the iodine removal
efficiency of the scrubber from 90 percent to 97 percent (Cederberg and MacQueen, date
unknown). 

• Tests of British BEPO reactor caustic scrubbers showed decontamination factors for iodine to be
29 and 32.  These would convert to removal efficiencies of 97% (May and Morris, 1958 as cited
in Holmes, 1961).

• Water scrubbers installed at Hanford in 1948 removed an estimated 85% of iodine in vessel vent
gases (Roberts, 1958 as cited in Burger, 1991).

3.10.7 Representation of Scrubber Collection Efficiency

Based on information from other sites presented above (particularly the most directly applicable results of
measurements at ICPP and Hanford), and to reflect the range of expert opinion received on the subject,
the fraction of elemental iodine removed by the caustic scrubber is assumed to be between 90% and 99%,
with 97% most likely (log-triangular distribution).  Removal of organic iodides is estimated to have been
between 1 and 10 percent (loguniform distribution).   A removal factor is not applied for particle-associated
iodine, releases of which are estimated based on Run 54 stack sampling as described in Section 3.10.3.
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There are indications in Chemical Separations Log Books that water was used instead of caustic solution in the
RaLa dissolver off-gas scrubber during the following RaLa batches:

• Batch 11-M
• Batch 14, final (“heel”) dissolving
• Batch 44-A
• Batch 52-D
• Batch 55A-H (i.e., Batch H in Run 55A)

In this analysis, the fraction of iodine removal by water scrubbing is represented by a triangular distribution
between 50 and 95 percent, with 85 percent most likely, for elemental iodine and between 1 and 10 percent
for volatile organic iodides (loguniform distributions).  Again, a removal factor is not applied for particle-
associated iodine, releases of which are estimated based on Run 54 stack sampling as described in Section
3.10.3.

During Batch 17-A in 1947, the Operations log book indicates that the scrubber pit was found to be dry during
the dissolving.  This indicated that no fluid had been flowing through the scrubber for an unspecified  portion
of the first dissolving of Run 17; in effect, the scrubber  was out of service for a portion of the dissolving.  Per
706-D Operations shift log book #9, “The pit is dry.  Doesn’t seem to help the system any (A4).  High air
count experienced on 3  level due to A4 off-gas system being on fritz.”  To reflect the fact that the scrubberrd

was out of service for a portion of the dissolving of Batch 17-A, the elemental iodine removal efficiency is
estimated as follows: 

• The fraction of the time that the scrubber was dry was specified as an uncertain parameter, ranging
between .25 and .75 (uniform distribution).   

• Based on the sampled fraction of time that the scrubber was out of service, an overall removal
efficiency for the scrubber was calculated as a weighted average of 0% efficiency and the value
sampled from the usual distribution of efficiency of the caustic scrubber (90% to 99%, with 97% most
likely; log-triangular distribution).

• Over 400 realizations of Monte Carlo simulation, a distribution of overall elemental iodine removal
efficiency for Batch 17-A was developed and applied in the release calculations for that batch.    

On two occasions, there are indications in the Operations log books that the flow rate of caustic solution
through the RaLa dissolver off-gas scrubber was “cut back.”  In one case, flow rates were  reportedly cut back
in order to reduce the number of samples that had to be taken of scrubber solution.   The scrubber flow rate
was reduced during the dissolving of Batches 32-A and 32-B in April of 1949 and Batch 59-C in March of
1955.  Based on the records of increased air contamination when caustic flow rates were reduced, the fraction
of iodine removal by caustic scrubbing for Batches 32-A, 32-B, and 59-C is assumed to be between 75 and
99 percent for elemental iodine (uniformly distributed) and between 1 and 10 percent for volatile organic
iodides.
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3.11 Iodine Removal in the Exhaust Path

Elemental iodine is known to deposit or “plate out” in varying extents on surfaces with which it comes in
contact, such as sample tubing or exhaust path piping or ducts.  Some fraction of the elemental iodine that
escaped the RaLa scrubber was likely deposited in the line between the scrubber and the Building 205 stack
or the later central off-gas stack.  Calculations by Voillequé (1996) indicate a median transmission of elemental
iodine through the line between Building 706-D and the Building 205 stack of 60 percent, with 95 percent
confidence bounds ranging from 30 to 80 percent.  These estimates are for a release rate that was
approximately uniform over a 20-hour period, with 2-inch line diameter, 800 to 1200-foot line length, and a
flow rate ranging from 24 to 36 ft  min .   Voillequé states that condensation in the line would be another3 -1

significant removal mechanism for elemental iodine that was not modeled.

There is extensive documentation that condensation did occur in the 706-D off-gas line, which traveled
outdoors above ground and underground for portions of its path.  For example, during Run 33, the dissolver
scrubber-Building 205 off-gas line condensate pot was a source of air contamination (Ramsey et al., 1949).
A small blower was added to vent air from the condensate collection pot to above 706-D roof level.   For this
source term analysis, 10 percent was added to the median and upper-bound line-loss values corresponding
to Voillequé’s transmission estimates to account for effects of condensation.  The lower-bound value was
maintained at 20 percent because it is not known that condensation was a continuous phenomenon throughout
the year.  The line-loss correction factor, sampled from a triangular distribution between 20% and 80% with
50% most likely, is only applied to the elemental component of the iodine release.  

Removal of particulates in the Building 706-D exhaust path apparently significantly increased in late 1948 (after
Run 28), when filter houses were installed on the cell ventilation, dissolver off-gas, and secondary equipment
off-gas lines.  The “temporary” filter building contained fiberglass filters backed by U.S. Army Chemical
Warfare Service asbestos-base paper filters; Run 29 sampling indicated a removal efficiency of 97%
(Thompson, 1949; Miller, 1949).   And beginning in 1950, RaLa exhausts were routed through a central off-
gas treatment facility that included an electrostatic precipitator and filters.   

Reflecting the iodine capture mechanisms described above, the fraction of particulate iodine removed from the
exhaust stream along the exhaust path is estimated to be between 1 and 10 percent through Run 28 in late 1948
(loguniformly distributed), and between 70 and 99 percent (uniformly distributed) from 1949 through 1956.
A removal factor is not applied for particle-associated iodine, releases of which are estimated based on Run
54 stack sampling as described in Section 3.10.3; removal of particle-associated iodine would have been
directly reflected in the Run 54 stack sampling.  These assumed particle loss factors were, however, used in
the correction of particle-associated iodine releases through Run 58 for the absence of the filters that were
added in the exhaust path afer Run 28 (see Section 3.10.3).
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3.12 The Source Term Calculations

The following steps are taken to calculate the release rates for each iodine species for each of the 733 RaLa
dissolving batches.  For this analysis, the releases from the individual batches are summed to yield annual totals
both of releases of each iodine species from the RaLa processing building and of releases from the elevated
stack in use at the time.

1. The number of effective slugs dissolved is converted to a uranium mass dissolved based on the
following masses of uranium fuel slugs used in RaLa processing:

X-10 slugs 1.175 kg
4-inch Hanford slugs 1.782 kg
8-inch Hanford slugs 3.564 kg

2. The fraction of total iodine that remained at the time of dissolution is calculated using the decay time
sampled from the appropriate decay time distribution (X-10 or Hanford) and the equation for
correction for decay presented in Section 3.6.

3. The fraction of I-131 remaining at the time of dissolution is calculated using the sampled decay time and
the equation for simple radioactive decay (See Section 3.6).

4. The fraction of total iodine mass that I comprised is calculated by multiplying:131

a)  the I inventory from ORIGEN for the batch in question (Ci/kg); times131

b)  a  8.06×10   g/Ci factor for I; times -6 131

c)  the fraction of I remaining (from step 3); and dividing by:131

d)  (the iodine fraction [g I/kg U] from ORIGEN)×(fraction of total I remaining)

5. The release rate of elemental iodine from the dissolver condenser (kg/min) is calculated using one of
the RaLa plant model correlation equations described in Section 3.8.  The  inputs to the applicable
equation are:

a)  mass of uranium dissolved ÷ duration of dissolving (the uranium dissolution rate),

b)  the iodine fraction (g total I/kg U) calculated using ORIGEN, 

c)  the fraction of total iodine remaining [from Step 2], and 

d)  a factor of 0.001 to convert the g/kg of the iodine fraction to kg/kg.
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6. The results of applying the plant model correlation equation are then multiplied by the inventory
uncertainty factors discussed in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 to yield distributions of elemental iodine release
from the condenser (kg/min), with additional uncertainties reflected.

7. The percentages of the iodine in the dissolver that were elemental, volatile organic, nonvolatile
organic, and particulate are then calculated using the method described in Section 3.7.

8. The percentages of iodine in the dissolver off-gas that were elemental, organic, and particulate are
calculated by dividing the fraction that each constituted in the dissolver (from Step 7) by the sum
of the fractions that the three constituted in the dissolver (excluding the nonvolatile organic fraction),
and multiplying the result by 100.  

9. The total I flow rate from the condenser (Ci/hr) is calculated by dividing: 131

a)   the elemental iodine flow rate from the condenser (kg/min from Step 6) by  

b)  (the percentage of elemental I in the off-gas ÷ 100) and multiplying by 

c)  (the I fraction of total iodine) × (1000 g/kg) × (60 min/hr) × (124,000 Ci/g). 131

10. The elemental I flow rate from the condenser (Ci/hr) is calculated by multiplying:131

a)  the elemental iodine flow rate from the condenser (kg/min from Step 6) by 

b) (the I fraction of total iodine) × (1000 g/kg) × (60 min/hr) × (124,000 Ci/g). 131

11. The volatile organic I flow rate from the condenser (Ci/hr) is calculated by multiplying  (the total131

I flow rate from the condenser) × (the percentage of iodine in the off-gas that was volatile131

organic ÷ 100). 

12. The particulate I flow rate from the condenser (Ci/hr) is calculated by multiplying  (the total I 131 131

flow rate from the condenser) × (the percentage of iodine in the off-gas that was particulate ÷100).

13. The following equation is then used in an Excel spreadsheet with the Crystal Ball extension for
Monte Carlo simulation (Decisioneering, 1996) to estimate release rates of each species of I131

(other than particle-associated iodine) from the X-10 stack for each dissolving batch:



RRB          =species  IFC ×
%DR
100
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 where:

RRS = release rate of a given iodine species from the stack, Ci/hspecies

IFC = flow rate of that species from the dissolver condenser, Ci/h
%DR = percent direct release for the batch in question
%R = percent removal of the iodine species in the scrubberscr

%R = percent removal of the iodine species in the exhaust pathpath

14. Release rates of particle-associated iodine from the RaLa stack are calculated by multiplying the
elemental iodine release rate from the RaLa condenser (kg/min, from Step 5) times the Run 54 Ratio
(Ci/hr per Kg/min, calculated as described in Section 3.10.3).

15. The following equation is then used in Monte Carlo simulation to estimate release rates of each species
of I from the RaLa processing building for each dissolving batch:131

 where:

RRB = release rate of a given iodine species from the building, Ci/hspecies

IFC = flow rate of that species from the dissolver condenser, Ci/h
%DR = percent direct release for the batch in question

16. Each calculated release rate (Ci/h) from Steps 13, 14, and 15 above is multiplied times the documented
or estimated duration of the dissolving period (h) to calculate the release totals for the batch (Ci).

17. To calculate annual release totals, release totals for all batches are summed within each  year from
1944 through 1956.  Grand totals across all 13 years of RaLa processing are also calculated by
summing the contributions of all 732 “routine” batches and the Batch 56-D accident in 1954.   The
calculation of these annual totals and grand totals is done by simultaneously calculating the releases from
each batch and summing their contributions via Monte Carlo simulation.   In order to ensure that the
uncertainty bounds of the annual totals and the grand totals are not inappropriately narrowed in this
summation process, assumptions that are specified as distributions are sampled once for each batch,
once for each run, or once across all batches depending on the nature of the parameter.  

Some assumptions are sampled once across all batches within the summation period (i.e., a year or the
13-year period).  This is because the distributions for these assumptions represent systematic
uncertainty that applies to the RaLa processing operation as a whole.  The value sampled from each
distribution is applied equally for each batch.  Assumption that fall in this category include:
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a. Inventory calculation uncertainty factors:  a distribution is sampled once for each factor across
all batches that used X-10 slugs and a second distribution is sampled once across all batches
that used Hanford slugs.   

b. Percentages of particulate, volatile organic, and nonvolatile organic present in the RaLa
dissolver:  a distribution for each of these parameters is sampled once across all batches in the
summation period.

c. Percent removal of elemental, organic, and particulate iodine in the caustic scrubber:  a
distribution for each of these parameters is sampled once across all batches in the summation
period.  Separate distributions are sampled once and applied to all batches that involved water
instead of caustic solution in the scrubber, decreased scrubber flow, or scrubber malfunction
(Batch 17-A). 

d. Percent removal of elemental and particulate iodine in the exhaust path:  a distribution for each
of these parameters is sampled once across all batches in the summation period.  Separate
distributions for particulate iodine removal are sampled once and applied to all batches before
and after filters were added to the exhaust path. This occurred between Runs 28 and 29. 

e. The uncertainty factor for 706-C runs: A single distribution is sampled once and applied across
all batches that were conducted in Building 706-C.

Distributions for the following assumptions are sampled once for each run and applied to all batches
in that run.  

a. Hanford slug I and total iodine inventory distributions: Because distributions were of Ci/kg131

I and g total iodine/kg calculated specifically for each run, a distribution for each parameter131

is sampled once for each run and applied across all batches in the run.
b. Hanford slug decay times: Decay times for Hanford slugs were dominated by the time spent

in transit from Richland, Washington, and all slugs for a given run traveled together.  Because
of this, a Hanford decay time distribution is sampled once for each run and applied cross all
batches in the run.

c. The Run 54 Ratio used to estimate particulate iodine emissions from the X-10 stack based on
Run 54 monitoring and estimated release rates from the RaLa condenser: Because the
distributions for this parameter were determined based on measurements made across all of
the batches in a given run (Run 54), a distribution is sampled once for each run and applied to
all batches in the run.  One distribution is applied for batches through Run 28, and a second
for batches after Run 28.    

Distributions for the following assumptions are sampled for each individual dissolving batch:

a. Duration of dissolving
b. Percent direct release of iodine evolved from the dissolver.
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c. X-10 slug I and total iodine inventory distributions:  Because distributions were of Ci/kg I131 131

and g total iodine/kg were specified based on the variation of these parameters across the 21
batches that used X-10 slugs, and were not specified for individual runs or batches, the same
distribution for each parameter is sampled individually for each batch.

d. X-10 slug decay time:   X-10 slugs for RaLa runs were pushed in numerous groups for each
run.  Subsets of slugs within a given run may have had different exposure conditions and
chronologies of discharge from the reactor and charging to the dissolver.  The same distribution
for this parameter is sampled individually for each dissolving batch.

The nine early RaLa runs that were performed in Building 706-C, the source term calculations are performed
slightly differently.  This is because there is less operational information available on these early runs, and
because some aspects of this assessment are specifically tailored to the facilities in Building 706-D.  The
primary focus of this assessment was Building 706-D, in which over 98% of the I handled in RaLa slugs at131

X-10 was processed.  A less rigorous evaluation of operational details was possible for Building 706-C runs
within the scope of this study.  For the three RaLa runs in 1944 and the six runs in 1945, the calculations are
performed as follows:

• The X-10 slugs used in these runs are assumed to have the same range of I and total iodine contents131

as the slugs used in Runs 1 through 22 (see Section 3.5.1).

• The numbers of dissolving batches per run and the numbers of slugs dissolved in each batch are
estimated to be as follows, based on the available information from Operations log books and a
historical summary (Thompson, 1949).

– Run 1: 15 batches × 12 slugs = 180 slugs total
S Run 2: 16 batches × 11 slugs, 1 batch × 4 slugs = 180 slugs total
S Run 3: 10 batches × 18 slugs = 180 slugs total
S Run 4: 15 batches × 12 slugs = 180 slugs total
S Run 5: 15 Batches × 14 slugs = 210 slugs total
S Run 6: 15 Batches × 14 slugs = 210 slugs total
S Run 7: 15 Batches × 14 slugs = 210 slugs total
S Run 8: 15 Batches × 14 slugs = 210 slugs total
S Run 9: 15 Batches × 14 slugs = 210 slugs total

• All dissolvings are assumed to be finished within one shift, that is durations are sampled from a uniform
distribution between 4 and 8 hours.

• All batches were assigned direct release class 1, as there are no clear indications of leakage of process
off-gas beyond that of normal operations.

• Scrubber removal efficiency for elemental iodine is represented as a triangular distribution between 50
and 95%, with 85% most likely, as it is documented that water was used in the Building 706-C
scrubber rather than caustic solution (Webster, 1944).
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• To account for the uncertainty introduced by the transfer of the methods of the source term assessment
to the facilities in 706-C, when most information available pertains to the permanent facilities in 706-D,
a subjective, multiplicative  uncertainty factor is applied in the calculations for the Building 706-C runs.
The uncertainty associated with use of the inventory results from later runs for the 706-C runs is not
thought to be significant, as slug composition and conditions of irradiation in the Clinton Pile were quite
constant.  There is some uncertainty in applying the plant model correlation equations to the facilities
in 706-C, as the operational details of the early facilities have not been examined to the level of detail
as those in 706-D.

The uncertainty factor for Building 706-C runs, which is represented as a triangular distribution
between 0.5 and 1.5, with 1.0 most likely, is applied to the results of the plant model correlation
equation (see Steps 5 and 6 above).  

3.13 Source Term Results for Annual Releases

The results of the Task 1 assessment of annual releases from radioactive lanthanum processing are given in
Tables 3.15 (releases from the X-10 stack) and 3.16 (releases directly from the process building) and in
Figures 3.7 through 3.12.  The annual values are stated as central estimates and 95% subjective confidence
intervals  for I in each of the identified forms, based on 400 Monte Carlo simulations using Latin Hypercube131

sampling and the methods described above.  The results for the 1954 RaLa processing accident are not
included in the totals for 1954 in these tables or figures, but are reflected in the grand totals presented in Tables
3.15 and 3.16.

Figure 3.13 presents a plot of annual elemental iodine releases from the X-10 stack along with a summary table
of key operational parameters and events that were important factors in determining the magnitudes of iodine
releases.



Table 3.15: Annual Iodine Releases from RaLa Processing via the X-10 Stack

Elemental I-131 (Ci) Organic I-131 (Ci) Partculate I-131 (Ci)
2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile

1944 75             250               660             2.9            12                 60              0.015          0.082             0.56          

1945 510           1,200             2,400          43             170               810             0.44            1.4                5.6            

1946 260           670               1,600          41             160               760             0.0076        0.13              2.0            

1947 330           870               2,200          56             220               990             0.0032        0.066             1.0            

1948 150           510               1,200          34             130               610             0.22            0.89              4.3            

1949 270           790               1,700          41             160               780             0.40            3.1                27             

1950 140           400               890             26             100               410             0.025          0.081             0.28          

1951 200           500               890             18             71                 290             0.0070        0.037             0.18          

1952 550           1,600             4,100          110           410               1,700          0.11            0.32              0.83          

1953 910           2,700             5,500          150           590               2,400          0.10            0.37              1.6            

1954* 1,200        2,900             6,500          160           630               2,400          0.082          0.32              1.3            

1955 690           1,900             4,400          110           430               1,600          0.055          0.19              0.61          
1956 840           2,700             5,700          160           670               2,400          0.10            0.33              1.2            

Totals 5,600        15,000           36,000        940           3,600             17,000        3.6             6.5                14             
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Table 3.16: Annual Iodine Releases from the RaLa Processing Building
Elemental I-131 (Ci) Organic I-131 (Ci) Partculate I-131 (Ci)

2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile

1944 0.27          0.52              0.94            0.00064     0.0027           0.015          0.000044     0.00016         0.00061     

1945 34             62                 100             0.084        0.36              1.8             0.006          0.020             0.070        

1946 9.2            16                 40              0.018        0.10              0.58            0.0015        0.005             0.024        

1947 11             19                 38              0.028        0.11              0.57            0.0017        0.006             0.026        

1948 4.8            16                 57              0.015        0.091             0.82            0.00085       0.0048           0.036        

1949 5.5            12                 27              0.014        0.071             0.43            0.00085       0.0039           0.019        

1950 2.2            5.3                13              0.006        0.030             0.15            0.00033       0.0017           0.006        

1951 0.75          2.6                5.8             0.0024       0.015             0.066          0.00013       0.00088         0.0032       

1952 10             17                 25              0.023        0.092             0.37            0.0014        0.0053           0.018        

1953 17             40                 98              0.051        0.23              1.2             0.0026        0.013             0.057        

1954* 22             52                 99              0.059        0.28              1.3             0.0036        0.016             0.063        

1955 12             28                 71              0.034        0.18              0.71            0.0020        0.0094           0.038        
1956 14             26                 43              0.030        0.14              0.56            0.0022        0.0081           0.027        

Totals* 320           500               780             0.70          2.8                14              0.046          0.15              0.54          

Totals* Both Sources: 6,300        16,000           36,000        940           3,600             17,000        3.8             6.7                14             

Total* Iodine-131 Released, all Sources and all Forms:   95% confidence interval is 8,800 to 42,000 Ci, with central value of 21,000 Ci.

      * Note:  The 1954 totals do not include contributions from the Run 56 accident, but the grand totals do.  See Section 3.15 for details concerning that accident.



  
 

Figure 3.8:  Annual Elemental I-131 Releases from the RaLa Process Building 
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Figure 3.7:  Annual Elemental I-131 Releases from the X-10 Stack (Ci)
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Figure 3.9:  Annual Organic I-131 Releases from the X-10 Stack (Ci)
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Figure 3.10: Annual Organic I-131 Releases
from the RaLa Process Building (Ci)
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Figure 3.11:  Annual Particulate I-131 Releases
from the X-10 Stack (Ci)
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Figure 3.12:  Annual Particulate I-131 Releases
from the RaLa Process Building (Ci)
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Number of Dissolving Batches: 41 185 97 136 77 36 17 9 38 22 28 21 24

Approx. kCi I-131 in Dissolved Slugs1: 2.5 32 30 39 24 34 22 15 83 100 140 93 140

Number of Batches with Direct Release.....

      Class 2 (evidence of leakage): 0 10 14 5 0 3 1 0 0 2 3 2 0

      Class 3 (evidence of severe leakage): 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

      Class 4 (no basis to judge leakage): 0 0 17 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0

No. of Batches with Water in Scrubber: 41 90 2 (a) 0 (b) 0 1 0 1 1 (c) 0

1  Based on the number of slugs from each source, the average 131I content over the year, and a typical decay time (8 h for X-10 and 6 d for Hanford slugs).

(a)  Scrubber malfunctioned for portion of Batch 17-A.

(b)  Flow rate of caustic solution in scrubber was reduced during Batches 32-A and 32-B.

(c)  Flow rate of caustic solution in scrubber was reduced during Batch 59-C.

Figure 3.13:  Annual Elemental I-131 Releases from the X-10 Stack (Ci) with Operational Data
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3.14 Sensitivity Analysis for the Source Terms for Annual Releases 

This source term analysis is structured as a set of calculations of releases from individual RaLa dissolving
batches.  In the end, the results of the individual batches are summed to yield annual release totals.  To indicate
the sensitivity of the calculations to various input parameters and assumptions, a set of RaLa batches was
selected for performance of sensitivity analyses.  Each selected batch is unique from an operational standpoint
or was within a year of peak releases.  The results of the sensitivity analyses are as follows:

a. Batch 55-D:  from the year with the highest elemental iodine releases (1954).
The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the elemental I releases from RaLa processing 131

during Batch 55-D, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Percent removal of elemental I in the caustic scrubber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67%131

2.  Percent removal of elemental I in the exhaust path . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21%131

3.  Decay time for slugs shipped from Hanford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.4%
4.  Percent direct release of dissolver off-gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8%
5.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in recorded 

power levels  and asserted tube factors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0%

b. Batch 68-A:  from the year with the highest volatile organic iodine releases (1956).
The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the organic I releases from RaLa processing 131

during Batch 68-A, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Percent of iodine in dissolver present in volatile organic form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90%
2.  Decay time for slugs shipped from Hanford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.2%
3. The I content of Hanford fuel slugs ( Ci/kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3%131

4.  The percentage of iodine in dissolver present in nonvolatile organic form . . . . . . . . 1.2%
5.  Duration of dissolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0%

c. Batch 18-F:  from the year with the highest particulate iodine release (1947).
The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the particulate  I releases from the X-10 stack131

during Batch 18-F, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  The total iodine content of X-10 slugs (g I / kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70%
2.  The ratio of measured particulate iodine release from the stack to calculated
       elemental iodine release from the dissolver (from Run 54 monitoring) . . . . . . . . . . . 11%
3.   Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in power-to-peak 

flux conversion factors for the Clinton Pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.6%
4.   Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in physical constants 

Used in the ORIGEN code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.0%
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5.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in relative neutron
flux values for different positions in the Clinton Pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.8%

d. Batch 26-E from 1948:  with large uncertainty in degree of direct release (Class 4).

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the total elemental I release from all sources131

during Batch 26-E, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Percent removal of elemental I in the caustic scrubber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68%131

2.  Percent removal of elemental I in the exhaust path . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25%131

3.  The I content of X-10 fuel slugs ( Ci/kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.6%131

4.   Decay time for X-10 reactor fuel slugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0%
5.   Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in power-to-peak 

flux conversion factors for the Clinton Pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9%

e. Batch 55-A-H from 1954: a batch in which there was water in the dissolver scrubber.

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the total elemental I release from the X-10131

stack during Batch 55-A-H, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Percent removal of elemental I by water in the scrubber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68%131

2.  Percent removal of elemental I in the exhaust path . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24%131

3.  Decay time for slugs shipped from Hanford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5%
4.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in physical

constants used in ORIGEN and actual reactor power variation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.7%
5.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in recorded reactor

power levels and asserted tube factors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1%

f. Batch 66-A from 1956:  a batch in which the Hanford reactor of slug origin was unknown, and
weighted average iodine inventories were calculated. 

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the total elemental I release from the X-10131

stack during Batch 66-A, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Calculated g iodine / kg U for Run 66 slugs from the H Reactor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79%
2.  Calculated g iodine / kg U for Run 66 slugs from the C Reactor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.0%
3.   Percent direct release of dissolver off-gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3%
4.   Decay time for slugs shipped from Hanford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9%
5.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in physical

constants used in ORIGEN and actual reactor power variation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8%
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g. Batch 706-C-5: a batch during operations in Building 706-C. 

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the total elemental I release from the X-10131

stack during 706-C Run 5's first dissolving batch, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were:

1.  Percent removal of elemental I in the caustic scrubber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62%131

2.  Percent removal of elemental I in the exhaust path . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%131

3.  Uncertainty Factor for transfer of methods to Building 706-C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%
4.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in Clinton Pile 

Power measurements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5%
5.  The I content of X-10 slugs (Ci / kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3%131

h. Batch 17-A in 1947, during which the caustic scrubber malfunctioned.

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the total elemental I release from the X-10131

stack during Batch 17-A, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Percent removal of elemental I in the caustic scrubber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47%131

2.  Percent removal of elemental I in the exhaust path . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36%131

3.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in physical constants 
used in the ORIGEN code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.6%

4.   Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in power-to-peak 
flux conversion factors for the Clinton Pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3%

5.   The I content of X-10 slugs (Ci / kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0%131

i. Grand total elemental iodine-131 release.

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the grand total elemental I release from the131

X-10 site (over all 733 batches, including the 1954 accident),  with their contribution to total
uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Percent removal of elemental I in the caustic scrubber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.2%131

2.  Percent removal of elemental I in the exhaust path . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.8%131

3.  Duration of the dissolving period. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5%
4.   Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in power-to-peak 

flux conversion factors for the Clinton Pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5%
5.   The decay time for X-10 slugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4%

j. Grand total organic iodine-131 release.

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the grand total volatile organic  I release131

from the X-10 site (over all 733 batches, including the 1954 accident),  with their contribution to
total uncertainty, were as follows:
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Several memos report the number of slugs loaded was 101.  While the Building 706-D log books are1

thought to be a more reliable source of information, the number of slugs loaded prior to Run 56 does not directly
enter into the calculations of releases from the accident.  The number of slugs dissolved is estimated based on the
dissolving rate reported for Batch 56-A and the estimated duration of the reaction in Run 56 before the cooling water
was turned on.  

1.  Percent of iodine in dissolver present in volatile organic form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11%
2.  Duration of dissolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%
3.  Decay time for X-10 slugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%
4. The I content of Hanford fuel slugs ( Ci/kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%131

5.  Percent direct release of dissolver off-gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%

k. Grand total particulate iodine-131 release.
The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the grand total particulate  I release from the131

X-10 site (over all 733 batches, including the 1954 accident),  with their contribution to total
uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  The ratio of measured particulate iodine release from the stack to calculated
       elemental iodine release from the dissolver (from Run 54 monitoring) . . . . . . . . . . 0.4%
2.  The total iodine content of X-10 slugs (g I / kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%
3.   Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in physical constants 

Used in the ORIGEN code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%
4.  Percent direct release of dissolver off-gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%
5.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in power-to-peak 

flux conversion factors for the Clinton Pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3%

3.15 The Run 56 Accident of April 29, 1954

On April 29, 1954, an accident occurred during processing of RaLa Run 56 that was called “the most serious
accidental release of activity ever experienced in the history of the process” (Rupp and Witkowski, 1955).
Because of the apparent association of the event with a significant episodic release, it was analyzed separately
from annual releases in this assessment.

3.15.1 Information about the Accident

It is documented in Building 706-D log books that 161 8-inch Hanford slugs were loaded to the dissolver to
start Run 56 .  Three successful dissolvings of about 18 effective slugs each had occurred (Batches 56-A1

through 56-C).  Batch 56-A dissolving lasted about 4 hours.  The remaining, partially dissolved slugs sat dry
in the dissolver for about 28 hours after Batch  56-C, and they became thermally hot due to radioactive decay.
When acid was poured in to the dissolver to start Batch 56-D, a violent reaction occurred, forcing dissolver
solution up the slug loading chute and solution addition lines.  The peak release lasted some length of time
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(reported by different references to have been as short as 10 minutes and as long as about two hours) before
the off-gas treatment system could “recover” (Stanley, 1954; Rupp and Witkowski, 1955; Larson, 1954).

Copies of several documents that describe the Run 56 accident are presented in Appendix 3O.

3.15.2 Assessment of Iodine Releases from the Event

In order for releases from the Run 56 accident to be estimated, the key assumptions that have to be made deal
with the following areas:

• The time that the release started,
• The rate of dissolution of uranium during the “violent reaction,”
• The length of time the dissolution reaction continued,
• The fraction of evolved gases that bypassed the caustic scrubber, and
• The efficiency of the caustic scrubber under the conditions at hand.

As stated above, there were reports of an exceptionally violent reaction after the acid was added for Batch 56-
D, likely caused by the fact that the fuel slugs had become thermally hotter than normal.  

Start of Release -

A letter written over a week after the accident (Stanley, 1954c) and health physics log book A-569 (ORNL,
1954) indicate that  the elevated release started at 4:58 p.m.  Earlier letters (i.e., written sooner after the
accident) and the original log book entry say the release started as early as 4:48 p.m. and as late as 5:15
p.m.(Stanley 1954a,b). 

ORHASP member Bob Peelle, who was working at X-10 the day of the acccident, estimates that the release
started around 4:45 p.m. based on his observation of the group of people who clocked out at 4:30 p.m. and
reached the gate house as he observed it after evacuating his building. 

Rate of Reaction - 

Since the rate of the uranium dissolution reaction increases with increased temperature, a higher than normal
dissolution rate may have occurred during the initial portion of the accident.  At the same time, many reviewers
of the draft Task 1 report indicated that they believe that the reaction rate was not likely substantially higher than
normal during the event. Factors affecting their opinions include:

• The RaLa dissolvings were normally conducted just below the boiling point of the dissolver solution.
Once the solution began to boil, it could not have gotten any hotter.

• Boiling would have caused nucleation, voids, and blanketing of metal.  These effects would have limited
the contact of the acid in the dissolver with the uranium metal surfaces and thereby reduced dissolution
rates to some extent.
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• The reported loss of acid through the slug loading chute and solution addition lines would have likely
limited the dissolving reaction somewhat. 

In this assessment, the documented dissolution rate of Batch 56-A was used as a point of reference for
specifying the dissolution rate for Batch 56-D; it was 18 slugs over 4 hours, or about 4.5 slugs per hour.   Cal
Heeb indicates that the dissolution rate from batches after 56-A were likely somewhat higher than that of 56-A
if there was no heel in the dissolver when 56-A dissolving began.  Subsequent dissolving batches, which would
have had a heel in place, likely started more readily due to the increased surface area of the metal heel.

Based upon the above information, the dissolution rate for the Run 56 accident was assumed to have been
between 0.70 and 1.25 the “normal” rate indicated by the log book data for bath 56-A. 

Duration of the Release -

An April 30, 1954 memo states that the operators evacuated the building immediately on hearing the radiation
monitors alarms (Stanley, 1954a).   Log books and letters indicate than workers entered the building to turn
on cooling water and stop the dissolution reaction.  Letters indicate that the workers were sent into the building
at “approximately 5:02" or immediately after the health physicist/lab shift supervisor discussion that started at
5:01.  The original health physics log book entry said that heavy fumes were still seen at 5:20; this was crossed
out and changed to 5:00.  While the first letter after the event said the release went on for 2 hours before the
off-gas system could “take care of it,” this statement was apparently discredited upon further examination;
subsequent reports say that the system recovered within about 10 minutes of the initial burst.  When the
workers who entered the building to turn on the cooling water exited (around 5:10 or 5:15 p.m.), fumes
escaping the dissolver had reportedly ceased.

For this assessment, the direct release from the RaLa dissolver was assumed to have lasted from 4:40 p.m. on
April 29, 1954, to 5:10 p.m. that same day.   But the duration of the release from the dissolver did not equal
the duration of the release from the building.  It would have taken a while for the building to clear out what had
escaped from the dissolver.

Fraction of Evolved Gases that Bypassed the Caustic Scrubber -

It appears that the RaLa dissolver was pressurized for some time after the nitric acid was added, that is the off-
gas system was not maintaining a vacuum on the dissolver like it was supposed to.  Larson (1954) states that
“gases were given off in too great a volume for the off-gas system to handle.” 

Yarbro and Burch believe that the off-gas system was still the path of least resistance for evolved gases during
the period of excessive evolution of gases, and that less than 50% of evolved gases would have bypassed the
scrubber.  They state that, if more than 50% of evolved gases had bypassed the scrubber, the amount of
ruthenium-103 than would also have escaped and would have quickly attached to “cold” surfaces would have
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led to dose rates in the building that dropped off slower than the 20-hour half-life that was indicated (Stanley,
1954a).    

Leland Burger indicates that the rapid temperature rise was a condition that often leads to fast iodine release.
Burger believes that the reports of a very rapid reaction over a short time period supports assumption of a
direct release fraction approaching 100% during the initial violent reaction.  He believes that a fast reaction
could have easily caused direct release of gases and fluids into the building due to the high differential pressure
across the scrubber.  Heeb believes a 20-50% direct release fraction is reasonable.

Wichner believes that it would be preferable to back up the estimate of the direct release fraction based on
some model or based on building and exterior measurements directly.   An approach of this type would indeed
be preferred, but options are limited at this time by the lack of suitable measurements.  We have only the
following information regarding the radiological consequences of the accident (Stanley, 1954a):

1) Indications of which buildings on site experienced high air activity (no values are given).
2) Radiation levels at the windows on the roof about 20 feet above the RaLa processing cells were greater

than 10 R/hr during the night after the accident.  This is an indication of residual radiation levels, not a
measure of airborne radioactivity.

3) Radiation levels in the RaLa building exceeded 100 R/h on the third level during the incident (measured
around 5 p.m. with a “paper chamber cutie pie”).  By 7:00 a.m., the first floor was 100 mr/h and air
activity was below tolerance levels.

4) Dose rates from surface contamination in/on other on-site buildings was about 1 to 5 mr/h.
5) Counts of samples from the Settling Basin inlet showed 651 counts at 7 p.m., 10335 counts at 11 p.m.,

and 1117 counts at 3 a.m.  White Oak Dam samples yielded 24 counts at 2:30 a.m. and 16 counts at
5:30 a.m. (“it will be several hours before this activity reaches the dam.”)

6) The air monitor at the rock quarry on Bethel Valley Road reportedly showed “a very slight rise” after
the incident.

7) We have preliminary results of readings of the film badges worn by 8 people who were involved in the
incident or high-level clean up activities.

Based on the available information and the expert interpretation provided, the percentage of direct release is
assumed to have been between 25 and 80% (uniform distribution) during the period of direct release.

Scrubber Elemental Iodine Removal Efficiency -

Yarbro and Burch believe that the condenser and scrubber were “flooded” by the excessive quantities of gases
and vapors leaving the dissolver.  In the condenser, the large quantities of vapor likely caused excessive
condensation of water that could have impeded air flow through the condenser.  And the excessive flow of air
and vapor up the scrubber likely impeded the gravity-fed flow of caustic solution down over the rings in the
scrubber.  Yarbro and Burch believe that the efficiency of the scrubber while flooded would still have been
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90% or greater.  However, there is little information with which to judge the possible impacts of flooding and
channeling in the scrubber during the period of abnormally high evolution of gases and vapors.

The range of percent elemental iodine removal in the caustic scrubber is assumed to be between 65% and 95%,
with 90% most likely (triangular distribution) over the course of the accident.

Fuel Slug Inventories -

The I-131 content of the Run 56 slugs is represented as a weighted average of results of ORIGEN calculations
for Hanford’s C and H reactors and a subjective representation of the probability that Run 56 slugs came from
the H reactor, the C reactor, or other reactors (see Section 3.5.2).  

Calculation of Release Rates -

The release rates of I-131 from the dissolver are estimated using the correlation equations from the RaLa plant
model.  Other than as discussed above for elemental iodine, removal of iodine species in the scrubber and
exhaust path are assessed as described in Sections 3.10 and 3.11.  Except as modified above for specification
of dissolution rate, the release rate calculations proceed as summarized in Section 3.12.  

Release rates were calculated for five 30-minute periods.  The period of direct release from the dissolver
occurred partially (10 minutes) within the 4:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. period and partially (20 minutes) within the
5:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. period.  Releases from the RaLa processing building were estimated for each of the five
30-minute periods.  Releases from the X-10 central stack were only estimated for the initial two 30-minute
periods, as releases via this pathway would have ceased for all practical purposes when the dissolution reaction
stopped.

Release rates of iodine-131 from the RaLa processing building after the direct release from the dissolver ended
were calculated using the following equation:

where: P = release rate from the building (Ci/min),2

P = release rate into the building from the dissolver (Ci/min),1
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F = estimated ventilation flow rate from the building [estimated as the volume of the
building (98' x 95' x 39' times an estimated fraction of free space ranging from
0.3 to 0.5) times a typical  number of air changes per hour for a facility of its
type (6-12 h ) times 0.0167 to convert time units from hours to minutes.-1

t = time that release into building has continued (min.),rel

t = time since release into building stopped (min.), and post-rel

V = volume of the building (ft ).bldg
3

The results of the source term assessment for the Run 56 accident are shown in Table 3.17. The values are
stated as central estimates and 95% subjective confidence intervals  for I in each of the identified forms,131

based on 400 Monte Carlo simulations using Latin Hypercube sampling and the methods described above. 

3.16 Sensitivity Analysis for the 1954 Accident Source Term

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the total elemental I release from the RaLa processing131

building during the first half hour of the Run 56 accident, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as
follows:

1.  Percent of off-gas experiencing direct release (bypassing scrubber) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58%
2.  Dissolution rate of uranium when dissolving was active . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19%
3.  Decay time for slugs shipped from Hanford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.6%
4.  I content of Run 56 H-reactor slugs (Ci / kg U; from ORIGEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.2%131

5.  Uncertainty in inventory calculations due to uncertainty in recorded reactor
power levels and asserted tube factors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.9%

The top five contributors to the overall uncertainty in the total elemental I release from the X-10 central stack131

during the first half hour of the Run 56 accident, with their contribution to total uncertainty, were as follows:

1.  Percent removal of elemental I in the caustic scrubber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37%131

2.  Percent of off-gas experiencing direct release (bypassing scrubber) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32%
3.  Percent removal of elemental I in the exhaust path . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%131

4.  Dissolution rate of uranium when dissolving was active . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.1%
5.  Decay time for slugs shipped from Hanford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8%



Table 3.17:  Iodine-131 Releases from the April 29, 1954 Accident During RaLa Processing

Time Elemental I-131 from the RaLa Building Organic I-131 from the RaLa Building Particulate I-131 from the RaLa Building
Period 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile

4:30 to 5:00 57 140 300 0.15 0.83 3.4 0.010 0.046 0.17
5:00 to 5:30 43 110 220 0.12 0.61 2.6 0.0083 0.034 0.12
5:30 to 6:00 0.16 1.2 5.4 0.00068 0.0063 0.052 0.000039 0.00036 0.0023
6:00 to 6:30 0.00046 0.013 0.22 0.0000021 0.000065 0.0018 0.00000012 0.0000041 0.000080
6:30 to 7:00 0.0000013 0.00014 0.0080 0.0000000054 0.00000077 0.000061 0.00000000038 0.000000042 0.0000032

Time Elemental I-131 from the Central Stack Organic I-131 from the Central Stack   Particulate I-131 from the Central Stack
Period 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile

4:30 to 5:00 2.9 10 33 0.12 0.85 3.8 0.000017 0.00029 0.0022
5:00 to 5:30 1.4 5.2 17 0.061 0.43 1.9 0.0000085 0.00015 0.0011

Grand Totals for the Accident

 Grand Total Elemental I-131 Released Grand Total Organic I-131 Released
 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile 2.5%-ile Central Value 97.5%-ile

110 280 560 0.57 2.8 16 0.017 0.080 0.32

Grand Total Iodine-131 Released During the Accident:    The 95% confidence interval is from 110 to 560 Ci, with a central value of 280 Ci.

Grand Total Particulate I-131 Released

 3-81
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4.0 ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION AND RADIOIODINE CHEMISTRY  
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Most releases of 131I from the radioactive lanthanum processing facility occurred from two X-10 
stacks.  The Chemical Processing Pilot Plant Stack (called the Building 205 Stack and later the 
3020 Stack) was used between 1944 and 1950.  The central off-gas-processing stack (called the 
900 Area, Isotope Area, or 3039 Stack) was used between 1950 and 1956.  Some releases also 
occurred directly from the building housing the lanthanum processing facility.  Once released 
into the atmosphere, 131I was dispersed and transported downwind by prevailing winds.  During 
transport, it underwent a number of chemical transformations because of the reactions of 
radioiodine in different chemical forms with other atmospheric chemicals and moisture.  The 
different chemical forms of radioiodine were also removed from the atmosphere in differing 
amounts by the processes of wet and dry deposition. 
 
The primary pathways by which an individual member of the public could have been exposed to 
131I released from the radioactive lanthanum operation have been presented in Section 2.  In 
order to calculate the exposures to individual members of the public, it is necessary to calculate 
the ground-level concentrations of 131I in air and its concentrations on pasture vegetation grazed 
by cows and goats.  Estimation of ground-level 131I concentrations in air at specific locations 
around the X-10 facility is the primary focus of this section.  
 
For this analysis, a new dispersion model (SENES Oak Ridge Atmospheric Dispersion Model for 
Iodine-131; SORAMI), based on a Gaussian Plume modeling approach (Hanna et al., 1982), was 
developed.  The primary reasons for developing a new code were to address the calculation of 
the wet deposition velocities in the manner presented in Section 5 of this report, to address the 
depletion of radioiodine from the plume as a result of removal by the processes of wet and dry 
deposition, and to simulate the chemical transformations of iodine from one chemical form to 
another as a function of downwind distance.  The transformation chemistry of iodine in the 
atmosphere is discussed first in Section 4.2.  Wet and dry deposition processes are directly 
dependent on the chemical forms of radioiodine; therefore, they also become functions of 
downwind distance from the source.  The governing mathematical equations of SORAMI are 
presented in Section 4.3.1.  
 
SORAMI uses meteorological data from a single station to model the transport of radioiodine in 
the valley-ridge region of the Oak Ridge Reservation.  This implies that the model does not 
account for modification of airflow patterns because of changes in topographic elevations (ridges 
and valleys) at distances of a kilometer and more from the meteorological station.  The airflow 
patterns in the Oak Ridge Reservation are presented in Appendix 4A.  SORAMI was validated 
both with and without the inclusion of the processes of deposition, plume depletion, and iodine 
chemistry, as discussed in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4.  Final simulations were then conducted 
separately for the routine releases and the 1954 accident.  For both routine releases and the 
accident, separate simulations were conducted for releases from the stack and from the building 
vents and openings.  Results of the simulations are presented in Section 4.4.  SORAMI was also 
benchmarked with a public-domain model ISC3-ST (USEPA, 1995), as described in Section 
4.3.3.1. 
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An area covered by a radius of 38 km from Stack 3039 was selected as the region of interest 
within which the model predictions would be used for the estimation of ground-level 
concentrations of 131I in air.  Within this domain, 41 specific locations of interest were identified 
on the basis of the presence of backyard cows, dairy- and beef-cattle farms, pastures, or 
population clusters susceptible to 131I exposure from pathways of secondary importance such as 
inhalation.  These locations of concern are presented in Appendix 11A, and the predicted 
concentrations of 131I in air at these locations are presented in Appendix 11B.  The modeling 
domain was discretized using a polar grid system, and the concentrations of 131I were first 
estimated using SORAMI at the nodes of this grid system.  Concentrations at the 41 locations 
were then obtained using an interpolation scheme.  Description of the interpolation scheme and 
its accuracy are presented in Section 4.3.3.2. 
 
4.2 Atmospheric Chemistry 
 
4.2.1 Background 
 
During its transport in the atmosphere, 131I undergoes several chemical transformations 
depending on the chemical forms in which it is released from the stack.  In addition, all forms of 
131I undergo radioactive decay with a half-life of 8.04 d.  For travel times of less than an hour, 
within which most of the chemical transformations occur, as shown below, removal of 131I by 
radioactive decay would be insignificant. 
 
As discussed in Section 3, 131I was released from the RaLa processing facility in three different 
chemical forms: a reactive form (consisting primarily of 131I in elemental form), a nonreactive 
form (consisting of 131I in organic forms), and a particulate form.  A detailed literature survey of 
the reactions of iodine in the atmosphere was conducted.  Some of the conclusions that have 
direct significance to this study are presented below. 
 
• Elemental iodine (I2) can photodissociate rapidly in the presence of sunlight with a half-

life of 20 s.  
• Methyl iodide can photodissociate in the atmosphere in the presence of sunlight with a 

half-life of 64 h, which indicates that only the iodine released in elemental form 
undergoes significant photodissociation. 

• Models of iodine chemistry did not contain reactions for the formation of methyl iodide 
in the atmosphere.  Methyl iodide is introduced into the atmosphere primarily from the 
degradation of ocean biomass.  Methyl iodide may also be produced (theoretically) by a 
few free-radical reactions, but the amount is probably small relative to the oceanic 
sources.  Urban and industrial air samples show high quantities of methyl iodide, 
indicating possible pathways of formation involving industrial effluents.  Knowledge 
about the formation of methyl iodide from elemental iodine is important for this study 
because, as discussed below, measurements have indicated that this transformation does 
occur in the atmosphere. 

 
An experimental study was conducted at Hanford (Ludwick, 1964) in which iodine was released 
into the atmosphere in elemental form.  Measurements of different forms of iodine in the 
atmosphere indicated that beyond a distance of roughly 3 km, 30% of iodine was in particulate 
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form, 36% was in organic form, and the remaining 34% was in the elemental form.  Ludwick 
(1967) used stack gas measurements and measurements 5 miles downwind of the stack to 
estimate that the original iodine in elemental form partitioned into 15%, 43%, and 42% 
particulate, organic, and elemental forms, respectively.  Ramsdell et al. (1994), after a review of 
several papers, concluded that the partitioning of iodine into different forms at 3200 m in 
Ludwick’s experiments (Ludwick, 1964) was consistent with the results of other measurements 
of iodine in the plumes from other stacks at the Hanford site (Ludwick, 1967; Perkins, 1963; 
1964), with the partitioning of iodine in the plume following the Chernobyl accident (Aoyama et 
al., 1986; Bondietti and Brantley, 1986; Cambray et al., 1987; Mueck, 1988), and with the 
partitioning of natural iodine in the atmosphere (Voillequ!, 1979).   
 
A number of references (Garland, 1967; Clough et al., 1965; Chamberlain and Wiffen, 1959) 
indicate that the majority of iodine is sorbed onto submicron-range aerosol particles.  If the 
relative humidities at Hanford and Oak Ridge were comparable, the partitioning of elemental 
iodine into particulate form would occur in similar proportions at both places.  Measurements of 
particle concentrations in the submicron range are not directly available from either Oak Ridge 
or Hanford for the period of interest (1944-1956).  Recent measurements of PM10 (particles less 
than 10 µm in size) at Oak Ridge (18-24 µg m-3 between 1992 and 1996; McElhoe, 1998) and 
Hanford (32 µg m-3; Neitzel et al., 1993) indicate comparable numbers. 
 
A comparison of relative humidities at the two sites (Table 4.1) indicates that the relative 
humidity is consistently higher at Oak Ridge than at Hanford.  Since conversion of condensation 
nuclei (aerosol particles on which condensation of water can occur under subsaturated 
conditions) to submicron size aqueous aerosols is enhanced by increased relative humidity in the 
atmosphere (Winkler, 1973; Fitzgerald, 1975), it is reasonable to assume that there would be 
increased sorption of iodine onto aerosols (both dry and aqueous) at Oak Ridge, resulting in a 
higher rate of transformation of the elemental form of iodine into the particulate form. 
 
Moyers and Duce (1972) provide sorption mechanisms for the dissolution of gaseous I2 and HI 
species into aqueous, submicron aerosols formed on sea-salt condensation nuclei in a marine 
atmosphere.  They also provide speciation reactions for iodine in the aqueous phase, which lead 

to the formation of I
-
, IO3

-
, and I2.  Perkins (1964) had also observed the same three forms of 

iodine in the particulate matter.  Presence of these forms of iodine in the atmosphere suggests 
that the mechanisms suggested by Moyers and Duce (1972) are also applicable to the nonmarine 
atmosphere.  However, it must be noted that the occurrence of these mechanisms in a nonmarine 
environment has not been directly established by measurements.  
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Table 4.1 Relative humidity for Oak Ridgea (Fitzpatrick, 1982) and Hanford (Stone et al., 1983). 

 
 Relative humidity (%) 

Month Oak Ridge Hanford 
January 72.3 76.4 

February 68.1 70.7 
March 62.0 55.9 
April 59.3 46.9 
May 68.1 43.0 
June 70.5 39.7 
July 73.6 32.2 

August 74.5 35.6 
September 72.6 41.6 

October 72.7 56.8 
November 72.1 73.6 
December 73.6 80.0 

Annual Average 70.0 54.3 
 

a The Oak Ridge data represent hourly records between January 01, 1955, and February 28, 1965, and between December 1, 
1965, and December 31, 1972. 

 
4.2.2 Approach and Input Parameters 
 
For estimating the concentrations of radioiodine in different chemical forms at ground-level at 
the various locations (all of which are at or beyond 3 km from the stack), the following approach 
is used, based on the background presented in Section 4.2.1. 
 
• If all of the 131I were to be released in elemental form and if the Oak Ridge atmospheric 

conditions were identical to those at Hanford, it can be assumed that the proportion of 131I 
in each of the three chemical forms identified earlier would be equal at all locations of 
concern.  Because Oak Ridge has a significantly more humid climate than Hanford, the 
amount of particulate formed from the release of 131I in elemental form would be higher 
at Oak Ridge.  Thus, as the proportion of particulate form increases downwind of the 
source, the proportion of the elemental form decreases; there would be no change in the 
proportion of organic form. 

• It is assumed that 131I released in an organic form would not undergo any change because 
of its slow rate of photodissociation, and all 131I in organic form would reach the 
locations of interest with appropriate dilution from dispersion. 

• Similarly, all the 131I released in particulate form would reach the locations of interest 
with appropriate dilution from dispersion and without undergoing any chemical changes. 

• Iodine chemistry is assumed to remain the same throughout the year with no seasonal 
patterns.   

 
The term gkj is used to represent the fraction of iodine that is transformed from form j to form k 
(or remains in form j, if k = j). Based on the discussions provided earlier, if k and j take on the 
values 1, 2, and 3 for elemental, organic, and particulate forms, respectively, then g12 = g13 = g23 
= g32 = 0 and g22 = g33 = 1.  In other words, none of the 131I released in particulate and organic 
forms ends up as elemental 131I (g12 = g13 = 0); none of the 131I released as organic ends up as 
particulate 131I (g32 = 0); none of the 131I released in particulate form ends up as organic 131I (g23 
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= 0); all of the 131I released as organic 131I remains in organic form (g22 = 1); and all of the 131I 
released as particulate 131I remains in particulate form (g33 = 1).  The only parameters which then 
must be defined with specific numerical values (based on the earlier discussion) are g11, g21, and 
g31 (the fractions of iodine released in elemental form that end up in elemental, particulate, and 
organic forms, respectively).  Therefore, starting with three forms at release and three forms at 
the receptor location, five non-zero combinations of gkj (g11, g22, g33, g21, and g31) exist that link 
the chemical forms of 131I at the source to those at the receptor.  
 
Uniform distributions are chosen for three parameters: (a) the fraction of elemental iodine 
released that is converted to organic form (g21); (b) the fraction of elemental iodine released that 
is converted to particulate form (g31); and (c) the fraction that remains unconverted (g11).  
 
For g21, a uniform distribution was assumed with a central value of 0.33 and a large range (0.2 - 
0.45).  This assumption results directly from the literature data and the conclusions from 
Ramsdell et al. (1994), accounting for uncertainties.  For g31, a larger range of probable values 
was selected (0.2-0.8) to account for the increased humidity at Oak Ridge compared to that at 
Hanford, to account for the lack of confirmatory knowledge regarding the applicability of the 
mechanisms of Moyers and Duce (1972) to the nonmarine atmosphere at Oak Ridge, and to 
reflect the range of measured values from the literature surveys discussed earlier.  The upper-
bound value was increased to 0.8 to account for generally high relative humidity at Oak Ridge 
(Table 4.1) and also to account for the very high relative humidity during summer nights at Oak 
Ridge (Holland, 1953).  The lower value was set at a level (0.2) above the measured values, to 
reflect the generally higher relative humidity at Oak Ridge than at Hanford.  Finally, g11, the 
fraction that remains in elemental form, is calculated as (1 - g21 - g31).  The sampling steps for 
each set of values of g11, g21, and g31 corresponding to one simulation of the uncertainty analysis 
are shown below.  These steps ensure that the distributions of g11, g21, and g31 are sampled 
appropriately. 
 
Step 1. Sample the distribution of g21 (uniform between 0.2 and 0.45) using a Latin Hypercube 
sampling (NCRP, 1996).  Let Φ be the sampled value.  This is the value of g21. 
 
Step 2. Sample a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 using a Latin Hypercube sampling 
(NCRP, 1996).  Let η be the sampled value.  
 
Step 3. Obtain Κ using 

 
Value obtained for Κ represents the value for g31.  It should be noted that if the interval of 
(0.2,0.8) is sampled directly as Κ, it can result in (Φ + Κ) being greater than 1 for some 
combinations of Φ and Κ.    

).2.08.0(
)2.045.0(

)45.0(
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Step 4.  Obtain g11 as 1 - g21 - g31.    
 
These steps ensure that for each iteration, a nonnegative value between 0 and 1 is obtained for 
g11, g21, and g31 and the sum of the three terms adds up to 1.  The 95% subjective confidence 
intervals for g11, g21, and g31 were obtained as (0.11,0.52), (0.21,0.44), and (0.2,0.66).   
 
4.2.3 Distance to Complete Transformation, xc 

 
Literature data indicate that the conversion of iodine from elemental form to the other forms is 
complete well within 3.2 km of the source (Ramsdell et al., 1994).  This distance, denoted by xc, 
was treated as an uncertain parameter and was allowed to take a uniform distribution between 2 
and 3.2 km to indicate the large uncertainty in the exact value of the distance at which the 
chemical transformation process is complete. 
 
4.3 Atmospheric Dispersion Simulations 
 
4.3.1 The SORAMI Model 
 
As shown in Section 3, part of the routine releases occurred directly from building vents and 
openings.  A major portion of the release from the 1954 accident on April 29 also occurred 
directly from the building.  Wet and dry deposition can remove significant portions of 
contaminants from the plumes released at or near ground-levels (Horst, 1984; 1977).  Therefore, 
if the depletion from wet and dry deposition processes is not accounted for, the predicted 
concentrations at downwind distances would be significantly biased toward overprediction.  To 
account for the depletion from wet and dry deposition processes and from the atmospheric 
chemistry of iodine described in Section 4.2, a modified form of the Gaussian Plume Model was 
developed.  The downwind concentration of 131I in air in chemical form k is calculated as 
follows: 
 
  (4.1) 
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where, 
 

Ca,k = the concentration of 131I in chemical form k at location (x,y,z) [Bq m-3]; 
Q0,j =  the release rate of 131I in form j from a source located at (0,0,h) [Bq s-1]; 
(Qj/Q0,j)x1-x2 =  source depletion correction for the jth chemical form between downwind 

distances x1 and x2 [dimensionless]; 
gkj = fraction of 131I released in chemical form j that is transformed to 

chemical form k within the distance xc; 
xc = distance from source at which all chemical transformations are assumed 

to be complete [m]; 
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h = the effective release height (= height of physical stack + plume rise) [m]; 
σy = crosswind dispersion coefficient of a contaminant in air [m]; 
σz = vertical dispersion coefficient of a contaminant in air [m]; and 
u = average wind speed at the source elevation during the hour being 

simulated [m s-1]. 
 
The source depletion correction terms were obtained from the formulation presented in Hanna et 
al. (1982) as shown below. 
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 (4.2) 

 
where 

ε = integration variable that defines the downwind distance from source [m]; 
and 

Vdep,j =  total deposition velocity of the jth chemical form of 131I [m s-1]. 
 
Other quantities in Equation 4.2 have been defined earlier.  It should be noted that σz is a 
function of downwind distance in Equation 4.2.  To derive the quantity (Qj/Q0,j)xc,x in Equation 
4.1, the following relationship is used. 
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 (4.3) 

 
Equation 4.3 can be derived directly from Equation 4.2.   
 
Other processes not explicitly shown in the above equations but included in the new code are the 
plume rise (based on Briggs, 1969; 1975), vertical wind-speed profile for the estimation of wind 
speed at stack height, and distances to virtual point sources for ground-level or near-ground area 
sources (based on Turner, 1970).  The total deposition velocity in Equation 4.2 is estimated using 
the following equation. 
 
 jwdjdep VVV

j ,,, +=  (4.4) 

 
where  

Vd,j = dry deposition velocity of the jth chemical form of 131I [m s-1] and  
Vw,j = wet deposition velocity of the jth chemical form of 131I [m s-1]. 

 
Estimation of dry and wet deposition velocities for each chemical form of 131I is discussed in 
detail in Section 4.3.2 and Section 5.  
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4.3.2 Input Parameters 
 
Two separate analyses were conducted for the releases of 131I between 1944 and 1956.  The first 
one was conducted for the routine releases.  These releases were represented by annual average 
estimates of source terms from the stacks and the building housing the radioactive lanthanum 
facility.  For the analysis of routine releases, the SORAMI model was first validated using field 
data on concentrations of 131I in air from 1967 to 1969 without including the processes of plume 
depletion, dry and wet deposition, and iodine chemistry.  For benchmarking the SORAMI code, 
these predictions were compared with those obtained from a public-domain model, ISC3-ST 
(USEPA, 1995), as described in Section 4.3.3.1.  The SORAMI model was then validated with 
the same field data after including the processes of plume depletion, dry and wet deposition, and 
iodine chemistry, as described in Section 4.3.3.2.  Results of the model simulations for routine 
releases are presented in Section 4.4.1. 
 
The second analysis was conducted for the accidental release of April 29, 1954.  As presented in 
Section 3, the 1954 release lasted for just under an hour for releases from the stack and for 2.5 
hours for releases from the building housing the RaLa processing facility.  For the analysis of the 
accidental release, the SORAMI model was first validated using a limited number of short-term 
monitoring and release data, as discussed in Section 4.3.4. 
 
Stack parameters from Stack 3020 were used for the analysis of releases from both Stack 3020 
and Stack 3039.  The rationale for adopting this approach is presented in Section 4.3.2.1.  The 
error associated with using Stack 3020 for the entire analysis for all years was estimated 
explicitly and is presented in Section 4.3.3.3. 
 
 4.3.2.1 Routine Releases 
 
The primary input parameters for the simulation of the SORAMI model on an hourly basis are 
described below.  Rationales for the development of all parameter values were discussed with 
Dr. Frank Gifford as part of an expert elicitation process to account for the uncertainties in the 
input parameters.  Input parameters for the chemistry characterization are presented in Section 
4.2.3.  
 
Hourly Wind Speed, Wind Direction, and Atmospheric Stability 
 
The SORAMI model requires, for routine releases, the input of wind speed, wind direction, and 
atmospheric stability for each hour of simulation. Directly usable data in electronic form for the 
years 1944 to 1956 were not available even though summaries for some of these years are 
available (Holland, 1953).  Some data were available from strip-chart recordings for 1950 and 
later years.  Electronic data from the X-10 meteorological station MT2 (Oak Ridge Reservation 
Environmental Report, 1992) were available for ten years from 1987 to 1996.  The data 
represented hourly measurements of the wind speed, wind-direction, and stability class at an 
elevation of 10 m above the ground.  The data were also available at elevations of 30 and 100 m.  
The data from 10-m elevation were used in accordance with standard industry practice.  It should 
be noted that the use of either 30-m or 100-m data also requires an internal calculation by the 
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model of wind speeds at the stack-tip elevation.  These data were statistically analyzed to 
generate the wind speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability data. 
 
The objective of the statistical analysis was to generate the probabilities of obtaining specific 
values of wind speed (u), wind direction (d), and atmospheric stability (s) for a given hour of the 
day for a given month.  The following assumptions were made for the statistical analysis: 
 

− Significant variations of u, d, and s occur on an hourly scale.  Once the hourly variations 
in u, d, and s are accounted for, seasonal variations in the values of u, d, and s are handled 
on a monthly scale.  In other words, each month has a statistically different pattern of 
diurnal distributions of u, d, and s from another month.  Furthermore, within any month, 
each day is statistically the same as any other day in that month.  
 
The rationale for the use of one month as the time scale for accounting for seasonal 
variations of u, d, and s is driven primarily by the amount of available data.  For example, 
for the month of January, the choice of the monthly time scale makes available 31 data 
points for a given hour of the day (e.g., 8 a.m.) from one year’s meteorological data set.  
For the ten-year period between 1987 and 1996, it makes available 310 (= 31 × 10) data 
points for that hour.  Thus, 310 alternate values of u, d, and s are available for the 
development of their probabilities of occurrence for a given hour in January.   
 
If the time scale is made finer than 1 month, the number of data points is reduced and the 
uncertainties on the probabilities increase.  For example, for a time scale of one week, 
only 7 data points are available from one year’s data for a given hour, and from 10 years’ 
data, only 70 points are available.  Furthermore, there is no overwhelmingly compelling 
rationale for the meteorology of one week in January to be statistically different from that 
of another week.  To test the hypothesis that the time-scale of one month to define 
meteorological parameters is adequate, field data on three weekly releases in the 1960s 
were used to validate SORAMI on a weekly basis.  The results of this validation are 
presented in Section 4.3.3.4. 

 
− The probabilities of the occurrences of u, d, and s during a given hour of the day for a 

given month are assumed to be mutually dependent.  In other words u, d, and s are treated 
as correlated parameters.  For any given hour, the meteorological data provide 
simultaneous measurements of these three parameters.  This allows the generation of a 
joint probability distribution for the three parameters for a given hour of the day in a 
specific month using the definition of conditional probability: 
 

where  
i = subscript representing an hour of the day; 
m = subscript representing the month; 
p(u,s,d) = the joint probability of the simultaneous occurrence of events u, s, 

and d; 
p(d) = probability of event d; 

)5.4()(p)(p)(p),,(p
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p(u|d) = probability of event u given that d has occurred;  
p(s|u,d) = probability of event s given that u and d have occurred; 
u = wind speed; 
d = wind direction; and 
s = atmospheric stability class. 

 
Sampling from the joint-probability domain then permits the generation of implicitly 
correlated sets of u, d, and s for a given hour of the day in a specific month.  

 
The following approach was used to estimate u, d, and s values for a given hour of the day in a 
specific month: 
 

− Wind speed was divided into six classes, 0-1.5 m s-1, 1.5-3 m s-1, 3-4.5 m s-1, 4.5-6 m s-1, 
6-7.5 m s-1, and > 7.5 m s-1; wind direction was divided into 36 sectors of 10° each; and 
the atmospheric stability is divided into six discrete classes, A to F, according to the 
Pasquill-Gifford classification scheme.  
 
Using the meteorological data from 1987 through 1996 (for each hour of the day for a 
given month) the cumulative joint probability distributions were developed for the 
simultaneous occurrences of a given wind speed class, wind direction class, and the 
atmospheric stability class using Equation 4-5.  Specifically, the probability of the 
occurrence of each of the 36 wind directions was first developed for each hour of the day 
for each month of the year.  This represents the first term in Equation 4.5.  Next, the 
probability of the occurrence of each of the six wind speed classes for each wind 
direction class was developed.  This represents the second term in Equation 4.5.  Finally, 
the probability of the occurrence of each atmospheric stability class for each wind speed 
class and for each wind direction class was developed.  This represents the last term in 
Equation 4.5.   

 
− The probability density functions (PDFs) representing the three terms on the right hand 

side of Equation 4.5, developed in the previous step, were then sampled using a Latin 
Hypercube Monte Carlo sampling scheme (NCRP, 1996).  First the PDF for wind 
direction (d) is sampled for a given hour of day for a given month.  Once the wind 
direction is known, the PDF for the wind speed (u) for the just-sampled wind direction is 
sampled for the same hour of the day for the same month.  Finally, the PDF for the 
stability class (s) is sampled for the just-sampled wind speed and wind direction.  This 
process is repeated 400 times for each hour of the day for the 12 calendar months.   

 
− The 12 sets of 400 values of implicitly correlated d, s, and u for each hour of the day for 

each month were then used to generate the meteorological input files in the format 
required by SORAMI. 

 
Lateral and Vertical Dispersion Coefficients 
 
For the rural simulation mode, SORAMI uses Briggs’ approximations (Hanna et al., 1982) to the 
Pasquill-Gifford curves (Turner, 1970) for the estimation of σy and σz, the lateral and vertical 
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dispersion coefficients, respectively.  An uncertainty factor was assigned to each of these 
estimates.  The uncertainty factor was sampled using a uniform distribution between 0.67 and 1.5 
for each stability category.  The uncertainty factor is used to multiply the values of σy and σz 
estimated by the Briggs’ approximation for each stability class.  The upper and lower bounds of 
the uncertainty factor were developed such that the lower and upper bounds of one class are very 
close to the expected value of the adjacent classes.  In other words, on a plot of σy vs. downwind 
distance (or σz vs. distance), a band of probable values of σy (or σz) was developed around the 
expected curve.  
 
Mixing Heights  
 
When the vertical extent of the plume becomes equal to the mixing height at a given downwind 
distance from the source, the plume extent in the vertical is assumed to become equal to the 
mixing height beyond that distance, and the contaminant is assumed to be uniformly distributed 
in the vertical dimension below the mixing height.  Mixing heights representative of different 
stability classes were obtained from Holzworth (1972) for the Oak Ridge region.  Holzworth 
(1972) provides contours and tables of the morning and afternoon annual average mixing heights 
for the contiguous United States.  Uniform distributions of mixing heights were developed from 
the contours and tables.  Afternoon conditions were assumed to represent stability classes A and 
B (unstable categories), morning conditions were assumed to represent stability classes E and F 
(stable categories), and the information for stability classes C and D (neutral category) was 
derived from the values for stable and unstable conditions.  Sufficiently large ranges of 
parameter values were used to represent the uncertainty in the knowledge of mixing heights.  
Table 4.2 presents the mixing height data used in the analysis.  For each of the 400 alternate 
realizations of u, d, and s, the mixing height is sampled from the appropriate distribution in Table 
4.2 depending on the sampled stability category (values of s). 
 
 
 Table 4.2 Mixing height data used for analysis.  A uniform distribution was chosen  

  between the minimum and maximum values. 
 

Stability Category Minimum mixing height (m) Maximum mixing height (m) 
A, B (unstable) 1000 2000 
C, D (neutral) 500 1500 
E, F (stable) 300 650 

 
 
Release information such as emission rate, height and diameter of the stack, and temperature 
and velocity of the effluent releases.   
 
A unit emission rate of 131I was prescribed for each hour to obtain the ground-level air 
concentration per unit release (χ/Q), which can then be multiplied by the actual emission rate to 
estimate the hourly air concentration for each given hour at the desired location of concern.  
Table 4.3 presents the values of other parameters used in the analysis.  As mentioned earlier, 
Stack 3020 was used for 131I releases between 1944 and 1950, and Stack 3039 was used between 
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1950 and 1956.  However, because of the close proximity and elevations of the two stacks, it was 
decided to treat all releases as having occurred from Stack 3020.   

 
Table 4.3 Stack Release Parameters 

 

Stack Release 
Elevation (m) 

Release 
Temperature (°°°°K) 

Release 
Velocity (m s-1) 

Stack 
Diameter (m) 

3020 80 293 26 0.9 
3039 81 293 12 2.4 

 
 
The plume rise for the two stacks would be different because of differences in the release 
velocities of the stack gases and the stack diameters.  Differences in plume rise can lead to 
different effective release heights for the two stacks and hence differences in predicted ground-
level concentrations in air.  Since releases from both stacks occurred at ambient temperatures, the 
plume rise because of the buoyancy of the exit gases can be neglected.  Momentum plume rise is 
a function of the stack exit velocity, stack diameter, prevailing wind speeds, downwind distance, 
and atmospheric stability.   
 
Plume rises were estimated using the same mathematical formulations as used by SORAMI for 
the two stacks under various combinations of wind speed, downwind distance, and atmospheric 
stability.  The effect of the plume rise on the predicted ground-level air concentrations, according 
to Equation 4.5, was then evaluated as a ratio of the concentration predicted by Stack 3020 to the 
concentration predicted by Stack 3039.  The ratio was found to decrease and approach 1 as a 
function of increasing downwind distance, increasing velocity, and decreasing atmospheric 
stability (as stability class decreases from F to A).  For a downwind distance of 5 km and wind 
speed of 1 m s-1, the ratios were estimated as 1, 1, 1, 1.2, 2, and 3.4 for stability classes A, B, C, 
D, E, and F, respectively.  For a downwind distance of 30 km and wind speed of 1 m s-1, the 
ratios were estimated as 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.4, and 1.7 for stability classes A, B, C, D, E, and F, 
respectively.  The median and mean wind speeds at the X-10 site (using hourly meteorological 
data between 1987 and 1996) were estimated as 1.2 m s-1 and 1.4 m s-1 respectively, and stability 
class D was observed as the most frequent atmospheric stability (~40% of all occurrences).   
 
On an annual average basis, therefore, the net effect of these differences in plume rise on the 
predicted ground-level concentrations is not expected to be significant.  This was verified by the 
separate estimations of the predicted downwind concentrations at 4 and 20 km distances from the 
two stacks using a public-domain model ISC2-LT (USEPA, 1992) and annual average 
meteorological data obtained from the measurements between 1987 and 1994 at the MT2 
Station.  The results of this analysis showed that the maximum value of the ratio of the median 
annual average concentration predicted by using Stack 3020 to that predicted by using Stack 
3039 was 1.1 at a 4-km distance.  Therefore, it was decided to use Stack 3020 for estimating the 
ground-level air concentrations for all years between 1944 and 1956.  Additional validation of 
SORAMI was conducted, as discussed in Section 4.3.3.3, to verify that Stack 3020 can be used 
to model releases for all years between 1944 and 1956. 
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Ambient Temperature  
 
Ambient temperature was assumed to remain at 293°K.  The temperature data are used in the 
model to calculate the buoyancy plume rise from the stack release as a function of the 
temperature difference between the ambient air and stack effluents.  Because effluents were 
released to the stack at ambient conditions, the contribution of buoyancy to the plume rise would 
be small compared to the momentum contribution. 
 
Dry and Wet Deposition Velocities 
 
Dry and wet deposition processes contribute to the depletion of radioiodine from the plume.  
They also contribute to the accumulation of radioiodine on the pasture grass.  Depletion of 
radioiodine from the plume is controlled by deposition processes that must account for the 
presence of all major landforms and features in the plume path.  Since SORAMI uses a Gaussian 
plume approach, an average value of the deposition velocity representative of the study region is 
required.  At a given downwind location, the air concentration will be controlled by the depletion 
that occurred between the source and that location.  Therefore, the deposition velocities to 
account for the depletion must be representative of all features between the source and that 
location.  However, the amount deposited on the pasture grass or other vegetation at that location 
will be controlled only by the deposition rates on the pasture grass or other vegetation that is 
present.  Therefore, deposition velocities for estimating concentrations of 131I in air and on 
pasture grass or other vegetation are treated differently. 
 
The wet deposition component of the total deposition velocity (Equation 4.4) is independent of 
the landform features.  It is dependent only on the amount of rainfall and rainfall intensities.  
Therefore, the wet deposition component should be treated in the same manner to account for 
depletion as well as for deposition on pasture grass.  However, the dispersion analysis, which 
includes the depletion process, is conducted using an hourly time step; whereas the analysis of 
deposition to pasture grass and other vegetation is conducted on an annual average basis.  The 
differences in the parameterization for the two time scales of analysis, the approaches for the 
evaluation of wet deposition velocities, and the choice of input parameters are presented in 
Section 5. Description of the development of hourly rainfall data for the Oak Ridge region for 
any day of a given month is presented in Section 5.  Since direct measurements for all years of 
concern (1944-1956) were not available, the rainfall data were statistically prepared in a manner 
similar to that used for the preparation of the meteorological data from a number of years of 
available data. 
 
Information on the values of dry deposition velocities for the Oak Ridge region were obtained 
from Dr. Tilden Meyers of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association’s Atmospheric 
Turbulence and Diffusion Division (ATDD) at Oak Ridge (Meyers, 1998) and from Dr. Stephen 
Lindberg of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (1998).  For the dry deposition of iodine in 
elemental form, a uniform distribution between 1 and 6 cm s-1 was selected as representative of a 
study region consisting of forest canopies and pastureland.  This range of values is consistent 
with measurements of other highly reactive chemical species, such as gaseous HNO3, in the Oak 
Ridge region.  For the deposition of iodine in the particulate form, a log-uniform distribution 
between 0.05 and 0.5 cm s-1 was selected for the study region.  This range of values is consistent 
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with measurements on submicron size particles, such as sulfate aerosols, in the Oak Ridge 
region.  For the organic form, a log-uniform distribution between 0.001 and 0.05 cm s-1 was 
selected, consistent with the deposition velocities presented in Section 5.  The organic form of 
iodine is extremely nonreactive.  Hence, the range of values used is applicable to deposition on 
both forest canopy and pasture grass.  
 
Release Geometry for Releases from Buildings 
 
The building that housed the radioactive lanthanum processing facility was approximately 29 m 
× 30 m in area (Clinton Laboratory Drawing No. CL-706D-9 dated November 18, 1944).  The 
building was 12 m tall at its highest point (Clinton Laboratory Drawing No. CL-706-D-54 dated 
January 8, 1945).  Since releases from the building occurred from vents and openings at various 
levels within the building, an average, constant release height of 10 m was chosen.  The entire 
release is treated as a single area source with a diameter that marginally exceeds the longest 
diagonal of the building.  The diameter was treated as an uncertain parameter with a uniform 
distribution varying from 29 m to 44 m.  As mentioned earlier, the area source is converted into a 
virtual point source at an elevation of 10 m and upwind of the building.  The distance from the 
building to the virtual point source is estimated on the basis of the source diameter at the 
building and the atmospheric stability, both being expressed as uncertain variables.  The distance 
from the virtual source as well as the vertical extent of the plume at the location of the building 
(downwind from the virtual point source) then automatically emerge as uncertain variables 
because of the treatment of the prescribed release height of 10 m as the height of the virtual 
source.  Therefore, it is appropriate to describe the release height as a constant. 
 
Ramsdell and Fosmire (1998) show that the building wake effects are important for predictions 
in the first few hundred meters from the source (typically 200-300 m).  They also show that most 
building wake models in use, such as Fuquay model (Gifford, 1968), NRC Regulatory Guide 
1.145 (USNRC, 1982), Ramsdell’s model (1990), and Huber’s model (1984), converge to open-
terrain solutions obtained from Gaussian plume models beyond 300-400 m from the source.  
Since the receptor locations of interest for this study are beyond 3 km from the RaLa processing 
facility, it was decided that it was not necessary to model the building wake effects from the 
Building 706-D (housing the RaLa processing facility) or those from the presence of other 
buildings in the vicinity.  This assumption may still have serious implications on predictions 
within the first 300-400 m as shown by Ramsdell and Fosmire (1998), but very little impact on 
predictions at distances beyond 3 km. 
 
4.3.2.2 1954 Accident 
 
As discussed in Section 3, the accident on April 29, 1954, started sometime before 5:00 p.m. and 
resulted in releases of 131I until 7:00 p.m. Releases from the stack ceased at about 5:30 p.m., 
while direct releases from the building continued to occur until 7:00 p.m.  Meteorological 
parameters were obtained from an inter-company (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 
correspondence from P. R. Guinn to J. C. Hart (Guinn, 1954).  These parameters represent data 
at half-hour intervals from the X-10 Health Physics Group Meteorological Station 012, a mid-
valley location within Bethel Valley (Holland, 1953; Hillsmeier, 1963).  Table 4.4 presents the 
data from Guinn (1954).   
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Meteorological parameters were also available from the same station in the form of strip charts, 
which were converted to hourly data records at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Association’s ATDD facility at Oak Ridge. These data were interpreted using Holland (1953) 
and Hillsmeier (1963) and after consultations with Dr. R. P. Hosker and Dr. W. Pendergrass of 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association’s ATDD facility at Oak Ridge and with Dr. 
F. A. Gifford.  These data, available at hourly intervals, are presented in Table 4.5. 
 
 
Table 4.4 Weather conditions between 4 and 8 p.m. on April 29, 1954 (Guinn, 1954),  

from the X-10 Health Physics Group Meteorological Station 012. 
 

    Wind 

Time (p.m.) 
Temperature 

(°°°°F) 
Relative 

Humidity (%) 
Temperature 

Difference (°°°°F) 
Direction 

(from) 
Speed 

(miles/hour) 
4:00 78 57 -2 W 9 
4:30 73 95 -2 S 12 
5:00 74 70 -1 SE 8 
5:30 75 66 -1 S 8 
6:00 73 69 -1 S 6 
6:30 65 90 -1 S 15 
7:00 65 95 -1 DI* 12 
7:30 64 100 -1 DI 3 
8:00 65 100 -1 DI 1 

* Direction indeterminate 

 
 
Table 4.5 Meteorological data from strip-chart records for April 29, 1954, from X-10 Health 

Physics Group Meteorological Station 012 within Bethel Valley. 
 

Time (pm) Wind Direction 
(from) 

Wind Speed 
(miles/ hour) 

Rainfall 
(inches) 

Temperature 
(°°°°F) 

Temperature 
Difference (°°°°F) 

4:00  SSE 8 0 74 -2 
5:00 S 5 0 73 -1 
6:00 SSE 9 0.67 65 -1 
7:00 E 2 0 65 -1 
8:00 N 0 0 65 0 
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Comparison of the two data sets indicates differences in the half-hour-averaged and hourly-
averaged values.  Measurements of contamination following the accident in the immediate 
vicinity of the site indicated presence of radioactivity along a northwest direction, as shown in 
Figure 4.1.  The half-hour-averaged data in Table 4.4 indicates winds to the northwest at 5:00 
p.m.  It was, therefore, decided to use the half-hour-averaged meteorology for the analysis of the 
accident.  Uncertainties in the measurement of parameter values were addressed using the 
approach presented below. 
 
Wind Direction   
 
Each wind direction from Table 4.4 was interpreted as representing a 22.5° sector from which 
the wind blew towards the monitoring station.  Each reading would, therefore, represent a full 
sector of 22.5°, and the maximum uncertainty associated with each reading would be ±11.25° on 
either side of the designated direction.  For each of the five half-hour periods of the accident, a 
maximum uncertainty of ±11.25° was accordingly assigned about the readings recorded in Table 
4.4, and the direction was sampled using a uniform distribution.  For example, if the direction 
from which the wind is blowing is indicated as SE (135° clockwise from north), the actual wind 
direction was specified as a random value from a uniform distribution from 125.75° to 146.25° 
representing a ±11.25° region about SE.  
 
Wind Speed 
 
To address the uncertainty associated with a given integer value of the wind speed in Table 4.4, 
the lower limit of wind speed was chosen as 0.5 subtracted from the integer value, and the upper 
limit of wind speed was chosen as 0.5 added to the integer value.  Thus, a value of 8 mph was 
treated as a uniform distribution from 7.5 to 8.5 mph, and a value of 3 mph was treated as a 
uniform distribution between 2.5 and 3.5 mph. 
 
Atmospheric Stability and Dispersion Coefficients  
 
The temperature differences presented in Table 4.4, which are consistent with those in Table 4.5, 
were used to evaluate the stability during a given hour.  The temperature difference was 
interpreted as representing the atmospheric temperature difference between two measuring 
heights.  The reading was converted into temperature difference per unit rise in elevation.  The 
two elevations were presented in Holland (1953) as 4 ft and 183 ft, whereas in Hillsmeier (1963), 
they were presented as 5 ft and 145 ft.  However, for each of the five half-hour periods, the same 
stability class was obtained using either of the two sets of values for elevation.  Atmospheric 
stabilities were estimated from the stability classification procedure promulgated by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission and presented in Brenk et al. (1983).  Vertical and horizontal dispersion 
coefficients (σz and σy, respectively) are directly affected by the stability category.  Uncertainty 
in σz and σy were assigned in the same manner as presented in Section 4.3.2.1 for routine 
releases. 
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Other Parameters 
 
Other parameters are treated in the same manner as described in Section 4.3.2.1 for routine 
releases.  Input parameters for the chemistry characterization are obtained according to the 
methods presented in Section 4.2.2.  Input parameters for dry deposition velocity were obtained 
in the same manner as was done for the simulation of routine releases for each chemical form of 
131I.  Wet deposition rates are primarily dependent on the occurrence of rainfall during the hours 
of the accident.  The amount of rainfall is obtained directly from the hourly records as presented 
in Table 4.5.  Table 4.5 indicates that there was only one period, between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m., 
during which any precipitation occurred on April 29, 1954.  The amounts of rainfall in the two 
half-hour periods between 6:00 and 7:00 p.m., however, are unknown.  However, Guinn (1954) 
states that the rain started at 6:15 p.m.  This means that there was a 15-min. period in the first 
half-hour period and the full 30-min. period during the second half-hour period during which 
precipitation occurred.  Assuming that the rainfall intensity was fairly uniform during the 45-
minute period, the first fifteen minutes, between 6:15 and 6:30 p.m. would account for one-third 
(0.22 inches) of the entire rainfall (0.67 inches).  It was decided to use this value as the most 
likely value of the rainfall in the period between 6:00 and 6:30 p.m.  A triangular distribution 
with a large range spanning 0.11 to 0.44 inches was assigned to account for the uncertainty in the 
knowledge of the rainfall intensity during this period.  Rainfall for the second period between 
6:30 and 7:00 p.m., was then obtained as the difference between the total rainfall and the rainfall 
between 6:00 and 6:30 p.m.  An uncertainty of ±10% was assigned, along with a triangular 
distribution with a most likely value of 1, to the total rainfall for the entire period to account for 
any errors in measurements.  Estimation of the wet deposition velocities of individual chemical 
forms for the accidental release using a half-hourly time step is conducted in the manner 
presented in Section 5. 
 
4.3.3 Model Validation for Routine Releases 
 
Annual average release rates from Bethel Valley Stacks 3039, 3020, and 2026 and Melton Valley 
Stacks 7911 and 7512, and measured ground-level air concentrations from 9 monitoring 
locations (Figure 4.2) surrounding the X-10 facility were available for the 1967-1969 period.  
Further monitoring data after 1974 are also available.  However, it is not clear whether the source 
of 131I during these years was the X-10 stack in Bethel Valley.  Data beyond 1987 clearly 
indicates that more than 65% of the releases occurred from Melton Valley Stack 7911.  
 
Using the hourly meteorological data, generated according to the discussions presented in 
Section 3.2.1 and constant release rates matching the reported releases in 1967, 1968, and 1969 
(Table 4.6), the annual average concentrations were estimated for the 9 monitoring locations 
using the SORAMI model with and without including the processes of plume depletion, wet and 
dry deposition, and iodine chemistry.  The purpose of the simulation without the inclusion of 
these processes was to benchmark SORAMI with a public domain model, ISC3-ST (USEPA, 
1995).  For this simulation all of the releases were assumed to have occurred from Stack 3020.   



N

Figure 4.2: Locations of the Health Physics Group monitoring stations.
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Table 4.6 Amounts of 131I released from Bethel and Melton Valley Stacks between 1967 and 1969 
(Binford et al., 1970). 
 

  Releases from  
Bethel Valley Stacks (1010 Bq) 

Releases from  
Melton Valley Stacks (1010 Bq) 

Total 
Releases 

Year Stack 2026 Stack 3039 Stack 3020 Stack 7512 Stack 7911 (1010 Bq) 
1967 11 64 0.6 0 7 83 

 (13%) (78%) (1%) (0%) (8%)  
1968 2.2 27 0.2 1.2 6.8 38 

 (6%) (72%) (1%) (3%) (18%)  
1969 23 30 0.1 3.0 2.6 59 

 (39%) (51%) (0%) (5%) (4%)  
 
 
Two separate simulations were made for the case that included the processes of plume depletion, 
deposition, and iodine chemistry: (1) all releases were treated as having occurred from Stack 
3020 and (2) releases were treated as having occurred from Stack 3020 and Stack 7911.  The 
purpose of conducting the first of these simulations was to study the effect of including the 
processes of plume depletion, deposition, and iodine chemistry by comparing the result of this 
simulation with the results from the benchmarking exercise.  The purpose of the second 
simulation, where two sources were used, was to conduct a more realistic simulation of the 
releases.  For all Bethel Valley releases, this simulation used Stack 3020 as the point of release, 
and for all Melton Valley releases, it used Stack 7911, which served the HFIR, TRU, and 
TUFCDF operations at ORNL,  as the point of release. 
 
Measurements at the monitoring stations involved the adsorption of gaseous iodine in an 
activated charcoal canister located downstream from a Vose LB-5211 particulate filter (Oakes et 
al., 1981).  The collection efficiency of particulate iodine was reported to be greater than 99%, 
and the collection efficiency of methyl iodide was reported to be greater than 60% depending on 
factors such as relative humidity (Oakes et al., 1981).  The measured concentrations were 
converted to annual average ground-level concentrations of 131I in air and were reported by 
Binford et al. (1970).  Manneschmidt (1961) presents information on stack monitors that were 
placed on all stack samplers in 1959.  The stack samplers were described as inventory type 
samplers, consisting of a filter and a charcoal cartridge.  Data presented in Table 4.6 were 
developed from a series of monthly reports authored by L. C. Lasher (Lasher, 1967a; 1967b; 
1967c; 1967d; 1967e; 1967f; 1967g; 1967h; 1967i; 1967j; 1968a; 1968b; 1968c; 1968d; 1968e; 
1968f; 1968g; 1968h; 1968i; 1968j; 1968k; 1969a; 1969b; 1969c; 1969d; 1969e; 1969f; 1969g; 
1969h; 1969i; 1969j; 1969k; 1969l; 1969m; 1970a; 1970b).  It should be noted that individual 
quantities of iodine in the three chemical forms or the quantities released or measured at the 
monitoring stations in gaseous or particulate forms were not separately reported and are, 
therefore, unavailable. Table 4.7 presents the annual average concentrations of 131I at the nine 
monitoring stations.  Table 4.7 also presents the distance and direction of each monitoring station 
from the RaLa processing facility. 
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Table 4.7 Measured annual average ground-level concentrations of 131I. 
 

Ambient 131I monitoring station; distance and  
Directiona of the station from the RaLa Stack 

Measured Concentrations 
(10-4 Bq m-3) 

 1967 1968 1969 
Kerr Hollow (HP-31); 11.4 km, 49° 10.4 5.18 8.51 
Midway Gate (HP-32); 10.6 km, 37° 7.03 3.33 7.03 
Gallaher Gate (HP-33); 7.4 km, 274° 8.51 4.44 8.88 

White Oak Dam (HP-34); 3.1 km, 189° 9.62 8.88 7.40 
Blair Gate (HP-35); 7.0 km, 292° 3.70 3.70 5.18 
Turnpike Gate (HP-36); 8.8 km, 14° 3.33 3.33 3.70 
Hickory Creek Bend (HP-37); 7.6 km, 119° 2.96 3.70 4.07 
Gallaher Bend (HP-38); 13.8 km, 31° 8.51 6.66 9.25 
Townsite (HP-39); 5.6 km, 78° 6.29 5.18 4.44 

a Direction is measured clockwise as the angle between the line connecting the monitoring station and the RaLa Stack and the 
line going north from the RaLa Stack. North from the RaLa Stack 3020 is treated as 0°. 

 
 
It should be noted that all releases from the Bethel Valley Stacks were treated as having occurred 
from Stack 3020 and all releases from the Melton Valley were treated as having occurred from 
Stack 7911.  Elevations of these stacks are presented in Figure 4.3.  As seen from Table 4.6, 
most of the releases occurred from the Bethel Valley stacks for each of the three years.  Release 
from Bethel Valley in turn was dominated by Stack 3039, while that from the Melton Valley was 
dominated by Stack 7911.  Stack 7911 is located 1,300 m east and 1,070 m south of Stack 3039.  
It was assumed that the meteorological data from the Bethel Valley Station MT2 are applicable 
to the meteorology of the Melton Valley. 
 
As discussed in Section 4.3.2.1, the hourly meteorological input for a given month is 
representative of any day in the month.  Therefore, 400 alternate realizations of the ratio of air 
concentration at a receptor point to the source term (χ/Q in s m-3) for each hour of the day for 
each of the twelve months were developed using Equations 4.1 through 4.4.  From these, 400 
alternate one-day average values of the χ/Q ratios were developed for each month by averaging 
over the 24 hours.  These 400 values were then randomly sampled with replacement, 31 times, 
and the 31 values were summed to represent one alternate realization of the 31-day time-
integrated χ/Q ratio for the month of January.  The same process was repeated 400 times to 
represent 400 alternate realizations of the 31-day time-integrated concentrations for January.  
The process was repeated for each calendar month.  For each month, the lower bound, central 
estimate, and upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval and arithmetic mean values 
were developed from the 400 alternate realizations.   
 
The largest scale of meteorological data analysis for the development of the meteorological input 
data was one month.  Because the fluctuations from month to month in the 400 alternate 
realizations would cancel each other out during the process of addition, the 400 individual values 
of the monthly time-integrated χ/Q ratios from one month cannot be directly added to those of 
the next month in order to obtain 400 values of the annual average χ/Q ratios.  For this reason, 
the lower bound, central estimate, and upper bound values of the 95% subjective confidence 



Figure 4.3: Elevations of Bethel and Melton Valley stacks (Binford et al., 1970).
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interval  and  the  arithmetic  means of  the χ/Q  ratios for all the 12 months were summed up 
and divided by 365 days to obtain, respectively, the lower bound, central estimate, and upper 
bound values of the 95% subjective confidence interval and the arithmetic means of annual 
average χ/Q ratios.  Concentrations at each location of interest were then estimated using 
Equation 4.1. 
 
4.3.3.1 Model validation without plume depletion, deposition, and iodine chemistry  
 
The first analysis was conducted without including the processes of plume depletion, deposition, 
and chemistry components to ensure that SORAMI, developed using Equations 4.1 through 4.4, 
provides similar results to those obtained from field measurements and from a public-domain 
model, ISC3-ST (USEPA, 1995).  It should be noted  that  the  ISC3-ST  model does  not handle  
chemical  transformations,  and its  wet deposition formulation is different from the formulation 
used in this study (Section 5).  Therefore, for benchmarking purposes, it was decided to use both 
SORAMI and ISC3-ST without including these processes.  As stated earlier, all of the releases 
were assumed to have occurred from Stack 3020 for these simulations.  Ratios of predicted 
estimates of the central value (median) of the annual average ground-level concentrations of 131I 
in air at each of the nine monitoring stations were divided by the measured annual average 
concentrations presented in Table 4.7 to obtain the P (predicted)/O (observed) ratio for each of 
the nine monitoring stations as shown in Table 4.8.  Predictions from the SORAMI model are 
seen to be consistently higher than the ISC3-ST predictions.  The reasons for this are not clear.  
Predictions from the ISC3-ST are seen to be within a factor of 3 of the observations, while those 
from SORAMI are within a factor of 2. 
 
 
Table 4.8 Comparison of the P/O ratios of the annual average concentrations of 131I from the 

SORAMI model and the public-domain model, ISC3-ST (USEPA, 1995).  
 

 Geometric mean of P/O Ratios 
Ambient 131I 

monitoring station 
Using the ISC3-ST 

model 
Using the SORAMI 

model 

Kerr Hollow (HP-31) 0.80 0.99 
Midway Gate (HP-32) 0.84 1.05 
Gallaher Gate (HP-33)  0.34 0.45 
White Oak Dam (HP-34) 0.85 1.19 
Blair Gate (HP-35) 0.37 0.51 
Turnpike Gate (HP-36) 0.99 1.26 
Hickory Creek Bend (HP-37) 1.72 2.05 
Gallaher Bend (HP-38) 1.74 2.00 
Townsite (HP-39) 0.51 0.69 
Average of the Geometric Mean P/O ratios 0.91 1.13 
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4.3.3.2 Model validation with plume depletion, deposition, and iodine chemistry 
 
Implementation of the source depletion formulation within the SORAMI model, based on 
Equations 4.1 through 4.4, was first independently verified using the example problems provided 
in Horst (1984; 1977).  Using the input parameters presented in Section 4.3.2.1, the model was 
then tested with the plume depletion, dry and wet deposition, and chemistry components.  Since 
amounts of iodine released in individual chemical forms during the 1967-1969 period are not 
known, it was decided to estimate the concentrations of iodine at the 9 receptor locations on the 
basis of three different assumptions: (1) all of the iodine was released in elemental form; (2) all 
of the iodine was released in the organic form; and (3) all of the iodine was released in the 
particulate form.   As explained in Section 4.2, 1 Bq of iodine released in elemental form would 
result in different fractions of elemental, organic, and particulate forms of iodine at a receptor 
location.  Therefore, for the case when all iodine was assumed to have been released in the 
elemental form, the concentrations of all three forms were added for each location to represent 
the total iodine concentration at each location.   
 
Concentrations were predicted at the nodes of a polar grid along each of the equally spaced 16 
compass directions starting with N and going clockwise 22.5° to NNE, NE, and so on until 
NNW.  Along each direction, 25 equally spaced nodes, 1.5 km apart, were selected.  Thus, 
ground-level concentrations of 131I in air were predicted using the SORAMI model at each of the 
400 (25 × 16) nodes of the polar grid.  Concentrations at each of the 9 monitoring stations were 
then estimated from the predicted concentrations at the four nodes surrounding the location of 
the monitoring station using an interpolation scheme.  The interpolation scheme used a weighted 
approach, with weights calculated as the inverse of the square of distance from the monitoring 
station (where the prediction was needed) to each of the four surrounding nodes.  The 
concentration at the monitoring station was then estimated as the weighted sum of the product of 
the normalized weight and predicted concentration at each of the four surrounding nodes.   
 
Additionally, to compare the accuracy of the interpolation scheme, the ground-level air 
concentrations were also predicted by directly specifying the coordinates of the nine monitoring 
locations with respect to the RaLa Stack (from Table 4.7) in the SORAMI model. 
 
Ratios of predicted estimates of the central value (median) of the annual average ground-level 
concentrations of 131I in air at each of the nine monitoring stations were then divided by the 
measured annual average concentrations presented in Table 4.7 to obtain the P (predicted)/O 
(observed) ratio for each of the nine monitoring stations.  The geometric means of the P/O ratios 
for each of the monitoring stations using estimates for all three years are presented in Tables 4.9 
and 4.10.  Table 4.9 presents the geometric mean P/O ratios for the case in which all of the 
releases were treated as having occurred from Stack 3020.  Table 4.10 presents the geometric 
mean P/O ratios for the case in which all  of the Bethel Valley releases were  treated as having 
occurred from Stack 3020 and all of the Melton Valley releases were treated as having occurred 
from Stack 7911.  
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Table 4.9 The geometric mean P/O ratios of the predicted annual average concentrations of 

131I from SORAMI with the inclusion of dry and wet deposition, plume depletion, 
and chemistry, and assuming that all of the releases between 1967 and 1969 
occurred from Stack 3020,a to the measured concentrations.  

 
 

  Geometric mean of P/O Ratios 

Ambient 131I 
monitoring station 

Assuming all 131I 
was released in 
elemental formb 

Assuming all 131I 
was released in 
organic form 

Assuming all 131I was 
released as 
particulate 

 Inter-
polated 

Directly 
calculated 

Inter-
polated 

Directly 
calculated 

Inter-
polated 

Directly 
calculated 

Kerr Hollow (HP-31) 0.73 0.77 0.90 0.96 0.87 0.92 
Midway Gate (HP-32) 0.96 0.84 1.18 1.03 1.14 0.99 
Gallaher Gate (HP-33) 0.47 0.38 0.55 0.45 0.55 0.44 
White Oak Dam (HP-34) 1.15 1.10 1.26 1.21 1.25 1.21 
Blair Gate (HP-35) 0.45 0.42 0.54 0.51 0.53 0.49 
Turnpike Gate (HP-36) 0.84 1.01 1.03 1.23 0.99 1.20 
Hickory Creek Bend (HP-37) 1.86 1.73 2.17 2.03 2.12 1.98 
Gallaher Bend (HP-38) 1.63 1.75 1.83 1.97 1.81 1.94 
Townsite (HP-39) 0.50 0.53 0.65 0.67 0.62 0.64 
Average of the Geometric 
Mean P/O ratios 

 0.95 0.95 1.12 1.12 1.10  1.09 

 

a  Interpolated concentrations represent concentrations estimated from predicted values for four surrounding nodes 
using an inverse distance square weighting method.  Directly calculated concentrations represent concentrations 
predicted directly for the monitoring stations.  

b  The predicted concentrations (P) represent the concentrations of 131I in all three chemical forms at the receptor 
location from a release in elemental form. 
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Table 4.10 The geometric mean P/O ratios of the predicted annual average concentrations of 

131I from SORAMI with the inclusion of dry and wet deposition, plume depletion, 
and chemistry, and assuming that all of the Bethel Valley releases between 1967 and 
1969 occurred from Stack 3020 and all of the Melton Valley releases between 1967 
and 1969 occurred from Stack 7911,a to the measured concentrations.  

 
 

  Geometric mean of P/O Ratios 

Ambient 131I 
monitoring station 

Assuming all 131I 
was released in 
elemental formb 

Assuming all 131I 
was released in 
organic form 

Assuming all 131I 
was released as 

particulate 

 Inter-
polated 

Directly 
calculated 

Inter-
polated 

Directly 
calculated 

Inter-
polated 

Directly 
calculated 

Kerr Hollow (HP-31) 0.72 0.75 0.89 0.94 0.86 0.90 
Midway Gate (HP-32) 0.92 0.80 1.12 0.98 1.08 0.95 
Gallaher Gate (HP-33) 0.45 0.36 0.53 0.43 0.53 0.42 
White Oak Dam (HP-34) 1.18 1.14 1.30 1.26 1.29 1.25 
Blair Gate (HP-35) 0.43 0.41 0.53 0.50 0.52 0.48 
Turnpike Gate (HP-36) 0.79 0.94 0.97 1.15 0.94 1.12 
Hickory Creek Bend (HP-37) 1.91 1.77 2.22 2.07 2.17 2.02 
Gallaher Bend (HP-38) 1.66 1.75 1.87 1.97 1.84 1.94 
Townsite (HP-39) 0.49 0.51 0.64 0.65 0.60 0.62 
Average of the Geometric 
Mean P/O ratios 

 0.95 0.94 1.12 1.11 1.09 1.08 

 

a  Interpolated concentrations represent concentrations estimated from predicted values for four surrounding nodes 
using an inverse distance square weighting method.  Directly calculated concentrations represent concentrations 
predicted directly for the monitoring stations.  

b  The predicted concentrations (P) represent the concentrations of 131I in all three chemical forms at the receptor 
location from a release in elemental form. 
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It should be noted that the directly calculated values of geometric mean P/O ratios in Table 4.10 
were estimated using stack parameters listed in Table 4.3 for Stack 3020 and using relevant 
values of the stack height (87.3), the stack diameter (1.5 m) and the stack exit velocity (13 m s-1) 
for Stack 7911 (Binford et al., 1970).  The interpolated values of geometric mean P/O ratios in 
Table 4.10 were estimated using stack parameters listed in Table 4.3 for Stack 3020 for both 
Stacks 3020 and stack 7911, primarily because of the large computational time required for the 
simulation for 400 nodes of the grid. 
 
The geometric mean P/O ratios in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 do not show significant differences 
between interpolated and directly calculated estimates of concentrations at the nine monitoring 
stations.  The accuracy of the interpolation was further tested, as described in Section 4.3.3.4, 
using the 41 locations of interest. 
 
Comparison of directly calculated geometric mean P/O ratios from Stack 3020 alone (Table 4.9) 
and from the combination of Stacks 3020 and 7911 (Table 4.10) also shows good agreement 
between the two sets of predictions.  It must be noted, however, that the majority of releases for 
all three years occurred from the Bethel Valley Stack 3039.  The verification study presented in 
Section 4.3.3.3 addresses the effect on the magnitude of the error arising from the use of Stack 
3020 as a surrogate for Stack 3039. 
 
The wet and dry deposition rates are highest for the elemental form of iodine followed by those 
for the particulate and organic forms.  Therefore, removal of elemental 131I from the plume by 
dry and wet deposition would result in the lowest concentrations of 131I at a receptor location if 
all of the 131I is released in elemental form.  The highest concentrations of 131I at a receptor 
location would result if all of the 131I are released in organic form, because of its extremely low 
deposition velocity.  The geometric means of the P/O ratios presented in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 
clearly reflect these observations.  Furthermore, the predicted concentrations with the inclusion 
of plume depletion, deposition, and chemistry should be lower than the predicted concentrations 
without the inclusion of these processes.  Comparison of the results presented in Tables 4.9 and 
Table 4.10 (columns containing results of directly calculated values) with those in the third 
column of Table 4.8 clearly bears this out.  The P/O ratios corresponding to column 4 of Table 
4.10 are also shown in Figure 4.4 for the case for which all of the iodine was released in the 
organic form.  It is clearly seen that most predictions fall within a factor of two of the 
observations.  Figures 4.5 through 4.7 present the 95% subjective confidence intervals of the 
predicted ground-level concentrations of 131I in air at the monitoring stations along with the 
measurements.  These figures represent the directly calculated values for release as elemental 
iodine for 1967, 1968, and 1969, respectively.  Most measured concentrations are seen to lie 
within the 95% subjective confidence intervals of the predicted concentrations. 
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Figure 4.4 The P/O ratios from the SORAMI model for the case in which all the I was assumed to be released in the organic form. Releases 131

from Bethel Valley were treated as having occurred from Stack 3020 and releases from Melton Valley were treated as having occurred
from Stack 7911.  The processes of plume depletion, wet and dry deposition, and iodine chemistry were included, and  concentrations
were directly estimated at the monitoring stations. 
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Figure 4.5 Measured concentrations and 95% confidence intervals of the predicted concentrations from the SORAMI model for 1967 for the
case in which all the I was assumed to be released in the organic form.  Releases from Bethel Valley were treated as having occurred131

from Stack 3020 and releases from Melton Valley were treated as having occurred from Stack 7911.  The processes of plume
depletion, wet and dry deposition, and iodine chemistry were included, and  concentrations were directly estimated at the monitoring
stations. 
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Figure 4.6 Measured concentrations and 95% confidence intervals of the predicted concentrations from the SORAMI model for 1968 for the
case in which all the I was assumed to be released in the organic form.  Releases from Bethel Valley were treated as having occurred131

from Stack 3020 and releases from Melton Valley were treated as having occurred from Stack 7911.  The processes of plume
depletion, wet and dry deposition, and iodine chemistry were included, and  concentrations were directly estimated at the monitoring
stations. 
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Figure 4.7 Measured concentrations and 95% confidence intervals of the predicted concentrations from the SORAMI model for 1969 for the
case in which all the I was assumed to be released in the organic form.  Releases from Bethel Valley were treated as having occurred131

from Stack 3020 and releases from Melton Valley were treated as having occurred from Stack 7911.  The processes of plume
depletion, wet and dry deposition, and iodine chemistry were included, and  concentrations were directly estimated at the monitoring
stations. 
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Validation studies presented in this section and in Section 4.3.3.1 clearly show that the SORAMI 
model provides reasonable predictions (within a factor of 2) for most locations, and therefore, its 
use for the reconstruction of doses and risks is justified.  There are a few locations where the 
model consistently provides under- or overestimates of the measured concentrations.  However, 
considering that the predictions are still within a factor of two, it was not found necessary to 
develop bias correction factors for specific locations or specific directions from the RaLa Stack.   
 
The validation study conducted here could have been improved further by estimating 
concentrations from each stack separately using individual source terms and stack parameters.  
However, because most of the release occurred from Stack 3039 for Bethel Valley releases and 
from Stack 7911 for Melton Valley releases, the closeness of the stacks in each valley, and the 
fact that the geometric mean P/O ratios are within a factor of 2, it was decided that further 
refinements of these calculations are not necessary. 
 
4.3.3.3 Verification for the use of Stack 3020 for all years of simulation  
 
As the stack diameter, stack exit velocity, and stack elevation are different for Stacks 3020 and 
3039, the plume rises would be expected to be slightly different for the two stacks, depending on 
the distance to the ground-level receptor, the atmospheric stability, and the wind speed, as 
discussed in Section 4.3.2.1.  To evaluate the effect on the predicted ground-level concentration 
of 131I in air, two separate simulations were made, one with Stack 3020 as the point of release, 
and the other with Stack 3039 as the point of release using their individual release parameters.  
The χ/Q ratios were then estimated for each of the 400 nodes between 2 and 38 km.  Depletion, 
deposition, and chemistry were included in the analysis. The χ/Q ratios were estimated for each 
of the 5 categories at each node: for release in elemental form and arrival at the node in organic 
form (after chemical transformation); for release in elemental form and arrival at the node in 
particulate form (after chemical transformation); for release in elemental form and arrival at the 
node in elemental form (remainder after chemical transformation into organic and particulate 
forms); for release in organic form and arrival at the node in organic form; and for release in 
particulate form and arrival at the grid-node in particulate form.  The average estimates of the 
differences in the lower and upper bounds of the 95% subjective confidence interval, the median, 
and the arithmetic mean of the predicted χ/Q ratios at the 400 grid-nodes were then estimated 
using the following equation: 
 

 
 
where  
 
εi = the average absolute % difference in the estimate of the χ/Q ratios predicted from 

Stack 3020 and Stack 3039 for the statistic i; 
i = the particular statistic being evaluated; e.g., the median, the arithmetic mean, or the 

lower or upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval;  
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j = the jth node; and 
k = the kth category. 
 
The average absolute percent differences for the lower bound of the 95% subjective confidence 
interval, the median, and the upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval and for the 
arithmetic mean were estimated as 4.8%, 4.8%, 5.1%, and 4.8%, respectively, using all of the 
400 nodes and all five categories of χ/Q ratios.  The error in using one stack in preference to the 
other will not, therefore, result in major differences in the estimates of doses and risks to the 
exposed individual.  This is also borne out by the validation study presented in Section 4.3.3.2.  
Thus, the use of Stack 3020 for all years for the dispersion analysis is justified. 
 
4.3.3.4 Verification of the interpolation scheme 
 
In order to verify the interpolation scheme (Section 4.3.2.2) that was used for the estimation of 
concentrations at locations other than the nodes of the grid within the study domain of 38-km 
radius around the RaLa processing facility, the χ/Q ratios were predicted using both the 
interpolation scheme (using predictions from SORAMI at grid nodes) and using SORAMI 
directly for the 41 locations of interest (see Appendix 11A for the locations of interest).   As in 
Section 4.3.3.3, the χ/Q ratios were estimated for each of the 5 categories at each location of 
interest: for release in elemental form and arrival at the node/receptor location in organic form 
(after chemical transformation); for release in elemental form and arrival at the node/receptor 
location in particulate form (after chemical transformation); for release in elemental form and 
arrival at the node/receptor location in elemental form (remainder after chemical transformation 
into organic and particulate forms); for release in organic form and arrival at the node/receptor 
location in organic form; and for release in particulate form and arrival at the node/receptor 
location in particulate form.  The average estimates of the error in the lower and upper bounds of 
the 95% subjective confidence interval, the median, and the arithmetic mean of the predicted χ/Q 
ratios at the 41 locations of interest were then estimated using the following equation: 
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where  
 
εi = the average absolute % error in the estimate of the χ/Q ratios predicted from 

interpolation and from direct estimation using the SORAMI model for the statistic i; 
i = the particular statistic being evaluated; e.g., the median, the arithmetic mean, or the 

lower or upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval;  
j = the jth location of interest; and 
k = the kth category. 
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The average absolute percent differences for the lower bound of the 95% subjective confidence 
interval, the median, and the upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval and for the 
arithmetic mean were estimated as 8.5%, 6.5%, 7.1%, and 6.4%, respectively, using the 41 
locations of interest and all five categories of χ/Q ratios for releases from the building housing 
the RaLa processing facility; the corresponding values for releases from the stack were 8.1%, 
6.3%, 6.2% and 6.2%, respectively.  The error in using the interpolation scheme instead of direct 
estimation will not, therefore, result in major errors in the estimates of doses and risks to an 
exposed individual.  Furthermore, the interpolation scheme allows for easy estimation of 
concentrations at other locations of interest not addressed directly in this report within the 38-km 
radius of the RaLa processing facility. 
  
4.3.4 Model Validation for Short-Term Releases 
 
Release data on 131I were available for three weekly periods in the 1960s along with reported 
measured weekly average concentrations of 131I in air at one location for each of the releases.  
During the week ending 17 January 1965, 1 × 1011 Bq of 131I was released (Lasher, 1965), and 
the maximum weekly average concentration of 131I was measured at Station HP-34 (Figure 4.3) 
as 0.0074 Bq m-3 (ORNL, 1966).  About 90% of the release was from Stack 3039.   
 
During the week ending 15 May 1966, 3.7 × 1010 Bq of 131I was released (Lasher, 1966), and the 
maximum weekly average concentration of 131I was measured at Station HP-38 (Figure 4.3) as 
0.0044 Bq m-3 (ORNL, 1967).  About 94% of the release was from Stack 3039, 3.5% was from 
Stack 2026, and 2% was from Stack 3020.   
 
Finally, during the week ending 9 July 1967, 1.5 × 1010 Bq of 131I was released (Lasher, 1967d), 
and the maximum weekly average concentration of 131I was measured at Station HP-33 (Figure 
4.3) as 0.0081 Bq m-3 (ORNL, 1968).  About 74% of the release was from Stack 3039, 21% was 
from Stack 2026, and 5% was from Stack 3020.   
 
Since the meteorological parameters were developed for each of the specified months (as 
discussed in Section 4.3.2.1), it was possible to estimate the ground-level concentrations of 131I 
using the meteorological data for each month separately.  The results of this validation analysis 
are presented in Table 4.11.  Again, the chemical form(s) in which iodine was released at the 
source was not known.  Therefore, three separate analyses were conducted, as in the case of the 
validation for routine releases, with the assumption that all of the iodine was released (a) in 
elemental form, (b) in organic form, or (c) in particulate form.  For this exercise also, all of the 
releases were assumed to have occurred from Stack 3020.  The 400 alternate values of 7-day, 
time-integrated χ/Q ratios were developed from the hourly meteorological data in a similar 
manner to that used to develop the 31-day time-integrated ratios (as presented in Section 4.3.3); 
from these, the weekly average χ/Q ratios were estimated.  These ratios were then multiplied by 
the constant release rate for release in each chemical form, using Equation 4.1 to obtain the 400 
alternate realizations of the weekly average concentration of 131I in air. 
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Table 4.11 Results from the validation of SORAMI model for short-term (weekly) releases. 
 

  
Measured 
weekly 131I 

concentration 

95% Subjective Confidence Interval of the 
predicted ground-level concentration of 131I 

in air (10-3 Bq m-3)  
Period (week 

ending) 
Monitoring 

station (10-3 Bq m-3) Release as 
elemental 131I 

Release as 
organic 131I 

Release as 
particulate 131I 

17 January 1965 HP-34 7.4 (1.8 – 26.4) (2.9 – 27.7) (2.1 – 31.4) 
15 May 1966 HP-38 4.4 (2.0 – 9.6) (2.0 – 11.0) (2.0 – 9.8) 
9 July 1967 HP-33 8.1 (0.04 – 0.6) (0.04 – 0.8) (0.03 – 0.7) 

 
 
Results for January 1965 and May 1966 clearly show that the measured concentrations are 
contained within the lower and upper bounds of the 95% subjective confidence intervals of the 
predicted concentrations.  However, the predicted concentrations grossly underestimate the 
measured concentrations for July 1967.  The reasons for this are not clear.  Results of routine 
releases, presented in Tables 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, also indicate that the SORAMI model typically 
underpredicts at the Gallaher Gate Station (HP-33).  Because more short-term monitoring and 
release data were not available, further short-term validation could not be performed.  However, 
it is clear that the model can be used for predicting downwind ground-level concentrations of 131I 
from the accident on April 29, 1954. 
 
4.4 Results 
 
4.4.1 Routine Releases 
 
Distributions of ground-level χ/Q ratios were developed in the same manner as described in 
Section 4.3.3 for each of the five categories of release: for release in elemental form and arrival 
at the node/receptor location in organic form (after chemical transformation); for release in 
elemental form and arrival at the node/receptor location in particulate form (after chemical 
transformation); for release in elemental form and arrival at the node/receptor location in 
elemental form (remainder after chemical transformation into organic and particulate forms); for 
release in organic form and arrival at the node/receptor location in organic form; and for release 
in particulate form and arrival at the node/receptor location in particulate form.  Using these χ/Q 
ratios, the source terms presented in Section 3, and Equation 4.1, concentrations of 131I in the 
three forms were estimated for each of the 400 nodes.  Contours of the lower- and upper-bound 
estimates of the 95% subjective confidence interval of the annual average ground-level 
concentrations of total 131I (131I in all 3 forms) are presented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, respectively.  
These contours represent the 13-year average (1944-1956) of the predicted annual average 
ground-level concentrations of total 131I in air.  These concentrations along with central estimates 
are reported in Appendix 11B for the 41 locations of interest. 
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4.4.2 1954 Accident 
 
Transport simulations for each of the five half-hour periods of the accident that occurred between 
4:30 and 7:00 p.m. on April 29, 1954, were conducted using the input parameters presented in 
Section 4.3.2.2.  Results were first developed as χ/Q ratios for the five categories of release as 
described in Section 4.4.1 for each half-hour period, for each of the nodes.  These half-hourly 
ratios were multiplied with half-hourly release rates from appropriate sources (stack or building) 
and for appropriate chemical forms, using Equation 4.1, to obtain the concentrations of 131I in air 
in each of the three chemical forms at each of the 41 locations of interest and the monitoring 
stations.  From the hourly concentrations, the time-integrated concentrations of 131I in all three 
chemical forms were developed.  Time-integrated concentrations were estimated for 464 nodes 
on a polar grid.  The 400 nodes on the polar grid are identical to the ones used in the analysis for 
routine releases.  Sixty-four additional nodes were added to include more locations within the 
first 2 km to compare the results of the predictions with the onsite radiation measurements made 
immediately after the accident, as shown in Figure 4.1.  The lower-bound, central, and upper-
bound estimates of the 95% subjective confidence intervals of the total time-integrated 
concentrations of 131I are presented in Figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 respectively.  It should be 
noted that the concentrations in these figures are representative of emissions from both sources, 
the Stack 3039 and the building housing the radioactive lanthanum processing facility.  
 
Two distinct plumes developed in response to the prevailing wind directions during the five half-
hour periods of the accident.  The northwest direction of contaminant transport is corroborated 
by the radiation measurements shown in Figure 4.1.  However, the transport towards the north 
cannot be corroborated by the measurements shown in Figure 4.1, because there were no 
monitoring stations towards the north.  Therefore, the movement of the plume towards the north, 
as predicted by SORAMI, is quite plausible. 
 
It was noted that the 95% subjective confidence intervals span several orders of magnitude for 
some locations.  The primary reason for this was found to be the uncertainty assigned to the wind 
direction.  An uncertainty range of ±11.25° was assigned to each measured value shown in Table 
4.4.  This results in a wide range of cross-wind distances (y in Equation 4.1) from the plume 
centerline (along the wind direction) for a given location.  The exponential term containing the y 
and σz in Equation 4.1 accordingly takes a wide range of values from 0 (when the plume 
centerline is far from the location of interest) to some large finite value (when the location of 
concern is well within the plume).  As seen from Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, the directions of 
plume travel during the five half-hour periods are such that most of the locations of concern do 
not fall within the plume and some are exposed only to the edge of the plume.  Particularly 
noteworthy in these figures is the fact that the 95% subjective confidence interval is quite large 
towards the northwest direction to which the wind was flowing for one half-hour period between 
5:00 and 5:30 p.m.  The plume along the north shows a much smaller 95% subjective confidence 
interval for the predicted time integrated concentrations.  The winds were towards the north for 4 
of the 5 half-hour periods of the accident. 
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Figure 4.8 Contours for the lower bound estimates (2.5 percentile) of the 95% subjective confidence
interval for the annual average, ground-level concentrations of total I ( I in all three131 131

chemical forms) in air.  The actual concentration at a given location is highly likely to be
greater than the value presented in this figure.
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Figure 4.9 Contours for the upper bound estimates (97.5 percentile) of the 95% subjective    
confidence interval for the annual average, ground-level concentrations of total I ( I in131 131

all three chemical forms) in air.  The actual concentration at a given location is highly likely
to be less than the value presented in this figure. 
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Figure 4.10 Contours for the lower bound estimates (2.5 percentile) of the 95% subjective confidence
interval for the time-integrated, ground-level concentrations of total I ( I in all three131 131

chemical forms) in air following the accident on April 29, 1954.  The actual concentration
at a given location is highly likely to be greater than the value presented in this figure.
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Figure 4.11 Contours of the central estimate (50  percentile) of the 95% subjective confidenceth

interval for the time-integrated, ground-level concentrations of I  ( I in all  three131 131

chemical forms) in  air following  the accident  on April 29, 1954.
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Figure 4.12 Contours for the upper bound estimates (97.5 percentile) of the 95% subjective
confidence interval for the time-integrated, ground-level concentrations of total I ( I in131 131

all three chemical forms) in air following the accident on April 29, 1954.  The actual
concentration at a given location is highly likely to be less than the value presented in this
figure. 
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4.5 Future Refinements 
 
For the routine releases, the atmospheric dispersion modeling in this analysis used hourly 
specifications of all data except the source term.  In the next phase of the analysis, it is 
recommended that the entire analysis from release to health risk be conducted at the scale of one 
hour.  Even with the availability of source term information at the fine resolution of one hour, the 
recommended analysis would be a significantly major undertaking because of the enormous 
computer memory and storage requirements for the completion of the analysis from source to 
lifetime risk for the thirteen years of release. 
 
Uncertainty in the characterizations of wind direction in the Oak Ridge Reservation should be 
reduced to reduce the uncertainty in the predicted range of time-integrated concentrations of 131I 
in air from the accidental release of April 29, 1954.  Eckman et al. (1992) used a network of 
meteorological monitoring stations to analyze the wind data in the Oak Ridge region.  In that 
study the meteorological data were recorded at 15-min. intervals.  Correlations among same 
parameters measured at different stations and among different parameters measured at the same 
stations can be developed and used along with the meteorological data available from strip charts 
from various stations in Oak Ridge during the time of the accident to establish an interpolated 
wind-field structure for the Oak Ridge region during the accident.  This methodology would 
allow the determination of the distribution of probable directions of the travel of a single puff of 
131I released to the atmosphere at a specific time during the accident.  A combined modeling 
approach that addresses transport of individual puffs while modeling the growth of the puff in a 
Gaussian sense would allow tracking of several such puffs, each with an alternate path of plume 
travel.  This would be a significant improvement over the current analysis.  However, it must be 
noted that the applicability of this approach is entirely dependent on the development of a 
defensible, probability-based wind field structure.  In addition, this exercise was clearly out of 
the scope and budget of the current project.  However, the analysis performed in this study 
provides the justification for the conduct of the more detailed analysis suggested here.  The 
proposed analysis is also crucial to the determination of defensible health impacts to real 
members of the public. 
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5.0 TRANSFER OF 131I FROM AIR TO VEGETATION 

Iodine from the atmosphere is deposited on both the vegetation canopy and the ground.  
Deposition can occur under dry conditions, or it can be associated with precipitation.  Of the total 
iodine intercepted by vegetation surfaces, some may be removed by environmental weathering 
processes such as wind, rain, and plant senescence, while the rest is retained.  In addition, iodine 
deposited on the ground can be taken up by the roots of a plant. 

Two categories of vegetation are important for the bioaccumulation of 131I.  The first is “pasture 
grass,” which is consumed by grazing animals and contributes to the contamination of milk and 
meat.  The second category, "leafy vegetables," is composed of vegetables such as lettuce, 
cabbage, and spinach.  These vegetables are usually consumed a short time after harvest and thus 
may carry significant levels of 131I.  Other types of crops that accumulate 131I deposited from the 
air are normally stored for a sufficiently long time that their contribution to the total intake of 131I 
by humans is negligible due to radioactive decay of 131I. 

5.1 Description of Processes and Model Assumptions 

To develop the governing equations of transfer of 131I from air to vegetation and ground, the 
following assumptions were made, based on our current state of knowledge. 

• Three physico-chemical forms of iodine are considered to be present in air: 

a. a highly reactive form, assumed to be molecular or elemental iodine (I2); 

b. a particulate form, which accounts for iodine attached to atmospheric aerosols; and 

c. a nonreactive form, assumed to be organic iodine (e.g., CH3I). 

• Iodine is deposited on vegetation by both dry and wet deposition processes.  Dry 
deposition refers to the process of direct removal of iodine from air by collection on soil, 
vegetation, or water surfaces.  Wet deposition refers to the removal of iodine from air to 
land or water surfaces by various types of precipitation, including rain and snow. 

• Dry deposition occurs even during periods of precipitation. 

• Uptake of 131I from soil by plants is negligible when compared with direct deposition of 
131I from the atmosphere.  

• For the April 29, 1954, accident, the source term varied significantly with time.  The 
deposition rates of the three chemical forms of 131I on vegetation vary on a half-hourly 
basis, reflecting the half-hourly variations of 131I release rates, 131I concentrations in air, 
and precipitation rates.  A transient approach is used to estimate the time-integrated 
concentration of 131I on the vegetation. 
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• For routine releases, the concentrations in air did not vary significantly over time; 
therefore, an annual average approach is used.  In this case, the iodine deposition rates 
can be considered constant during a given year and equal to the annual averages. 

5.2  Modeling Approach 

Accidental Release of 1954 

A governing equation to estimate transient concentrations of 131I on pasture grass and on leafy 
vegetation from half-hourly changes in ground-level air concentrations was developed based on 
the assumptions stated above.  This model uses a time-dependent approach involving the input 
and removal of 131I to and from pasture grass or leafy vegetables. 

The transfer of 131I from air to vegetation is given by Equation 5.1 for pasture grass and by 
Equation 5.2 for leafy vegetables.  The resulting concentrations of 131I in pasture grass and leafy 
vegetables are given by Equations 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. 
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where 

k =  the index for the physico-chemical form of iodine: k = 1 for the highly 
reactive form, k = 2 for the organic form, and k = 3 for the particulate 
form;  

Ca, k =  the concentration of physico-chemical form k of 131I in air [Bq m-3
air ]; 

Cp, k =  the concentration of physico-chemical form k of 131I in pasture grass [Bq 
kg-1

dry mass]; 

Cp =  the total concentration of 131I in pasture grass [Bq kg-1
dry mass]; 

Cv, k =  the concentration of physico-chemical form k of 131I in leafy vegetables 
[Bq kg-1

fresh mass]; 
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Cv     =  the total concentration of 131I in leafy vegetables [Bq kg-1
fresh mass]; 

Vd, k      =  the total dry deposition velocity [m h-1] for form k; 

Vw, k      =  the total wet deposition velocity [m h-1] for form k;  

 (r/Y)dry, k      =  the mass interception factor (dry deposition) [m2 kg-1
dry mass];  

(r/Y)wet, k      =  the mass interception factor (wet deposition) [m2 kg-1
dry mass]; 

 γdry mass: fresh mass   =   the ratio of the dehydrated vegetation sample and its 
  fresh mass [kgdry kgwt

-1];  

t    =  time (h); and 

 λeff   =   the effective removal rate constant (h-1) that accounts for the 
   processes of removal by weathering and radioactive decay 

                    (estimated as 0.693/Teff).   

 Teff     =  the effective half-life of iodine on vegetation  [h] = 
rw

rw

TT

TT

+
⋅

 

where 

 Tw = the removal half-life from weathering processes, and 

 Tr = the radiological half-life of 131I (8.04 d). 

 

The wet deposition velocity is defined as follows: 

 PWRVw ⋅=   (5.5) 

 

WR  = the washout ratio [m3
air ( L

-1
rain )], and  

P  =  the half-hourly precipitation rate [mm h-1]. 

The washout ratio is defined in Section 5.3.2.1.  Equations 5.1 and 5.2 are solved on a half-
hourly basis.  For each half-hour period, the input of a specific chemical form of 131I to the 
vegetation (given by the first terms on the right hand sides of Equations 5.1 and 5.2) takes a 
constant value defined by (1) the constant concentration of the chemical form in air (Ca,k) during 
that half hour, (2) the constant dry deposition velocity and mass interception factor for the 
chemical form, and (3) the constant wet deposition velocity during the half-hour period.  Closed-
form analytical solutions of the two equations are then used for each half-hour period to obtain 
the time-dependent concentrations of the different forms of 131I on the pasture grass and 
vegetation. The generic analytical solution for a first-order ordinary differential equation 
described by 

Cs
dt

dC
effλ−=  
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where 

C =  the concentration of 131I in pasture grass or leafy vegetables [Bq kg-1] at a 
given time t; 

s = the constant source of 131I to the vegetation [Bq kg-1 h-1]; 

λεff = the effective removal rate of 131I from the vegetation [h-1]; and 

Co = the initial concentration of 131I on the vegetation [Bq kg-1]. 

This solution is used with t = 0.5 hr for each half-hour period.  The initial concentration of 131I 
for each half-hour is obtained from the solution for the previous half-hour period.  The pasture 
grass and vegetation are assumed to be in pristine condition at the start of the simulation before 
the accident started (Co = 0 Bq kg-1).  The necessary parameter values are described in detail in 
the next sections. 

Routine Releases 

For routine releases, estimates of 131I concentrations on pasture grass and on vegetation are 
derived from the ground-level air concentrations using a constant deposition rate of 131I from air 
equal to the annual average deposition rate.  This model uses a steady-state approach that is 
applicable to a continuous release described by the annual average concentration of iodine in air. 

Transfer of 131I from air to vegetation is given by Equation 5.6 for pasture grass and by Equation 
5.7 for leafy vegetables. 
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where 

Cp, k =  the concentration of 131I in pasture grass [Bq kg-1
dry mass]; 

AP k  =  the transfer factor of 131I from air to pasture grass for the physico-
chemical form k [Bq kg-1

dry mass per Bq m-3
air]; 

k =  the index for the physico-chemical form of iodine: k = 1 for the 
highly reactive form, k = 2 for the particulate form, and k = 3 for the 
organic form;  

Ca, k =  the concentration of physico-chemical form k of 131I in air [Bq m-3
air]; 

Cv, k =  the concentration of 131I in leafy vegetables [Bq kg-1
fresh mass]; 

AV k  =  the transfer factor of 131I from air to leafy vegetables for the physico-
chemical form k [Bq kg-1

fresh mass per Bq m-3]; 

Vd, k =  the total dry deposition velocity [m d-1] for form k; 

Vw, k  =  the total wet deposition velocity [m d-1] for form k;  

 (r/Y)dry, k  =  the mass interception factor (dry deposition) [m2 (kg-1
dry mass)];  

(r/Y)wet, k  =  the mass interception factor (wet deposition) [m2 (kg-1
dry mass)]. 

γdry mass: fresh mass =  the ratio of the dehydrated vegetation sample and its fresh mass 
[kgdry (kg-1

wet)];  

tag  =  the time period of exposure of the standing crop biomass [d]; and 

λeff  = the effective removal rate constant [d-1] 0.693/Teff. 

 Teff   = the effective half-life of iodine on vegetation  [d] = 
rw

rw

TT

TT

+
⋅

. 

For routine releases, the wet deposition velocity is given by the following: 

 

 RWRVw ⋅=   (5.8) 

 

WR  = the washout ratio [m3
air (L

-1
rain)], and  

R  =  the annual average precipitation rate, expressed on a daily basis [mm d-1]. 
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The necessary parameter values are discussed in detail in the next sections.  Equations 5.6 and 
5.7 produce estimates of the annual average concentrations of 131I in vegetation.  The 
concentrations in air and in vegetation vary from one year to the next.  However, the deposition 
velocities and the mass interception factors are annual averages, and they apply for all years of 
release.  

5.3 Input Parameters 

5.3.1 Dry Deposition 

The combination of processes by which an airborne contaminant is transferred to vegetation 
without being carried by rain is referred to as dry deposition.  In Equations 5.1, 5.2, 5.6 and 5.7, 
dry deposition is described by the total deposition velocity (Vd) and by the mass interception 
factor (r/Y)dry.  The total dry deposition velocity relates the deposition flux [Bq m-2 s-1] to the 
concentration in air [Bq m-3], and accounts for the total deposition per unit time per unit area.  
The area includes vegetation, detritus, the root mat, and soil.  However, many measurements 
(Chamberlain and Chadwick, 1953; 1966; Chamberlain, 1960; Heinemann and Vogt, 1980) were 
performed for the vegetation dry deposition velocity (Vv) which accounts for the deposition just 
to the vegetation.  The vegetation dry deposition velocity (Vv) is mathematically given by the 
product between the total dry deposition velocity (Vd) and the interception fraction (r), which 
expresses the amount of contaminant that is retained on the vegetation from the net flux to the 
ground (Equation 5.9).  

 rVV dv ⋅=  (5.9) 

Furthermore, the vegetation dry deposition velocity (Vv) can be normalized to the biomass of the 
vegetation (Y).  The normalized dry deposition velocity (VD) is mathematically given by the 
product of the total dry deposition velocity (Vd) and the mass interception factor (r/Y)dry 
(Equation 5.10). 

 
dry

dD Y

r
VV 






⋅=  (5.10) 

Dry deposition of elemental iodine is enhanced if the vegetation is moist, as, for instance, after 
rain or because of morning dew.  During the 1954 accident, iodine was released for 2.5 hours, 
starting after about 4:30 p.m. on April 29, which was a warm day (maximum temperature 78 °F) 
with no precipitation during the afternoon hours.  Thus, it can be assumed that the vegetation was 
dry during the first hours of the accident.  However, rain was recorded between 6:15 and 7 p.m. 
on April 29, 1954.  Therefore, wet deposition as well as dry deposition on wet vegetation 
occurred during the accident.  Wet deposition is discussed in the next section. 

The normalized dry deposition velocity (VD) can be determined from field experiments.  An 
extensive set of experimental measurements of VD has been reported by Vogt et al. (1976) and 
Heinemann and Vogt (1980).  These measurements were used for calibration purposes.  In other 
words, after selection of the appropriate parameter values for Vd and (r/Y)dry, VD for each form of 
131I was estimated using Equation 5.10, and these values of VD were compared with the measured 
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values.  Then the values of Vd and (r/Y)dry were adjusted, and the entire process was repeated 
until the calculated values for VD matched the experimentally measured values.  Distinctions 
were made between dry deposition on moist vegetation and dry deposition on dry vegetation for 
the April 29, 1954, accident situation.  The selected parameter ranges are listed in Table 5.1 for 
Vd and in Table 5.2 for (r/Y)dry. The comparison between the calculated and measured values for 
the normalized deposition velocity (VD) is shown in Table 5.3. 

For routine releases, annual averages for the deposition velocity were selected.  In the course of a 
year, all deposition mechanisms will eventually occur (dry deposition on moist vegetation, dry 
deposition on dry vegetation, and wet deposition).  The subjective probability distributions for 
the deposition velocities have been selected to include all these possible situations.  Also, the 
subjective probability distributions for the annual average deposition velocities were chosen to 
be tighter (more sampling towards the central values) than the distributions for the accident 
situation, because an annual average should generally have a smaller variation than samples 
taken at given moments in time. 

It should be noted that the parameter values for Vd presented in this section are used only for the 
estimation of concentrations of 131I on pasture grass and vegetation, and not for the estimation of 
the depletion of 131I from the plume.  The parameter values for Vd presented in Section 4.3.2 are 
applicable for the overall regional dry deposition and are used to estimate the depletion as 
described in Section 4.3.  Total dry deposition from the plume accounts for the deposition on 
trees in forested areas and or lakes and other nonvegetated areas that are not grazed by the cows 
or goats.  In this section, the focus is primarily on the dry deposition that occurs on pasture grass 
and leafy vegetation. 

 

Table 5.1 Selected values and distribution shapes for the total dry deposition velocity Vd. 

Chemical form Vd [cm s-1] Type of Release 

of 131I lowera uppera mode Distribution  

Elemental 0.3 4.0  log-uniform Routine 

Particulate 0.05 0.5 0.15 log-triangular Routine 

Organic 0.001 0.05 0.0071 log-triangular Routine 

      

Elemental 0.3 3.0  log-uniform 
Accident  

(dry vegetation) 

Elemental 1.0 6.0  log-uniform 
Accident  

(moist vegetation) 

Particulate 0.05 0.5  log-uniform Accident 

Organic 0.001 0.05  log-uniform Accident 
 

a Lower and upper values represent the extreme limits of the log-uniform distribution. 
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Table 5.2 Selected values and distribution shapes for the mass interception factor (r/Y)dry for 

dry deposition. 

Chemical form (r/Y)dry [m
2 kg-1 (dry mass)] Type of Release 

of 131I Lowera Uppera mode Distribution  
Elemental 0.8 4.0 2.4 Triangular routine 

Particulate 0.5 4.0 2.3 Triangular routine 

Organic 0.8 4.0 2.4 Triangular routine 

      

Elemental 0.8 4.0  Uniform accident 

Particulate 0.5 4.0  Uniform accident 

Organic 0.8 4.0  Uniform accident 
a Lower and upper values represent the extreme limits of the uniform distribution. 

 

Table 5.3 Comparison between calculated and measured values for normalized deposition 
velocities (VD) [cm3 g-1 s-1].  

 Calculated Measured 
 Accident Routine  

Chemical form 
95% subjective 

confidence interval 
95% subjective 

confidence interval lowera uppera 
Elemental  

(moist vegetation) 
22.4 136   51b 153b 

Elemental  
(dry vegetation) 

7.7 66   9c 132c 

Elemental 
(annual average) 

  6.4 83   

Particulate 0.7 13.4 0.7 10.9 2.9d 12.0d 

Organic 0.021 1.2 0.028 0.9 0.04d 0.8d 

a Lower and upper values represent the extreme observed values. 
b Heinemann and Vogt (1980) (an extreme value of 249 cm3 g-1 s-1 was eliminated). 
c Heinemann and Vogt (1980) (an extreme value of 226 cm3 g-1 s-1 was eliminated). 
d Heinemann and Vogt (1980). 

 

5.3.2  Wet Deposition 

The combination of processes by which a contaminant present in air is transferred to vegetation 
by rainfall is referred to as wet deposition.  The mechanisms which contribute to wet deposition 
are in-cloud and below-cloud transfer of contaminants to rain drops.  The contaminant is first 
transferred to a rain droplet, then mixed within the rain droplet, and finally deposited on the plant 
surfaces. 
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5.3.2.1 Transfer to rain water 

Transfer of iodine to rain water is described by a washout ratio (WR, m3 L-1), which is defined as 
the ratio of the concentration of iodine in the rainwater (Bq L-1

rain) to the concentration in air (Bq 
m-3

air) at ground level (Bq m-3).  The deposition rate of iodine is obtained when the wet 
deposition velocity defined by Equation 5.5 is multiplied by the concentration of iodine in the 
air. 

Approach for the Accidental Release 

The washout ratio was assumed to depend on the amount of rain during each rain event, and each 
rain event is assumed to last for a half-hour period.  Thus, a rainfall lasting several hours would 
be treated as several events each lasting for a half hour.  The greater the amount of rain per rain 
event, the smaller the washout ratio as defined by the following empirical equation (Slinn, 1978; 
NRC/CEC, 1994): 

 sh PWRWR −⋅= 1  (5.11) 

where  

WR1
h

  =  the washout ratio for a 1-mm half-hourly rain; 

P  =  the precipitation rate during a half-hour rain event [mm h-1]; and 

s  =  the rain exponent, an empirical parameter [unitless] that accounts for the 
observed decrease in the washout ratio with increasing rates of precipitation. 

 

A similar approach was used by NCI (1997) using washout ratios and precipitation rates 
corresponding to daily values: 

 α−⋅= EWRWR NCI
d 1  (5.12) 

where 

WR1
NCI

  =  the washout ratio for a 1-mm daily rain; 

E  =  the precipitation rate per rain event (per day) [mm d-1]; and 

α = 0.7 =  the rain exponent, an empirical parameter [unitless] that accounts for the 
observed decrease in the washout ratio with increasing rates of precipitation. 
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Since parameter values for WR1

NCI and α were readily available (NCI, 1997), the washout ratio, 
WR1

h, was derived by equating the net daily deposition rate from Equation 5.12 with that derived  
from Equation 5.11 as follows: 

where 

Pi = the rainfall in the half-hour period i; 

Ca,k,i = the concentration of 131I in chemical form k in air during the half-hour period 
i; and 

Ca,k,d = the average concentration of 131I in chemical form k in air during the whole 
day. 

Thus, Ca,k,d = (1/48) Σ Ca,k,i and E=Σ Pi, the total rainfall for the day.  Substituting these 
relationships in Equation 5.13, remembering that rainfall in a given half-hour period (Pi) can 
remove only contaminant present in that half-hour (at concentration Ca,k,i), and treating WR as a 
constant during a given day yields the following equality. 

 WR WR
d= / 48  (5.14) 

Using Equations 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13, the following equation relating WRI
h and WR1

NCI is 
obtained: 

 

( )
s

a

NCI
h

P

E WR
WR −

−⋅
⋅=

α
1

1 48

1
 (5.15) 

where Pa is the average rainfall for the day (=E/48).  Thus, the washout ratio for a rain of 1 mm 
hr-1 is estimated on a daily basis from the known half-hourly data on P.  Selection of parameter 
values for the amount of rainfall during each half-hour period of nonzero precipitation is 
described in Section 4.3.2.2. 

Approach for Routine Releases 

Two separate analyses were conducted for the estimation of wet deposition velocities for routine 
releases.  The first analysis was conducted to account for depletion of 131I from the contaminated 
plume according to Equations 4.1 through 4.5 (Section 4.3).  The second analysis was conducted 
to estimate the amount of 131I that was deposited on the pasture grass and vegetation.  The 
separate analysis was necessitated because of the different temporal scales of analysis used to 
address the atmospheric transport and the deposition  processes.  Details of both analyses are 
presented below. 

)13.5(,,,,

48

1
dkadika

i
i CEWRCPWR ⋅⋅=⋅⋅∑

=
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A. Estimation of wet deposition velocity for the plume depletion calculations. 

As described in Section 4.3, the atmospheric transport analysis is conducted on an hourly scale 
for the routine releases.  This requires that the plume depletion according to Equations 4.1 
through 4.5 should also be handled at the same scale.  The contribution of wet deposition on an 
hourly scale to plume depletion is addressed by evaluating the wet deposition velocity for each 
hour that has a nonzero precipitation.  The approach is similar to that described in Equations 5.11 
through 5.15, except that the time-step of the analysis is changed from a half-hour to one hour.  
Accordingly, in Equation 5.11, WR1

h represents the washout ratio for a 1-mm hourly rainfall, and 
P represents the precipitation rate per hourly event.  Equation 5.11 and 5.12, therefore, remain 
the same except for the modified interpretation of the two parameters as described in the 
previous sentence.  Equation 5.13 can be rewritten as follows for a one-hour analysis: 

where 

Pi = the rainfall in hour i; 

Ca,k,i = the concentration of 131I in chemical form k in air during the hour i; and 

Ca,k,d = the average concentration of 131I in chemical form k in air during the whole 
day. 

Thus, Ca,k,d = (1/24) Σ Ca,k,i and E=Σ Pi, the total rainfall for the day.  Substituting these 
relationships in Equation 5.16, remembering that rainfall in a given hour (Pi) can remove only 
contaminant present in that hour (at concentration Ca,k,i), and treating WR as a constant during a 
given day yields the following equality: 

 WR WR
d= / 24  (5.17) 

Using Equations 5.12, 5.16, and 5.17, the following equation relating WR1
h and WR1

NCI is 
obtained: 

 

( )
s

a

NCI
h

P

E WR
WR −

−⋅
⋅=

α
1

1 24

1
 (5.18) 

where Pa is the average rainfall for the day (=E/24).  Thus, the washout ratio for a rain of 1 mm 
hr-1 is estimated on a daily basis from the hourly data on P.  The hourly rainfall data are 
generated for the 1944-1956 period using the approach described later in this section. 
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B. Estimation of wet deposition velocity for the deposition calculations. 

In the case of routine releases, the contaminant concentration in air is assumed to be constant 
over a long period of time (e.g., one year.)  A specific approach for wet deposition was used to 
accommodate such a large time step.   

A day when precipitation is recorded is defined as a "rain event."  During a rain event, the 
washout ratio depends on the amount of rain (mm day-1); Equation 5.11.  The larger the amount 
of rain per rain event, the smaller the washout ratio as defined by the following empirical 
equation (Slinn, 1978; NRC/CEC, 1994).  For a daily rain event, the washout ratio can be 
expressed as follows.  

 sd IWRWR −⋅= 1  (5.19) 

where  

WRd
1  =  the washout ratio for a 1-mm daily rain; 

I =  the precipitation rate per rain event (per day) defined as the amount of rain 
divided by the total duration of rain in a year, and expressed in [mm d-1]; 
and 

s  =  “the rain exponent,” an empirical parameter [unitless] that accounts for the 
observed decrease in the washout ratio with increasing rates of precipitation. 

Rain does not occur every day during a year.  The total amount of precipitation in one year 
should be the same if calculated using an annual average approach, or if calculated by summing 
the amount of rain from each individual rain event.   

To estimate the washout ratio to be used for routine releases, the approach and the data reported 
by NCI (1997; Eq. 5.12) were used in this study.  The rain exponent used by NCI (α = 0.7; NCI, 
1997) is different from the values (s ≅  0.4) reported by Slinn, (1978) and NRC/CEC (1994).  
Imposing the condition that, on average, the washout ratio should be the same regardless of the 
approach at a given precipitation rate (I = E), the following relationship can be written: 

 α−− ⋅=⋅= EWRIWRWR NCIsd
11   (5.20) 

Using s = 0.4 (Slinn, 1978; NRC/CEC, 1994), α = 0.7 (NCI, 1997), and the average rain per rain 
event (rainy day) for Oak Ridge I = E = 10 mm d-1, one obtains the following equation: 

 NCId WRWR 11 5.0 ⋅≅  (5.21) 

The values of WR1
NCI for each chemical form of iodine are discussed below. 
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Washout Ratio for Elemental Iodine (I2) 

The washout ratio for a gas is a measure of the solubility of the gas; as stated by Slinn (1978), 
essentially all raindrops attain their equilibrium concentration of a gas in less than 10 m of fall. 

The distribution of WR1
NCI (for the elemental form of 131I) was assumed to be log-triangular with 

a minimum value of 2100 m3
air L

-1
rain, a mode of 5000 m3

air L
-1

rain, and a maximum value of 
10,700 m3

air L
-1

rain (Table 5.8).  This range is based on a review of NCRP recommendations 
(NCRP, 1993), on an expert elicitation performed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
and the European Community (NRC/CEC, 1994), on NCI (1997), and on Slinn (1978). 

Washout Ratio for Particulate Iodine 

The diameter of the particles is assumed to be very small (d < 3 µm).  Particles may be removed 
by rain both during the formation of rain in the cloud and by scavenging below the cloud; the 
process is highly dependent on the rain event (type, rate, drop size, etc.). 

The distribution of WR1
NCI for particulate 131I is assumed to be log-triangular between 1000 and 

5400 m3
air L-1

rain with a mode of 2500 m3
air L-1

rain  (Table 5.8).  This range is based on 
measurements made in the USA in the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident and summarized by 
Richmond et al. (1988) and on an expert elicitation performed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and the European Community (NRC/CEC, 1994). 

Washout Ratio for Organic Iodine 

The distribution of WR1
NCI for organic forms of 131I is assumed to be log-triangular between 4.0 

and 18.0 m3
air L

-1
rain with a mode of 8 m3

air L
-1

rain (Table 5.8; Slinn, 1978; NRC/CEC, 1994; NCI, 
1997). 

Hourly Precipitation Rate 

The hourly precipitation rate was developed from ten years of hourly rainfall data available from 
measurements conducted at the ATDD (NOAA) station on Illinois Avenue in Oak Ridge 
between 1986 and 1996.  (The 1995 dataset was not complete and therefore was not used.)  Since 
direct rainfall data for the years 1944 to 1956 were not available in electronic form, it was 
decided to generate statistical descriptions of hourly rainfall along with estimates of underlying 
uncertainty.  Using the ATDD data from 1986 to 1996, hourly rainfall estimates were generated 
for each hour of the day for a given month along with estimates of uncertainty for each hour.  It 
was not possible to generate hourly estimates for every single day of the month because ten 
years’ data would provide only ten measured values for each hour and day of a month.  For 
example, for 3 p.m. on 15 January, the ten years of data include exactly ten measurements.  But 
for 3 p.m. on any given day in January, there are 31 representative measurements for each year.  
Therefore, focusing on a “representative day of a month” allows the use of 310 (31 days × 10 
years) measured values for every hour of a day in January.  The next step in the process was to 
develop a strategy to address the uncertainty associated with the measurements.  Previous 
methods to generate rainfall estimates have relied on a Markov Chain approach (Richardson and 
Wright, 1984; Richardson, 1981; Schroeder et al., 1985).  The Markov Chain approach models a 
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stochastic process using the assumption that the event at a given time step  (t+1) is dependent 
only on the previous time step (t).  In other words,  occurrence of rain at 4 p.m. is determined 
only on the basis of whether it did or did not rain at 3 p.m. 

The 310 sets of hourly information available for the month of January were analyzed to 
determine the frequency with which it rained a certain amount in any given hour, given (a) that it 
did not rain during the previous hour, or (b) that it rained during the previous hour.  These 
frequencies represent the probabilities of the occurrence of rainfall of a given magnitude during a 
given hour assuming that it did or did not rain during the previous hour.  Similarly 280 (28 days 
× 10 years) and 310 (31 × 10 years) sets of hourly information can be used to generate the 
conditional probabilities for February and March, respectively, and so on. 

Statistical analysis of the 10 years of data provided the probabilities for each month of the 
occurrence of a given amount of rain given information on whether or not rain occurred in the 
previous hour.  Using an arbitrary initial condition of no rainfall during the last hour of 
December, 400 alternate sets of hourly rainfall data were then generated sequentially for each 
hour of the “representative day” for each of the 12 months from January through December.  
Sampling of the conditional probabilities for each hour was conducted using Latin Hypercube 
based Monte Carlo methodology described in IAEA (1989).  In order to make the predicted 400 
sets of hourly rainfall data independent of the initial condition, the first 50 sets were not included 
in the 400 sets used.  Thus, each of the 400 data sets for a given month contains 24 hours of 
simulated rainfall data for a given day. 

The next step was to simulate complete rainfall data for all days of one month.  For January, the 
400 alternate sets of 24 hours of rainfall data generated by the above method were sampled 31 
times at random.  This resulted in one full set of 24-hour rainfall estimates for January.  This 
process was repeated 400 times to obtain 400 sets of complete hourly data for the 31 days of 
January; the whole process was repeated for each month of the year. 

Statistics for the final simulated rainfall data sets are presented in Table 5.4.  Comparisons of the 
statistics of the predicted rainfall with those of the observed rainfall for 30 years presented in 
Holland (1953) and those of the 10 years of data between 1986 and 1996 are provided in Tables 
5.4 and 5.5.  Table 5.5 presents the estimates of the rainfall rate and the annual average rainfall 
rate per rain event (E).  It is not entirely clear why the ranges of modeled monthly rainfall are 
consistently larger than the measured ranges; however, including more years of hourly 
measurements of rainfall and establishing correlations among hourly rainfall and other 
meteorological parameters (e.g., atmospheric stability and temperature) can help reduce the large 
uncertainty in the prediction of monthly rainfall. 
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Table 5.4 Annual statistics for the 400 sets of a full year’s estimated hourly rainfall using the 

Monte Carlo Markov Chain model, annual statistics from the monthly average 
data provided in Holland (1953), and annual statistics of the measurements from 
ATDD between 1986 and 1996. 

Annual average rainfall rate (R) 
2.5 

percentile 

[mm d-1] 

Median 
Rainfall 

[mm d-1]  

97.5 
percentile 

[mm d-1] 

Average 

[mm d-1] 

Model results 2.36 3.70 4.91 3.69 

1921-1950 data for X-10
a
 (Holland, 1953)    

  3.42 

ATDD (1986-1996) Data 2.75 3.75 4.65 3.77 
aOnly the mean value was reported. 

 

 

Table 5.5 Monthly statistics for the 400 sets of a full year’s estimated hourly rainfall using 
the Monte Carlo Markov Chain model, monthly average measurements from 
Holland (1953), and monthly statistics of the measurements from ATDD between 
1986 and 1996. 

 

Month 

ATDD Total rainfall 
(mm) (2.5%,50%,97.5%), 

average 

Holland (1953)a 
(mm) average 

Modeled (mm)  

(2.5%,50%,97.5%), 
average 

January  (41,130,192),122 125 (0,110,263),118 

February  (84,131,239),143 125 (0,122,290),130 

March  (70,120,229),132 129 (0,119,303),132 

April (43,82,217),94 101 (0,107,314),118 

May  (54,74,165),96 100 (2,87,253),98 

June  (19,106,261),115 99 (13,104,294),119 

July (56,116,286),133 119 (14,96,241),103 

August (52,86,127),88 97 (3,63,191),70 

September (40,107,212),111 74 (1,111,349),123 

October (23,59,113),62 65 (1,71,192),80 

November (57,105,199),118 96 (3,104,295),116 

December (73,139,313),161  120 (1,125,348),138 

a Only mean values were reported. 
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The comparisons of measurements to modeling results show good agreement between the 
modeled data set and the actual measurements of precipitation at Oak Ridge during recent years.  
The 95% subjective confidence interval of modeled rainfall is larger than that of the 
measurements (Table 5.5).  Analysis of the rainfall data measured at ATDD between 1986 and 
1996 are provided in Table 5.6.  The last column in Table 5.6 was used to generate the 
distribution of annual average rainfall rate per rain event (E). 

 

Table 5.6 Analysis of the rainfall data measured at ATDD between 1986 and 1992. 

Year Total Rainfall  
[mm] 

Annual average 

rainfall rate [mm d-1] 

Annual average 
rainfall rate 

per rain eventa 

[mm d-1] 

1986 990 2.71 8.38 

1987 1027 2.81 8.35 

1988 1244 3.41 11.52 

1989 1683 4.61 11.37 

1990 1479 4.05 11.64 

1991 1537 4.21 12.10 

1992 1113 3.05 8.12 

1993 1244 3.41 10.03 

1994 1665 4.56 12.24 

1996 1679 4.60 11.66 

1986-1996 
average 

1366 3.74 10.54 

a Normalized by the number of days of nonzero rainfall in the year (1 rainy day = 1 rain event). 

 

A comprehensive summary of the state of knowledge about the rain exponent (α or s) is found 
NRC/CEC’s (NRC/CEC, 1994) report of a formal expert elicitation on radionuclide deposition 
issues.  The results of the elicitation, as well as other sources of information, are presented in 
Table 5.7 
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Table 5.7 Summary of literature review on the rain exponent (αααα or s). 

 s Reference 

Elemental iodine 0.4 Brenk and Vogt (1981) 

Aerosols 0.5 Brenk and Vogt (1981) 

Elemental iodine 0.4 Schwartz (1985) cited by NRC/CEC (1994) 

Methyl iodide 0.4 Schwartz (1985) cited by NRC/CEC (1994) 

Particulate iodine 0.3 ± 0.12 NRC/CEC (1994); Expert B 

Gaseous iodine 0.3 NRC/CEC (1994); Expert C 

Particulate iodine 0.25 NRC/CEC (1994); Expert G 

Particulate iodine 0.25 NRC/CEC (1994); Expert H 

 

The rain exponent (s) was also considered an uncertain variable.  Based on the available 
information (Table 5.7), a relatively large range (0.2 - 0.6, central value 0.4; uniform 
distribution) was chosen for this parameter. 

5.3.2.2 Interception and initial retention by pasture vegetation. 

The transfer of iodine carried by water droplets from a deposit in rain to vegetation surfaces is 
described in this work by the mass interception factor (r/Y)wet [m2 kg-1

dry mass], defined as the 
fraction of material in rain deposited per square meter of the ground surface intercepted and 
retained on the plant, normalized to the dry mass of the vegetation per unit area of soil.  For 131I, 
such factors have been experimentally determined by Hoffman et al. (1992). 

Iodine is present in rainwater in ionic form, and also as particles or organic and inorganic forms 
dissolved in water.  The mass interception factor for wet deposition is a function of the biomass 
Y, of the rainfall rate R, of the amount of rain during the deposition process, and of the vegetation 
type (Hoffman et al., 1992).  Negative ionic forms of iodine are not readily retained by the leaves 
of the plant, because the plant surface is usually negatively charged.  On the other hand, positive 
ions, particles, and neutral molecules are more readily retained on the plant.  

In the case of wet deposition of iodide, biomass and vegetation type are of minor importance in 
comparison to the amounts of rain and the intensity of rain (Hoffman et al., 1992). 

In the case of wet deposition for insoluble particles in rainwater, retention is higher than for 
soluble compounds, and rain amount, rain intensity, and vegetation biomass are all of about the 
same importance. 
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Elemental Iodine 

Atmospheric elemental iodine is probably found in rainwater in either anionic or molecular form.  
The concentration of the molecular dissolved form is assumed to be negligible in comparison 
with the ionic forms; that is, elemental iodine from the atmosphere is transferred in rainwater as 
iodide.  Therefore, the effective mass interception factor for atmospheric elemental iodine is 
equal to the mass interception factor measured for iodide by Hoffman et al. (1992). 
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    (5.22) 

Particulate Iodine 

Atmospheric iodine attached to particles is transferred in rainwater as particles.  However, an 
important fraction of iodine trapped to the particles in a water droplet will be released into 
solution as ions.  The fraction of iodine that is still trapped on the particles is denoted as “d,” and 
an effective mass interception factor is calculated as follows. 
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The fraction “d” of iodine still trapped on the particles was also treated as an uncertain variable 
in order to account for the lack of knowledge about the value of this parameter.  The selected 
range for d is 0.1-0.5, and the selected distribution is uniform. 

Organic Iodine 

Dissolution is assumed to be the only process by which atmospheric organic iodine is transferred 
into rain water.  Dissolved organic iodine is assumed to be retained on the plant surfaces as 
efficiently as iodide.  
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The mass interception fraction was measured in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, by Hoffman et al. (1992) 
in an experiment with simulated rain containing both soluble radionuclides and insoluble 
particles labeled with radionuclides.  The experiment determined empirical relationships between 
the mass interception fraction for iodide and for insoluble particles, and the total rain amount, the 
rain intensity and the biomass of pasture grass.  The mass interception factor was found to 
depend strongly on the total rain amount. 
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where  

P0 = the precipitation amount per rain event [mm]; 

(r/Y)1 mm = the mass interception fraction for a unit precipitation [m2 kg-1
dry mass per 

mm];  and 

K = the coefficient of the functional fit [unitless]. 

However, in the present report, one hour containing rain is considered one rain event.  Therefore, 
the total amount of rain in a rain event is numerically equal to the rain per precipitation rate (P0 
= P). 

For iodide, the measured value for the mass interception fraction (r/Y)1 mm for a unit rain amount 
is found to range between 1 and 4 m2 kg-2

dry mass (Hoffman et al., 1992).  A uniform distribution 
was assigned to represent the uncertainty in this parameter.  The exponent describing the 
dependence on the rain amount has a value of Kiodide = -0.909 (Hoffman et al., 1992).  No 
uncertainty was associated with this parameter. 

Iodine released from X-10 was attached to small aerosol particles.  Thus, out of the entire set of 
experiments performed by Hoffman et al. (1992), measurements using 3-µm insoluble 
microspheres are considered the most appropriate to describe wet interception of iodine attached 
to particles.  The mass interception factor (r/Y)1 mm for a unit rain amount for particulates is 
found to range between 2 and 6 m2 kg-1

dry mass  (Hoffman et al., 1992). Uncertainty in this 
parameter is expressed using a uniform distribution.  The exponent relating the mass interception 
factor to the rain amount was found by Hoffman et al. (1992) to be Kparticulate = -0.207.  

5.3.3 Weathering from Vegetation Surfaces 

After radionuclides are deposited on vegetation, removal processes combine with radioactive 
decay to reduce the initial retained quantity.  Reduction in the initial concentration by cuticle 
sloughing, by growth dilution, by wind and water, or by grazing by insects and larger herbivores 
are some of the processes that produce the effect often referred to as “weathering.”  These factors 
are combined in the following expression for the effective decay factor, presented as a function 
of the effective half-life (Teff). 

 λeff = 0.693/Teff (5.26) 

 

where 
rw

rw
eff TT

TT
T

  

 

+
⋅=  

  Tw  = the weathering half-life, and 

  Tr = the radioactive half-life. 
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The 1954 accident occurred in late April.  Contaminated grass was available for grazing cows for 
at most two months following the accident.  During spring, pasture grass grows rapidly, so that a 
“growth dilution” phenomenon can be observed.  Growth dilution represents the decrease of the 
concentration in grass after an initial deposition event because of a rapid increase in the mass of 
the plant.  Therefore, smaller values for the weathering half-life are likely during springtime as 
compared to other seasons. 

The selection of the range for this parameter is based on professional judgment, on the work of 
Miller and Hoffman (1983), on more recent work of Mück et al. (1994), and on an IAEA review 
document (IAEA, 1996). 

For routine releases, the range selected for the weathering half-life of 131I on pasture grass is 6 to 
17 days.  This choice gives an effective half-life (Teff) of about 3-5 days.  A uniform distribution 
was selected.  On the other hand, for the 1954 accident, to account for a higher growth dilution 
during spring time, a weathering half-life of 3 to 8 days was chosen.  The corresponding 
effective half-life is 2 to 4 days.  A uniform distribution was assigned. 

5.3.4 The Ratio between the Mass of a Dehydrated Vegetation Sample and its Fresh Mass 

The dry-weight-to-wet-weight conversion factor for leafy vegetables is based on the values 
obtained from a literature review reported by Snyder et al. (1994).  A uniform distribution 
between 0.05 and 0.09 [kgdry kg-1

wet] was chosen for this parameter. 

5.3.5 Summary of Input Parameters 

A summary of the input parameters used for the estimation of the transfer of 131I from air to 
vegetation is presented in Table 5.8. 
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Table 5.8 Parameter distributions used for estimation of the transfer of 131I from air to vegetation. 

Parameter 

Physico-
chemical 
form of 
iodine 

Units Distribution Type of release 

Name Symbol   min. max. mode Shape  
Total dry deposition 

velocity Vd elementala [cm s-1] 0.3 4  Log-uniform routine 

  particulateb [cm s-1] 0.05 0.5 0.15 Log-triangular routine 

  organicc [cm s-1] 0.001 0.05 0.0071 Log-triangular routine 

         

 Vd elemental [cm s-1] 0.3 3  Log-uniform Accidental (dry vegetation) 

  elemental [cm s-1] 1 6  Log-uniform accidental  (moist vegetation) 

  particulate [cm s-1] 0.05 0.5  Log-uniform Accidental 

  organic [cm s-1] 0.001 0.05  Log-uniform Accidental 
Mass Interception 

factor for dry 
deposition 

(r/Y)dry elemental [m2 kg-1 dry] 0.8 4 2.4 Triangular routine 

  particulate [m2 kg-1 dry] 0.5 4 2.3 Triangular routine 

  organic [m2 kg-1 dry] 0.8 4 2.4 Triangular routine 

         

 (r/Y)dry elemental [m2 kg-1 dry] 0.8 4  Uniform Accidental 

  particulate [m2 kg-1 dry] 0.5 4  Uniform Accidental 

  organic [m2 kg-1 dry] 0.8 4  Uniform Accidental 
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Table 5.8 (Continued) 

Parameter 
Physico-chemical 

form of iodine Units Distribution Type of release 
Name Symbol   min. max. mode shape  

Washout ratio per unit 
precipitation rate 

WR1
NCI elemental [m3

air L
-1

rain] 2100 10,700 5000 
Log-

triangular 
accidental and routine 

  particulate [m3
air L

-1
rain] 1000 5400 2500 

Log-
triangular 

accidental and routine 

  organic [m3
air L

-1
rain] 4 18 8 

Log-
triangular 

accidental and routine 

         
Rain Exponent s all species [unitless ] 0.2 0.6  uniform accidental and routine 

Mass interception factor 
for wet deposition (r/Y)1 mm as iodide [m2 kg-1 dry] 1.0 4.0  uniform accidental and routine 

  as particulate [m2 kg-1 dry] 2.0 6.0  uniform accidental and routine 

         
Coefficient of the power 

function fit K iodide [unitless]   - 0.909 fixed value accidental and routine 

  particulate [unitless]   - 0.207 fixed value accidental and routine 

         
Fraction of iodine trapped 

on dissolved particles d -- [unitless] 0.1 0.5 
 

uniform accidental and routine 
         

Annual average amount of 
rain per rain event I or E -- [mm d-1]   

 10.5d 
(1.23)e normal Routine 

         
Annual average 

precipitation rate R -- [mm d-1]   
  3.7d 
(0.68)e normal Routine 
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Table 5.8 (Continued) 

Parameter 
Physico-chemical 

form of iodine Units Distribution Type of release 
Name Symbol   min. max. mode shape  

Weathering half-life on 
vegetation Tw all species [d] 6 17  uniform Routine 

  all species [d] 3 8  uniform Accidental 
         

Time period of exposure 
of the standing crop 

biomass 
Tag all species [d] 10 45  uniform accidental and routine 

         
Ratio of dehydrated to 

fresh mass for grass 
γγγγdry mass: fresh 

mass all species [unitless ] 0.05 0.09  uniform accidental and routine 
 

a elemental = reactive form of iodine 
b particulate = iodine attached to aerosols 
c organic = nonreactive form of iodine 
d mean 
e standard deviation 
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6.0 TRANSFER OF 131I FROM PASTURE TO VARIOUS FOOD PRODUCTS 

Iodine deposited onto the ground surface or on vegetation is ingested by grazing animals (i.e., 
cows, goats) and by chickens and is transferred to animal food products such as milk, meat, 
cottage cheese, and eggs.  In addition, lactating women who consume 131I-contaminated foods 
will produce breast milk containing 131I. 

This section discusses the approaches used in the present study for estimating the concentrations 
of 131I in cow’s and goat’s milk, cottage cheese, meat, eggs, and mother's milk.  Detailed 
measurements of the concentrations of 131I in food products are not available for the time periods 
during which 131I was released from the X-10 RaLa operation.  As a result, mathematical models 
must be used to estimate the transfer of 131I from vegetation to food products.  The modeling 
approaches and input parameters for the transfer to cow’s and goat’s milk as well as to beef are 
presented in Sections 6.1-6.2.  Transfer to cottage cheese, eggs, and mother’s milk is described in 
Section 6.3.  

6.1 Description and Assumptions for Modeling the Transfer of 131I from Pasture to 
Milk and Meat 

The present study examines the transfer of 131I to milk of cows and goats and to meat products.  
Two general categories of cows are considered in the present study.  The first, a “commercial 
cow,” is normally raised and managed in a relatively large herd, with milk (and meat) sold 
commercially.  The second, a “backyard cow,” is a cow raised by its owner primarily for the at-
home consumption of dairy products and meat.  Differences between the two involve location of 
pasture and, in the case of dairy cattle, breed of cows and amount of milk produced.  Commercial 
dairy herds are assumed to have been located on farms in different areas, both in- and outside 
areas contaminated by releases from RaLa processing at the X-10 facility (Sections 7 and 8), with 
the milk from such commercial cows pooled for retail sale locally.  On the other hand, backyard 
cows are assumed to have grazed entirely from local pastures with supplementary feeding as 
described later, and the milk from these cows is consumed locally by family members and 
neighbors.  During the years 1944 to 1956, the predominant breed of commercial cow in the 
region of interest was the Holstein, while Jerseys were used primarily as backyard cows.  The 
milk production of the Holstein at 4-6 gallons per day was generally larger than that of the Jersey 
cow at 1-2 gallons per day (Miller, 1996). 

Estimation of the transfer of 131I to milk and meat is based primarily on the ingestion of 131I in 
contaminated pasture vegetation for the following reasons: 

• The contribution of 131I in the animal diet due to soil ingestion by cows or goats is negligible 
in comparison with the ingestion of contaminated feed. 

• The contribution of 131I inhaled by cows or goats to the total 131I intake is negligible in 
comparison with the ingestion of 131I in contaminated feed. 
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Two types of release situations are relevant for 131I emissions from X-10: an episodic release 
(April 1954 accident) and routine releases (all other releases).  Two modeling approaches for the 
transfer from pasture to milk and beef are used in this study to differentiate between the two 
release situations. 

6.1.1 Accidental Releases 

For the April 29, 1954, accident, a transient approach is used to estimate 131I concentrations in 
grass and milk over a daily time scale.  The following equation is used to estimate the transfer of 
131I from ingested feed to milk. 

  mmmeffpmm
mmm CCpQ

L

f

dt

dC
,λ−=  (6.1) 

where 

Cmm =  the concentration of 131I in milk [Bq L-1
milk] at the time of milking; 

Cp =  the concentration of total 131I in pasture grass [Bq kg-1
dry mass]; 

pm  =  the fraction of feed that is contaminated [unitless]; 

Qm  =  the feed ingestion rate for cow or goat [kgdry mass d
-1];  

fm = the fraction of total 131I ingested by a cow or goat that ends up in milk 
[unitless]; 

L = the volume of milk contained in the milk compartment (udder) [L]; and 

λeff,m = the effective removal rate of 131I from milk [d-1]. 

In Equation 6.1, Cp represents the total concentration of 131I in all chemical forms on pasture 
grass.  Once ingested, all chemical forms of 131I will be transferred to milk and meat in an 
identical fashion; therefore, there is no longer a need to maintain distinctions among the various 
species of 131I.  Also, fm and L are artifacts of the modeling approach for the development of the 
governing equation.  The modeling approach uses a compartmental model for milk where milk is 
treated as one compartment within the cow’s or goat’s body.  A fraction of total iodine intake (fm) 
is transferred to milk.  However, the amount of milk, L, in the udder is not a constant; iodine 
increases proportionally to the amount of milk produced, and consequently fm changes as a 
function of time.  These parameters cannot be measured directly.  However, it is possible to 
empirically derive parameter values for the quantity (fm/L).  Literature values for these quantities 
are available (Faw and Shultis, 1993). 

The dynamic model for the transfer to milk (Equation 6.1) allows the same level of time-
dependent detail as was given for the estimation of iodine concentrations in air and in pasture 
grass.  As with the transfer of iodine from air to pasture, the analytical solution of the equation is 
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used to obtain the iodine concentrations in milk for every hour using a constant source term for 
that hour.  The generic analytical solution is obtained as follows. 
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where 

Cm =  the concentration of 131I in milk [Bq L-1] in the hour of interest; 

s = a constant source term [Bq L-1 h-1] representing the input into the milk 
compartment in the hour of interest; 

λ = the removal rate of 131I from the milk compartment [h-1]; and 

Cmo = concentration in milk [Bq L-1] in the previous hour. 

 

6.1.2 Routine Releases 

For routine releases, the concentration of iodine in pasture grass, milk, or meat will not vary 
significantly from one time period to another, because of continued addition of iodine at a nearly 
constant rate from the X-10 stack, continued atmospheric dispersion, and continued deposition 
from the contaminated plume.  In this case, a situation of quasi-equilibrium is achieved, and an 
approach based on the annual average concentration of 131I in pasture vegetation can be used.  
The following equations are used to estimate the transfer of 131I from ingested feed to milk or 
meat of cows or goats. 

 ( )mmmk
k
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where 

Cmma,j =  the concentration of iodine in milk [Bq L-1
milk] at time of milking; 

Caa,j,k = the annual average concentration in air of physico-chemical form k, for year j 
of release [Bq m-3 air] (Section 4); 

APk = air-to-pasture transfer factor for physico-chemical form k [m3
air kg-1

dry mass] 
(Section 5); 

PM =  the pasture-to-milk transfer factor [Bq L-1
milk per Bq kg-1

dry mass]; 
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pm  =  the fraction of feed that is contaminated for dairy animals [unitless]; 

Qm  =  the feed ingestion rate for cow or goat [kgdry mass d
-1]; and 

Fm  =  the feed-to-milk transfer coefficient for cow or goat [d L-1]. 

 

The concentration of 131I in the muscle of beef cattle is estimated using the following equation.  

 ( )fffk
k
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k
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==

3

1
,,

3

1
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where 

Cfsa,j =  the concentration of iodine in beef [Bq kg-1] at slaughtering for year j of release; 

PF =  the pasture-to-beef transfer factor [Bq kg-1 per Bq kg-1
dry mass]; 

pf  =  the fraction of feed that is contaminated for beef cattle [unitless]; 

Qf  =  the feed ingestion rate for beef cattle [kgdry mass d
-1]; and 

Ff  =  the feed-to-muscle or feed-to-meat  transfer  coefficient  for beef  cattle [d kg-1]. 

 

6.2 Parameter Distributions 

The ranges of input parameters and the shapes of the subjective probability distributions used to 
estimate the transfer of 131I from pasture to milk and beef (Table 6.1) were selected from a review 
of the dose available to the literature, and from the recommendations by Dr. James K. Miller 
from the University of Tennessee, who has investigated the metabolism of iodine in cattle and 
dairy cows and has also worked with beef cattle management in the Tennessee area.  The 
rationales for the choices of specific parameter- values are presented in the following sections. 

6.2.1 Feed intake rates for cows and goats 

In the United States, the management of ruminant herbivores includes various practices.  
Backyard cows are allowed to graze on open pastures during the entire grazing season 
(uncontrolled grazing).  On the other hand, pasture management for commercial cows includes 
strip and rotational grazing, in which animals are moved between two to six pastures during the 
grazing season.  For both backyard cows and commercial cows, stored feed is usually provided to 
complement their diet of fresh pasture grass.  More stored feed is provided during wintertime.   

The feed intake rates (Qm) for dairy cows, beef cattle and goats were selected based on the 
recommendations of Miller (1996) and on studies by Koranda (1965) and NCI (1997).  Other 
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significant literature was also reviewed (Hoffman and Baes, 1979; Schwartz and Hoffman 1980).  
The intake rates, expressed in kilograms of dry mass per day, apply for every day of the year.  
The same central values for intake rates can be used for both the accidental and routine releases.  
However, the annual average intake rates used for routine releases have a tighter uncertainty 
range than the uncertainty ranges for the April 29, 1954, accident.  

For commercial cows in Tennessee areas, NCI (1997) found an average intake rate of 11.8 kgdry 

mass d
-1, based on a relationship that gives the intake rate as a fraction of total body  weight  of  

the  animal.   Also, Koranda  (1965) estimated an ingestion rate of 11.8 kgdry mass d
-1 for dairy 

cows managed in strip or rotational grazing systems. For dairy cows grazing on open pastures 
(backyard cows), Koranda (1965) reported an average ingestion rate of 9.1 kgdry mass d

-1. 

For the April 29, 1954, accident, the selected range for the daily intake rate for backyard cows is 
from 6 to 18 kgdry mass d

-1, based on the values reported by Koranda (1965).  The most probable 
value is 9 kgdry mass d

-1, and the distribution is triangular.  For routine releases, a range of 7 to 14 
kgdry mass d

-1 was selected.  A triangular distribution with a mode of 9 kgdry mass d
-1 was assigned.  

For the April 29, 1954, accident, the selected range for the daily intake rate for commercial cows 
is from 10 to 20 kgdry mass d

-1.  The most probable value is 12 kgdry mass d
-1, and the distribution is 

triangular.  For routine releases, possible values for the annual average ingestion rate range 
between 10 and 18 kgdry mass d

-1 (Koranda, 1965).  A triangular distribution with a mode of 12 
kgdry mass d

-1 was assigned.  

Dairy goats consume between 0.7 and 4.0 kgdry mass d-1 (Hoffman and Baes, 1979).  For an 
accidental release, any value in this range is considered possible; thus, a uniform distribution was 
selected.  For routine releases, intake rates in the same range are possible, but the most probable 
value for the annual average is 2.0 kgdry mass d

-1.  The selected distribution is triangular. 
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 Table 6.1 Parameter distributions used for calculations of the transfer of 131I 

from pasture to milk and beef. 
 

  Distribution  

Parameter Units min. max. Central 
value 

Shape type of 
release 

Backyard cow 

Qm, A [kg dry d
-1] 6 18 9 Triangular accidental 

Qm [kg dry d
-1] 7 14 9 Triangular routine 

pm, A [%] 60 100 75 Triangular accidental 

pm [%] 50 75 60 Triangular routine 

(fm/L) [L-1] 4.0 × 10-3 2.2 × 10-2 8.0 × 10-3 Triangular accidental 

Fm, A [d L-1]   0.009a (1.9)b Lognormal accidental 

Fm [d L-1]   0.009a (1.8)b Lognormal routine 

Commercial cow 

Qm, A [kg dry d
-1] 10 20 12 Triangular accidental 

Qm [kg dry d
-1] 10 18 12 triangular routine 

pm, A [%] 40 95 50 triangular accidental 

pm [%] 35 5 40 triangular routine 

(fm/L) [L-1] 4.0 × 10-3 2.2 × 10-2 8.0 × 10-3 triangular accidental 

Fm, A [d L-1]   0.006a (1.5)b lognormal accidental 

Fm [d L-1]   0.006a (1.4)b lognormal routine 

Goat 

Qm, A [kg dry d
-1]  0.7 4.0 -- uniform accidental 

Qm [kg dry d
-1]  0.7 4.0 2.0 triangular routine 

pm, A [%] 30 100 -- uniform accidental 

pm, [%] 30 100 65 triangular routine 

(fm/L) [L-1] 4.0 × 10-3 2.2 × 10-2 8.0 × 10-3 triangular accidental 

Fm,A [d L-1] 0.02 0.9 0.22 Log-triangular accidental 

Fm [d L-1] 0.03 0.8 0.22 Log-triangular routine 

Beef cattle 

Qf [kg dry d
-1] 7 14 9 triangular routine 

pf [%] 40 75 60 triangular routine 

Ff [d kg-1] 0.0005 0.02 0.003 Log-triangular routine 
 

a geometric mean 
b geometric standard deviation 
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Beef cattle are usually allowed to graze freely, more like backyard cows.  Thus, the ingestion rate 
for beef cattle (Qf) was chosen to be the same as the ingestion rate of backyard cows. 

6.2.2 Fraction of feed that is contaminated 

Consultation with Miller (1996) indicates that the grazing period for dairy cows in the Tennessee 
area lasts year-round.  One can identify two main seasons for grazing: (a) a winter season, from 
mid-October to mid-February, and (b) a summer season, from mid-February to mid-October.  In 
the winter season, both backyard cows and commercial cows receive about 17% of the feed as 
fresh pasture grass.  However, during the summer period, 75% of the feed for a backyard cow is 
fresh pasture grass.  During the same period, a commercial cow receives only 50% fresh pasture 
grass (Figure 6.1).  The rest of the feed is considered to be uncontaminated, due to a long storage 
time as compared to the 8.04 day half-life of 131I.  

The National Cancer Institute (NCI, 1997) investigated dairy and beef cattle grazing patterns for 
the entire United States.  For Tennessee, their findings are close to the values provided by Miller 
(1996) for a commercial dairy herd.  That is, during the summer grazing season about 50% of the 
feed is fresh pasture grass, and during the winter grazing season 15% to 20% of the feed is 
pasture grass.  However, for some of the winter months (December through February), NCI 
(1997) indicates that feed provided to cows contains no pasture grass (Figure 6.1).   

The present study relies on the information provided by Miller (1996) because of his overall 
experience in management of dairy cows in East Tennessee area. 

In the case of the April 29, 1954, accident, the fraction of contaminated feed must be determined 
taking into account the specific time of the year in which the accident occurred.  The 1954 
accident occurred in late April, and pasture grass could have been contaminated during most of 
the month of May.  For this period, in Tennessee regions, about 75% of the feed intake for 
backyard cows would be fresh pasture grass (Figure 6.1).  For commercial cows, 50% of the 
intake would consist of fresh pasture grass.  If cows had not yet been started on a summer grazing 
regime, this fraction can be as low as 45% for backyard cows, and 35% for commercial cows 
[values for the month of transition from the winter to the summer season (Figure 6.1)].  
However, given the weather characteristics during April-May 1954, it is highly probable that 
cows were provided less stored feed than the amount normally provided during late winter.  
Thus, lower limits of the distributions were set to 60% for a backyard cow and to 40% for 
commercial cows.  Individual cows may consume more pasture grass than the average given by 
Miller (1996). The variation in consumption of pasture grass is not well known, but it should be 
less than the seasonal variation (by 30% for backyard cows and by 15% for commercial cows).  
As an upper limit for the fraction of feed that is pasture grass, a value of 100% is selected for 
backyard cows and a value of 95% is selected for commercial cows. 
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Figure 6.1      Fraction of the cow’s feed that is fresh pasture (p ), in different grazing seasons.m
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For routine releases, a subjective probability distribution was chosen to represent the state of 
knowledge about the annual average fraction of feed that is contaminated.  Triangular 
distributions were selected for the fraction of feed that is contaminated (pm).  The most probable 
values are 40% for commercial cows and 60% for backyard cows; these are derived as time-
weighted averages of the percentages reported above.  The maximum values of these triangular 
distributions were set to the typical values for the summer grazing season: 75% for backyard 
cows, and 50% for commercial cows.  In addition, it is assumed that a dairy cow always receives 
stored feed as a supplement to fresh pasture grass.  The minimum values of pm for an annual 
average must be larger than the values for late winter (February): 40% for a backyard cow, and 
30% for a commercial cow.  The minimum values  for the triangular distribution were selected as 
50% for a backyard cow and 35% for commercial cows.  Thus, for routine releases, the selected 
distribution for the fraction of the feed of backyard cows that is contaminated is triangular from 
50% to 75%, with a mode of 60%.  The selected distribution for the fraction of the feed of 
commercial cows that is contaminated is triangular from 35% to 50%, with a mode of 40%.   

According to Miller (1996) goats receive stored feed in amounts that represent up to 70% of the 
total intake.  However, it is conceivable that no food supplements are provided, case in which 
100% of the feed is contaminated pasture grass.  For accidental releases, the selected distribution 
for the fraction of contaminated feed is uniform between 30% and 100%.  For routine releases, a 
triangular distribution was selected having a mode of 65%, and the same range of 30% to 100%.  
The range and the central tendency of the two distributions is preserved, but the distribution for 
routine releases will produce more samples near the center of the distribution, which is desired 
for the annual average case. 

6.2.3 The fm /L ratio and λλλλeff,m 

Parameter values for fm/L, described in Equation 6.1, were directly obtained from Faw and 
Shultis (1993).  For 131I transfer to milk, the nominal value for fm/L is 8.0 × 10-3 L-1 with a range 
of 4.0 to 22 × 10-3 L-1.  These values were used for cows and goats. 

Abundant measurements of the transfer to milk are available for the case of a single dose of 
iodine ingested by the cow.  In this case, the transfer is described by a feed-to-milk transfer 
coefficient (Fm) (Section 6.2.4).   

To obtain the value of λeff,m, the functional form of the time-integrated concentration of total 
iodine was derived from the analytical solution of Equation 6.1 for an instantaneous dose of 
iodine administered to a cow at time t = 0.  The time-integrated function can be converted to the 
total quantity of iodine produced in cow’s milk by multiplying the concentration by the total 
yield.  This allows the development of a theoretical, functional relationship between fm/L, λeff,m, 
and Fm, the pasture to milk transfer coefficient for iodine, as follows: 

 meffmm
m F

L

f
,, λ⋅=  (6.4) 
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The value of λeff,m was obtained from Equation 6.4 using the available literature data on the other 
parameters in the equation.  The solution of Equation 6.1 was then tested and validated for 
various initial conditions by calculating time-integrated concentrations of iodine in cows’ milk 
and meat and comparing it with the solution obtained from a steady-state equilibrium-based 
approach. 

6.2.4 Transfer of Iodine from Feed to Milk of Cows 

6.2.4.1 Review of information 

Extensive literature is available on the variability of measured values for Fm for radioiodine.  In 
an early literature review, Hoffman (1978) reported a range of 4.2 × 10-3 to 3.5 × 10-2 d L-1.  
Using a statistical analysis of average values from nineteen publications, Hoffman and Baes 
(1979) reported a lognormal distribution of the average with a geometric mean of 1.0 × 10-2 d L-1, 
a geometric standard deviation of 1.73, and a 95% confidence interval ranging from 3.4 × 10-3 to 
2.9 × 10-2 d L-1.  As a result of environmental monitoring in the aftermath of the Chernobyl 
accident, Köhler et al. (1991) reported values of Fm from eight locations in the Northern 
Hemisphere ranging from 1.0 × 10-3 to 7.3 × 10-3 d L-1. 

For the Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction, involving the investigation of releases of 
131I from 1944 to 1956 at the Hanford site in eastern Washington, a lognormal distribution was 
assigned to Fm for individual backyard cows with a geometric mean of 9.2 × 10-3 d L-1, a 
geometric standard deviation of 2.1, and a range from 1.6 × 10-3 to 5.2 × 10-2 d L-1.  For a herd of 
commercial cows, a normal distribution was assigned with a mean of 1.2 × 10-2 d L-1, a standard 
deviation of 0.002 d L-1, and a range extending from 7.3 × 10-3 to 1.6 × 10-2 (Snyder et al., 1994). 

The National Cancer Institute (NCI, 1997) reviewed 81 reported values and described the 
variability in Fm for 131I as a log-normal distribution with a geometric mean of 4.4 × 10-3 d L-1, a 
geometric standard deviation of 2.1, and a range of 4 × 10-4 to 2.1 × 10-2 d L-1. 

The results of the NRC/CEC expert elicitation are similar to those presented in previous 
literature reviews.  Based on equal weighting of cumulative probability distributions that were fit 
to the values given by the experts at the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles, NRC/CEC obtained an 
aggregated 90% subjective confidence range of 5.3 × 10-4 to 3.7 × 10-2 d L-1 (Table 6.2).  They 
assumed that every value in the given range would have an equal likelihood of being the correct 
value.  The same data set was analyzed in the present study by assigning equal weighting of the 
Fm values submitted by the ten experts at the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles.  The result was an 
overall averaged 90% subjective confidence interval of 1.6 × 10-3 to 3.0 × 10-2 d L-1 assuming 
that the distributions given by the experts were of a log-triangular shape.  Averages of the 
reported 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile values were also estimated.  The 90% confidence interval 
for this case is 1.25 × 10-3 to 3.1 × 10-2 d L-1. 

The most relevant data for this study were obtained from Dr. J.K. Miller at the University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville (1996), who investigated the transfer of 131I into the milk of dairy cows 
representative of farm areas in Tennessee.  A set of 77 measurements on 29 cows of various 
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breeds (Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, and Brown Swiss) was performed from 1962 to 1970. 
Experiments took place in all seasons of the year.  Radioiodine was administrated orally, in 
capsules containing sodium iodide.  Milk was then collected for seven days after the 
administration.  After seven days, the daily concentration of radioiodine in milk was low enough 
to be neglected for estimating a time-integrated concentration over all time.   

Analysis of the measurements made by Dr. Miller showed no significant difference between 
different cow breeds (Figure 6.2).  Based on these data, no substantial conclusions could be 
reached about seasonal effects in the amount of radioiodine transferred to milk. 

 

Table 6.2 Subjective cumulative probability levels for values of the milk transfer coefficient 
for 131I recommended by individual experts. 

 

  Fm (d L-1)  

Individual Subjective cumulative probability 

NRC/CEC Expert 5% 50% 95% 

H 1.0 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-2 4.0 × 10-2 

I 1.0 × 10-3 7.0 × 10-3 3.0 × 10-2 

J 1.0 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-2 4.0 × 10-2 

K 1.0 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-2 3.5 × 10-2 

L 1.0 × 10-3 1.1 × 10-2 3.4 × 10-2 

M 1.0 × 10-3 5.0 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-2 

N 5.0 × 10-4 5.0 × 10-3 5.0 × 10-2 

O 2.0 × 10-3 4.0 × 10-3 2.0 × 10-2 

P 2.0 × 10-3 4.0 × 10-3 1.8 × 10-2 

Q 2.0 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-2 2.0 × 10-2 

Overall Mean 1.25 × 10-3 8.1 × 10-3 3.1 × 10-2 

NRC/CECa aggregated 
results 

5.3 × 10-4 7.6 × 10-3 3.7 × 10-2 

Project Team 
aggregated results 

1.6 × 10-3 7.1 × 10-3 3.0 × 10-2 

a  Brown et al. (1997) 
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Figure 6.2 Feed-to-milk transfer factors for I administered to different breeds of dairy cows131

during 1962 to 1970 at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville (Miller, 1996).
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The data show an inverse relationship between milk yield and iodine concentration in milk 
(Figures 6.3 and 6.4).  This finding is important for the present study because backyard cows are 
considered to be low-producers in terms of a daily yield of milk.  Values of Fm for cows whose 
milk production was less than 10 L d-1 were investigated, and the distribution of these values is 
lognormal with a geometric mean of 9 × 10-3 d L-1 and a geometric standard deviation of 1.9.  

According to Ng (1982), various chemical forms of iodine administered to cows are absorbed to 
blood by different mechanisms, influencing the amount transferred to milk.  The NCI (1997) 
concluded, after a review of literature data, that higher values should occur for encapsulated 
feeding experiments than for experiments in which cows ingested contaminated forage.  The NCI 
conclusions were drawn from plotting results from disparate references, the values of which 
show considerable overlap at the upper end of their range.  The NCI conclusions are not drawn 
from specific experiments designed to determine the difference in the milk transfer coefficient 
between the ingestion by cows of encapsulated 131I and 131I contaminated forage. 

For controlled conditions in which cows were fed various soluble forms of iodine, Bretthauer et 
al. (1972) found no significant difference in the transfer to milk.  Furthermore, Miller (1996) has 
suggested from his experience that if 131I is ingested in a soluble form, the feed-to-milk transfer 
coefficient should not depend on the mode of administration (e.g., encapsulated feeding versus 
feeding of contaminated forage).   

Since the deposition onto pasture of 131I from the X-10 RaLa operations was likely a soluble 
vapor or aerosol (see Sections 3, 4, and 5), no distinction in this report is made between the 
results obtained from feeding of encapsulated 131I and the ingestion of soluble 131I deposited on 
forage.  For the purposes of this study, the experimental milk transfer coefficients obtained by 
Miller (1996) for various breeds of dairy cows used in East Tennessee during the 1960s are 
considered to be the most relevant data sets for quantifying the distribution of the milk transfer 
coefficient prevailing during the RaLa operation at X-10 (1944 to 1956). 
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Figure 6.3 Effect of milk yield on I transfer from feed to milk in different breeds of dairy cows131

(Miller, 1996).
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Figure 6.4 Effect of milk yield on I transfer from feed to milk in dairy cows (all breeds)131

 (Miller, 1996).
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6.2.4.2 Assignment of distributions 

The transfer of radioiodine to milk is influenced by many interrelated factors, most of which have 
been discussed above.  This report distinguishes between “backyard” and “commercial” cows in 
terms of cow management and milk yield.  The influence of the other factors is included in the 
distributions describing the variability of the feed-to-milk transfer coefficient.  In the present 
study, a distinction is made between the distributions selected to represent annual averages and 
the distributions selected to represent the April 29, 1954, accident situation.  The data on which 
the distribution for Fm is based (Miller, 1996) were obtained by examining the 131I concentration 
in milk after a single oral administration of the radionuclide.  Consequently, the data are more 
relevant for the accident situation, when the intake of iodine occurred during a relatively short 
period of time.  For routine releases, 131I intake occurred over extended periods of time, and a 
distribution representing the annual average value of Fm must be used.  The uncertainty in the 
annual average is smaller than the uncertainty in the Fm values after a single intake.  This effect is 
taken into consideration in the selection of the distributions for the feed-to-milk transfer 
coefficient. 

For the April 29, 1954, accident, the selected subjective probability distribution for the feed-to-
milk transfer coefficient in backyard cows is lognormal with a geometric mean of 9.0 × 10-3 d L-1 
and a geometric standard deviation of 1.9.  For routine releases, the distribution has the same 
geometric mean, but a geometric standard deviation of 1.8.  The values for these distributions 
come from 77 measurements performed on 19 lactating dairy cows (Appendix 6-A).  These 
distributions are applied in the present study to describe the current state of knowledge about Fm 
for the transfer of 131I into the milk of backyard cows.  These distributions are not dissimilar to 
those described in previous reports (Table 6.3 and Figure 6.5), including the results of the recent 
NRC/CEC expert elicitation (Brown et al., 1997).   

A different distribution is used for describing the uncertainty in the milk transfer coefficient for 
transfer of 131I into the milk of commercial dairy cows because these animals typically produce 
more than 10 L of milk per day, and the milk is pooled from a large population of animals, 
considerably reducing the effect of uncertainty due to inter-cow variability of Fm.  The selected 
subjective probability distribution for the feed-to-milk transfer  coefficient  in  commercial  cows  
is lognormal with a geometric mean of 6.0 × 10-3 d L-1 and a geometric standard deviation of 1.5 
for the 1954 accidental release.  For routine releases, the geometric standard deviation of the 
distribution was set to 1.4. 
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Table 6.3  Summary of literature documenting the variability of the feed-to-milk transfer 
coefficient (Fm) for 131I in dairy cows. 

 Central 
value 

GSDa Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Comments 

Hoffman (1978) 1.4 × 10-2 2.1 4.2 × 10-3 3.5 × 10-2  

Hoffman and Baes 
(1979) 

1.0 × 10-2 1.73 3.4 × 10-3 2.9 × 10-2 95% C.I. of a lognormal 
distribution 

Köhler et al. (1991)    1.0 × 10-3 7.3 × 10-3 Chernobyl fallout (range of 5 
values) 

Snyder et al. (1994) 9.2 × 10-3 2.1 1.6 × 10-3 5.2 × 10-2 Hanford site study - Backyard 
cows (lognormal distribution) 

Snyder et al. (1994) 1.2 × 10-2 (0.002)b 7.3 × 10-3 1.6 × 10-2 Hanford site study - 
Commercial cows (normal 
distribution) 

NCI (1997) 4.4 × 10-3 2.1 4.0 × 10-4 2.1 × 10-2 Lognormal distribution 

Whicker and Kirchner 
(1987) 

8.4 × 10-3     

Brown et al. (1997) 7.1 × 10-3 2.4 5.3 × 10-4 3.7 × 10-2 Aggregated results of 10 
experts’ opinions 

Miller (1996) 9.0 × 10-3 1.9 4.0 × 10-3 3.5 × 10-2 Dairy cows with milk 
production less than 10 L d-1 
(1960s Tennessee data) 

Miller (1996) 6.0 × 10-3 1.5 2.0 × 10-3 1.5 × 10-2 Dairy cows with milk 
production greater than 10 L d-1 

(1960s Tennessee data) 

This study 9.0 × 10-3 1.8 2.6 × 10-3 3.2 × 10-2 Backyard cows - lognormal 
distribution (routine releases) 

This study 6.0 × 10-3 1.4 2.7 × 10-3 1.3 × 10-2 Commercial cows - lognormal 
distribution (routine releases) 

 

a Geometric standard deviation. 
b Standard deviation of the normal distribution. 
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Figure 6.5 Comparison between various studies that document variability of the I feed-to-milk131

transfer coefficient.  The heavy and light dashed lines indicate the 95% subjective
confidence intervals on the distributions selected in this study for backyard cows and
commercial cows, respectively.
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6.2.5 Transfer of Iodine from Feed to Milk of Goats 

The fraction of the total amount of ingested radioiodine that is transferred to the entire release of 
milk produced by goats is larger than the fraction transferred to cow’s milk by a factor of about 5 
(NCI, 1997), because the mammary gland of goats is a very efficient trap for iodine.  In addition, 
the milk yield of a goat is about 10 times less than that of a dairy cow.  After a daily intake of the 
same activity, radioiodine in the milk of goats will be about 50 times more concentrated than in 
the milk produced by dairy cows.  Individuals drinking contaminated goat’s milk receive a much 
higher dose than do those consuming similar amounts of contaminated cow’s milk, even 
accounting for the fact that goats ingest much less vegetation on a daily basis than do dairy cows.  
On the other hand, the number of people consuming goat milk on a regular basis is far less than 
the number of people who drink cow’s milk. 

Hoffman (1978) summarized experimental values of the feed-to-goat’s milk transfer coefficient  
from  10  different  studies.   The reported values range from 0.06 d L-1 to 0.65 d L-1 with a 
geometric mean of 0.34 d L-1. Snyder et al. (1994) reviewed various experimental studies and 
assigned a lognormal distribution with an average of 0.27 d L-1 and a range of 0.04 to 1.15 d L-1.  
The research performed by the National Cancer Institute (NCI, 1997) added 11 more studies to 
those summarized by Hoffman (1978), summarized as a lognormal distribution for the goat’s 
milk transfer coefficient with a geometric mean of 0.22 d L-1 and a geometric standard deviation 
of 2.5, which produces a range of 0.037 d L-1 to 1.33 d L-1.  

By using a lognormal distribution as indicated by the summary of the literature data points, the 
upper limit for the transfer coefficient exceeds 1.0 d L-1, which is an unrealistic value.  Thus, a 
log-triangular (instead of a lognormal) distribution is used to limit the upper bound of the 
distribution.  Th mode of the distribution was set to 0.22 d L-1.  The minimum and maximum 
values of this distribution are 0.02 and 0.9 d L-1, respectively.  This distribution applies for the 
accidental release situation in 1954, when the intake of iodine occurred for a shorter period of 
time.  As discussed for feed-to-milk transfer in diary cows, the distribution for routine releases 
represents an annual average, and thus, it should exhibit a lower uncertainty range.  Therefore, 
for routine releases, the subjective probability distribution for the feed-to-milk transfer 
coefficients for goats was selected to be log-triangular with the same mode of 0.22 d L-1 (as for 
the 1954 accident), but with minimum and maximum values of 0.03 and 0.8 d L-1, respectively.  

6.2.6 Transfer of Iodine from Feed to Beef 

Radioiodine has a lower transfer to skeletal muscle than to other tissues (Miller et al., 1975).  
Because of the short half-life of 131I (8.04 days), most of the 131I decays away during the time 
elapsed from ingestion to slaughtering.  Only the 131I consumed two or three weeks before 
slaughtering will be found in the muscle tissue.  Experimental evidence (Miller et al., 1975; 
Miller and Swanson, 1973) on Jersey and Holstein cows shows a transfer factor (Ff) with an 
average varying between 0.0008 and 0.0026 d kg-1.  However, in a review of transfer factors for 
assessing doses from radionuclides in agricultural products, Ng (1982) reports values ranging 
from 0.007 to 0.02 d kg-1 for 131I in beef.  The two ranges do not overlap.  There is no reasonable 
explanation for these results, but one can generally speculate that the differences are produced by 
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the use of different measurement techniques.  Ng (1982) values seem biased towards the higher 
side.  In his report, he actually recommends a value of 0.007 d kg-1 (which is the lower bound of 
his range) to be used for "food contamination by routine emissions from a nuclear facility." 

A range of 0.0005 to 0.02 d kg-1 is used for the feed-to-meat transfer factor in this report; the 
shape of the subjective probability distribution is chosen to be log-triangular with a mode of 
0.003 d kg-1. 

6.3 Validation of the Modeling Approaches Used to Estimate the 131I Concentrations in 
Milk 

Average concentrations of 131I in raw milk collected from 8 different milk sampling stations 
around X-10 and the amount of 131I released from X-10 were reported for 1962 and 1964 
(Morgan et al., 1963; Morgan and Davis, 1965).  About 102 Ci (3.8 × 1012 Bq) of gaseous wastes 
were released from X-10 operations during May and October of 1962 , a large percentage of 
which was identified as 131I.  Release data for other months for 1962 are not available.  Since the 
fraction of 131I in the total release was not known, 85% of the total release was ascribed as the 
lower bound for the fraction 131I.  A factor of 1.05 was applied to the reported amount of gaseous 
releases to set the upper bound value for the amount of 131I released, primarily to account for 
measurement errors.  A triangular distribution between 3.2 × 1012 Bq and 4.0 × 1012 Bq was used 
with a most likely value of 3.8 × 1012 Bq to describe the source term.  During this period, the 
average weekly concentration of 131I in milk was estimated from the graph provided in Morgan et 
al. (1963) to be 41.2 pCi L-1 (1.5 Bq L-1).  

A total of roughly 61 Ci (2.3 × 1012 Bq) of 131I was estimated to have been released between late 
February and late April of 1964 from the graph provided by Morgan and Davis (1965).  To 
account for uncertainties in measurements and in interpreting the graph, an uncertainty of ± 5% 
was assigned to the amount of 131I released during this period.  As before, a triangular 
distribution between 2.1 × 1012 Bq and 2.4 × 1012 Bq was used with a most likely value of 2.3 × 
1012 Bq to describe the source term.  The average weekly concentration of 131I in milk during this 
period was estimated to be approximately 30 pCi L-1 (1.1 Bq L-1).  

The data on milk concentrations described above are representative of weekly measurements 
from 8 milk sampling stations surrounding the X-10 facility, as shown in Figure 6.6.  In other 
words, these data represent crude pooled averages.  The original data from these stations could 
not be located.  Hence, large uncertainty, arising from possible zero concentrations in milk at one 
or more locations and from other sources of error, may occur.  To account for the uncertainty in 
the representativeness of these data, an error of ± 30 was assigned to the single-valued data.  
Some locations of interest for which milk concentrations were estimated and which are closest to 
the milk sampling stations are presented in Table 6.4.  Since the milk concentrations in Morgan 
and Davis (1965) and Morgan et al. (1963) represented the average of the 8 sampling stations, it 
was decided to validate these concentrations using average of predictions made at the locations 
presented in Table 6.4. 

 



Figure 6.6 Locations of milk sampling stations around the X-10 facility 
( reproduced from Morgan and Davis, 1965).
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Table 6.4 Locations of interest where concentrations of 131I in milk were estimated and 
which are closest to the 8 milk sampling stations identified in Figure 6.6. 

 

Milk sampling 
station no. 

Closest location, distance and direction from X-10* 

1 Claxton, 22.7 km, 54º 
2 Gallaher Bend, 6.3 km, 89º 
3 Bradbury, 6.0 km, 228º and Hines Valley, 14.5 km, 185º 
4 Lawnville/Gallaher, 9.3 km, 245º 
5 Dyllis, 10.1 km, 293º, and Jonesville 9.0 km, 312º 
6 Oliver Springs, 13.3 km, 350º 
7 Cedar Grove, 36.2 km, 54º and Lake City, 35.0 km, 27º 
8 Hardin Valley, 12.0 km, 85º 

*  The direction is measured from a line going north from the X-10 facility. 

 

Using the source terms for the 13 years of release between 1944 and 1956 and the predicted milk 
concentrations for each of these years at the locations of interest identified in Table 6.4, a 13-year 
regional average of the ratio of predicted milk concentration to the amount released was 
estimated to range from 2.4×10

-13 to 1.4×10
-12 L-1 at the 95% subjective confidence level, with a 

central estimate of 5.9 × 10
-13 L-1 for backyard cow milk, and it was estimated to range from 

1.4×10-13 L-1 to 7.2×10-13 L-1 at the 95% subjective confidence level, with a central estimate of 
3.4×10-13 L-1 for the commercial milk.  Using the amount of 131I released in 1962 and 1964, the 
concentrations of 131I in milk during 1962 and 1964 were then predicted, as shown in Table 6.5.  
Table 6.5 also shows the measured concentrations, as discussed earlier for the periods of interest 
during 1962 and 1964. 
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Table 6.5 Predicted and measured average 131I concentrations in milk (Bq L-1)  
for the selected periods of interest in 1962 and 1964. 
 

  
Predicted average concentration 

(95% subjective confidence 
interval) 

 Average concentration from 8 
sampling stations 

(95% subjective confidence 
interval) 

 
Year 

Lower 
bound 

Central 
value 

Upper 
bound 

 Lower 
bound 

Central 
value 

Upper 
bound 

 Backyard cow milk 

1962 0.85 2.1 5.2  0.60 1.5 2.4 

1964 0.56 1.3 3.2  0.77 1.1 1.8 

 Commercial milk 

1962 0.54 1.2 2.7  0.60 1.5 2.4 

1964 0.32 0.75 1.6  0.77 1.1 1.8 

 

The modeling approaches used in this study to simulate the processes from the release of 131I to 
the accumulation of 131I in cows’ milk provide sufficiently accurate predictions of the 
concentrations of 131I in milk (Table 6.5).  The range of the measured average concentrations is 
almost completely contained within the 95% subjective confidence interval of the model 
predictions for both backyard cow milk and commercial milk.  It is noted, however, that because 
of insufficient sampling data on milk for other years and because the original data for the 
individual sampling stations for the two years that were studied could not be located, more 
definitive validation of the predicted down-wind milk concentrations could not be completed at 
this time. 

6.4 Predicted Milk Concentrations 

Concentrations of 131I in backyard cow and commercial milk were estimated for each year of 
release and for all locations of interest within the 38 km from X-10 (Equation 2-A.4).  Thirteen-
year average concentrations of 131I in milk were then estimated.  The lower bound (2.5 percentile) 
of the 131I concentration in backyard cow milk is given in Figure 6.7.  It is highly likely the actual 
concentration at a given location is greater than the value plotted in Figure 6.7 for that location.  
The upper bound (97.5 percentile) of the 131I concentration in milk is given in Figure 6.8.  It is 
highly likely that the concentration at a given location is less than the value plotted in Figure 6.8 
for that location.   
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An important observation is that there were no dairy cows within the Oak Ridge Reservation or 
in the City of Oak Ridge (Appendix 11A), thus, the concentrations plotted for those locations are 
not relevant.  At boundary of the Oak Ridge Reservation (the closest locations where dairy cows 
were grazing the concentration in backyard cow milk ranges from 30 to 300 Bq L-1. 

 

6.5 Modeling the Transfer of 131I to Food Products other than Milk and Meat 

Radioiodine accumulates in various other food products (e.g., cottage cheese and eggs) regularly 
consumed by people.  A special case is contamination of mother's milk for lactating women 
breast-feeding their infants.  The modeling approach for these exposure pathways is described in 
detail in Appendix 2A.  This section investigates the transfer of radioiodine to these food 
products and defines the distributions for the parameter values necessary for dose and risk 
estimates. 
 
6.5.1 Accumulation of Iodine in Cottage Cheese 
 
Radioiodine present in milk is transferred to cottage cheese during the preparation process.  The 
transfer depends on the type of preparation process and on the source of milk (cows or goats) 
(Table 6.6).  The fraction transferred to cottage cheese varies between 10% and 30% of the total 
amount in milk (IAEA, 1992).  The amount of cottage cheese produced is always lower than the 
starting amount of milk, and thus the concentration of iodine in cottage cheese can be even larger 
than the concentration in milk (Table 6.6).  However, because of the long storage time which 
leads to a significant loss of 131I from radioactive decay and because of the low rate of 
consumption of cottage cheese with respect to that of milk, the risk of radiation-induced cancer 
from ingestion of contaminated cottage cheese is much lower than from ingestion of 
contaminated milk for the same deposition of 131I.  
 
The geometric mean of the five independent studies reported in Table 6.6 is 1.4 Bq kg-1

cheese per 
Bq L-1

milk, while the minimum and maximum values are 0.2 and 5.8 Bq kg-1
cheese per Bq L-1

milk, 
respectively.  A log-triangular distribution was assigned to represent the uncertainty in the milk-
to-cottage cheese transfer coefficients. The distribution has a mode given by the geometric mean 
of the five independent studies, and a range dictated by the minimum and maximum values 
(Figure 6.9). 
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Figure 6.7 Estimated lower limit (2.5 percentile) of the thirteen-year (1944-1956) average
concentration of I in backyard cow milk (Bq L ).  It is highly likely that the actual131 -1

concentration at a given location is greater than the concentration shown here.  Note that
there were no dairy cows within the Oak Ridge Reservation or in the City of Oak Ridge
(see Appendix 11-A for details).  Therefore, the concentrations at those locations are not
relevant. 
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Figure 6.8 Estimated upper limit (97.5 percentile) of the thirteen-year (1944-1956) average
concentration of I in backyard cow milk (Bq L ). It is highly likely that the actual131 -1

concentration at a given location is less than the concentration shown here.  Note that there
were no dairy cows within the Oak Ridge Reservation or in the City of Oak Ridge (see
Appendix 11-A for details).  Therefore, the concentrations at those locations are not
relevant.
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Figure 6.9     Milk-to-cottage cheese transfer coefficients reported by different studies. 
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Table 6.6  Summary of milk-to-cheese transfer coefficients reported by different studies. 

Type of cheese Transfer of 131I from milk to cheese  Source 
 [Bq kg-1

cheese per Bq L-1
milk]  

 Central Value Range  
  min max  
Goat cheese 0.89 0.56 1.5 IAEA (1992)a 

Cow rennetb cheese 3.2 1.2 5.8 IAEA (1992)a 

Cow acidb cheese 2.5 2.0 3.1 IAEA (1992)a 

Not specified 2.3   Kirchman et al. (1966)c 

Not specified 0.33   Ravey et al. (1966)c 

Not specified 0.9d 0.23 3.5 NCI (1997) 

a derived by the authors from the data provided by IAEA (1992), the range is the 95% confidence interval 
obtained in the calculation. 
b different methods of preparing cheese. 
c cited by NCI (1997). 
d the central value is the geometric mean of the previous two studies cited by NCI (1997); the range is the 
95% confidence interval of a lognormal distribution having a geometric mean equal to the central value and 
a GSD of 2.0. 

6.5.2 Accumulation of Iodine in Eggs 

The approach used in this analysis is based on the observation that, for a given 131I ground 
deposition density, the concentration of 131I in eggs is similar to the concentration of 131I in milk 
from a backyard cow at the time of milking.  Explicit equations for accumulation of iodine in 
eggs are presented in Appendix 2-A.  NCI (1997) summarized the experimental evidence 
collected after some of the nuclear tests.  At a farm affected by 131I fallout from the shot “Pin 
Stripe” conducted at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in 1966, the time-integrated concentration in 
eggs was found to be twice the time-integrated concentration in milk (Barth et al., 1969).  In 
another case, 131I from 1961 tests in the Soviet Union was measured near the New York City 
area.  In this case, the concentration in eggs was substantially lower than the concentration in 
milk (Eisenbud and Wrenn, 1963).  A parameter (Fegg) is defined as the ratio between the average 
concentration in eggs and the average concentration in milk for the same amount of deposition on 
pasture vegetation (Bq/kgegg per Bq/Lmilk or Lmilk kgegg

-1).  The values for (Fegg) can be either 
above or below 1.  The distribution proposed by NCI (1997), with a median of 1 and a geometric 
standard deviation of 1.4, was selected for this assessment.  

6.5.3 Accumulation of Iodine in Mother's Milk 

Lactating mothers consuming 131I-contaminated food will transfer 131I to their milk, resulting in 
131I exposure of their breast-fed infants. The accumulation of radioiodine in mother's milk is 
estimated using a diet-to-milk transfer coefficient (Fmm) (Section 2).  NCI (1997) presented a 
summary of transfer coefficients for 43 cases (Weaver et al., 1960; Karjalainen et al., 1971; 
Wyburn, 1973; Miller and Weetch, 1955; Nurnberger and Lipscom, 1952).  The geometric mean  
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of the reported data was 0.12 d L-1.  This value is larger than the feed-to-milk transfer coefficient 
for backyard cows (0.009 d L-1) or commercial cows (0.006 d L-1).  However, for the same 
ground deposition, the intake of 131I by women is much lower than the amount ingested by 
grazing animals.  Consequently, the concentration of 131I in mother's milk is significantly lower 
than the concentration in milk of grazing animals.  The subjective probability distribution for the 
diet-to-mother's milk transfer coefficient adopted for this assessment is based on the study 
performed by NCI (1997).  The same geometric mean (0.12 d L-1) is used in this assessment, but 
a log-triangular distribution (instead of lognormal) was selected to represent the uncertainty.  The 
minimum and maximum values of the subjective probability distribution are 0.01 and 0.6 d L-1, 
respectively.  This range represents the reported values, and the shape of the distribution 
eliminates sampling of unrealistic values. 
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7.0 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR VARIOUS FOOD PRODUCTS 

Distribution of food products from various producers to potential consumers is a complex 
process that is difficult to reproduce with high accuracy.  Contaminated food products produced 
in the affected area can be distributed in other areas not reached by the radioactive plume.  
Conversely, individuals in the affected area can consume uncontaminated products imported 
from unaffected areas.  This section addresses the effect of the distribution of contaminated food 
products (milk, cottage cheese, meat, vegetables, and eggs) to individual members of the public 
who resided in the vicinity of the X-10 facility during the time of the RaLa operation (1944 
through 1956).  

7.1 Background 

During the 1940s and 1950s, about 50% of the milk produced in the United States was consumed 
by humans as fresh fluid milk (Dreicer et al., 1990), about 3% was used on farms to feed 
livestock, and the remainder was used to manufacture dairy products. The milk produced at a 
given farm is assumed to be consumed locally (backyard cow scenario) or distributed to the local 
population for consumption (commercial cow scenario).  Milk was often exchanged between 
counties to cover the consumption needs in milk-deficient areas.  Statistics for 1954 (NCI, 1997) 
show that the counties around the X-10 facility (Morgan, Anderson, Roane, Loudon, Blount and 
Knox) were generally milk-deficient and imported milk from other areas.  The processes of 
mixing the milk from a number of sources (the commercial cow scenario) and the fact that not all 
the milk consumed was contaminated are taken into consideration explicitly by the term (Fcm), 
which represents the fraction of milk that is contaminated.  The concentration of 131I in milk 
consumed by an individual is affected by the radioactive decay of 131I during the time between 
milking and human consumption.  This process is taken into account by an exponential decay 
term in Equation 7.1 (next section). 

Similar assumptions can be made regarding the consumption of beef and leafy vegetables.  For 
beef, the holdup time between harvest and human consumption is longer than that for milk, and it 
applies year-round.  Production of leafy vegetables is seasonal; fresh leafy vegetables are 
available for harvest only during certain months of the year.  In addition, washing can reduce the 
contamination of leafy vegetables.   

Chickens that are allowed to range freely after a deposition event could ingest small amounts of 
contaminated soil and grass.  Eggs laid by such chickens will show an elevated concentration of 
radioactive iodine.  Cottage cheese prepared from contaminated milk will contain 10% to 30% of 
the amount of radioiodine in milk (IAEA, 1992).  Compared to fresh milk, both cottage cheese 
and eggs are stored longer before consumption and are consumed in smaller quantities.  The 
entire amount of eggs and cottage cheese consumed by an individual is assumed to be produced 
locally.  This assumption is conservative because it does not take into consideration the 
likelihood that the diet contains uncontaminated eggs and cottage cheese produced outside the 
region affected by 131I contamination from X-10. 
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7.2  Modeling Approach 

The effects of the distribution system for a given food type are considered by defining a bias 
correction factor that relates the concentration of 131I in a food type at the time of consumption to 
the concentration of 131I in the same food type at harvest or collection.  This “distribution” factor 
is modeled by a radioactive decay term multiplied by a factor representing the fraction of food 
that is contaminated.  For leafy vegetables, a factor is added to account for the reduction of 
contamination due to washing.  For meat, the reduction of contamination due to cooking is taken 
into account by a multiplicative factor.  The values for these parameters apply to all release years.  
Eggs and cottage cheese are assumed to be produced and consumed locally, and only the 
reduction of contamination due to radioactive decay during the time between production and 
consumption is considered. 

The equations that relate the concentration in milk at milking, the concentration in beef at 
slaughter, and the concentration in leafy vegetables at harvest to the respective concentrations at 
the time of consumption are given below.  These equations apply both for routine releases and 
for the 1954 accident.  The parameter values, however, are estimated separately for each type of 
release (routine or accident). 

Dairy Cows or Goats 

 ( ) cmmdR
mm

m FT
C

C
MD ⋅⋅−=










= ,exp λ  (7.1) 

where 

MD =  milk distribution factor [unitless]; 

Cm =  average concentration of 131I in milk at consumption [Bq L-1
milk]; 

Cm m =  average concentration of 131I in milk at milking [Bq L-1
milk]; 

λ R =  radioactive decay constant [d-1]; 

Td, m =  delay time between milking and consumption [d]; and 

Fcm =  fraction of milk consumed by an individual that is obtained from 
   contaminated sources [unitless]. 

Beef Cattle  
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= λexp  (7.2) 

where 
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FD =  beef distribution factor [unitless]; 

Cf =  average concentration of 131I in beef at consumption [Bq kg-1]; 

Cf s =  average concentration of 131I in beef at slaughtering [Bq kg-1]; 

λ R =  radioactive decay constant [d-1]; 

Td,f =  delay time between slaughtering and consumption [d]; 

Fcf =  fraction of meat consumed by an individual that is obtained from 
   contaminated sources [unitless]; and 

Frf =  fraction of radioiodine that remains in the meat after food preparation. 

Leafy Vegetables 

 ( ) wcvvdR
vh

v FFT
C

C
LD ⋅⋅⋅−=





= , exp λ  (7.3) 

where 

LD =  leafy vegetables distribution factor; 

Cv =  average concentration of 131I in leafy vegetables at consumption  [Bq kg-

1
fresh]; 

Cv h =  average concentration of 131I in leafy vegetables at harvesting  [Bq kg-1
fresh]; 

λ R =  radioactive decay constant [d-1]; 

Td,v =  delay time between harvesting and consumption [d]; 

Fcv = fraction of vegetables consumed by an individual that is contaminated 
[unitless]; and 

Fw =  factor accounting for reduction of the contamination of vegetables by 
washing [unitless]. 

7.3 Input Parameters 

The input parameter ranges and the shapes of the subjective probability distributions used to 
express the state of knowledge about true but partially known values (Table 7.1) were selected 
using professional judgment based on experience and a review of published data.  The rationales 
for the choice of specific parameter values are presented below.  For all pathways, λR (the 
radioactive decay constant) for 131I = 8.04 d. 
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7.3.1 Holdup Time from Collection or Harvest to Consumption 

Milk from various sources 

For people drinking milk from backyard cows or goats, a minimum holdup time between milking 
and human consumption of milk is usually about 8 hours (0.33 days).  This time is required for 
the fresh milk to cool down (Simon et al., 1990).  The upper limit of the holdup time was chosen 
to be about 2 days, based on the assumption that storage and refrigeration systems were not 
generally available to the population in the late 1940s and early 1950s.  For the delay between 
milking and consumption for backyard cow’s milk or goat’s milk, a uniform distribution between 
0.33 and 2 days was chosen. 

For milk from commercial dairies, at least one day is necessary for the transportation of milk 
from the producer to the consumer.  Commercial milk was kept in grocery stores for at most 3 to 
4 days, and then consumed within 1 or 2 days from the day of purchase. As a result, some 
individuals might have consumed milk up to 6 days after milking.  

When estimating effects from routine releases of 131I, an annual average approach is used in the 
present study.  For routine releases, it is assumed that, on average, commercial milk is consumed 
after a period of up to 4 days after milking.  For the April 29, 1954 accident, a follow-up period 
of about two months is considered.  Given the shorter follow-up period, the use of an annual 
average is inappropriate.  Thus, an upper limit of 6 days is used for the delay between milking of 
commercial dairy cows and consumption for the 1954 accident case.  Therefore, a triangular 
distribution between 1 and 4 days was chosen for routine releases, with a mode at 3 days.  A 
triangular distribution between 1 and 6 days was chosen for 1954 accident, with a mode at 3 
days. 

The rationale for choosing the values for the holdup time for milk of goats is similar to that for 
the backyard cows.  The range for the delay time between milking and consumption for goat milk 
was set from 0.33 to 2 days using a uniform distribution. 

Meat 

Part of the meat obtained when an animal was slaughtered was consumed soon after the sacrifice 
of the animal because refrigeration systems were not widely available during 1940s and 1950s.  
However, amounts of meat could have been treated with salt or smoked in a smokehouse, in 
which case it could have been stored for longer periods of time, during which 131I decayed away.  
For the meat not treated for long time storage, the holdup time between slaughter and 
consumption  of  meat  was  judged  to  be  at  least  one  week,  but  no  longer  than  five weeks.    
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Table 7.1 Parameter distributions used for the uncertainty analysis for various food products. 

Parameter Footnote Codes Units                                          Distribution Type of release 

   min. max. mode Shape  

Milk from backyard cows 

Td 
 a [d] 0.33 2  Uniform 

Accidental and routine 

Fcm - ages 0 – 5 b, c [unitless ] 0.6 1 0.9 Triangular Routine 

Fcm - ages 0 – 5 b, c [ unitless] 0.5 1 0.75 Triangular Accidental 

Fcm -ages 6 – teenagers c [ unitless] 0.4 0.9 0.8 Triangular Routine 

Fcm -ages 6 – teenagers c [ unitless] 0.5 0.9  Uniform Accidental 

Fcm – adults c [ unitless] 0.6 1 0.9 Triangular Routine 

Fcm – adults c [ unitless] 0.5 1  Uniform Accidental 

Milk from commercial sources 

Td 
 a [d] 1 4 3 Triangular Routine 

Td
 a [d] 1 6 3 Triangular Accidental 

Fcm - all ages c [ ] 0.1 0.9 0.6 Triangular Routine 

Fcm - all ages c [ unitless] 0 1  Uniform Accidental 

Milk from goats 

Td 
 a [d] 0.33 2  Uniform 

Accidental and routine 

Fcm - all ages c [ unitless] 0.6 0.9 0.8 Triangular Routine 

Fcm - all ages c [ unitless] 0.5 1  Uniform Accidental 
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Parameter Footnote Codes Units Distribution Type of release 

   min. max. Mode Shape  

Meat 

Td,f 
 d [d] 7 35  Uniform Routine 

Fcf  - rural lifestyle e [ unitless] 0.3 0.9  Uniform Routine 

Fcf  - urban lifestyle e [ unitless] 0.1 0.6  Uniform Routine 

Frf   f [ unitless] 0.2 0.9  Uniform Routine 

Vegetables 

Td,v
 g [d] 0 7  Uniform 

Accidental and routine 

Fcv  h [unitless ] 0.08 0.25  Uniform Routine 

Fcv
 h [ unitless] -- -- 1.0 Constant 

Accidental (spring) 

Fw   i [ unitless] 0.2 0.7  Uniform 
Accidental and routine 

Eggs 

Tgg
 j [d] 3 7  Uniform 

Accidental and routine 

Cottage cheese 

Tcc
 k [d] 2 7  Uniform 

Accidental and routine 
 

a Delay time between milking and consumption. 
b Ages refer to the age of the individual consuming the indicated product. 
c Fraction of milk consumed by an individual that is obtained from contaminated sources. 
d Delay time between slaughtering and consumption. 
e Fraction of meat consumed by an individual that is obtained from contaminated sources. 
f Fraction of radioiodine that remains in the meat after food preparation. 
g Delay time between harvesting and consumption. 
h Fraction of vegetables consumed by an individual that is contaminated. 
i Factor accounting for reduction of the contamination of vegetables by washing. 
j Delay time between gathering and consumption. 
k Delay time between milking and consumption. 
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A uniform distribution between 7 and 35 days was chosen for the delay time between 
slaughtering and consumption.  This distribution is consistent with assumptions employed for the 
dose reconstruction at Hanford, Washington (Snyder et al., 1994). 

Vegetables 

Leafy vegetables are assumed to be consumed fresh during the harvest months of the year, and 
the storage time for “fresh” vegetables is assumed not to exceed one week.  The distribution of 
the delay time between harvesting and consumption of leafy vegetables is assumed to be uniform 
between 0 and 7 days.  This distribution applies for both routine releases and the 1954 accident. 

Eggs and Cottage cheese 

Eggs are usually kept for at least 2-3 days before consumption.  NCI (1997) assumes that eggs 
are kept between 3 and 18 days after collection.  However, during the early 1950s, refrigeration 
systems were not widely available, so it is unlikely that eggs were kept more than one week.  A 
uniform distribution between 3 and 7 days was assigned for the holdup time of eggs. 

The storage time for cheese depends on the type of cheese.  In the absence of a refrigeration 
system, cottage cheese was probably consumed within a week after production.  In a refrigerator, 
the “hard” cheese can be kept much longer (at least one month).  During this time, most of 131I 
will decay away.  This study focuses on contaminated cottage cheese for which a holdup time of 
2 to 7 days was assumed.  A uniform probability distribution was assigned to this parameter.  

7.3.2 Fraction of Food that is Contaminated 

Milk from various sources 

The milk provided commercially during the late 1940s and early 1950s in Morgan, Anderson, 
Roane, Loudon, Blount and Knox counties was not entirely from local production (NCI, 1997), 
since these areas were considered milk-deficient.  A study for 1954 (NCI, 1997) estimated that in 
the above counties, milk demand was about 5.1 × 107 L y-1, while the amount available locally 
was only 3.2 × 107 L y-1 (about 63% of the total necessary for consumption).  Part or all of the 
milk deficit was covered by supplies from areas remote from the contaminated locations and 
provided essentially uncontaminated milk.  All milk produced locally is assumed to be 
contaminated.   

For an individual consuming commercial milk during the accidental release, a uniform 
distribution and a range of values from 0 to 1 was chosen for the fraction of milk that is 
contaminated.  The lower bound expresses the possibility that the entire milk supply in the store 
is obtained from a source not contaminated by releases of 131I from X-10.  The upper bound 
represents the case in which the entire amount of milk bought at a store was obtained from local 
dairy farms.  For routine releases, a triangular distribution with a mode of 0.6 and a range of 
values from 0.1 to 0.9 was chosen.  The lower bound indicates that the annual average fraction of 
contaminated milk consumed would be no less than 10% for the area surrounding the Oak Ridge 
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Reservation (ORR), while the upper bound would be no more than 90%, averaged on an annual 
basis. 

For a preschool child consuming milk from a backyard cow during the 1954 accident, most of the 
milk was assumed to be contaminated.  For children under the age of 6, the distribution for the 
fraction of milk that is contaminated is assumed to be triangular with the upper bound being 
equal to 1.  The lower bound of the triangular distribution was set to 0.5 and should be 
interpreted as the case in which the locally produced milk was supplemented by milk brought 
from farms located outside the contaminated plume.  A triangular distribution with a mode of 
0.75 was used for accidental releases affecting preschool children.   

Since the counties surrounding the ORR were considered milk-deficient, the range for the 
fraction of contaminated milk consumed by children under the age of 6 was considered to vary 
on an annual basis between 0.6 and 0.9.  The lower bound represents the amount of milk that was 
locally available, while the upper bound accounts for decreased milk production (due to nursing 
calves or nonproduction periods) averaged over a one-year period.  A triangular distribution with 
a mode of 0.9 was selected for this age group. 

According to Dreicer et al. (1990) and Downen (1955; 1956), school-aged children received milk 
for lunch as part of the School Milk Program.  The amount of milk received in school was 
estimated (Dreicer et al., 1990) to be about one-third of the total milk consumed by a child daily.  
The milk provided by schools was assumed to be commercial milk (about 66% of the total milk 
ingested daily, 180 days per year, 5 days per week), while the milk consumed at home was 
assumed to be collected from a backyard cow.  The total amount of milk ingested daily by a 
school-aged child was based on consumption rates expected for backyard cow’s milk, but the 
fraction of milk that is contaminated was modified to a triangular distribution with a mode of 0.8 
and a range of values from 0.4 to 0.9 for routine releases.  

The 1954 accident occurred in April, during the school year.  For this situation, the fraction of 
contaminated milk consumed was considered to have a uniform distribution that ranged from 0.5 
to 0.9.  The lower bound indicates that at least 50% of the milk consumed was contaminated 
because it was obtained from a backyard cow, as well as from commercial sources that were only 
partially contaminated during the release.  The upper bound indicates that no more than 90% of 
the commercial milk supply obtained by the schools was contaminated during the accident 
release. 

Adults living in rural areas around the ORR obtained milk from backyard cows on their own 
farms.  It is assumed that such individuals did not normally obtain milk from commercial 
sources.  The subjective probability distribution for the fraction of milk that is contaminated is 
assumed to be triangular with a mode of 0.9 and an upper bound of 1.  As with the case of 
preschool children, the lower bound of the triangular distribution was set to 0.6 for routine 
releases and should be interpreted as the case in which locally produced milk was supplemented 
by uncontaminated milk bought from farms located outside the contaminated plume.  The 
distribution for the fraction of milk that is contaminated during the accidental release was 
assumed to be uniform with a range of 0.5 to 1.0.  Since most of the milk that adults consume is 
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considered to come from their homes, the upper bound was set to 1.0.  The lower bound indicates 
that at least half of the milk consumed was contaminated from 131I releases from X-10, because a 
backyard cow was the source of the majority of the milk available. 

The rationale for choosing the subjective probability distribution of values for the fraction of 
goat’s milk that is contaminated is similar to that for the fraction of backyard cow’s milk that is 
contaminated.  The difference is that the distribution is used for all age groups, because there is 
no evidence of the consumption of goat’s milk in school.  Thus, the distribution for the fraction 
of goat’s milk that is contaminated was assumed to be triangular with a mode of 0.8 and an upper 
bound of 0.9.  The lower bound of the triangular distribution was set to 0.6 for routine releases.  
The distribution for the fraction of goat’s milk contaminated during the accidental release was 
assumed to be uniform with a range of 0.5-1.0.  The upper bound indicates that all of the goat 
milk consumed during the accidental release could have been contaminated due to limited 
availability from noncontaminated sources (goat’s milk was not sold locally in stores, and very 
few individuals milked goats).  The lower bound indicates that at least 50% of the milk produced 
by goats grazing on land in the path of the plume was contaminated.  

Meat 

In this study, only the concentration of 131I accumulated in the muscle of beef cattle was 
estimated, and beef was considered a surrogate for all other types of meat (e.g., pork, chicken, or 
meat of game animals).  This assumption, although a simplification, is not of critical importance 
because ingestion of meat contributes minimally to the total thyroid dose from 131I (NCI, 1997). 

People living in rural areas surrounding the ORR raised most of the meat they consumed on their 
own farms.  Beef cattle, pigs, and chickens were raised for family consumption in this area, and 
meat was not regularly purchased from a grocery store.  Since all animals consumed products 
potentially contaminated by 131I, all types of animal products were considered to be 
contaminated.  It is assumed that contaminated meat was consumed at least 30% of the time, but 
no more than 90%.  A uniform distribution was selected to represent the true but unknown 
fraction of meat contaminated by routine releases and consumed by individuals living in a rural 
setting. 

People living in urban areas surrounding the ORR could have raised their own meat or obtained a 
portion of their meat from local farms.  Beef, pork, and chickens were raised for family 
consumption even in urban areas; however, many grocery stores were convenient for residents of 
Knoxville, Oak Ridge, and Kingston, and meat was regularly purchased from the stores.  At least 
10% of the meat consumed is assumed to be contaminated, but no more than 60%, due to the 
many places to buy and the various types available.  For routine releases, a uniform distribution 
was chosen to represent the uncertainty associated with the fraction of contaminated meat 
consumed by various individuals with a variety of meat purchase options. 

The majority of cattle were slaughtered for meat in the fall (i.e., late November) and not in the 
spring, when the 1954 accident release occurred.  Slaughtering of cattle was not a frequent 
activity  in  the  spring  because  the  farmers  used  the cold weather as a means to ensure that the 
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meat did not spoil.  Smokehouses and curing houses were used to cure the meat so that it was 
available year-round (Loveday, personal communication with C. Lewis, 1998).  Meat stored for 
very long after slaughter would not have contained 131I, due to its short half-life. 

Part of the radioiodine accumulated in meat is lost during its preparation for consumption.  IAEA 
(1992) states that 20-90% of the radionuclide remains in the meat after cooking.  The range 
applies for various methods of preparing meat:  baking, boiling, frying, roasting, grilling, or 
mincing for cow, pig, deer, bird, and rabbit meat.  The mean value reported by IAEA (1992) is 
consistent with a removal of 40% of the radioiodine from meat (60% remains in meat and is 
available for consumption).  The fraction of radioactive material remaining in the food after 
preparation has been described by a uniform distribution, and this distribution encompasses all 
methods used to cook meat. 

Vegetables 

Consumption of fresh leafy vegetables was assumed to occur mostly during the harvest period, 
lasting about three months a year (25% of the year).  However, consumption depends on the size 
of the garden and on the amount of home-produced leafy vegetables.  As a minimum value, fresh 
vegetables were assumed to be available to the target individual at least 1 month per year (about 
8% of the year).  Therefore, a uniform distribution between 0.08 and 0.25 was chosen for the 
amount of leafy vegetables that are contaminated.  This distribution is suitable for analysis of the 
effects of routine releases.  The accidental release of April 1954 occurred in early spring when 
fresh vegetables usually become available.  For the accidental release, it was assumed that 100% 
of the leafy vegetables available for consumption were contaminated. 

Washing the vegetables removes about 30% to 80% of the contamination (Thiessen et al., 1996; 
IAEA, 1992; IAEA, 1994).  A review of the literature indicates that the amount of contamination 
remaining on the plant after washing is larger than 20%, but lower than 70%.  A uniform 
distribution between 0.2 and 0.7 was considered for estimating the uncertainty in the fraction of 
contamination remaining on the plants. 

Eggs and Cottage cheese 

The entire amount of eggs consumed locally was assumed to be produced locally, and therefore 
to be contaminated.  It is assumed that cottage cheese was produced from commercial milk, and 
thus, it will be contaminated to the same degree as milk from commercial sources. 
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8.0 FOOD CONSUMPTION AND INHALATION PARAMETERS 

Airborne radioiodine released during RaLa processing was transferred from the air to vegetation, 
which was then consumed by animals and humans.  Contaminated human foodstuffs included 
vegetables, meat and milk obtained from cattle or other animals consuming contaminated pasture 
and grains, and eggs obtained from chickens consuming small amounts of contaminated grain, 
vegetation, and soil while roaming freely.  Breast milk consumption is also considered for infants 
(0-1 year old) due to the fact that mothers may have consumed foods contaminated with 
radioiodine or breathed contaminated air.  The most important individuals in this study are 
children because of their greater radiosensitivity and higher consumption of milk as compared to 
adults.  This section investigates the food consumption patterns of Tennessee residents of both 
genders and all age groups, as well as the factors affecting the inhalation of contaminated air. 

8.1 Food Consumption Patterns 

Several studies provide information on food consumption patterns.  Dreicer et al. (1990) reported 
gender- and age-specific per capita consumption rates of fresh milk from cows.  In addition, the 
USDA (1965; 1980) provided age- and gender- specific information for the major food groups 
(meat, vegetables, dairy, etc.). To ensure that the subjective probability distributions selected for 
actual food consumption rates for the Oak Ridge, Tennessee, area provide a reasonable 
representation of the habits of local populations, data reported in other studies (Schwartz and 
Hoffman, 1980; Hoffman and Baes, 1979; Anderson et al., 1993; Rupp, 1980; Simon et al., 
1990; USDA, 1941; 1944; 1949; 1955a; 1955b; 1965; 1966; 1980; NCI, 1997) were reviewed.  
Interviews with individuals who have expertise in dietary intakes and animal sciences were 
conducted as a source of additional information.  The literature review and interviews confirmed 
that the subjective probability distributions for each age group selected in this report 
encompassed values estimated by other researchers for the same age groups. 

The consumption rates of the major food groups were established through expert elicitation and 
by two nationwide U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) surveys conducted in the spring of 
1965 and in April-June 1977.  The USDA studies included individuals residing in the 48 
contiguous states.  The values reported were separated into age groups for males and females.  
The younger age groups (less than 1 year up to 8 years of age) were not separated by gender, but 
considered to be one group because the evidence did not show marked differences between males 
and females.  The older age groups (9 years and older) were divided by gender. The values 
selected are based on a one-day food intake by a “user.”  A “user” is classified as an individual 
who consumes a particular food item on the day that the survey was taken.  “User” information is 
considered to be relevant for the reference individual, who is defined as an individual (adult or 
child, male or female) who consumes a potentially contaminated food item (i.e., meat, 
vegetables, milk, or eggs). 

The subjective probability distributions provided for the consumption rates represent our current 
state of knowledge about these parameters. Tables 8.1-8.10 provide the probability distributions 
and supporting rationales.     
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8.1.1 Milk Consumption 

For the milk ingestion pathway, both children and adults are studied.  Children are the primary 
target individuals for this pathway due to their higher consumption rate of milk and their greater 
sensitivity to radiation exposures as compared to adults.  For infants,  cow’s milk, breast milk, 
formula, or a combination of the three may be provided during the first year of life (Mount, 
personal communication with C. Lewis, 1997; Eisenberg et al., 1994).  The reference infant 
considered in this study is assumed to consume breast milk and cow’s milk, but no formula.  
Formula is excluded in this study because the formula powder (available in the 1940s and 50s) 
was generally mixed with water, which was not contaminated with radioiodine.  For the average 
infant, cow’s milk consumption constitutes approximately half of the total milk intake, while 
breast milk constitutes the other half.  For infants fed solely breast milk or solely cow’s milk, the 
consumption rates are identical.  However, iodine transfer rates from cow to milk and mother to 
breast milk are different.  Breast milk is considered only for infants (0-1 year old), since breast 
milk consumption is considered to decrease on average after the first year of life. 

8.1.1.1 Consumption  of Cow’s Milk 

Contaminated milk could have been obtained from a backyard cow or from a local commercial 
dairy.  Contaminated commercial cow’s milk is considered to be milk from local contaminated 
commercial sources or a mixture of milk obtained from remote sources and local contaminated 
sources.  The areas surrounding the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) (Anderson, Blount, Knox, 
Loudon, Morgan, and Roane counties) were considered “milk deficient” (Dreicer et al., 1990); 
therefore, the possibility existed that milk could have been obtained from outside the region 
affected by the releases of 131I from X-10.  In the 1950s, Anderson, Knox, Loudon, and Roane 
counties received milk from the Chattanooga area, Middle Tennessee, and Alabama (NCI, 1997).   

The fraction of contaminated milk available to children depends on their activities and their age.  
Milk consumption rate differences by gender are not significant for children between the ages of 
0 and 14.  However, at age 15, marked differences exist between males and females.  Therefore, 
gender-specific consumption rates are not provided for children under  the age of 15.   

Infants require a specific amount of milk regardless of the source (breast, cow, goat, formula); 
therefore, the consumption rate for infants is the same for both release scenarios and for all types 
of milk.  During the first few months of life, infants are fed every 3 to 4 hours, with each serving 
consisting of 4-6 oz. (0.12-0.18 L) of milk (Eisenberg et al., 1994).  As the infant develops, the 
number of feedings decreases, but the amount consumed increases (Eisenberg et al., 1994; 
Mount, personal communication with C. Lewis, 1997).  Although infants have a variety of milk 
sources, the average situation for the East Tennessee area was assumed to be consumption of 
one-half cow’s milk or goat’s milk and one-half breast milk.  For this study, reference infants are 
considered to consume at least one bottle of cow’s or goat’s milk every day of the year, 
regardless of their method of feeding.  Studies have shown that the number of infants consuming 
breast milk decreases as a function of age, while the number of infants consuming cow’s milk 
increases continuously as a function of age (NCI, 1997).  However, it was not uncommon for 
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mothers to breast feed their children for up to a year or longer (Eisenberg et al., 1994), so an 
infant’s consumption of cow’s or goat’s milk may have been minimal for at least a year. 

Children less than 6 years old were generally kept at home.  These children would consume the 
majority of their milk at home; this milk could be obtained from a backyard cow or from a store.  
For children between the ages of 1 and 4, the annual average milk consumption rate was based on 
data reported by the NCI (1997) for children who consume milk.  Non-milk drinkers were 
excluded from this study.  The NCI (1997) study concluded that approximately 17% of the 
children between 1 and 4 years (both genders) did not consume milk.  For children 3-11 years, 
Pao and Burke (1975) determined that 1.33 L d-1 was exceeded by fewer than 2.5% of the 
population (Rupp, 1980).  The most likely value (0.53 L d-1) for the annual average milk 
consumption rate  is consistent with the per capita consumption rate for rural farm residents and 
the median per capita milk consumption rate for milk drinkers in the State of Tennessee in 1954 
(NCI, 1997). 

For a child older than 6 years, school was generally an integral part of life.  If the child consumed 
milk at school, one-half of the total milk consumed could be contaminated (that obtained from 
home) and the other half could have been obtained from an uncontaminated source.  In 
Tennessee, school-aged children received milk for lunch as part of the School Milk Program 
(Downen, 1955; 1956; Dreicer et al., 1990).  Since the counties surrounding the ORR were milk 
deficient (NCI, 1997), a portion of the milk obtained from schools or grocery stores may not have 
been contaminated from 131I released from the X-10 facility.  The school milk program affects all 
children aged 6 to approximately 18 years.  For children aged 5-9 years, an average of 22% of the 
total population does not consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The percentage of non-milk drinkers 
increases to 29% for children between 10 and 14 years (NCI, 1997).  However, the annual 
average milk consumption patterns for milk drinkers remain constant for both age groups.   

When children reach the age of 15, gender differences in milk consumption patterns become 
apparent.  Males consume more milk on average than females (Dreicer et al., 1990).  For males 
between the ages of 15 and 19, approximately 29% of the total population does not consume 
milk (NCI, 1997).  Approximately 39% of the females in this age group do not consume fresh 
fluid cow milk.  Not only does gender become a factor for this age group, it is also within this 
age range that children continue their education, enter the work force, get married, or return to 
the farm to work.  Children who continue their education through high school are provided milk 
through the school milk program.  Children who enter the work force, get married, or return to 
the farm to work will not be getting milk from school.  Therefore, two different milk 
consumption patterns are provided in the following tables.  The first pattern is for children who 
remain  in school, while the latter is for those not continuing their education for various reasons.   

Adults are also considered to obtain the majority of their milk at home.  However, in Oak Ridge 
and the surrounding area, milk could be obtained from a home-raised animal or from a local 
dairy.  Since milk was readily available to most individuals, two different consumption patterns 
for adults were developed:  backyard milk consumers and individuals with a variety of milk 
sources.   Regardless of the source of milk,  the consumption rate of milk by adults is expected to  
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be less than that of children because adults have access to other fluids than milk (e.g., water, 
coffee, soft drinks, tea).  Approximately 39% of the males and 44% of the females between the 
ages of 20 and 64 did not consume fresh fluid milk as determined through dietary intake studies 
conducted over a short period of time (NCI, 1997). 

Pregnant females and lactating mothers are also considered in the milk consumption pathway.  
The intake of fluid milk by pregnant or lactating women is assumed to be higher than for non-
pregnant or non-lactating women because of the additional nutritional requirements of the baby.  
In this study, on average, the pregnant or lactating female was assumed to double her intake of 
milk if consuming a mixture of commercial and backyard cow’s milk.  If she was consuming 
milk only from a backyard cow, her intake on average was assumed to increase by approximately 
33%.  A triangular distribution with a mode of  0.8 L d-1 was selected to represent the 
consumption rate of cow’s milk by pregnant or lactating women.  The NCI’s reported value (0.8 
L d-1) is within the range selected for this study.  The milk consumption distribution for pregnant 
or nursing mothers is the same for the routine and accidental releases.  During the accidental 
release, 131I was discharged for approximately 2.5 hours. However, the aftermath of the 
accidental release lasted approximately one month, with  the majority of the dose delivered in the 
initial two weeks following the release.  The range used for pregnant or nursing mothers was 
made sufficiently broad to encompass variations in the milk consumption habits that occur over a 
one-month period.   

The parameters associated with the milk ingestion pathway are provided in Table 8.1 for routine 
releases and Table 8.2 for the accidental release.  The ranges for the routine releases are based on 
the average consumption rate of a particular item over a one-year period.  Over this period, the 
average is not expected to vary dramatically; therefore, a narrow distribution is used.  For the 
accidental releases, for which consumption is averaged over a one-month period, the variability 
in the eating patterns can fluctuate widely.  Since the variability is larger during the accidental 
releases, the distributions are broader to encompass varied eating habits during short time 
periods.   The ranges for the average annual milk consumption rates provided in the following 
tables for both types of release are consistent with values reported by USDA (1965), Cole and 
Ronning (1974), USDA (1980), Rupp (1980), Dreicer et al. (1990), Simon et al. (1990), and NCI 
(1997).    
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Table 8.1 Values for parameters used in the cow’s milk ingestion pathway for routine releases.                                                          

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of breast, 
cow’s, or goat’s milk by 
infants (males and 
females) age 0-1 year  
(L d-1) 

U milk, infant 0.12-0.98 0.55 Uniform The range represents the average milk consumption rates of a 
child from birth to the age of twelve months for any milk type.  
The range indicates that an infant who is being breast fed, but 
is occasionally provided fresh cow’s milk or goat’s milk, will 
consume no less than 4 oz. (0.12 L) of fresh milk per day, 
which is the lower limit (Mount, personal communication with 
C. Lewis, 1997).  An infant who is being fed only fresh milk 
will consume no more than 32 oz. (0.98 L) of cow’s milk per 
day (feeding every 3 hours).  The average value indicates that 
an infant consumes approximately one-half breast milk and 
one-half cow’s milk or goat’s milk (four and one-half 4-oz. 
servings as an infant or two 8-oz. servings as an older infant, 
who is usually given juice in addition to milk).  A uniform 
distribution was chosen to represent the range within which all 
values for the true but unknown intake of fresh cow’s milk 
(averaged over the first year of life) have equal probability. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males 
and females) ages 1-4 
years (L d-1) 

Ucow milk, 

1-4 yrs 
0.24-1.2 (0.53) Triangular According to the NCI (1997) study, 73% of the male 

population and 71% of the female population within the ages 
of 1-4 years are milk drinkers, who consume milk within this 
range.  The lower limit is indicative of approximately one 8-oz. 
glass of milk per day.  The upper limit indicates at most 5 
glasses (8 oz. each) of milk consumed per day.  A triangular 
distribution with a mode of 0.53 L d-1 was chosen to represent 
the uncertainty associated with the annual average daily 
consumption rate of milk (averaged over a four- year period) 
by children aged 1-4 years. 
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Table 8.1  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males 
and females) ages 5-9 
years (L d-1) 

Ucow milk, 

5-9 yrs 
0.24-1.2 (0.6) Triangular The range encompasses the 69% of males and 65% of females 

in this age group who consume milk (NCI, 1997) for time 
periods covered by short-term dietary surveys.  The lower limit 
indicates on average that children between the ages of 5 and 9 
drink at least one 8-oz. (0.24 L) glass of milk per day, while 
the upper limit represents at most five 8-oz. glasses.  A 
triangular distribution was selected to represent the uncertainty 
associated with the true but unknown value of the annual 
average daily consumption rate for children between the ages 
of 5 and 9 years. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males 
and females) ages 10-14 
years (L d-1) 

Ucow milk,     

10-14 yrs 
0.24-1.2 (0.6) Triangular The range includes the 61% of males and 57% of females in 

this age group who consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower 
limit indicates that children between the ages of 10 and 14 
consume at least one 8-oz. (0.24 L) glass of milk per day, but 
no more than five 8-oz. glasses of milk (1.2 L) per day.  A 
triangular distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty 
associated with the annual average daily consumption rate of 
milk by children aged 10-14 years. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males) 
ages 15-19 years (L d-1) 

Ucow milk,     

15-19 yrs,   

male 

0.24-1.2 (0.6) Triangular The range includes the 64% of males in this age group who 
consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit indicates that 
children between the ages of 15 and 19 consume a minimum of 
one 8-oz. (0.24 L) glass of milk per day, but no more than five 
8-oz. glasses of milk (1.2 L ) per day.  A triangular distribution 
was chosen to describe the uncertainty associated with the 
annual average daily consumption rate of milk by male 
children aged 15-19 years. 
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Table 8.1  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males) 
ages 15-19 years who 
drink only  backyard 
cow’s milk  (L d-1) 

Ucow milk 

(backyard),   

15-19 yrs, male 

0.48-1.2 (0.85) Triangular The range is for male children who use backyard cow’s milk as 
their only source of milk.  The lower limit indicates that 
children between the ages of 15 and 19 with immediate access 
to backyard cow’s milk consume at least two 8-oz. glasses of 
milk (0.48 L) per day, but no more than five 8-oz. glasses of 
milk (1.2 L) per day.  The mode is equivalent to approximately 
3.5 (8-oz.) glasses of milk per day.  A triangular distribution 
was chosen to describe the uncertainty associated with the 
average annual daily consumption rate of milk by male 
children aged 15-19 years who had access to backyard cow 
milk. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children 
(females) ages 15-19 
years (L d-1) 

Ucow milk,     

15-19 yrs, 

female 

0.12-1.1 (0.4) Triangular The range includes the 54% of female children in this age 
group who consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit 
indicates that females between the ages of 15 and 19 consume 
at least one 4-oz. glass of milk (0.12 L) per day, but no more 
than four and one-half 8-oz. glasses of milk (1.1 L) per day.  A 
triangular distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty 
associated with the annual average daily consumption rate of 
milk by female children between the ages of 15-19 years. 
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Table 8.1  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children 
(females) ages 15-19 
years who drink only 
backyard cow’s milk 
(L d-1) 

Ucow milk 

(backyard),   

15-19 yrs, 

female 

0.24-1.2 (0.54) Triangular The range is for female children who have immediate access to 
backyard cow’s milk.  The lower limit indicates that females 
between the ages of 15 and 19 consume a minimum of one 8-
oz. glass of milk (0.24 L) per day, but no more than five 8-oz. 
glasses of milk (1.2 L) per day.  The mode is equivalent to two 
and one-fourth 8-oz. glasses of cow’s milk per day.  A 
triangular distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty 
associated with the annual average daily consumption rate of 
milk by female children between the ages of 15-19 years who 
have immediate access to backyard cow’s milk. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult males 
(L d-1) 

Ucow milk, 

adult, male 
0.24-0.8 (0.48) Triangular The range is equivalent to one 8-oz. glass and three and one-

half 8-oz. glasses of milk per day, respectively.  The mode is 
equivalent to two 8-oz. glasses of milk daily (0.48 L d-1).  A 
triangular distribution was selected to account for the 
uncertainty associated with the annual average consumption 
rate of milk by adult males. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult males who 
drink only backyard 
cow’s milk (L d-1) 

Ucow milk 

(backyard), 

adult, male 

0.48-0.96 (0.72) Triangular The range is for adult males who had immediate access to 
backyard cow’s milk.  These individuals were considered to 
consume at least two 8-oz. glasses of milk per day, but no more 
than four 8-oz. glasses per day.  For consumers of backyard 
cow’s milk, the mode represents three 8-oz. glasses of milk per 
day (0.72 L d-1).  A triangular distribution was chosen to 
represent the range of the true but unknown annual average 
consumption rate of backyard cow’s milk. 
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Table 8.1  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult females (L 
d-1) 

Ucow milk, 

adult, female 
0.12-0.72 (0.4) Triangular The lower and upper limits are equivalent to one 4-oz. glass 

and three 8-oz. glasses of milk per day, respectively. This 
range indicates that, on average, an adult female will consume 
at least one-half glass of milk per day, but no more than 3 
glasses a day.  A triangular  distribution with a mode of 0.4 L 
d-1 was selected to account for the uncertainty associated with 
the annual average consumption rate of milk. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult females 
who drink only backyard
cow’s  milk (L d-1) 

Ucow milk 

(backyard), 

adult, female 

0.24-0.96 (0.6) Triangular The range is for adult females who had immediate access to 
backyard cow’s milk.  These individuals were considered to 
consume at least one 8-oz. glass of milk per day, but no more 
than four 8-oz. glasses per day.  Two and one-half 8-oz. 
glasses per day (0.6 L d-1) is the mode of the distribution.  A 
triangular distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty 
associated with the annual average daily consumption rate of 
backyard cow’s milk by adult females. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by pregnant or 
lactating females who 
drink commercial or 
backyard cow’s  milk 
(L d-1) 

Ucow milk, 

preg/lact 

female 

0.24-1.2 (0.8) Triangular The range is for females who are pregnant or lactating.  These 
individuals were considered to consume at least one 8-oz. glass 
of milk per day, but no more than five 8-oz. glasses per day.  
Approximately three 8-oz. glasses per day (0.8 L d-1) is the 
mode of the distribution.  A triangular distribution was chosen 
to describe the uncertainty associated with the annual average 
daily consumption rate of cow’s milk by pregnant or lactating 
females. 
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Table 8.2   Values for parameters used in the cow’s milk ingestion pathway for the accidental release. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of breast, 
cow’s, or goat’s milk by 
infants (males and 
females) age 0-1 year 
(L d-1) 

Umilk, infant 0.12-0.98 0.55 Uniform No change from the routine release scenario is used in the 
accident scenario because a growing infant requires the same 
amount of nutrition and food regardless of the time of year. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males 
and females) ages 1-4 
years (L d-1) 

Umilk, 1-4 yrs 0.24-1.4 (0.75) Log-triangular According to the NCI (1997) study, 77% of the male 
population and 75% of the female population within the ages 
of 1-4 years are milk drinkers who consume milk within this 
range.  The lower limit is indicative of approximately one 8-oz. 
glass of milk per day.  The upper limit indicates that at most 
6 glasses (8 oz. each) of milk are consumed per day.   A log-
triangular distribution with a mode of 0.75 was chosen to 
represent the uncertainty associated with the average daily 
consumption rate of milk, averaged over a month, by children 
aged 1-4 years. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males 
and females) ages 5-9 
years (L d-1) 

Umilk, 5-9 yrs 0.24-1.4 (0.75 for 
males) and 
(0.68 for 
females) 

 

Log-triangular The range encompasses 73% of males and 68% of females in 
the total population who consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The 
lower limit indicates that children between the ages of 5 and 9 
drink at least one 8-oz. glass of milk (0.24 L) per day.  The 
upper limit indicates that approximately six (8-oz.) glasses are 
consumed per day.  A log-triangular distribution was selected 
to represent the uncertainty associated with the true but 
unknown value of the average daily consumption rate for 
children between the ages of 5 and 9 years, averaged over a 
month. 
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Table 8.2 (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males 
and females) ages 10-14 
years (L d-1) 

Umilk,       10-

14 yrs 
0.24-1.4 (0.75 for 

males) and 
(0.62 for 
females) 

Log-triangular The range includes 69% of males and 60% of females of the total 
population who consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit 
indicates that children between the ages of 10 and 14 consume a 
minimum of one 8-oz. glass of milk (0.24 L) per day, but do not 
consume more than the maximum of six 8-oz. glasses of milk (1.4 L) 
per day.  A log-triangular distribution was chosen to describe the 
uncertainty associated with the average daily consumption rate of 
milk by children aged 10-14 years, averaged over a one-month 
period. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males) 
ages 15-19 years (L d-1) 

Umilk,       15-

19 yrs,   male 
0.24-1.4 (0.75) Log-triangular The range includes 64% of males in the total population who 

consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit indicates that male 
children between the ages of 15 and 19 consume at least one 8-oz. 
glass of milk (0.24 L) per day, but no more than six 8-oz. glasses of 
milk (1.4 L) per day.  A log-triangular distribution was chosen to 
describe the uncertainty associated with the average daily 
consumption rate of milk by male children aged 15-19 years, 
averaged over a month. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children (males) 
ages 15-19 years who 
consume backyard 
cow’s milk only (L d-1) 

Umilk 

(backyard),   

15-19 yrs,   

male 

0.48-1.4 (0.90) Log-triangular The range is for males who have immediate access to backyard 
cow’s milk.  The lower limit indicates that males between the ages of 
15 and 19 consume a minimum of two 8-oz. glasses of milk (0.24 L) 
per day, but no more than six 8- oz. glasses of milk (1.4 L) per day.  
The mode is approximately four 8-oz. glasses of cow’s milk per day.  
A log-triangular distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty 
associated with the average daily consumption rate of milk by males 
between the ages of 15-19 years who have immediate access to 
backyard cow’s milk. 
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Table 8.2  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children 
(females) ages 15-19 
years (L d-1) 

Umilk,       15-

19 yrs, female 
0.12-1.2 (0.42) Log-triangular The range includes 56% of females of the total population who 

consume milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit indicates that females 
between the ages of 15 and 19 consume a minimum of one 4-oz. 
glass of milk (0.12 L) per day, but no more than five 8-oz. glasses of 
milk (1.2 L) per day.  A log-triangular distribution was chosen to 
describe the uncertainty associated with the average daily 
consumption rate of milk by females between the ages of 15-19 
years, averaged over a month. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by children 
(females) ages 15-19 
years who consume 
backyard cow’s milk 
only (L d-1) 

Umilk 

(backyard),   

15-19 yrs, 

female 

0.24-1.4 (0.64) Log-triangular The lower limit indicates that females between the ages of 15 and 19 
with available backyard cow’s milk consume at least one 8-oz. glass 
of milk (0.24 L) per day, but no more than six 8-oz. glasses of milk 
(1.4 L) per day.  A log-triangular distribution was chosen to describe 
the uncertainty associated with the average daily consumption rate of 
backyard cow’s milk by females between the ages of 15-19 years, 
averaged over one month. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult males 
(L d-1) 

Umilk, adult, 

male 
0.24-1.4 (0.64) Log-triangular The values are equivalent to one 8-oz. glass and six 8-oz. glasses of 

milk per day, respectively.  A log-triangular distribution was 
selected to account for the uncertainty associated with the average 
daily consumption rate of milk, averaged over a one-month period. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult males who 
consume backyard 
cow’s  milk only (L d-1) 

Umilk 

(backyard), 

adult, male 

0.48-1.4 (0.90) Log-triangular The range is equivalent to two 8-oz. glasses and six 8-oz. glasses of 
milk per day, respectively.  A log-triangular distribution was 
selected to represent the uncertainty associated with the average 
consumption rate of milk by adult males with immediate access to 
backyard cow’s milk. 
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Table 8.2  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
(Mode) 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult females  
(L d-1) 

Umilk, adult, 

female 
0.12-1.2 (0.41) Log-triangular The range is equivalent to one-half of an 8-oz. glass and five 8-oz. 

glasses of milk per day, respectively.  A log-triangular distribution 
was selected to account for the uncertainty associated with the 
average consumption rate of milk, averaged over a month. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by adult females 
who consume backyard 
cow’s  milk only (L d-1) 

Umilk 

(backyard), 

adult, female 

0.24-1.4 (0.60) Log-triangular The values are equivalent to one 8-oz. glass and six 8-oz. glasses of 
milk per day, respectively.  A log-triangular distribution with a mode 
of 0.60 L d-1 was selected to account for the uncertainty associated 
with the average consumption rate of backyard cow’s milk by adult 
females, averaged over one month. 

Average daily 
consumption of cow’s 
milk by pregnant or 
lactating females who 
drink commercial or 
backyard cow’s  milk 
(L d-1) 

Ucow milk, 

preg/lact 

female 

0.24-1.2 (0.8) Triangular No change from the routine release scenario is used in the accident 
scenario because the range used for pregnant or nursing mothers was 
made sufficiently broad to encompass variations in milk 
consumption habits that occur over a one-month period. 
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8.1.1.2 Consumption of Goat’s Milk 

Goat’s milk is consumed by more individuals on a worldwide basis than the milk of any other 
animal (ADGA, 1998).  The opposite is true for the United States (UCI, 1998), as most major 
U.S. cities do not have fluid goat’s milk available in local retail outlets (Kapture, 1998).  Within 
the 38-km radius of X-10, the use of goat’s milk was not extensive.  However, area residents 
have attested to the use of goat’s milk by themselves, a family member, or a neighbor (Clark, 
personal communication with C. Lewis, 1997; Prichard, personal communication with C. Lewis, 
1997; Hackett, personal communication with C. Lewis, 1998; Hudson, personal communication 
with C. Lewis, 1998), due partly to allergies to cow’s milk.  Goat’s milk is similar to cow’s milk 
nutritionally, but goat’s milk contains smaller fat globules, which are easier for some people to 
digest (UCI, 1998).  Another reason for the production and consumption of goat’s milk is the 
limited amount of care required for goats, as compared to cattle.  A goat will eat little, occupy a 
small area, and produce enough milk for the average family (Haenlein and Caccese, 1998).  An 
average milk goat will produce approximately 1-1½ gallons (4-6 L) of milk per day (Leuchs 
Farm, 1998), which is a considerably smaller amount of milk than is produced by an average 
dairy cow.  In the areas surrounding the ORR, goat’s milk was not available commercially; 
therefore, all goat’s milk consumed was of local origin.  The milk that was produced was 
consumed by a limited number of individuals .  Nonetheless, this pathway is considered in the 
analysis. 

Goat’s milk ingestion parameters for various age groups and both genders are provided in Table 
8.3 for estimating long-term averages for exposure to routine releases.  Since the consumption of 
goat’s milk was limited to a few households and the information about goat’s milk consumption 
is rare, the same distributions are used for the accident scenario.  The ranges are considered to be 
sufficiently broad to encompass the uncertainty associated with a monthly average consumption 
rate. 

The ranges provided are for goat’s milk drinkers and are based on information provided by the 
National Cancer Institute (NCI) (1997) for cow’s milk.  As with cow’s milk, the average daily 
consumption of goat’s milk by females is less on average than that of males (Dreicer et al., 
1990); gender differences were not considered significant until the age of 15.   
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Table 8.3 Values for parameters used in the goat’s milk ingestion pathway for routine and accidental releases. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
{Central 
Value} 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily consumption 
of goat’s milk by infants 
(males and females) (L d-1) 

Ugoat milk, 

infant 
0.12-0.98 0.55 Uniform The distribution for the annual average milk consumption rate is the 

same for all types of milk because an infant requires the same 
amount of milk regardless of the source (see Table 8.1). 

Average daily consumption 
of goat’s milk by children 
(males and females) ages 1-
4 years (L d-1) 

Ugoat milk, 

1-4 yrs 
0.12-1.2 {0.38} Log-uniform According to the NCI (1997) study, 78% of the male and female 

populations within the ages of 1-4 years are milk drinkers, who 
consume milk within this range.  The lower limit is indicative of one 
4-oz. glass of milk per day.  The upper limit indicates that at most 5 
glasses (8-oz. each) of milk are consumed per day.  The central 
value is approximately one and one-half 8-oz. glass per day.  A log-
uniform distribution with a central value of 0.38 L d-1 was chosen to 
represent the uncertainty associated with the annual average daily 
consumption rate of goat’s milk (averaged over a four-year period) 
by children aged 1-4 years old. 

Average daily consumption 
of goat’s milk by children 
(males and females) ages 5-
9 years (L d-1) 

Ugoat milk, 

5-9 yrs 
0.12-1.2 {0.38} Log-uniform The range encompasses 74% of males and 72% of females in this 

age group who consume cow’s milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit 
indicates that children between the ages of 5 and 9 drink at least one-
half of an 8-oz. glass of goat’s milk (0.12 L) per day, but no more 
than 5 glasses per day.  The central value of 0.38 L d-1 is equivalent 
to one and one-half 8-oz. glasses of goat’s milk per day for this age 
group.  A log-uniform distribution was selected to represent the 
uncertainty associated with the true but unknown value of the annual 
average daily consumption rate for goat’s milk by children between 
the ages of 5 and 9 years. 
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Table 8.3  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
{Central 
Value} 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of goat’s 
milk by children (males 
and females) ages 10-14 
years (L d-1) 

Ugoat milk,     

10-14 yrs 
0.24-1.2 {0.54} Log-uniform The range includes 61% of males and 57% of females in this 

age group who consume cow’s milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower 
limit indicates that children between the ages of 10 and 14 
consume a minimum of one 8-oz. glass of goat’s milk (0.24 L) 
per day, but no more than five 8-oz. glasses of goat’s milk (1.2 
L) per day.  The central value is equivalent to two and one-
fourth 8-oz. glasses of goat’s milk per day for this age group, 
or approximately one glass of milk each with breakfast and 
lunch.  A log-uniform distribution was chosen to describe the 
uncertainty associated with the annual average daily 
consumption rate of goat’s milk by children aged 10-14 years. 

Average daily 
consumption of goat’s 
milk by children (males) 
ages 15-19 years (L d-1) 

Ugoat milk,     

15-19 yrs,   

male 

0.24-1.2 {0.54} Log-uniform The range includes 53% of males in this age group who 
consume cow’s milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit indicates 
that male children between the ages of 15 and 19 consume at 
least one 8-oz. glass of goat’s milk (0.24 L) per day, but no 
more than five 8-oz. glasses of goat’s milk (1.2 L) daily on 
average.  The central value is equivalent to two and one-fourth 
8-oz. glasses of goat’s milk per day.  A log-uniform 
distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty associated 
with the annual average daily consumption rate of goat’s milk 
by male children aged 15-19 years. 
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Table 8.3  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean or 
{Central 
Value} 

Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of goat’s 
milk by children 
(females) ages 15-19 
years (L d-1) 

Ugoat milk,     

15-19 yrs, 

female 

0.12-1.2 {0.38} Log-uniform The range includes 55% of females in this age group who consume 
cow’s milk (NCI, 1997).  The lower limit indicates that female 
children between the ages of 15 and 19 consume a minimum of one 
4-oz. glass of goat’s milk (0.12 L) daily, but no more than five 8-oz. 
glasses of goat’s milk (1.2 L) per day.  The central value is 
equivalent to approximately one and one-half 8-oz. glass per day on 
average.  A log-uniform distribution was chosen to describe the 
uncertainty associated with the annual average daily consumption 
rate of goat’s milk by female children between the ages of 15-19 
years. 

Average daily 
consumption of goat’s 
milk by adult males 
(L d-1) 

Ugoat milk, 

adult, male 
0.24-0.96 {0.48} Log-uniform The range encompasses at least 34% of adult male individuals 

between the ages of 20 and 64 years of age who consume fresh fluid 
milk (NCI, 1997).  The values are equivalent to one and four (8-oz.) 
glasses of goat’s milk per day, respectively. A log-uniform 
distribution was selected to account for the uncertainty associated 
with the annual average consumption rate of goat’s milk by adults. 

Average daily 
consumption of goat’s 
milk by adult females  
(L d-1) 

Ugoat milk, 

adult, female 
0.12-0.96 {0.34} Log-uniform The range includes at least 38% of adult female individuals between 

the ages of 20 and 64 years of age who consume fresh fluid milk 
(NCI, 1997). The values are equivalent to one-half glass and four (8-
oz.) glasses of goat’s milk per day, respectively.  A log-uniform 
distribution was selected to account for the uncertainty associated 
with the annual average daily consumption rate of goat’s milk by 
adult females. 
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8.1.2 Consumption of Meat 

Radioiodine is deposited on pasture and grain crops; therefore, chickens, cattle, and swine 
consuming these products transfer radioactivity to their eggs, meat, and milk, which are then 
consumed by humans.  In this study, beef is considered the surrogate for all meat, including 
poultry and swine.  Infants consume insignificant amounts of meat due to their substantial intake 
of milk.  As children age, their consumption rate of meat increases.  Ranges are provided for 1-8 
year olds (both genders combined), 9-14 year olds (males and females individually), and adults 
(males and females individually).   

The amount of contaminated meat consumed varied with an individual’s residence.  Rural 
residents are considered to consume contaminated meat more often than are their urban 
counterparts.  Raising animals on contaminated crops was more likely to result in a significant 
exposure than buying meat from a grocery store, which obtained meat from both non-local and 
local sources.  Urban residents are considered to consume contaminated meat on a limited basis.  
The contaminated meat could have been obtained from a neighbor, a friend, or a local meat 
market.   

The parameters associated with the meat ingestion pathway are provided in Table 8.4 for routine 
releases.  The accident scenario does not include meat ingestion because farm-fresh meat was 
generally not available in the spring, when the accident occurred.  Slaughtering is generally 
conducted in the late fall to ensure that the meat does not spoil (Loveday, personal 
communication with C. Lewis, 1998). 

The ranges provided for children are consistent with the average daily consumption rate of beef, 
pork, and poultry reported by the USDA (1965; 1980) and the “best estimate” reported by Rupp 
(1980).  For children 1 year old and younger, large quantities of milk are being consumed, so 
their intake of meat, if any, will be minimal (Mount, personal communication with C. Lewis, 
1997).  For all age groups, the range represents children who live in a rural setting and obtain the 
majority of their meat from home-raised animals (USDA, 1965), but also children who obtain a 
limited amount of their meat from a local grocery store. 

For adults aged 15 to 75 plus, the ranges are consistent with consumption rates of meat reported 
by ATSDR (1992), Cochrane (1945),  Rupp (1980), and USDA (1944; 1949; 1965; 1980).  
Again, the range represents individuals who live in a rural setting and obtain the majority of their 
meat from home-raised animals (USDA, 1965), while also representing individuals who obtain a 
limited portion of their meat from local grocery stores. 
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Table 8.4 Values for parameters used in the meat ingestion pathway for routine releases. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of meat by 
infants (males and 
females) age 0-1 year 
(kg d-1) 

Umeat, infants 0.005-0.015 0.01 Uniform The average daily consumption rate of meat by infants ranges 
between 5 and 15 g (0.2-0.5 oz.) per day. The mean value is 
equivalent to 0.35 oz. daily.  A uniform distribution was 
selected to describe the uncertainty associated with the true but 
unknown average daily consumption rate of meat by infants 
(averaged over a one-year period). 

Average daily 
consumption of meat by 
children (males and 
females) ages 1-8 years 
(kg d-1) 

Umeat, 1-8 yrs 0.05-0.11 0.08 Uniform The range for the average daily consumption of meat by 
children between the ages of 1 and 8 years is equivalent to 
approximately 2 and 4 oz. of meat per day.  The mean value is 
equivalent to approximately 3 oz. of meat per day.  A uniform 
distribution was selected to represent the uncertainty 
associated with the average daily consumption rate of meat by 
children between the ages of 1 and 8 because every value 
within the range has equal probability of being the annual 
average consumption rate of meat. 

Average daily 
consumption of meat by 
male children ages 9-14 
(kg d-1) 

Umeat,        9-

14 yrs,   males 
0.08-0.14 0.11 Uniform The consumption rate of meat by males in this age group varies 

between 3 and 5 oz. per day, with a mean of 4 oz. per day.  
Since every value within the range has equal probability, a 
uniform distribution was chosen to represent the annual 
average daily consumption rate of meat by 9-14 year-old 
males. 

Average daily 
consumption of meat by 
female children ages 
9-14 (kg d-1) 

Umeat,        9-

14 yrs, females 
0.07-0.13 0.10 Uniform Females ages 9 to 14 consume approximately 2.5 to 4.5 oz. of 

meat daily.  The mean value for this age group is equivalent to 
3.5 oz. per day.  A uniform distribution was chosen to 
represent the annual average daily consumption rate of meat by 
9-14 year-old females. 
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Table 8.4  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of meat by 
adult males (kg d-1) 

Umeat, adult 

male 
0.15-0.32 0.24 Uniform For males aged 15 to 75 plus, the upper limit is equivalent to 

approximately 12 oz. of meat daily, while the lower limit is 
equivalent to approximately 5 oz. of meat per day.  The mean 
value is approximately 8 oz. of meat daily.  A uniform 
distribution was used to describe the uncertainty associated 
with the annual average meat ingestion rate for adult males. 

Average daily 
consumption of meat by 
adult females (kg d-1) 

Umeat, adult 

female 
0.10-0.20 0.15 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to approximately 4 oz. of meat 

per day,  while the upper limit is equivalent to approximately 8 
oz. of meat daily for female adults. The true but unknown 
annual average meat consumption rate was described by a 
uniform distribution for this group of females. 
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8.1.3 Consumption of Eggs 

Another possible source of contaminated food was eggs from chickens that had access to 
contaminated feed, vegetation, and soil.  The information used to obtain the age-specific egg 
consumption ranges was obtained from rural farm and urban area household food consumption 
studies (USDA, 1965: 1980) and from the National Cancer Institute (NCI, 1997).  Parameters 
associated with the egg consumption pathway are provided in Tables 8.5 and 8.6 for routine 
releases and for the accident scenario, respectively.   

The ranges are consistent with those reported by the USDA for all urban areas (USDA, 1980) 
and for rural farm residents (USDA, 1965).  The mean values are consistent with the median 
values for egg consumption for children in the various age groups reported by the National 
Cancer Institute (NCI; 1997).  The range for infants was considered to include children (males 
and females) between the ages of 6 months and one year.  Children less than 6 months were not 
included due to their limited intake [0 g d-1 median value reported for the intake rate of eggs for 
0-2 months and 0.005 g d-1 median value reported for 3-5 month olds (NCI, 1997)].  According 
to the USDA (1980), eggs were eaten by only one-tenth of the infants surveyed in the spring of 
1977.  Children between the ages of 1 and 8 years are considered without distinction by gender.  
At the age of 9, differences between males and females become apparent in rates of consumption 
of various food types. 
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Table 8.5  Values for parameters used in the egg ingestion pathway for routine releases. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
infants (males and 
females) age 6 months to
1 year (kg d-1) 

Ueggs, infants 0.01-0.04 0.025 Uniform The lower limit is indicative of one-fourth of an egg per day, 
while the maximum value is approximately one egg per day 
(assumed to be scrambled for this age group).  The mean value 
was selected to represent children between the ages of 9 and 11 
months (NCI, 1997), as these children were expected to 
consume more eggs than younger children.  A uniform 
distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty associated 
with the annual average egg consumption rate for infants. 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
children ages 1-8 years 
(males and females)    
(kg d-1) 

Ueggs, 1-8 yrs 0.02-0.08 0.05 Uniform The consumption rate of eggs by children ages 1-8 (both 
genders) is representative of a child who consumes at least 
one-half of an egg (weighing approximately 50 g, edible 
portion only) per day (lower limit), with the maximum being 
approximately 1½ eggs per day.  A uniform distribution was 
chosen to represent the uncertainty about the true but unknown 
annual average egg consumption rate for children between the 
ages of 1 and 8 years. 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
male children 9-14 years 
(kg d-1) 

Ueggs,         9-

14 yrs,    male 
0.03-0.10 0.065 Uniform The egg consumption rate for males between the ages of 9 and 

14 varied between approximately one-half an egg to 2 eggs per 
day.  The true but unknown value of the egg consumption rate 
for male children between the ages of 9 and 14 was described 
by a uniform distribution because all values within the range 
are equally probable. 
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Table 8.5  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
female children ages 
9-14 years (kg d-1) 

Ueggs,    9-14 

yrs,  female 
0.02-0.08 0.05 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to one-half an egg, while the 

upper limit is equivalent to 1½ eggs.  A uniform distribution 
was selected to represent the uncertainty associated with the 
annual average egg consumption rate for females in this age 
group.  

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
adult males (kg d-1) 

Ueggs, adult, 

male 
0.03-0.10 0.065 Uniform The egg consumption rate for males 15 years and older ranges 

from approximately one-half to 2 eggs per day.  Since all 
values within the range are equally likely, a uniform 
distribution was chosen to describe the uncertainty associated 
with this parameter. 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
adult females (kg d-1) 

Ueggs, adult, 

female 
0.02-0.10 0.06 Uniform The lower limit is approximately one-half an egg, while the 

upper limit is equivalent to 2 eggs.  The mean value is 
approximately 1 egg for this age group.  A uniform distribution 
was selected to describe the true but unknown egg 
consumption rate for females because every value within the 
range is equally probable. 
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Table 8.6  Values for parameters used in the egg ingestion pathway for the accidental release. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
infants (males and 
females) age 6 moths to 
1 year (kg d-1) 

Ueggs, infants 0.01-0.04 0.025 Uniform No change from the routine release scenario is used in the 
accident scenario because a growing infant requires the same 
amount of nutrition and food regardless of the time of year. 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
children ages 1-8 years 
(males and females)    
(kg d-1) 

Ueggs, 1-8 yrs 0.03-0.10 0.065 Uniform The consumption rate of eggs by children ages 1-8 (both 
genders) is representative of a child who consumes at least 
one-half of an egg (weighing approximately 50 g, edible 
portion only) per day (lower limit), with the maximum being 
approximately 2 eggs per day.  A uniform distribution was 
chosen to represent the uncertainty of the true but unknown 
egg consumption rate for children between the ages of 1 and 8 
years averaged over a one-month period. 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
children 9-14 years 
(males) (kg d-1) 

Ueggs,    9-14 

yrs,    male 
0.05-0.15 0.10 Uniform The egg consumption rate for males between the ages of 9 and 

14 varied between approximately one and 3 eggs per day. The 
true, but unknown value of the egg consumption rate by male 
children between the ages of 9 and 14 was described by a 
uniform distribution because all values are equally probable. 
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Table 8.6  (continued) 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
children ages 9-14 years 
(females) (kg d-1) 

Ueggs,   9-14 

yrs,  female 
0.03-0.13 0.08 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to one-half an egg, while the 

upper limit is equivalent to 2½ eggs.  A uniform distribution 
was selected to represent the uncertainty associated with the 
egg consumption rate by females in this age group.  

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
adults (males) (kg d-1) 

Ueggs, adult, 

male 
0.05-0.20 0.125 Uniform The egg consumption rate for males 15 years and older ranges 

from approximately one to 4 eggs per day.  Since all values 
within the range are equally likely, a uniform distribution was 
chosen to describe the uncertainty associated with this 
parameter. 

Average daily 
consumption of eggs by 
adults (females) (kg d-1) 

Ueggs, adult, 

female 
0.05-0.15 0.10 Uniform The lower limit is approximately one egg, while the upper limit 

is equivalent to 3 eggs.  The mean value is approximately 2 
eggs.  A uniform distribution was selected to describe the true 
but unknown egg consumption rate by females because every 
value within the range is equally probable. 
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8.1.4 Consumption of Vegetables 

Ingestion of vegetables from gardens grown in areas surrounding the ORR could have resulted in 
the exposure of humans to radioiodine.  Leafy vegetables are of primary concern due to direct 
fallout of iodine onto their leaves.  Leafy vegetables are considered to include lettuce, broccoli, 
cabbage, celery, and spinach, which are the most frequently consumed leafy vegetables (NCI, 
1997).   Consumption rates are provided for the following groups:  infants (6 months to 1 year) 
and children (1-4 years) as one group; children ages 5-14 years (both genders); and adults (both 
genders).  The average daily leafy vegetables consumption rates did not vary between males and 
females.  Tables 8.7 and 8.8 provide the values for vegetable consumption.  The ranges listed are 
consistent with values reported by the USDA (1965;1980) and the NCI (1997). 

The children in the youngest age group (6 months - 4 years) are considered as one group due to 
their similar vegetable consumption rates, which do not vary dramatically over this time period 
(USDA, 1965; 1980).  Children younger than 6 months do not consume substantial quantities of 
leafy vegetables (NCI, 1997) and are not considered reference individuals.  Children in the 0-1 
year range are consuming large quantities of milk in addition to any solid foods (Mount, personal 
communication with C. Lewis, 1997).  Children older than 1 year are beginning to eat or are 
eating more solid foods; however, broccoli, cabbage, celery, lettuce, and spinach are not a 
substantial portion of their diets. 

8.1.5 Consumption of Cottage Cheese 

Cottage cheese is a soft, unripened, white cooked curd that is obtained from skim milk.  
According to the USDA (1944; 1949) and the NCI (1997), cottage cheese is not a typical food 
source.  However, dairies in East Tennessee (Mayfield Dairy Farms, etc.) were making this type 
of cheese available for sale as early as the 1900s (Sampson, personal communication with C. 
Lewis, 1997).  Since contaminated milk could have been used to make this dairy product, cottage 
cheese is considered to be a contaminated foodstuff.   

The average daily consumption rate of cottage cheese is not reported in the literature on an age-
specific basis or on a gender basis.  Per capita information per year is available in USDA (1949).  
The NCI (1997) study reported values ranging from 3-5 grams per day for children between the 
ages of 6 months to 19 years, based on per capita consumption rates for the entire U.S. 
population. The average daily consumption rate of cottage cheese by adults (both genders) is 
consistent with values reported by USDA (1944; 1949) and NCI (1997).  The data cover the 
entire United States and included residents of households who lived in non-farming areas, urban 
areas, rural non-farming areas, and rural farming areas (USDA, 1944).  For rural areas (both 
farming  and  non-farming),  the  consumption  of  cottage  cheese  is  approximately  0.02  kg d-1  
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Table 8.7 Values for parameters used in the vegetable ingestion pathway for routine releases. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of leafy 
vegetables by children 
ages 6 months to 4 years 
(males and females)    
(kg d-1) 

Uveg,  6 mon-

4 yrs 
0.004-0.014 0.009 Uniform The lower limit is approximately 0.15 oz., while the upper 

limit is approximately 0.50 oz.  A uniform distribution was 
selected to represent the uncertainty associated with the 
consumption of leafy vegetables by infants and young children 
because every value within the range has an equal probability 
of being the true but unknown annual average consumption 
rate. 

Average daily 
consumption of leafy 
vegetables by children 
ages 5-14 years (males 
and females) (kg d-1) 

Uveg, 5-14 yrs 0.01-0.04 0.025 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to approximately 0.35 oz., while 
the upper limit is equivalent to approximately 1.5 oz. of leafy 
vegetables per day. The uncertainty associated with this 
parameter was described by a uniform distribution. 

Average daily 
consumption of leafy 
vegetables by adults 
(males and females)    
(kg d-1) 

Uveg, adult 0.02-0.06 0.04 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to 0.70 oz., while the upper limit 
is approximately 2 oz. of leafy vegetables per day.  A uniform 
distribution was selected to describe the uncertainty associated 
with the annual average consumption of leafy vegetables 
because every value is equally likely. 
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Table 8.8 Values for parameters used in the vegetable ingestion pathway for the accidental release. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily 
consumption of leafy 
vegetables by children 
ages 6 months to 4 years 
(males and females)    
(kg d-1) 

Uveg,   6 mon-

4 yrs 
0.004-0.014 0.009 Uniform No change from the routine release scenario is used in the 

accident scenario because a growing infant or child requires 
the same amount of nutrition and food regardless of the time of 
year. 

Average daily 
consumption of leafy 
vegetables by children 
ages 5-14 years (males 
and females) (kg d-1) 

Uveg, 5-14 yrs 0.02-0.11 0.065 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to approximately 1 oz., while the 
upper limit is equivalent to approximately 4 oz. of leafy 
vegetables per day.  The uncertainty associated with this 
parameter was described by a uniform distribution because all 
values have equal probability. 

Average daily 
consumption of leafy 
vegetables by adults 
(males and females)    
(kg d-1) 

Uveg, adult 0.02-0.23 0.125 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to 1 oz., and the upper limit is 
approximately 8 oz. of leafy vegetables daily.  A uniform 
distribution was selected to describe the uncertainty associated 
with the annual average consumption of leafy vegetables 
because every value is equally likely. 
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(assuming one person consumes all cottage cheese available) (USDA, 1944).  Rural residents 
were considered to be the reference individuals since milk was easily accessible if dairy cattle 
were raised.  The range for adults was based  on the per capita cottage cheese consumption rates 
for the years 1944 to 1948 (USDA, 1949).  During these four years, consumption varied between 
0.003 and 0.004 kg d-1 (USDA, 1949).  The range is significantly broad to account for varied 
consumption habits as it encompasses both urban residents, who have limited availability to 
cottage cheese, and rural residents, who have immediate access to this food source.  The 
distributions associated with cottage cheese consumption are provided in Table 8.9 for routine 
releases and Table  8.10 for the accident scenario. 

8.2 Inhalation Pathway 

8.2.1  Description and Modeling Approach 

Although ingestion of cow’s milk is the most important route for human exposure to 131I, the 
inhalation pathway involves every individual in the population.  Inhalation can become an 
important route of exposure if other pathways are not relevant. Exposure to 131I through the 
inhalation pathway depends on the concentration of 131I in air, on the breathing rate of the 
specific individual, on the ability of each physico-chemical form of iodine to deposit in the 
respiratory system, and on the metabolism of the specific individual. 

The modeling approach chosen for the inhalation pathway is based on the following major 
assumptions: 

• The target individual spends a fraction of time (fo) outdoors; 

• The indoor concentration of 131I in air is lower than the outdoor concentration of  131I by a 
specified factor (rio); 

• The amount of 131I inhaled is only partially deposited in the respiratory system; the 
fraction deposited  (Dk) is different for each physico-chemical form k of iodine; and 

• The 131I deposited in the respiratory system is totally absorbed and rapidly transferred to 
the bloodstream, from where it is metabolized in a manner similar to that of the ingested 
iodine. 
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Table 8.9  Values for parameters used in the cottage cheese ingestion pathway for routine releases. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily consumption of 
cottage cheese by children 
(males and females) (kg d-1) 

Ucheese, child 0.001-0.01 0.0055 Uniform The lower limit represents a 1-oz. serving every month, while the 
upper limit is equivalent to a 2.5 oz. serving per week.  A uniform 
distribution was chosen to describe the lack of knowledge about a 
child’s annual average cottage cheese consumption rate. 

Average daily consumption of 
cottage cheese by adults (males 
and females) (kg d-1) 

Ucheese, adult 0.001-0.02 0.01 Uniform A uniform distribution with a mean of 0.01 kg d-1 was selected to 
represent the uncertainty associated with the annual average 
consumption rate of cottage cheese by adults (males and females). 

 

 

 Table 8.10  Values for parameters used in the cottage cheese ingestion pathway for the accidental release. 

Parameter Symbol Range Mean Distribution Rationale 

Average daily consumption of 
cottage cheese by children 
(males and females) (kg d-1) 

Ucheese, child 0.001-0.01 0.0055 Uniform No change from the routine release scenario is used in the accident 
scenario because the range is sufficiently large to account for 
variations in the monthly consumption habits of cottage cheese by 
children. 

Average daily consumption of 
cottage cheese by adults (males 
and females) (kg d-1) 

Ucheese, adult 0.001-0.03 0.02 Uniform The lower limit is equivalent to a 1-oz. serving per month.  The 
upper limit is equivalent to approximately one 8-oz. serving per 
week.  A uniform distribution with a mean of 0.02 kg d-1 was 
selected to represent the uncertainty associated with the monthly 
average consumption rate of cottage cheese by adults. 
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The total intake of 131I from inhalation of contaminated air is given by the following equation: 
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where 

TIINH,i = total intake of 131I from inhalation at age i [Bq]; 

fo =  fraction of time spent outdoors [unitless]; 

ri o =  ratio of the indoor to outdoor concentrations of iodine in air [unitless]; 

Ca,o,j,k =  concentration of iodine in form k in outside air in year of release j  

  [Bq m-3
air] (Section 4); 

BRi =  breathing rate for an individual at age i [m3
air d

-1]; 

Dk =  fraction of the total amount inhaled that deposits and is absorbed in 
different parts of the respiratory system for each physico-chemical form 
k (see Section 9.3.1.1); 

i =  age of the individual; 

j = year of release (j = 1944 + i for an individual born in 1944,  j = 1952 + i 
for an individual born in 1952, etc.); 

k = physico-chemical forms of iodine in air (k = 1, elemental; k = 2, 
particulate; k = 3, organic); and 

∆t = the time period corresponding to year j [365 days]. 

 

8.2.2  Input Parameters 

The concentration in air of each physico-chemical form of iodine is calculated as described in 
Section 4.  The rationales for the choice of the parameter values (Table 8.11) are presented 
below.  
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8.2.2.1 Fraction of the day spent outdoors 

The amount of time that an individual spends outdoors is highly dependent on gender, age, and 
lifestyle.  Statistics on this parameter are sparse (Snyder et al., 1994) and practically nonexistent 
for the late 1940s and early 1950s; thus, professional judgment was used to define the values for 
this parameter.  For children less than 2 years of age, the distribution for the fraction of time 
spent outdoors was chosen to be a triangular distribution with a most likely value of 0.05.  This 
represents an average of 1.2 hours per day.  The values for this age group range from 0.02 (half 
an hour a day) to 0.2 (about 5 hours a day).  For children 3 to 17 years old, the distribution is also 
triangular, with a most likely value of 0.21 (about 5 hours a day) and a range of values from 
0.063 (about one and a half hour a day) to 0.29 (about 7 hours a day).  Adults spend time 
outdoors or indoors according to their occupation.  Workers in rural areas spend at most 10 hours 
outdoors every day (a fraction equal to 0.42).  On the other hand, elderly people or housewives 
taking care of small children spend at least one hour and a half outside (a fraction equal to 0.063 
of the year).  For adults, a triangular distribution was selected with a minimum of 0.063, a 
maximum of 0.42 and a mode of 0.33 (eight hours a day).  The distributions described above are 
intended to represent annual averages; they are not representative for a given individual season of 
the year (Table 8.11). 

For an accidental release, the time spent outside will depend on the season of the year.  This 
study investigates the consequences of the accidental release of April 29, 1954.  The temperature 
during that day varied from 63 to 78° F, which is within normal ranges for late spring.  The 
assumptions on the parameter values for the fraction of time spent outdoors during the day of the 
1954 accident are based on professional judgment and on the values recommended by Snyder et 
al. (1994) for the spring to summer season (Table 8.11).   

The duration of the 1954 accidental release was only 2.5 hours (4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.).  Since 
this time period covers the normal dinner time, and since heavy rain was recorded in the last hour 
(1.7 mm h-1), it is conceivable that many individuals were indoors during the passage of the 
plume.  Thus, the lower limits of the distributions selected for the accident case were set to zero.  
On the other hand, it is possible that other individuals spent at least 2 hours outdoors, since the 
accident began at 4:30 p.m., and the rain started only after 6:00 p.m.   

For children older than 3 and for adults in both rural and urban areas, the upper limit of the 
distributions have been set to 2 hours for the day of the accident.  This gives a daily fraction of 
time equal to 0.083.  For children under the age of two, a maximum of 1 hour was selected, 
representing the possibility that they were taken out for a walk or for play activities during the 
afternoon of April 29, 1954.  To equally cover all the possibilities, uniform distributions were 
selected. 
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Table 8.11 Summary of the input parameters used in the estimation of dose and excess 
lifetime risk due to inhalation of 131I. 

Parameter Units Distribution  

  lower upper mode shape Type of 
release 

Fraction of time spent outdoors  

(hours per day) 

f0 - age 0 - 2 [unitless] 0.0   
(0.0) 

0.042 
(1.0) 

 uniform Accidental 

f0 – age 3 or older [unitless] 0.0   
(0.0) 

0.083  
(2.0) 

 uniform Accidental 

       

f0 - age 0 - 2 [unitless] 0.02 
(0.5) 

0.21 
(5.0) 

0.05 
(1.2) 

triangular Routine 

f0 – age 3 - 17 [unitless] 0.063 
(1.5) 

0.29  
(7.0) 

0.21  
(5.0) 

triangular Routine 

f0 - age 17 + [unitless] 0.063  
(1.5) 

0.42 
(10.0) 

0.33  
(8.0) 

triangular Routine 

Ratio of indoor to outdoor concentrations 

ri o - (gases) [unitless] 0.3 1  uniform Routine 

ri o - (particles) [unitless] 0.4 1  uniform Routine 

ri o - (gases) [unitless] 0.3 0.9 0.8 triangular Accidental 

ri o - (particles) [unitless] 0.4 0.9 0.8 triangular Accidental 
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8.2.2.2 Indoor to outdoor concentration ratio 

The air inside a building is expected to have a different concentration of 131I than the air outside 
the building, unless free air exchange occurs through open windows or doors.  When windows 
and doors are closed, some air is still exchanged between indoors and outdoors, either naturally 
through openings due to imperfect sealing or by a ventilation system.  For rural areas, the 
ventilation systems were not well developed during the late 1940s and early 1950s.  Air exchange 
by window or door opening was probably a common practice, especially during warm weather.  
For a given outdoor concentration of a contaminant, the indoor concentration of a contaminant is 
expected to have been larger during the 1940s and 1950s than in present times. 

The concentration of a contaminant in indoor air is a function of the rate at which the 
contaminant is entering the building from the outdoor air, the rate of indoor production of the 
contaminant (not an issue for 131I), and the rate at which the contaminant is leaving the building.  
In the first approximation (for environmental levels of air contamination), the outdoor air can be 
considered an infinite source of contaminant at an ever-changing concentration (e.g., the outdoor 
concentration is not changed by the air exchange with the air in the building, but only by the 
movement of the outside air).  Because of the dynamic exchange process, the concentration 
inside a building may be higher than the outside concentration at a given moment of time.  An 
explanation for such a situation is that the air inside reaches a peak concentration after the 
contaminated plume passes the building.  However, on a time-averaged basis, the inside 
concentration is lower than the outside concentration. 

Various studies have been performed to determine a relationship between outdoor and indoor air 
concentrations.  In this report, a simple relationship, defined as a long-term average ratio between 
the indoor and outdoor concentrations, is used.  Three literature reviews of experimental 
measurements have been used to support values selected for the indoor-to-outdoor concentration 
ratio: Andersen (1972), Benson et al. (1972), and Snyder et al. (1994). 

Andersen (1972) summarized 11 studies investigating indoor/outdoor ratios for sulfur dioxide 
(SO2) and for suspended particle matter.  The investigations took place from 1954 to 1969 in 
various part of the world, including Cincinnati, Ohio, and Hartford, Connecticut.   For gaseous 
SO2, the indoor/outdoor ratios varied from 20% to 100%.  For suspended matter, a low range of 
values (20 - 60%) was observed in Tokyo, Japan, while for other locations, the ratio varied from 
40% to 95%.  Andersen (1972) also reports his own set of measurements performed in Denmark: 
51% for SO2 and 83% for suspended particulate matter.  

Benson et al. (1972) compiled many indoor/outdoor ratios for gases [SO2, carbon monoxide 
(CO), and gaseous substances other than SO2 and CO], for "viable" particles (spores, pollen, and 
bacteria), and for particulate matter.  A number of the reported measurements of the 
indoor/outdoor ratio are larger than 100%.  As argued before, these values may be valid in a 
single measuring event, but they do not apply for a long-term average of the indoor/outdoor ratio.  
For gases, the values below 100% ranged from 20% to 75% for SO2, from 59% to 100% for CO, 
and from 34% to 80% for other gases.  For particulate matter, a minimum value of 16% was 
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observed in a 1971 measurement in Hartford, Connecticut, during wintertime.  However, most of 
the measurements indicated values larger than 40%, with a maximum of 100%. 

Two more recent studies (Hawley, 1985; Christensen and Mustonen, 1987) are cited by Snyder et 
al. (1994) in a review performed for the reconstruction of 131I doses for people living around the 
Hanford Nuclear Facility in the state of Washington.  The reported experimental measurements 
of the indoor/outdoor ratio for Norwegian houses built in 1954 range from 40% to 86% 
(Christensen and Mustonen, 1987).  In another set of measurements, a minimum value of 35% 
was reported by Hawley (1985).   

Snyder et al. (1994) made no difference between different species of iodine (gases versus 
particulate matter), and they assigned a uniform distribution from 35% to 100% for the indoor-to-
outdoor ratio.  This range of values appears appropriate because it eliminates very low values, 
which are probably artifacts of special measurement conditions (such as a cold wintertime when 
the exchange of air between indoors and outdoors is deliberately limited).  The maximum value 
(100%) takes into account the situation when there is free airflow between indoors and outdoors. 

Data collected for the present study indicate that the indoor-to-outdoor ratios for gases are 
slightly lower than for particulate matter.  For gases, the distribution for this parameter was 
chosen to be uniform, with a minimum value of 0.3 (30%) and a maximum value of 1 (100%).  
For particulate matter, a uniform distribution between 0.4 and 1.0 (40% to 100%) was selected.  
These distributions are applied for routine releases.  

The plume from the 1954 accident (April 29, 1954), released from both the RaLa building and 
the stack, covered the area of interest in few hours.  The temperature during that day had a 
maximum of 78° F in the early afternoon.  The minimum temperature (63° F) was registered 
around 6 a.m. the next day, while most of the time during the night of April 29-30, the 
temperature was about 64° F.  Given the relatively warm weather, it is highly probable that some 
individuals would have kept their windows open, and free exchange between outdoor and indoor 
air was possible in many homes.  Normally, the windows might have been closed during the rain 
event, but the rain started only after 6:00 p.m., while most of the 131I was released between 4:30 
p.m. and 6:00 p.m. (Table 3.18).  Thus, for this particular situation, the rain event should have 
had little influence on the indoor/outdoor exchange of air. 

Triangular distributions with a mode of 0.8 (80%) and upper limits of 0.9 (90%) have been 
chosen for the indoor-to-outdoor ratio for the accidental release.  The same lower limits as in the 
case of routine releases have been preserved for the accident case, since some of the houses 
might have had their windows closed, thus allowing for much less air exchange.    
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8.2.2.3 Age-dependent breathing rate 

Age-dependent breathing rates are reported by Roy and Courtay (1991).  These values were also 
recommended by the NCI (1997) as adequate for the general population.  The values have been 
linearly interpolated between different age groups.  The values in Table 8.12 are medians of 
lognormal distributions for each age group.  A geometric standard deviation of 1.3, applicable for 
all age groups, was chosen based on the work of Roy and Courtay (1991) and on 
recommendations from the NCI (1997). 

 

 

    Table 8.12     Age-dependent breathing rates for exposed individuals. 

Parameter Units Distribution 

  Geometric 
Mean 

Geometric 
Standard 
Deviation 

Shape Type of release 

 

BR -  age 0 - 1 [m3 d-1] 3.5 1.3 Lognormal accidental and routine 

BR – age  1 - 4 [m3 d-1] 7.0 1.3 Lognormal accidental and routine 

BR - age 5 - 9 [m3 d-1] 12.0 1.3 Lognormal accidental and routine 

BR – age 10 - 14 [m3 d-1] 17.0 1.3 Lognormal accidental and routine 

BR – age 15 - 19 
(females) 

[m3 d-1] 18.0 1.3 lognormal accidental and routine 

BR – age 15 - 19 
(males) 

[m3 d-1] 19.0 1.3 lognormal accidental and routine 

BR - adult 
(females) 

[m3 d-1] 18.0 1.3 lognormal accidental and routine 

BR –adult    
(males) 

[m3 d-1] 23.0 1.3 lognormal accidental and routine 
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9.0 INTERNAL DOSIMETRY FOR IODINE-131 

Radiogenic thyroid cancer increases with the radiation dose to the thyroid gland, depending on 
the gender and age at exposure (see Section 10).  To estimate the thyroid dose, a quantitative 
evaluation of the behavior of radioiodine in the human body is necessary.  After ingestion of 
contaminated food, iodine is completely absorbed into the blood stream (ICRP, 1989).  On the 
other hand, during inhalation of contaminated air, a fraction of the inhaled iodine is deposited in 
the lungs and transferred to blood (Section 9.3.1.1).  Radioiodine absorbed into the bloodstream 
is metabolized similarly to stable iodine.  Usually, less than one-fourth of the iodine in the 
bloodstream is absorbed by the thyroid gland, while about three-fourths is collected by the 
kidneys and excreted in urine (Guyton, 1991).   

This section describes the biological basis and the methodology for estimating the dose delivered 
to the thyroid by the 131I accumulated in the interior of the gland.  The dose to the thyroid per 
unit intake of 131I is called the "dose factor" or "dose coefficient."  Such coefficients have been 
estimated by Dunning and Schwartz (1981), Killough and Eckerman (1986), and the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP, 1989).  Calculation of the dose 
factors for the thyroid gland has been repeated in this report to make use of the most recent data 
on the mass of the thyroid obtained by ultrasonography and to identify the most important 
contributors to the uncertainty in the dose factor. 

9.1 Biokinetics of 131I in the Human Body 

The thyroid gland is regulated by thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), which is produced by the 
anterior pituitary gland.  The passage of iodine from the extracellular fluid (supplied by blood) 
into the thyroid cells and follicles is controlled by the basal membrane of the thyroid cell, which 
traps iodide.  The concentration of iodine in the cells of a thyroid functioning at normal levels is 
about 30 times larger than the concentration in blood.  Iodine is used in production of two 
significant thyroid hormones, thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3).  These hormones, which 
are secreted to blood, have very important roles in controlling the metabolic rate of the body.  
Complete lack of thyroid secretion usually causes the basal metabolic rate to fall to about 40% 
below normal, and extreme excess of thyroid hormones can cause the basal metabolic rate to rise 
as high as 60 to 100% above normal (Guyton, 1991).   

After formation, the major thyroid hormones are stored inside the thyroid gland, in follicular 
colloids, outside the cells where the hormones are produced.  For an adult, the total amount of 
thyroid hormone stored is sufficient to supply the body with its normal requirement for 2 to 3 
months (Guyton, 1991).  The storage period of hormones in the gland defines the biological half-
life of iodine in the thyroid, which is estimated at about 80 days in adults (ICRP, 1979).  This 
long storage time allows most of the 131I to decay before the hormones are released to blood, thus 
irradiating the thyroid gland. 

Once the hormones are released to the blood, they are transported to cells all over the body, 
where they are metabolized.  Metabolization of the hormones releases the iodine, which again 
enters the bloodstream.  However, due to the long storage time of the hormones in the thyroid 
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gland as compared to the short half-life of 131I, very little 131I is actually recycled in this manner. 
As a result, recycling contributes little to the radiological dose for a given intake of 131I. 

Certain characteristics of the thyroid gland, such as its mass, are dependent on the age of the 
individual.  Similarly, the metabolic parameters, such as the uptake of iodine by the thyroid or 
the storage time of the hormones in the gland, are also age-dependent.  For the same amount of 
iodine ingested, the uptake of iodine by the thyroid is greater in children than in adults.  
Children, however, have a much lower mass of the thyroid than adults. They store iodine for a 
shorter period of time than adults, but the lower thyroid mass during childhood makes the dose to 
a child's thyroid appreciably higher than the dose to an adult's thyroid.  Children are the critical 
population subgroup for exposure to 131I, not only because of the higher dose per unit intake, but 
also because their thyroids are more radiosensitive than the thyroid of an adult (see Section 10). 

9.2 Fraction of energy absorbed in the thyroid 

The largest energy from an electron emission from 131I decay is approximately 0.35 MeV and 
occurs in less than 0.2% of the disintegrations of 131I (Figure 9.1).  Given that the density of the 
thyroid is 1.036-1.064 g cm-3 (ICRP, 1979), the distance traveled by this electron in the thyroid 
tissue is about 1 mm (Turner, 1986).  Iodine is not uniformly distributed in the thyroid itself, 
accumulating primarily in the thyroid follicles.  The follicles are surrounded by follicular cells, 
connective tissue, and blood vessels and are located further than 1 mm deep inside the thyroid 
gland.  As a consequence, the electrons emitted by each nuclear transformation of 131I are 
assumed to be completely absorbed by the thyroid gland.   

Part of the energy of the penetrating radiation emitted during decay of 131I (gamma and X-rays) 
escapes from the thyroid.  The amount of energy deposited in the thyroid gland, along with its 
dependence on the size of the gland, is described by the absorbed energy fraction (Section 9.3.1). 

9.3  Modeling Approach 

The dose to the thyroid can be calculated using the methodology described by the ICRP 
(Eckerman, 1994; Killough and Eckerman, 1986).  The amount of radioactivity present in the 
thyroid depends on the age and gender of the individual and can be estimated using a two-
compartment biokinetic model (Figure 9.2).   
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Figure 9.1   Nuclear decay scheme for     I  (ICRP, 1983)131
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Figure 9.2 Two-compartment biokinetic model for iodine (Killough and Eckerman, 1986). 8  and 8  are1   2

the biological rate constants for each compartment, 8  is the radioactive decay rate of I, andR
131

a is the fraction of I transferred from blood to the thyroid.131
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The dose factor is given by the following equations: 

  SEE   IA   =   DF ⋅         (9.1) 

and 
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where 

DF = the dose factor (Gy Bq-1); 

IA = the integrated activity burden of 131I in the thyroid for a unit intake (d); 

SEE = specific effective energy (Gy Bq-1 d-1); 

a = the fractional uptake of 131I from the blood to the thyroid (unitless); 

λ1 = rate constant for the transfer of iodine from blood to thyroid (d-1); 

λ2 = rate constant for the transfer of iodine from thyroid to blood (d-1); and 

λR = iodine-131 radioactive decay rate (d-1). 

 

The specific effective energy (SEE) is the energy deposited per unit mass of the thyroid from the 
nuclear transformations given by an activity of 1 Bq stored in the thyroid gland for 1 day.  SEE 
depends on the fraction of energy absorbed in the gland.  The largest contribution to the SEE is 
the nonpenetrating radiation (β radiation, conversion electrons, and Auger electrons), which is 
completely absorbed in the thyroid.  The contribution of the penetrating radiation (gamma and 
X-radiation) is much less important.  The SEE can be empirically expressed as a function of 
thyroid mass (Mth): 
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If the mass of the thyroid is expressed in grams, the fitted parameters are g = 0.406, h = 0.01014, 
and p = -0.666 (Killough and Eckerman, 1986).  By using these parameter values, the resulting 
SEE is expressed in units of rad mCi-1 h-1.  Before using the calculated SEE, a unit 
transformation is performed to obtain the values expressed in Gy Bq-1 d-1.  The unit 
transformation factor is 1.54 × 108 Gy Bq-1 d-1 per rad mCi-1 h-1. 

Derivation of the rate constants in the blood (λ1) and thyroid (λ2) is based on measurements of 
iodine levels in the thyroid after an I.V. injection of a known amount of radioiodine.  Normally, 
the maximum activity in the thyroid is observed about 24 hours (tmax) after injection, after which 
it decreases slowly.  The activity level is measured at (at least) two moments of time (t1 and t2) 
after the injection.  Based on this, an "apparent" half-life (T*) describing the decline of the 
activity of iodine in the thyroid can be determined.  The measurements are usually performed 24 
hours (for the peak activity) and 15 days after the injection.  Based on the measured "apparent" 
half-life (T*), the rate constants of iodine in the blood (λ1) and thyroid (λ2) can be derived as 
follows (Killough and Eckerman, 1986): 

 

 λλ R1    -
  r   -   1

s
   =           (9.4) 
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r)     s(
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In equations 9.4 through 9.6, the index "1" represents the blood compartment, and the index "2" 
represents the thyroid compartment.  The equations were derived by Killough and Eckerman 
(1986) on the basis of measurements of the "apparent" biological half-life of 131I in the human 
body (T*) as a function of age and sex.  The parameter tmax = t1 = 1 day represents the constraint 
that the activity in the thyroid has its maximum 1 day after the intake.  Killough and Eckerman 
(1986) showed that a variation in this parameter from 0.5 to 2 days produces a deviation in the 
results of less than 11%.  The parameters t1 = 1 day and t2 = 15 days define the interval in which 
the "apparent" biological half-life is usually measured. 

 9.3.1  Biokinetic Model Parameters 

Three parameters must be determined to completely solve the system of equations (Eq. 9.1 to Eq. 
9.6).  The first is the measured "apparent" biological half-life (T*), and the second is the fraction 
of iodine taken up by the thyroid from the blood (a).  Dunning and Schwartz (1981) reviewed the 
measurements of (a) and (T*) (Table 9.1).  They grouped the data in four age groups: (a) 
newborns, (b) children ages 0.5 to 2 years, (c) adolescents ages 6 to 16, and (d) adults (age > 18 
years).  Because of this peculiar categorization, the change of the apparent half-life and of the 
uptake with age does not appear to be monotonic. 

Dunning and Schwartz (1981) fitted normal and lognormal distributions to observed values.  For 
the apparent half-life, the lognormal distribution has been chosen because it offers a better fit.  
However, a normal or lognormal distribution for the uptake fraction (a) can produce values 
larger than 1 (100%), which do not have any physical significance.  To avoid values larger than 
1, a log-triangular distribution has been used.  The median reported by Dunning and Schwartz 
(1981) was chosen as the mode of the log-triangular distribution.  The minimum and the 
maximum values of the log-triangular distribution match the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the 
lognormal distribution derived by Dunning and Schwartz (1981).  The data were interpolated 
between age groups using a piecewise linear interpolation technique.  The interpolation was 
performed by assigning the reported data (Table 9.1) to ages 0 (newborn), 1, 11, 15 and 20 years. 
 Table 9.1 presents the 95% confidence intervals of the selected distributions.  

The third parameter is the mass of the thyroid as a function of age.  Numerous studies report 
measurements of the thyroid mass obtained by autopsy (Mochizuki et al., 1963; Kereiakes et al., 
1965; Kay et al., 1966; Dunning and Schwartz, 1981; Killough and Eckerman, 1986).  However, 
most of the sets of measurements are incomplete, either because some age groups are not 
covered or because few measurements are available for a specific age group.  Modern 
ultrasonography methods are currently used to determine the thyroid volumes in large 
populations.  The masses of the thyroids can be calculated from the measured volumes using the 
density of the thyroid tissue.  As a result, better distributions of the thyroid masses in the 
population are becoming available.   
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Table 9.1  Distributions for the biological half-life (T*) and the fractional uptake (a) based 

on the data from Dunning and Schwartz (1981). 

 
    

Parameter 
 

Units  
 
95% subjective confidence interval 

 
Shape 

   Lower 
limit 

Central 
value 

Upper 
Limit 

 

Newborn T* d 4.0a 13.0 44.0a Lognormal 

 a unitless 0.17 0.37 0.81 Log-triangular 

Child T* d 3.0a 10.0 42.0a Lognormal 

 a unitless 0.17 0.37 0.81 Log-triangular 

Adolescent T* d 16.0a 44.0 119.0a Lognormal 

 a unitless 0.2 0.43 0.94 Log-triangular 

Adult T* d 24.0a 72.0 220.0a Lognormal 

 a unitless 0.08 0.17 0.37 Log-triangular 

a “Lower” and “upper” represent  the 2.5 percentile and the 97.5 percentile of the lognormal distribution,  
respectively. 

 

 

In some cases, ultrasonography has shown smaller thyroid masses than those usually obtained by 
autopsy  (Gutenkunst et al., 1986; Likhtarev et al., 1993).  Such a result will produce larger dose 
estimates.  In other cases, such as the measurements performed in the former Soviet Union in 
areas affected by deposition from the Chernobyl accident, ultrasonographic measurements do not 
conclusively indicate a potential bias of the thyroid mass towards lower values (Yureiva et al., 
1994; Derzhitsky et al., 1994; Averichev et al., 1994; Avramenko et al., 1994; Danilyuk, 1994).   

A recent review of a large body of available ultrasound data (Table 9.2) was performed by Bier 
(1996).  He found a clear trend towards lower values of the thyroid mass obtained by modern 
ultrasonography as compared to similar data obtained from autopsy (Figure 9.3).  The values 
reported by Bier (1996) are weighted values (based on the numbers used in each study) across 
several reviewed studies.  For a child of age 6, the thyroid mass from Bier (1996) is lower 
compared with values for children ages 5 and 7.  This effect is probably an artifact obtained due 
to different numbers of children being measured at different ages.  Therefore, in this study, the 
observed thyroid mass for age 6 was replaced by the value obtained by linear interpolation 
between values for ages 5 and 7. 
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Table 9.2 Thyroid mass (grams) obtained by ultrasonography  (Bier, 1996). 

 
 

Age 
[Years]  

Number of 
measurements 

 
Mean 

Thyroid Mass 

 

Standard Deviation 

    
Newborn 33 1.89 0.40 

1 30 2.05 0.60 

2 12 2.10 0.50 

3 16 2.50 0.70 

4 65 2.70 0.20 

    

5 18 3.40 1.00 

6 56 3.10 1.25 

7 223 4.70 0.21 

8 400 5.60 0.42 

9 266 5.70 0.17 

    

10 289 6.90 0.60 

11 236 7.80 0.69 

12 261 8.80 0.24 

13 6740 9.10 1.62 

14 209 11.6 0.89 
15 415 11.5 0.29 
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Figure 9.3 Comparison of thyroid masses obtained by autopsy investigation (Killough and Eckerman, 1996)
and by ultrasound investigations (Bier, 1996).  The 95% confidence intervals are included.  For
autopsy data, the dashed lines represent the 95% subjective confidence interval.  For ultrasound
data, the vertical lines represent the 95% confidence interval from statistical analysis of data,
and the dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval induced by the inter-individual
variability.
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The issue of interindividual variability of the thyroid mass was not addressed by Bier (1996).  To 
investigate interindividual variability, the data from Bier (1996) were compared to data from the 
countries of the former Soviet Union (FSU; Yureiva et al., 1994; Derzhitsky et al., 1994; 
Averichev et al., 1994; Avramenko et al., 1994; Danilyuk, 1994; Figures 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6).  
The data from the FSU, obtained by ultrasound measurements, report the distributions of thyroid 
mass in the population of children from areas affected by the Chernobyl accident.  These 
distributions show a trend toward higher values of thyroid mass, but their interindividual 
variability, normalized for a central value of thyroid mass, should be representative for any 
population of children.  A geometric standard deviation was obtained from the comparison of 
FSU data with Bier (1996), data for which lognormal distributions with different GSDs were 
applied (Figures 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6).  A GSD of 1.5 was determined to be the best 
representation of uncertainty in thyroid mass due to interindividual variability of the thyroid 
mass.  In conclusion, the uncertainty in the thyroid mass is expressed using lognormal 
distributions having average values from Bier (1996; Table 9.2) and a geometric standard 
deviation of 1.5 applied to all age groups. 

Because children are the critical group for exposure to 131I, ultrasound measurements of the 
thyroid mass had been reviewed only for children under the age of 15.  Therefore, the dose factor 
for adults (age 20 and older) was obtained from ICRP Publication 56 (ICRP, 1989).  For 
individuals 15 to 20 years of age, a linear interpolation was performed between the estimated 
dose factor for age 15 and the dose factor from ICRP Publication 56 for age 20.  A geometric 
standard deviation of 1.5 was applied to the dose factors for individuals older than 15 years. 

9.3.2 Fraction of 131I Deposited and Absorbed in the Respiratory System 

Part of the 131I inhaled by a person is deposited in his or her respiratory system, from where it is 
rapidly absorbed and transferred to body fluids and the gastrointestinal tract. Deposition and 
absorption of 131I depend on its physico-chemical form. Different rates of deposition and 
absorption occur for gases than for aerosols.  To estimate the inhalation doses, we use a 
parameter (Dk, Section 8.2.1) that accounts for both deposition and absorption in the respiratory 
tract.   

The classical ICRP model (ICRP, 1979) divides the respiratory system into three major parts - 
the nasal passage (NP), the trachea and the bronchial tree (BT), and the pulmonary parenchyma 
(P).  According to this model, a fraction of about 0.63 of the inhaled iodine is deposited and 
absorbed to the lungs, if iodine is attached to particles having an activity median aerodynamic 
diameter (AMAD) of 1 µm.  If the particle diameter is different from 1 µm (e.g., 0.2, 0.5, 2 or 5 
µm), the deposition fractions are 0.63, 0.58, 0.75 and 0.87, respectively.   
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Figure 9.4 Comparison of thyroid masses from Bier (1996) and from the Mogilev and Gomel Regions
(former Soviet Union), which were affected by the Chernobyl accident.  A lognormal
distribution with a geometric standard deviation of 1.5 is assigned to the average thyroid
masses from Bier (1996).  The upper and lower bounds delimit a 95% confidence interval.
The numbers in parentheses represent the number of samples for the FSU data.
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Figure 9.5 Comparison of thyroid masses from Bier (1996) and from the Bryansk and Kiev Regions
(former Soviet Union), which were affected by the Chernobyl accident.  A lognormal
distribution with a geometric standard deviation of 1.5 is assigned to the average thyroid
masses from Bier (1996).  The upper and lower bounds delimit a 95% confidence interval.
The numbers in parentheses represent the number of samples for the FSU data.
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Figure 9.6 Comparison of the thyroid mass from Bier (1996) and from Zhytomir Region (former Soviet
Union), which were affected by the Chernobyl accident.  A lognormal distribution with a
geometric standard deviation of 1.5 is assigned to the average thyroid masses from Bier (1996).
The upper and lower bounds delimit a 95% confidence interval.  The numbers in parentheses
represent the number of samples for the FSU data.
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More recent studies (Raabe, 1987) distinguish between nasal and oral inhalation, which lead to 
different depositions in different areas of the respiratory system.  However, the total deposition 
of particles is similar, being between 0.6 to 0.8 for particles varying in size between 0.01 and 0.1 
µm, between 0.3 and 0.6 for particles with sizes between 0.1 and 1 µm, and between 0.3 and 1.0 
for particles between 1 and 10 µm.  The larger the particle size, the more deposition occurs in the 
nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal parts of the respiratory system. 

The most advanced model is described by ICRP Publication 66 (ICRP, 1994), which 
distinguishes 5 primary regions of the respiratory tract based on structure and function. Also, 
nasal and oral inhalation are treated separately.  Deposition of particles and gases is regarded as a 
passage through a series of 6 filters.  There are five filters corresponding to the five defined 
regions of the respiratory tract, and an additional "filter," called "inhalability," which accounts 
for the complex flow of particles around the human head and torso.   

Based on the new respiratory tract model, ICRP published age-dependent effective inhalation 
dose factors for many radioactive elements, including 131I (ICRP Publication 72; 1996).  In this 
publication, 131I is classified as a "soluble and reactive" substance; that is, deposition may occur 
throughout the entire respiratory tract.  This classification emphasizes the difference between 
iodine and other substances (e.g., hydrogen and carbon), considered to be "highly soluble and 
reactive"; that is, they are deposited and absorbed in the extrathoracic portions of the respiratory 
tract (without reaching the lungs).  

Deposition of gases is driven by different physical laws than is deposition of particles. ICRP 
Publication 72 (1996) uses a 100% deposition for elemental iodine, and only a 70% deposition 
for organic iodine. 

Absorption of iodine deposited within the respiratory tract is also a function of the physico-
chemical form of iodine.  For particles, ICRP (1996) differentiates between three broad 
absorption classes (Types F, M, and S, for Fast, Moderate, and Slow), which correspond to 
absorption fractions (f1) of 1.0, 0.1 and 0.01 respectively.  Iodine in gaseous forms (both 
elemental and organic) is assumed to be totally absorbed once deposited. 

In the case of releases from X-10, iodine was released mostly in gaseous form (elemental and 
organic), but also a small amount was released in particulate form (Section 3). During 
atmospheric transport, some of the elemental iodine attaches to particles already existing in the 
atmosphere.  By the time the plume arrives at the downwind location where iodine is inhaled, the 
fraction in particulate form will be appreciable (Section 4). Most particles will have small or very 
small sizes (< 1 µm) and are more likely to be of type F, rather than type M or type S.  

We performed a comparison between the thyroid dose factors for ingestion presented in ICRP 
Publication 67 (1993) and the thyroid dose factors for inhalation derived from ICRP Publication 
72 (1996), which are based on the new ICRP lung model and contain the effect of partial 
deposition and absorption of 131I in the respiratory tract.  ICRP Publication 67 (1993) reports 
ingestion dose factors based on a 100% absorption of iodine.  
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The comparison was performed by taking the ratios between the dose factors based on the new 
lung model and the ingestion dose factors (no deposition or absorption in the respiratory tract).  
Once iodine reaches the blood, the metabolism and dosimetry is similar in the two ICRP 
Publications.  Thus, the estimated ratios are an indicator of the overall effect of the deposition 
and absorption of 131I as incorporated in the new lung model.  For elemental iodine the ratio was 
0.9 and for organic iodine the ratio was 0.7. For the fast absorbing particles (f1 = 1), the ratio was 
0.4, and for the medium absorbing particles (f1 = 0.1), the ratio was 0.1. 

Based on the information presented above, the following distributions were used for the fraction 
of iodine deposited and absorbed in the respiratory tract (Dk):  

(a) for elemental iodine - a uniform distribution between 0.8 and 1.0 (central value 0.9); 

(b) for particulate iodine - a triangular distribution between 0.1 and 0.8 with a mode of 0.4; 
and 

(c) for organic iodine - a uniform distribution between 0.6 and 0.8 (central value 0.7). 

The same distributions were used for both the routine releases and the 1954 accident. 

9.4 Results and Conclusions 

The estimates of the 95% subjective confidence intervals for the age-specific dose conversion 
factors are listed in Table 9.3.  The central values of the ingestion dose factors estimated in this 
study are in good agreement with the factors recommended by ICRP (1989; Figure 9.7). 

The central values of the distributions produced in this study are comparable to the ICRP’s 
recommended values for children exposed as newborns or at age 1.  In order to use the new 
thyroid masses and to ensure a correct uncertainty analysis by taking into account the correlation 
between the biokinetic parameters, the metabolic model for iodine (Figure 9.2) was solved 
explicitly.  The biological half-lives of 131I in the thyroid gland obtained from Equation 9.5 were 
lower than the ICRP (1989) recommended values for different ages.  This is equivalent to a 
faster clearance by the thyroid gland, and thus a bias towards lower doses.  The increase in dose 
introduced by lower thyroid masses is balanced by the decrease introduced by the faster 
clearance rate, and the net effect is minimal.  
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Table 9.3 Age-specific dose factors (Gy Bq-1) for ingestion of 131I, derived for use in this 
study.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

95% Subjective Confidence Interval  
 

 
    Age in years 

 
Lower Limit 

 
Central Estimatea 

 
Upper Limit 

    
Fetusb 1.7 × 10-7 5.5 × 10-7 1.8 × 10-6 

Newborn 1.0 × 10-6 3.0 × 10-6 1.1 × 10-5 
1 7.1 × 10-7 2.4 × 10-6 7.2 × 10-6 
2 8.3 × 10-7 2.5 × 10-6 7.1 × 10-6 
3 6.1 × 10-7 2.1 × 10-6 7.3 × 10-6 
4 7.0 × 10-7 2.2 × 10-6 5.4 × 10-6 
    

5 6.1 × 10-7 1.8 × 10-6 5.2 × 10-6 
6 4.8 × 10-7 1.6 × 10-6 5.0 × 10-6 
7 5.1 × 10-7 1.5 × 10-6 3.9 × 10-6 
8 4.5 × 10-7 1.4 × 10-6 3.7 × 10-6 
9 5.3 × 10-7 1.4 × 10-6 3.9 × 10-6 
    

10 4.8 × 10-7 1.3 × 10-6 3.6 × 10-6 
11 4.7 × 10-7 1.3 × 10-6 3.6 × 10-6 
12 3.7 × 10-7 1.1 × 10-6 3.1 × 10-6 
13 3.5 × 10-7 9.8 × 10-7 2.7 × 10-6 
14 2.7 × 10-7 7.3 × 10-7 2.0 × 10-6 

    
15 2.6 × 10-7 7.0 × 10-7 1.8 × 10-6 
16 2.4 × 10-7 6.5 × 10-7 1.7 × 10-6 
17 2.2 × 10-7 5.9 × 10-7 1.6 × 10-6 
18 2.0 × 10-7 5.4 × 10-7 1.4 × 10-6 
19 1.8 × 10-7 4.9 × 10-7 1.3 × 10-6 

    

20 and older 1.6 × 10-7 4.4 × 10-7 1.2 × 10-6 

Average for the  
0 - 14 age group 1.5 × × × × 10-6 2.0 × × × × 10-6 2.9 × × × × 10-6 
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Figure 9.7 Comparison of the ingestion dose factors for I calculated in this study to the most recent131

recommended values from ICRP (1989).  The doses are estimated for the thyroid gland.
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Average dose factor for estimation of the total number of cases in the affected region 

Estimation of the total number of cancers possibly induced by exposure to 131I released from X-
10 (Section 2.0) is based on the doses to children under the age of 15 (the critical group of the 
population).  This dose is calculated using a dose factor for children 0 - 14, obtained as an 
average of the dose factors for each age between age 0 and 14, weighted for the fraction of 
population of that age.  According to the Census of the Population (Brunsman, 1952), in the 
counties affected by the 131I releases from X-10, there were 31,946 children between 0 and 14 in 
1950, with 12,479 between 0 and 4 (39%), 10,586 between 5 and 9 (33%), and 8,881 between 10 
and 14 (28%). 

Dose factor for the fetus 

Recently, the National Cancer Institute produced a report (NCI, 1997) on the estimated 
exposures received by the American people from 131I in fallout following Nevada atmospheric 
nuclear bomb tests in Nevada.  This report summarizes the doses to a fetus at various stages of 
development from ingestion of 131I by the pregnant mother (Table 9.4). The average dose factor 
for a fetus for the duration of pregnancy is 2.05 rad µCi-1 or 5.5 × 10-7 Gy Bq-1.  The intake of 
131I by an exposed individual is estimated usually on an annual basis.  However, for pregnant 
women, the intake is reduced to nine out of twelve month; that is, the intake is multiplied by 
(9/12).  NCI (1997) estimates the uncertainty due to interindividual variability in the dose factor 
for the fetus as a lognormal distribution having a geometric standard deviation of 1.8.  This value 
is consistent with the geometric standard deviation estimated in this study for the dose factor for 
post-natal exposures, and thus, was adopted for our calculations. 

 

Table 9.4  Dose to the thyroid of a fetus per unit activity of 131I ingested by a pregnant 
woman (NCI, 1997). 

 

Age of the fetus [rad/mCi] [Gy/Bq] 

0 - 10 wks 0.0 0.0 

11 - 20 wks 2.7 7.3 × 10-7 

21 - 30 wks 3.8 1.0 × 10-6 

31 - 40 wks 1.7 4.6 × 10-7 

average 2.05 5.5 ×××× 10-7 
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9.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

The sensitivity analysis identifies the variables that are major contributors to the uncertainty in 
the estimates of the dose factors.  Sensitivity analysis results are shown in Figure 9.8.  The 
analysis was performed only for selected age groups because of the relatively low variation of 
the parameters with increasing age.  For all ages, the major contributors to the uncertainty in the 
dose per unit intake are the thyroid mass followed by the fractional uptake (a).  Due to the strong 
dependencies between the biological elimination rates from blood (λ1) and from the thyroid (λ2), 
both are shown as having equal contributions to the overall uncertainty in the dose factor.  Their 
contribution becomes lower as the age increases.  Therefore, to estimate the thyroid dose for a 
given individual, one should obtain specific values for the thyroid mass and the fractional uptake 
for that individual, and concentrate less on the retention time of the iodine in the thyroid gland.  
The thyroid mass for a given individual can be obtained by direct measurement of thyroid 
volume using ultrasound techniques, or by using relationships between thyroid mass and other 
easy to measure characteristics such as the body mass or body height.  Further research is 
necessary to identify a method for assessing the fractional uptake of iodine by the thyroid gland 
as a function of individual characteristics. 

 



newborn

Thyroid Mass
(47% )

Fractional Uptake
(31% )

(11% )

(11% )

λ 1

λ 2

age 6

Thyroid Mass
(44% )

Fractional Uptake
(30% )

(13% )

(13% )

λ 1

λ 2

age 10

Thyroid Mass
(54% )

Fractional Uptake
(38% )

(4% )
(4%)

λ 1λ 2

age 15

Thyroid Mass
(54% )
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λ 1λ 2
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10.0 EXCESS LIFETIME RISK OF THYROID CANCER PER UNIT ABSORBED 
DOSE FOR INDIVIDUALS EXPOSED TO IODINE-131 

10.1 Introduction 

Several studies have established that X- and gamma irradiation of the thyroid will result in an 
increased incidence of thyroid carcinomas and adenomas in people exposed as children under 15 
years of age (NRC, 1990; Ron et al., 1995).  Radiation might also induce thyroid conditions not 
involving cancer, such as hypothyroidism, benign thyroid nodules, or Hashimoto's thyroiditis. 
An increased number of cases of hypothyroidism was found among patients treated with high-
dose radiation for Hodgkin's disease and among female Japanese A-bomb survivors (Spengler, 
1997).  To induce cancer, only a small number of cells be affected; these cells can then evolve 
into cancerous cells.  In non-cancer effects, it is thought that radiation must induce functional 
changes to a large number of cells, so that the function of the thyroid is impaired.   

Although fatal thyroid cancers are rare1, the thyroid gland in children has one of the highest 
radiogenic risk coefficients of any organ.  Convincing evidence for increased risk occurs at just 
below 0.1 Gy, and linearity best describes the dose-response relationship (Ron et al., 1995).  This 
section describes the methods used to derive the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer incidence 
from a unit absorbed dose of 131I, for individuals of various ages and both genders.  Also, it 
describes the necessary steps for estimation of the relative risk of thyroid cancer, and of the 
probability that an existing thyroid cancer was caused by exposure to 131I.  Definitions of the 
terms are presented in Section 10.2. 

10.1.1 Radiation-induced thyroid cancer 

A list of epidemiological studies regarding effects of radiation on the thyroid gland is presented 
in Table 10.1 for exposure to gamma and X-rays, in Table 10.2 for exposure to X-rays only, and 
in Table 10.3 for exposure to 131I.  Selected studies are discussed below.   

A pooled analysis of seven studies on thyroid cancer after childhood exposure to external 
radiation (Ron et al., 1995) produced an excess relative risk per Gy (ERR Gy-1) of 7.7 (95% C. I. 
= 2.1 to 28.7), and an excess absolute risk per 10,000 persons per year per Gy 
(EAR/10,000PYGy) of 4.4 (95% C. I. = 1.9 to 10.1).  The excess relative risk (ERR) is the 
relative increase in the rate of cancer incidence above that expected in an unexposed population. 
 The excess absolute risk (EAR) is the average number of cases of thyroid cancer observed above 
the expected amount per 10,000 person years of follow-up examination.  

                                                 
1 Thyroid cancer has an overall 5-year survival rate of 95%. 
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Table 10.1    Results of epidemiological studies for exposure to gamma and X-rays. 
 

Who was exposed How and why they were 
exposed 

Mean thyroid dose 
Gy 

(range) 

Excess relative risk for 
thyroid cancer 

ERR/Gy 
(95% C.I.) 

Excess absolute risk 
of thyroid cancer 
EAR/10,000PYGy 

(95% C.I.) 

Reference 

41,234 Japanese of all ages; mean age at 
time of exposure was 27 years; 60% were 
females; 24 years of follow-up. 
[< 15 years old at time of exposure] 

 
[> 15 years at time of exposure] 

Gamma rays and neutrons 
from bombings of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. 

0.27 (0.01 to 3.99); 
based on average dose 

to the entire body. 
 

 
 
 

4.7 (1.7,10.9)  
 
 

0.4 (-0.1, 1.2)  
 

 
 
 

2.7 (1.2, 4.6) 
 
 

0.4 (-0.1, 1.4) 
 

Ron et al. 
(1995) 

2,475 newborn children in Rochester, NY; 
mean age 0.1 yr.; 42% females; 35 years of 
follow-up. 

X-ray therapy for enlarged 
thymus gland; 15% received  
3 to 11 multiple exposures. 
 

1.36 (0.03 to 11) 
[< 1.0 yr at time of 

exposure] 
 

9.1(3.6, 28.8) 
 

2.6 (1.7, 3.6) 
 

Ron et al. 
(1995) 

10,834 Israeli children; mean age 7 years; 
51% females; 30 years of follow-up. 

X-ray therapy for tinea capitis 
(ringworm of the scalp); 5 
treatments given daily, with 
9% having repeat treatments 
beyond one year after initial 
treatment. 

0.09 (0.04 to 0.5) 
[<15 yr at time of 

exposure] 

32.5 (14.0 to 57.1 ) 
 

7.6 (2.7, 13.0) 
 

Ron et al. 
(1995) 

2,634 children in Chicago, IL; mean age 4 
yrs.; 40% females; 33 years of follow-up. 

X-ray therapy for enlarged 
tonsils and adenoids; 3 
treatments given weekly, with 
12% having treatments more 
than 6 months after first 
treatment. 

0.59 (0.01 to 5.8) 
[0 to15 yrs at time of 

exposure] 

2.5 (0.6, 26.0) 
 

3.0 (0.5, 17.1) 
 

Ron et al. 
(1995) 

22 cases and 82 controls in a case control 
study of childhood cancer of 9,170 patients; 
mean age 7 years; 45% females. 

X-ray therapy; large variation 
in the number of treatments 
given; doses were sufficient to 
suppress cancer through cell 
killing. 

12.5 (1 to 76) 
[age 0 to 18 yrs. at 
time of exposure] 

1.1 (0.4, 29.4) 
 

not applicable Ron et al. 
(1995) 

Pooled analysis of the first four studies plus 
additional data on young patients treated for 
lymphoid hyperplasia in Boston, MA; 
almost 58,000 exposed. 

Atomic bomb gamma-rays 
and neutrons, and X-ray 
therapy. 

(0.01 to 11) 
[persons 0-14 at time 

of exposure] 

7.7 (2.1, 28.8); 
children under 14 at time of 
exposure receiving a single 

exposure 

4.4 (1.9, 10.1) 
 

Ron et al. 
(1995) 

14,351 Swedish infants exposed to β 
radiation, gamma and X rays between 1920 
and 1959.  

Radiotherapy for skin 
hemangioma. 

0.26 
(<0.01 to 28.5) 

4.92 
(1.26, 10.2) 

0.9 Lundell et 
al. (1994) 
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Table 10.2   Results of epidemiological studies for exposure to X-rays. 
 
 

Who was exposed How and why they were 
exposed 

Mean thyroid 
dose 
Gy 

(range) 

Excess relative risk for 
thyroid cancer 

ERR/Gy 
(95% C.I.) 

Excess absolute risk of 
thyroid cancer 

EAR/10,000PYGy 
(95% C.I.) 

Reference 

2,227 New York City children 
under the age of 18 who were 
followed up for an average of 
35 years. 

X-ray therapy for tinea capitis. 0.06 
[children under the 
age of 18 at time of 

treatment] 
 

7.7 (90% C.I.  0, 48.2) 1.5 (90% C.I 0, 9.4) Shore (1992) 

1,677 mixed juveniles and 
adults ages 2 to 82, followed up 
for an average of 10 years. 

X-ray therapy for Hodgkin’s 
disease. 52% received 
chemotherapy as well. 
 

34 
(dose was 

sufficiently high to 
produce cell 

killing) 
[mixed juveniles 
and adults at time 

of treatment] 
 

0.4 (90% C.I. 0.2, 0.8) 0.2 (90% C.I. 0.1, 0.3) Shore (1992) 

43 females who had thyroid 
cancer were identified from a 
cohort of 150,000 cervical 
cancer patients treated in 14 
countries.  81 matched controls 
were also selected.  The mean 
age at diagnosis was 53 years. 

Treatment consisted of 
combinations of intracavity 
radium and external beam  
X-rays. 50% treated for 5 days 
per week for 30 days. 

0.11 
(0.01 to 0.24) 

[adults at time of 
treatment] 

34.9 (-2.2, ∞) not applicable Ron et al. 
(1995) 
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Table 10.3    Results of epidemiological and experimental studies for exposure to 131I. 
 

Who was exposed How and why they 
were exposed 

Mean thyroid dose 
Gy 

(range) 

Excess relative risk for 
thyroid cancer 

ERR/Gy 
(95% C.I.) 

Excess absolute risk of thyroid 
cancer 

EAR/10,000PYGy 
(95% C.I.) 

Reference 

3,503 individuals in the US 
under the age of 20, 27 years of 
follow-up,  

Diagnostic treatment 
with 131 I 

approx. 0.6 Gy 
[ages 0 to 20 years at 

time of treatment] 

3.1 (90% C.I. <0, 23.0) 
 

0.5 (90% C.I. <0, 3.5) 
 

Shore 
(1992) 

13,896 mostly adult German 
patients, followed up for about 
17 years. 

Diagnostic treatment 
with 131 I 

1.0 
[mostly adults at time of 

treatment] 

0.3 (90% C.I. 0, 1.4) 
 

0.9 (90% C.I. 0.0,1.4) Shore 
(1992) 

1,764 Swedish patients under the 
age of 20 at time of exposure, 
followed up for 40 years. 

Diagnostic treatment 
with 1311 

1.5 
[< 20 y; it is likely that 
the majority of these 
individuals were over 

15 at time of exposure] 

0.25 
(3 cancers observed; 

1.8 expected) 

not given Hall et al. 
(1996a) 

20,911 Swedish adults, followed 
up for 40 years. 

Diagnostic treatment 
with 1311 

0.9 
[> 20 years at time of 

exposure] 

0 0 Hall et al. 
(1996a) 

1,005 Swedish females of mixed 
ages, 83% were over the age of 
20 at time of exposure. 

Diagnostic treatment 
with 131I 

0.49 to 0.7 
[most over the age of 20 

at time of exposure] 

0.9 (0.3, 2.3) 
thyroid nodules 

determined by palpation 

not determined Hall et al. 
(1996b) 

2,473 Utah residents under the 
age of 8 at time of first exposure. 
Approximately 35 years of 
follow-up. 

Nevada Test Site 
fallout 131I 

0.09 
(10-5 to about 3) 

[all under the age of 8 at 
time of exposure] 

7.0 (0.7, 33) 
all neoplasms 
7.9 (0.0, 100) 
all carcinomas 

-- 
 

3.1* 
(0 - 6.9) 

*estimated 

Stevens et 
al. (1992) 

Geographical epidemiological 
analysis of 2,328,000 children 
under the age of 15 at time of 
exposure in Ukraine, Belarus, 
and Russia (5 y follow-up 
period). 

Chernobyl 131I (0.05 - 0.92) 
range of average doses 

in 9 study areas 

46 
min = 21 (Zhytomir 

county, Ukraine) 
max = 85 (city of Kiev, 

Ukraine) 

2.4 
(1.4 - 3.8) 

min = 1.0 (Zhytomir county, Ukraine) 
max = 3.5 (Gomel county, Belarus) 

Jacob et al. 
(1998) 

 

1,800 prepubescent female 
Long-Evans rats randomly 
assigned to 6 equal treatment 
groups. All surviving animals 
sacrificed after 2 years; cancers 
mostly follicular; cancers are 
mostly papillary in humans. 

3 groups injected 
intraperitoneally with 
131I 
 
3 groups irradiated 
with localized X rays 

mean doses of  
0.80, 3.3, and 8.5 

 
 

mean doses of  
0.94, 4.1, and 10.6 

not estimated 2.3, 1.1, 0.90 × 10-4 lifetime risk per cGy 
[equivalent to a human EAR of 4.3 to 1.7] 

 
 

1.5, 1.3, 0.74 × 10-4 lifetime risk per cGy 
[equivalent to a human EAR of 2.9 to 1.1] 

Lee et al. 
(1982) 
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The ERR was highest for females exposed to a single treatment before the age of 5 and lowest 
for males over the age of 10 who received more than a single treatment, with the ratios of 
relative risks between these two groups being a factor of about 14 (Ron et al., 1995).  The pooled 
analysis by Ron et al. (1995) included 5 cohort studies and two case-control studies totaling 
approximately 120,000 persons (58,000 exposed subjects and 61,000 nonexposed subjects), in 
which nearly 700 thyroid cancers were observed during 3,000,000 person years of follow-up 
examinations.   

Unlike the evidence for X-rays and gamma rays, the effectiveness of 131I in producing thyroid 
cancer is a subject associated with considerable uncertainty (Laird, 1987; Van Middlesworth, 
1989; Shore, 1992).  Epidemiological studies of 2,473 Utah school children exposed to 131I from 
atmospheric weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site show a significant dose response for all 
categories of thyroid neoplasms with an ERR per Gy of about 7.0 (90% C. I. = 0.7 to 33), but the 
number of carcinomas (8) and adenomas (11) in this cohort is small (Stevens et al., 1992; Kerber 
et. al., 1993).   

The most convincing evidence of the link between 131I exposure and thyroid cancer is still 
emerging from reports and preliminary results from the follow-up of children in the aftermath of 
the Chernobyl accident of 1986.  Since 1990, about 1,000 cases of childhood thyroid cancers 
have been identified within Belarus, Russia and Ukraine, and it is apparent that this observed 
increase in thyroid cancer is the result of exposure to 131I.  A preliminary dose-response 
relationship for children under the age of 15  (EAR of about 4 cases per 10,000 individuals per 
Gy per year) for exposures to Chernobyl 131I in Belarus, Russia and Ukraine was reported by 
Jacob et al. (1998).  Jacob et al. (1998) found an excess absolute risk for children under the age 
of 15 of 2.4 (95% confidence interval of 1.4 to 3.8) per 104 person-year Gy for the three 
countries.  The differences between the derived excess absolute risks are quite small: from 1.0 
per 104 person year Gy in Zhytomyr county (Ukraine) to 3.5 per 104 person year Gy in Gomel 
county (Belarus).  The excess relative risk from the same set of studies (Jacob et al., 1998) was 
46 ERR Gy-1, with values ranging from 21 ERR Gy-1 in Zhytomyr county (Ukraine) to 85 ERR 
Gy-1 in the city of Kiev (Ukraine).  The large values of the excess relative risk per unit dose from 
exposure to 131I released from Chernobyl are probably explained by the short follow-up period of 
the exposed cohort (1991 to 1995), and by the young age of the people in the cohort.  At this 
young age, the natural incidence of thyroid cancer is low.  As a population ages, the background 
incidence of thyroid cancer increases, while the radiosensitivity of the thyroid decreases.  If this 
hypothesis is correct, it is expected that the excess lifetime relative risk per unit dose from the 
Chernobyl cohort will be much lower than the current observed values.  In conclusion, the values 
derived from the epidemiological studies of the Chernobyl cohort cannot be used directly to 
estimate the lifetime risk of thyroid cancer, but they are useful in shedding some light on the 
issue of 131I effectiveness in producing thyroid cancer (Section 10.2.4). 
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Induction of thyroid carcinomas was also observed in experimental exposure to X-rays and 131I 
of prepubescent female Long-Evans rats (Lee et al., 1982); these effects were observed 
regardless of the dose rate at which the animals were exposed.  For rats, Lee et al. (1982) 
estimated a lifetime (24 mo.) excess risk of cancer of 1.9 × 10-2 per Gy.  This value is similar to a 
value of 2.1 × 10-2 per Gy estimated by the same authors for children exposed at age 10 to X-rays 
and gamma rays, assuming a human lifetime of 73 years.   

10.1.2 Non-Neoplastic Radiogenic Thyroid Disease 

At high levels of exposure, there is a significant association between ionizing radiation exposure 
and the occurrence of nonmalignant thyroid disease (IOM/NAS, 1998).  At radiation doses of 50 
Gy and above, the thyroid gland is destroyed, resulting in hypothyroidism.  High radiation doses 
clearly cause direct follicular cell injury, but there is considerable evidence that this is not the 
only factor involved in radiation-related non-neoplastic thyroid disease.  According to the 
IOM/NAS (1998), various forms of primary thyroiditis have an autoimmune origin.  Both 
hypothyroidism (including Hashimoto’s and atrophic thyroiditis) and some forms of 
hyperthyroidism (Grave’s disease) are caused by closely related genetic and immunologic 
disturbances, although they are distinctly different diseases.  Autoimmune thyroiditis leading to 
hypothyroidism is related to the presence of antibodies directed against components of the 
thyroid such as thyroid globulin or thyroid cell microsomes.  In Grave’s disease, there is 
diffusely hyperplastic goiter from production of antibody directed against the TSH receptors, 
which causes excessive stimulation of the follicular cells.  It is well known that both autoimmune 
hypo- and hyperthyroidism can be induced by exposure to ionizing radiation.  Thyroid 
autoimmunity has been observed in individuals (children and adolescents at time of exposure) 
exposed to Chernobyl 131I (Pacini et al., 1998). 

The risk of radiogenic autoimmune thyroiditis could plausibly extend down into the range of 
doses below 1 Gy (100 rad), but the evidence reviewed to date by the IOM/NAS (1998) indicates 
that hypothyroidism from 131I would be unlikely at doses below 0.1 to 0.2 Gy (10 to 20 rad).  The 
current Hanford Thyroid Disease Study (1998) is evaluating all thyroid diseases, including 
autoimmune thyroiditis and hypothyroidism as well as thyroid antibody concentration, in 
association with radiation dose.  It is expected that the data from this study will be extremely 
valuable in the estimation of radiogenic risk of non-malignant thyroid disease. 

10.1.3 Other Neoplasms 

Thyroid cancer and benign nodules are both classified as neoplasms.  Although thyroid cancer is 
usually clinically manifested as a nodule on the gland, most thyroid nodules are benign 
(IOM/NAS, 1998).  Larger thyroid nodules (≥ 1.5 cm) are more likely to be associated with 
clinically significant thyroid cancer.  About 10% of all nodules larger than 1.5 cm in size and 
found to be carcinomas.  For nodules less than 1.5 cm, the frequency of carcinomas drops to 3%. 
Palpable thyroid nodules, those that can be felt through the neck by a trained physician, increase 
in frequency with age.  They are more common in women than in men.  Approximately 5% of 
women over the age of 50 and 1% of men over 50 have palpable thyroid nodules.  Ultrasound 
detects thyroid nodules that are less than 1 cm in size, a size sufficiently small to escape 
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detection through palpation.  The prevalence of thyroid nodules detected by ultrasonagraphy is a 
factor of 7 to 10 times greater than that for palpable thyroid nodules.  

The radiogenic relative risk of noncancerous neoplasms appears to be similar to that of thyroid 
cancer (Kerber et al., 1993; Schneider et al., 1993; Stevens et al., 1992).  Thus, the calculated 
excess lifetime risk of neoplasms will be strongly influenced by the method used to determine 
the background incidence of thyroid nodules. 

10.2 Methodology Used for Estimation of Various Risk-Related Quantities 

Estimation of the Risk Factors 

The risk of acquiring thyroid cancer from exposure to a unit radiation dose (the risk factor) can 
be determined using a relative or an absolute risk model.  A relative risk model seems to be a 
better representation of the true dose-response relationship for radiation-induced thyroid cancer 
(Ron et al., 1995).  However, an absolute risk model cannot be totally discarded. The risk factors 
based on a relative risk model are therefore compared to those obtained using an absolute risk 
model.  In this study, the risk of thyroid cancer is estimated for an average individual in the 
population having an average life expectancy of 70 years. 

When a relative risk model is used, the excess lifetime risk per unit dose from a 131I exposure at 
age i (the risk factor) is obtained as follows: 

( )δεββ /iiiii gBBRF ⋅⋅⋅=⋅=       (10.1) 

where 

RFi = the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer per unit dose from exposure at     
   age “i” per unit absorbed dose [Gy-1] (risk factor); 

Bi = the background lifetime risk of thyroid cancer for an exposure at age “i”    
    [unitless]; 

βi = the age- and gender-dependent excess relative risk of thyroid cancer per    
   unit dose for exposure to 131I [Gy-1]; 

β = the excess relative risk (ERR) per unit dose for children of both genders  
0-4 years of age [Gy-1]; 

g = a modifying factor accounting for differences between genders [unitless]; 

εi = a modifying factor accounting for age at time of exposure [unitless]; and  

δ  = a modifying factor accounting for the relative effectiveness of 131I in 
producing thyroid cancer as compared with X and gamma rays [unitless]. 
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When an absolute risk model is used, the excess lifetime risk of radiation-induced thyroid cancer 
from a unit dose of 131I can be estimated as follows: 

 70
1 ⋅





⋅=
δ

EARRF         (10.2) 

where 

EAR =  the excess absolute risk per unit dose for children under the age of 15         
   exposed to gamma and X-rays [per 10,000 person year Gy]. 

An estimate of the excess absolute risk is readily available for children under the age of 15 
exposed to X-rays and gamma rays (Ron et al., 1995).  Since risk estimates based on the absolute 
risk model are used in this report for comparison purposes only, a breakdown by age or gender 
was not performed.  However, application of the dose-response relationship derived for external 
radiation to that for internal exposure to 131I requires a similar effectiveness factor (δ) as defined 
above.  The average life expectancy is taken to be 70 years.  

Estimation of the Relative Risk and of the Probability of Thyroid Cancer Causation 

The relative risk (RR) represents the factor by which the background risk of cancer is increased 
after exposure to a carcinogen (in this case 131I).  By definition, the relative risk is obtained as 

 ( ) iiiii DgDRR ⋅⋅⋅+=⋅+= δεββ /11      (10.3) 

where Di is the thyroid dose received by an individual of age "i," and the rest of the parameters 
are the same as defined for Equation 10.1.  

A relative risk of 2.0 means that exposure to 131I doubled the background lifetime risk of thyroid 
cancer for the exposed individual.  A relative risk equal to 3.0 means that the lifetime risk has 
been increased by a factor of three because of exposure, and so on.  

Another useful quantity is the probability of causation (PC), which is defined as the probability 
that a present or future malignancy may have been caused by an individual's exposure to 
radiation (NCRP, 1993).  The probability of causation is usually expressed in percent.  For 
exposure at age i, the probability of causation Pci can be estimated as 

 %100
1

%100
1

×
+

=×
−

=
i

i

i

i
i RR

RR
PC

β
β

     (10.4) 

The quantities in Equation 10.4 are those defined above.  Estimates of the relative risk and the 
probability of causation for selected thyroid doses and ages at exposure are presented in Section 
11. 
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Estimation of a risk factor for the 0-14 age group 

Estimation of the total number of cancers possibly induced by exposure to 131I released from X-
10 (Section 2.0) is based on the critical group of the population with respect to exposure to 131I, 
that is, children under the age of 15.  The risk factor for children 0-14 is obtained as an average 
of the dose factors for each age group between ages of 0 and 14, weighted by the fraction of the 
number of people in that age-group.  According to the Census of the Population (Brunsman, 
1952), in the counties affected by the 131I releases from X-10 there were 31,946 children between 
0 and 15 in 1950 (15,842 males and 16,104 females), with 12,479 between 0 and 4 (6,126 males 
and 6,353 females), 10,586 between 5 and 9 (5,281 males and 5,305 females), and 8,881 between 
10 and 14 (4,435 males and 4,446 females).  For, both males and females, the percentage of 
people in each age group is 39% for 0-4, 33% for 5-9, and 28% for 10-14.  The estimated risk 
factor for the 0-14 age group is presented in Section 10.3. 

10.2.1 The Lifetime Background Risk of Thyroid Cancer 

An individual of a given age “i,” who has never been exposed to 131I has a finite risk of getting 
thyroid cancer over the duration of his or her remaining life.  This risk is called “lifetime 
background risk” (Bi); it depends on the age (“i”) and on the life expectancy of the individual.  
In this study, the exposed individual is an average individual having an average lifetime of 70 
years.   

If an individual is exposed at age “i,” the lifetime background incidence of thyroid cancer for 
that individual at age i can be estimated as shown in Equation 10.5.  The derivation of this 
relationship is presented in Appendix 10A. 

 ( )t  R   =   B k 0,

lifetime

i   =   k
i ∆⋅∑         (10.5) 

where  

R0, k = age-specific thyroid cancer incidence rate [yr-1], and 

∆t = 1 year. 

The age-specific thyroid cancer incidence rates for Tennessee were provided by the Tennessee 
Department of Health in Nashville (Figure 10.1; Turri, 1998).  The data were collected between 
1988 and 1995.  These data are gender-specific and represent mixed races; they are separated 
into three geographical groups: (1) incidence rates for all Tennessee counties, (2) incidence rates 
for Anderson, Roane, Loudon and Knox counties, (3) incidence rates for all counties in 
Tennessee other than Anderson, Roane, Loudon and Knox.  The third group of data was used for 
estimation of the background risk of thyroid cancer because they are considered to be 
specifically for Tennessee areas and because they represent people that most probably had not 
been  exposed  to  131I  released  from  X-10.   Appendix 10A presents a summary of the data and  
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Figure 10.1 Age-specific thyroid cancer rates for males and females in Tennessee (1988-1995
diagnosis period). Source: Turri (1998).
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The summation in Equation 10.5 was done for an average lifetime of 70 years.  The calculated 
background lifetime risk was found to be almost constant for exposures at ages less than 14 years 
(Figure 10.2).  This effect can be explained by the low incidence rate of thyroid cancer in 
childhood as compared with the rates in adulthood.  

For exposures at ages less than 5 years, the background lifetime risk of thyroid cancer for 
females for all counties in Tennessee other than Anderson, Roane, Loudon and Knox was found 
to be Bi = 3.9 × 10-3 for an average lifetime of 70 years.  For a life expectancy of 85 years or 
more, the calculated background lifetime risk was 5.4 × 10-3.  Because the lifetime of an exposed 
individual is unknown, the ratio between the background for 85 years and the background for 70 
years was calculated (5.4 × 10-3 / 3.9 × 10-3 = 1.4).  This ratio was used as an uncertainty factor 
that was applied to the background for a lifetime of 70 years.  The estimated range for the 
background lifetime risk of thyroid cancer for females in Tennessee is 2.8 × 10-3 to 5.4 × 10-3.  A 
log-uniform distribution was assigned to this range.  A similar rationale was applied for all ages 
and for both genders, and the uncertainties in the background incidence rates were assigned 
accordingly (Table 10.4). 

10.2.2  The Excess Relative and Excess Absolute Risk of Thyroid Cancer per Unit Dose  

The most comprehensive source of information about radiation-induced thyroid cancer is the 
analysis of thyroid cancer after childhood exposure to external radiation by Ron et al. (1995).  
This study found an excess relative risk per Gy (ERR Gy-1) of 7.7 (95% C. I. = 2.1 to 28.7) for 
childhood exposure (<15 years) of children of both genders.  The most at risk individuals are 
found to be females exposed to a single dose of external radiation of 0.1 Gy or more before the 
age of 5.  

To indicate the relative differences between the risk for other age and gender groups and the risk 
for individuals under the age of 5, Ron et al. (1995) present a set of age-at-first-exposure and 
gender modifying factors (Table 10.5) (see also Section 10.2.3).  However, the study does not 
report an excess relative risk for individuals under the age of 5 (β).  This quantity (β) is derived 
starting from the reported excess relative risk for childhood exposures (7.7 ERR Gy-1) 
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Figure 10.2 Background lifetime risk of thyroid cancer based on statistics for all counties in the
State of Tennessee other than Anderson, Roane, Loudon, and Knox counties (1988
-1995 diagnosis period).
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Table 10.4 Background lifetime risk of cancer for all counties in the State of Tennessee other 
than Anderson, Roane, Loudon and Knox, determined for an average life 
expectancy of 70 years.  

 
 

 
Background lifetime risk of cancer 

Age at 
exposurea 

[yr] 

Duration 
of lifeb 

Determined value for a 
lifetime up to age 70c 

Uncertainty 
factord 

95% subjective confidence interval 

 
    lower limit upper limit 

Females      
0-4 66-70 3.88 × 10-3 1.4 2.8 × 10-3 5.4 × 10-3 
5-9 61-65 3.87 × 10-3 1.4 2.8 × 10-3 5.4 × 10-3 

10-14 56-60 3.84 × 10-3 1.4 2.7 × 10-3 5.4 × 10-3 
15-19 51-55 3.74 × 10-3 1.4 2.7 × 10-3 5.2 × 10-3 
20-29 41-50 3.37 × 10-3 1.4 2.4 × 10-3 4.7 × 10-3 
30-39 31-60 2.56 × 10-3 1.6 1.6 × 10-3 4.1 × 10-3 
Males      

0-4 66-70 1.40 × 10-3 1.6 8.7 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 
5-9 61-65 1.39 × 10-3 1.6 8.7 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 

10-14 56-60 1.38 × 10-3 1.6 8.7 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 
15-19 51-55 1.38 × 10-3 1.6 8.6 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 
20-29 41-50 1.27 × 10-3 1.7 7.4 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 
30-39 31-60 1.05 × 10-3 1.8 5.8 × 10-4 1.9 × 10-3 

 a People age 40 and above are not included in this table because the risks are zero (see Table 10.5). 
 b Expected average duration of life from the age at first exposure to 131I. 
 c Three digits are presented here to emphasis the slight variation in childhood years. 

d The uncertainty factor is obtained as a ratio between the background lifetime risks for an average life 
expectancy of more than 85 years and an average life expectancy of 70 years.  The uncertainty is described 
as a log-uniform distribution between the lower and the upper limits obtained applying the uncertainty 
factor to the central value calculated for an average life expectancy of 70 years.  Numbers are rounded to 
two significant digits. 

 

In Equation 10.6, the quantities denoted by ε are the age modifying factors reported by Ron et al. 
(1995) (Table 10.5).  The quantities denoted by n are the number of cases for the different age 
groups, respectively.  The numbers of cases (nage-group) in each age group are as follows: 64 
children exposed as newborns (< 1 year old), 251 children exposed between 1 and 4 years of age, 
111 children exposed between 5 and 9 years old, and 47 children exposed between 10 and 14 
years of age, with a total of n = 473 (Table 10.5). 

The “central estimate” of 7.7 (ERR Gy-1) from Ron et al. (1995) is used as the geometric mean of 
a lognormal distribution, and the 95% confidence interval of 2.1 to 28.7 is used to obtain a 
geometric standard deviation of 1.95.  The excess relative risk for children of both genders 
exposed before the age of 5 was found to be 9.7 (ERR Gy-1), with a 95% confidence interval of 
2.5 to 35.4.  
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Table 10.5 Pooled analysis of cohort studies of persons exposed before age 15 years: 

modifiers of excess relative risk per Gy (ERR Gy-1) (Ron et al., 1995).  
 

Variable 
 
Categories 

 
Number of cases 

 
Modifying 
factor (εεεε) 

 
P value 

Gender Male 202 0.5 0.07 

 Female 271 1.0  

Age at first exposure (years) <1 64 1.0a 0.004 

 1-4 251 1.0a  

 5-9 111 0.5a  

 10-14 47 0.2a  

 15-19  1.0b  

 20-39  0.6b  

  40  0.0c  

Number of treatments 1 373 1.0 0.18 

 2+ 63 0.7  

 

a For children  under the age  of 15, the ERR per Gy derived from Ron et al. (1995) is used (9.7 ERR Gy-1). 
 bFor adults, the ERR per Gy from the Japanese Atomic Bomb Survivors cohort as reported by Ron et al. (1995) 

      is used (0.4 ERR Gy-1). 
cNo dose-response relationship for thyroid cancer can be found for people exposed after the age of 40  
(Thompson et al., 1994). 

 

Adolescents older than 15 years of age and adults are less susceptible to radiation-induced 
thyroid cancer (Ron, 1996; Ron et al., 1995).  The excess relative risk per unit dose for people in 
this group was estimated at 0.4 (ERR Gy-1), with a 95% confidence interval of (-0.1, 1.2) (Ron et 
al., 1995).  A lognormal distribution with an arithmetic mean of 0.4 and a standard deviation of 
0.41 was assigned to describe the uncertainty in the ERR per unit dose.  The standard deviation 
was obtained from the reported 95% confidence interval.   

The analysis of the Japanese Atomic Bomb Survivors shows a negative dose-response 
relationship for adults exposed after age 40 (Thompson et al., 1994).  Thus, no risk associated 
with 131I exposure for this age group is assumed in this report for individuals over the age of 40 
at the time of exposure.  

For children under the age of 15 exposed to x-rays and gamma rays, the excess absolute risk per 
104 PY Gy from the pooled epidemiological study by Ron et al. (1995) is 4.4 (95% C.I. = 1.9, 
10.1).  For teenagers and adults (age > 15), the excess absolute risk per 104 PY-Gy is 0.4 (95% 
C.I. = -0.1, 1.4) (from Ron et al., 1995, based on the A-Bomb Survivors study). 
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10.2.3 Age and gender modifying factors 

Ron et al. (1995) also present a number of age modifying factors (Table 10.5) that can result in a 
net increase or decrease in the excess relative risk per unit dose (ERR Gy-1).  These modifying 
factors were applied to the excess relative risk per unit dose for individuals of both genders under 
the age of 5 at the time of exposure as follows: a modifying factor of 1 is used for the age group 
of 0 to 4 years; for the age groups of 5 to 9 years and 10 to 14 years, modifying factors are 0.5 
and 0.2, respectively.  An example of the effect of age at the time of exposure on the annual risk 
of thyroid cancer is shown in Figure 10.3. 

For adolescents, a specific excess relative risk per unit dose was used (see Section 10.2.2), and 
the modifying factor related to the age at exposure for this age-group is 1.0.  For adults under the 
age of 40, a modifying factor of 0.6 was used, as reported by Ron et al. (1995) from an analysis 
of the Japanese Atomic Bomb Survivors.  For adults exposed after 40 years of age, no positive 
dose-response relationship is found (Thompson et al., 1994).  

Gender is another important factor influencing the estimation of the radiation-induced risk of 
thyroid cancer.  In the pooled analysis of the available epidemiological study, Ron et al. (1995) 
found a tendency for females to be twice as sensitive as males in acquiring thyroid cancer from 
exposure to external radiation, but this finding was only of only marginal  statistical  significance 
(P = 0.07).  However,  the relative  difference  between females and males is different from study 
to study.  For instance, males were found to be more sensitive than females in the cohort of A-
bomb surviving children (by a factor of 2.9), and in the cohort of children treated with X-rays for 
inflamed tonsils (by a factor of 1.8).  In contrast, females were found to be more sensitive than 
males in the Israel tinea capitis study (by a factor of 5).  

To account for the influence of gender in risk estimation, the relative difference between females 
and males [i.e., the ratio (RFM) between the ERR for females and the ERR for males in a given 
age group] was treated as an uncertain variable.  For instance, RFM = 5 means that females are 5 
times more sensitive than males, and RFM = 0.5 means males are twice as sensitive as females.  
The factor g in equation 10.1 is estimated as: 

 

RFMg =   for females, and 

RFM
g

1=     for males. 
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Figure 10.3 Example of the effect of age at time of exposure on the annual risk of thyroid cancer
for a single dose of 0.3 Gy (external exposure).  The relative risk is calculated
according to Eq. 10.3 where β*g = 12.3 Gy , δ= 1.0, and ε is given in Table 10.5.-1
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The ratio between the risk for females and the risk for males will always be numerically equal to 
RFM.  The relative difference between the radiosensitivity of females and males was defined as a 
discrete probability distribution function having the following values for children under age 15. 
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where  p is the discrete probability associated with each individual value of RFM. 

For adolescents and adults (age > 15), the difference between the radiosensitivity of females and 
males is larger than for children.  Information about adolescents and adults is taken from the A-
Bomb survivors study, which indicate that males are 5 times less sensitive than females. 
However, as seen in the case of children, differences induced by gender in the observed excess 
relative risk may vary substantially from one study to another.  Thus, the results of a single study 
can not be treated as information directly applicable  to the  conditions of the present analysis. To 
account for  this variation in the case of adolescents and adults, the same distribution for RFM as 
for children was used.  

This distribution offers a large spectrum of possible values for this parameter, including a 
relative difference of a factor of 5 as found by the A-Bomb survivor study. 

10.2.4 Iodine-131 Effectiveness Factor 

The 131I effectiveness factor (δ) represents the value by which the risk from external exposure to 
X-rays and gamma rays must be divided to obtain the risk from exposure to ingested or inhaled 
131I.  National and international organizations have stated that an absorbed dose (Gy) of 131I is at 
least a factor of three less effective than a similar absorbed dose of shorter-lived isotopes of 
iodine or of X-rays and gamma rays (ICRP, 1991; UNSCEAR, 1994; NCRP, 1985; USEPA, 
1994).  These statements appear to be supported by the publications of Shore (1992) and Hall et 
al. (1996a).  The problem is that most of the epidemiological data on 131I is for diagnostic and 
therapeutic doses applied to adolescents and adults.  In adults, especially those exposed after 40 
years of age, the effect of exposure to 131I is similar to that for X-rays and gamma rays: No 
conclusive dose-response relationship for thyroid cancer has been demonstrated. 

At the 1996 annual meeting of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements 
(NCRP), it was concluded that data were insufficient to support past claims that a given dose of 
131I is less effective than the same dose of X-rays and gamma rays (Ron, 1996).  Similar 
concerns have been expressed by Laird (1987) and Van Middlesworth (1989).  The few 
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epidemiological data that are available on the effects of 131I doses to the thyroid when individuals 
are exposed in childhood show a dose response that is quite similar to those reported for X-rays 
and gamma rays. 

After review of the literature (Ron, 1996; Jacob et al. 1998; Hall et al., 1996a; Ron et al., 1995; 
Shore, 1992; Laird, 1987; Lee et al., 1982; ICRP, 1991; UNSCEAR, 1994; NCRP, 1985; 
USEPA, 1994; Johnson and Myers, 1983) and after discussions with outside experts, the authors 
of this study believe that the state of knowledge for this parameter is currently described by a 
range from 1.0 to 5.0.  The weight of evidence now seems to support values much closer to unity 
than to 5.0 (IOM/NAS, 1998).   

To capture the uncertainty associated with this parameter, two approaches are used.  The first 
assumes no difference between the effectiveness of external radiation and of 131I. The support for 
this assumption comes from recent observations of the incidence of thyroid cancer in children 
exposed to 131I in the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident (Beral, 1997; Jacob et al., 1998), the 
dose response observed in Utah residents exposed in childhood to 131I from weapons testing at 
the Nevada Test Site (Stevens et al., 1992; Kerber et al., 1995), and the animal study performed 
by Lee et al. (1982). 

The second approach treats the effectiveness of 131I as an uncertain variable with subjective 
weight given to values of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and 5.0 (Figure 10.4).  In this approach, a subjective 
weight of 35% is assigned to the value of 1.0 because strong evidence exists that there may not 
be a difference between exposure to external radiation and exposure to 131I.  A subjective weight 
of 40% is assigned to the value of 1.5 because of a tendency in the data on fractionated external 
exposures to show a slightly lower effect over time than when the dose is delivered as a single 
unit exposure (Ron et al., 1995).  It should be noted, however, that this effect was not statistically 
significant.   

Subjective weights of 15%, 7%, and 3% are assigned to values of 2.0, 3.0, and 5.0, respectively. 
The possibilities of these high values are given much lower subjective weights due to the 
absence of direct supportive evidence.  However, these values acknowledge the 
recommendations of national and international committees for a reduction of the effectiveness of 
radiation-induced cancer when exposure involves a low dose rate, as is the case with exposures 
to prolonged releases of 131I to the air from the X-10 facility (UNSCEAR, 1994; ICRP, 1991; 
NCRP, 1985, 1997; USEPA, 1994). 

The possibility of a low 131I effectiveness is included because there is limited epidemiological 
evidence demonstrating an increase in thyroid cancer resulting from long-term, low dose-rate 
exposures to children spanning a period of several years to a decade or more.  One such case is 
the Utah study (Kerber et al., 1993) in which children were exposed to 131I from Nevada Test 
Site fallout over a period of years.  Another is the outcome of cohorts of children exposed to 
multiple X-ray treatments, extending over a period of several years (Ron et al., 1995). Additional 
information may be forthcoming in early 1999 with the completion of the Hanford Thyroid 
Disease Study, which is a case study of children in eastern Washington exposed over a period of 
years to 131I releases to the atmosphere from fuel reprocessing operations at Hanford. 
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Figure 10.4 Discrete probability distribution function that describe the uncertainty in the
reduction factor accounting for I effectiveness with respect to an acute dose of X131

rays or gamma rays.
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10.3 Estimates of 131I Risk Factors 

The excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer per unit dose for females exposed under the age of 5 
was found to range between 4.5 × 10-3 Gy-1 and 1.6 × 10-1 Gy-1, with a central estimate of 3.0 × 
10-2 Gy-1 or 3.0 × 10-4 rad-1 (Table 10.6; Figure 10.5).  The risk at older ages is still high for 
exposures occurring during childhood, but the risk decreases substantially (about two orders of 
magnitude) for exposure as an adult.  Males have a lower risk of developing thyroid cancer by 
about a factor of 3 to 4 (Figure 10.5), although the upper bounds for males are almost as high as 
those for females. 

 

Table 10.6 Estimates of the excess lifetime risk per unit dose (risk factors) [Gy-1], assuming 
an uncertain 131I effectiveness factor. 

 
  

Age at exposure 
 

Excess Lifetime Risk per unit dose 
(Risk Factor)  [Gy-1] 

  95% subjective confidence interval 
  Lower limit Central estimatea Upper limit 
 Females    

 0-4 4.5 × 10-3 3.0 × 10-2 1.6 × 10-1 
 5-9 2.2 × 10-3 1.5 × 10-2 7.9 × 10-2 
 10-14 9.4 × 10-4 6.7 × 10-3 2.9 × 10-2 
 15-19 9.3 × 10-5 8.8 × 10-4 5.0 × 10-3 
 20-29 5.4 × 10-5 4.7 × 10-4 2.9 × 10-3 
 30-39 4.2 × 10-5 3.4 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 

 Males    
 0-4 1.3 × 10-3 7.6 × 10-3 8.2 × 10-2 
 5-9 6.5 × 10-4 3.9 × 10-3 5.4 × 10-2 
 10-14 2.7 × 10-4 1.5 × 10-3 1.8 × 10-2 
 15-19 2.6 × 10-5 2.2 × 10-4 4.1 × 10-3 
 20-29 1.2 × 10-5 1.2 × 10-4 2.9 × 10-3 
 30-39 1.0 × 10-5 1.0 × 10-4 2.3 × 10-3 
 0-14b 5.8 ×××× 10-3 1.6 ×××× 10-2 4.5 ×××× 10-2 

   
a  median 

    b  both genders 
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Figure 10.5 Excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer per Gy (estimated Risk Factors). Vertical bars
represent 95% subjective confidence intervals obtained through propagation of all
known sources of uncertainty in the I dose-response function. 131
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The risk factors derived in the present study are obtained by expressing the differences in thyroid 
cancer induction between internal exposure to 131I and external exposure to X rays and gamma 
rays as an uncertain effectiveness factor having a distribution as described in Section 10.2.4.  The 
weighted average value of the 131I effectiveness factor from this distribution is 1.6.  The extreme 
situation, as indicated by the recent studies of thyroid cancer incidence in children exposed to 131I 
released during the Chernobyl accident (Jacob et al. 1998), is that 131I is as effective as X-rays 
and gamma rays in inducing thyroid cancer; that is, the 131I effectiveness factor is 1.0.  If this is 
the case, the average risk estimates will be larger by a factor of 1.6.  A re-estimation of the risk 
factors has been performed assuming that the effectiveness factor is 1.0 (Table 10.7), a 
comparison of the two sets of results is shown in Figure 10.6.  Since an effectiveness factor equal 
to 1.0 is not yet totally confirmed, and in the presence of the high uncertainty associated with the 
preliminary results from investigations in Russia, Belarus, and Ukraine, the risk estimates in this 
report are based on the probability distribution defined for the effectiveness factor in Section 
10.2.4. 

The risk of acquiring thyroid cancer can be obtained using a relative or an absolute risk model.  
A relative risk model seems to be a better representation of the true dose-response relationship 
for radiation-induced thyroid cancer (Ron et al., 1995).  However, an absolute risk model cannot 
be totally discarded.  For children below the age of 15 at the time of exposure, the risk factor 
based on a relative risk model is compared to the risk factor obtained from an absolute risk 
model (Table 10.8).  The central values of the two risk factors are identical (2.1 × 10-2 Gy-1).  
The absolute risk model provides a tighter confidence interval because of the smaller statistical 
uncertainties obtained from the pooled epidemiological studies.  Data from Ron et al. (1995) 
indicate a geometric standard deviation of 1.96 for the excess relative risk per unit dose (ERR 
Gy-1), while a geometric standard deviation of 1.53 is observed for the excess absolute risk per 
104 PY Gy.  Also, in estimation of the risk factors based on the relative risk model, additional 
uncertainty is introduced by the background incidence of cancer.  No equivalent source of 
uncertainty influences the risk factors based on an absolute risk model.  In conclusion, even 
though the absolute risk model provides less uncertain risk estimates, the relative risk model is 
preferred in this study because it is currently accepted as the better representation of the true 
dose-response relationship (Ron et al., 1995).  No bias in the final risk estimates is introduced by 
this choice (Table 10.8). 

The relative risk (the factor by which the background incidence of cancer is increased because of 
irradiation) and the probability of causation (the probability that a thyroid cancer may have been 
caused by a given 131I thyroid dose) were also estimated.  We found that for thyroid doses larger 
than 0.1 Gy, the probability of causation for cases of thyroid cancer in children exposed to 131I 
before the age of 15 is at least 10%.  The relative risks and the probability of causation estimated 
for 41 selected locations around X-10 are presented in Appendix 11B.   
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Table 10.7 Estimates of the excess lifetime risk per unit dose (risk factors) [Gy-1], assuming 
that 131I is equally effective as X-rays and gamma rays in inducing thyroid cancer 
(δ=1.0). 

 
  

Age at exposure 
 

Excess Lifetime Risk per unit dose 
(Risk Factor)  [Gy-1] 

  95% subjective confidence interval 
  Lower limit Central estimatea Upper limit 
 Females    

 0-4 9.3 × 10-3 4.6 × 10-2 2.3 × 10-1 
 5-9 4.1 × 10-3 2.3 × 10-2 9.4 × 10-2 
 10-14 1.8 × 10-3 9.0 × 10-3 3.3 × 10-2 
 15-19 1.7 × 10-4 1.2 × 10-3 7.0 × 10-3 
 20-29 1.2 × 10-4 6.6 × 10-4 3.9 × 10-3 
 30-39 9.7 × 10-5 5.1 × 10-4 2.8 × 10-3 

 Males    
 0-4 2.2 × 10-3 1.1 × 10-2 6.0 × 10-2 
 5-9 1.3 × 10-3 5.6 × 10-3 2.9 × 10-2 
 10-14 5.4 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 1.1 × 10-2 
 15-19 5.1 × 10-5 3.2 × 10-4 1.8 × 10-3 
 20-29 2.4 × 10-5 1.7 × 10-4 1.1 × 10-3 
 30-39 1.8 × 10-5 1.5 × 10-4 1.1 × 10-3 

 

  a median 
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Figure 10.6 Comparison between different assumptions about I effectiveness in the estimation131

of excess lifetime risks of thyroid cancer per Gy for females.
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Table 10.8  Comparison between the excess lifetime risk per unit dose (risk factors) obtained 
using two types of dose-response relationships (models).  The risk factors are 
estimated for children of both genders (ages 0 to 14) exposed to 131I. 

 

 Risk factor [Gy-1] 

 95% subjective confidence interval 

Type of model Lower limit Central estimatea Upper limit 

Absolute Risk 5.5 × 10-3 2.1 × 10-2 5.9 × 10-2 

Relative Risk 3.9 × 10-3 2.1 × 10-2 9.3 × 10-2 

   a median 

 

10.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

To identify the most important contributors to the uncertainty in the risk factors, a sensitivity 
analysis was performed for females under the age of 5.  The excess relative risk per Gy (β) is the 
most important contributor to the uncertainty (69.5%), followed by the 131I effectiveness factor 
(δ, 13.7%) and the gender modifying factor (g, 11.8%).  The lowest contribution is given by the 
background incidence of cancer (Bi, 5.0%).  These findings apply to males also, because the 
uncertainty associated with the gender-modifying factor is the same for both genders.  Similar 
results are expected for all age groups, because there is little change in the uncertainty associated 
with the excess relative risk per Gy for a given age, or with the background incidence of cancer 
for a given age.  Also, the 131I effectiveness factor applies for all ages.  

The use of an absolute risk model would reduce the uncertainty in the results because the 
uncertainty in the ERR1 Gy is lower than the uncertainty in the EAR1 Gy, and because of the 
elimination of the background incidence of cancer (see Equations 10.1, and 10.2).  However, as 
argued before, epidemiological evidence favors a relative risk model over an absolute risk model 
as being a more representative description of the true dose-response relationship (Ron et al. 
1995).  
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Reduction of uncertainty could be obtained by using data from epidemiological studies of 
cohorts of people specifically exposed to 131I (as opposed to people exposed to X- and gamma 
rays).  If dose-response relationships were available for 131I, then the uncertainty introduced by 
the 131I effectiveness factor would be eliminated.  Such studies are currently ongoing in parts of 
Belarus, Russia and Ukraine affected by the radioactive fallout from the 1986 Chernobyl 
accident, but only preliminary results are available to date (Table 10.3).  Additional studies are 
planned for the cohorts of individuals downwind of the Mayak facility in the Ural Mountains, 
and for individuals in Kazakhstan and the Marshall Island exposed to 131I in weapons testing 
fallout.  
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11.0 RESULTS  

Estimates of the absorbed dose to the thyroid gland and the excess risk of thyroid cancer from the 
13 years of continuous exposure are obtained by combining the intermediate processes described 
in previous sections of this report:  (a) the release of approximately 8,800 to 42,000 Ci (0.3 to 1.6 
PBq; 1PBq = 1015 Bq) of 131I between 1944 and 1956 (releases from the April 29, 1954, accident 
are included in this estimate) from the RaLa processing facility at X-10 (Section 3); (b) the 
atmospheric transport, dispersion, and chemical transformation of 131I over a radius of 38 km 
from the facility (Section 4); (c) 131I deposition onto vegetation surfaces (Section 5) and its 
subsequent transfer to milk, beef, eggs, leafy vegetables, cottage cheese, and human breast milk 
(Sections 6 and 7); (d) the ingestion and inhalation of 131I by individuals of both genders and of 
different ages at time of exposure (Section 8); and (e) the subsequent doses per unit intake and 
risks of thyroid cancer per unit dose (Sections 9 and 10).  This section provides a summary of the 
historic releases of 131I, the off-site concentrations in various environmental media, and the dose 
and risk to individuals by gender, age, diet and location.  More detailed information is provided 
in the Appendices (11A, 11B, and 11C).  In addition to the evaluation of public exposures from 
releases of 131I from RaLa processing at X-10, a brief analysis is made of the combined exposure 
to 131I from the X-10 releases and from regional 131I fallout that occurred primarily from 1952 
through 1957 from atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons at the Nevada Test Site.  

11.1 A Summary of Estimates of the Historical Releases of 131I from X-10 

From 1944 to 1956, releases of 131I occurred from the X-10 facility from the dissolution of 
freshly spent uranium fuel slugs in nitric acid to obtain radioactive lanthanum, which was used 
for weapons design, production, and testing at Los Alamos.  During this period, approximately 
8,800 to 42,000 Ci (0.3 to 1.6 PBq) of 131I was released, of which 6,300 to 36,000 Ci (0.23 to 1.3 
PBq) was in the reactive (elemental) form and the remainder was in the nonreactive volatile 
organic form.  The largest releases occurred between 1952 and 1956, during which period the 
freshly spent uranium fuel slugs were supplied by Hanford reactors in the state of Washington.  
Complete details of the estimation of the amount of 131I released from the radioactive lanthanum 
processing facility at X-10 are presented in Section 3 of this report. 

11.2  A Summary of Off-site Concentrations of 131I in Environmental Media 

Estimates of the 13-year time averaged concentrations of 131I in air, pasture, milk, eggs, beef, 
leafy vegetables, cottage cheese, and mother’s milk have been made for 41 representative 
locations within 38 km of the X-10 facility (Table 11.1 and Figure 1.1).  The rationale for the 
selection of these locations and the exposure pathways considered at each location are given in 
Appendix 11A.  The 13-year, time-averaged concentrations for each environmental medium are 
provided in Appendix 11B.  The average concentrations in milk are estimated for a family or 
“backyard” cow, for commercially distributed milk from a local dairy, for commercially 
distributed  milk from major regional dairies, and for milk from goats.  Although Appendix 11B 
provides information on the 13-year, time-averaged concentrations, the actual estimates of 
exposure, dose, and risk are based on annual averages calculated for each year of release. 
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Table 11.1  Locations of concern for which the analysis was conducted. 

Location of Concern Distance from 
X-10 (km) 

Angle from North 
direction (degrees) 

Bradbury 6.0 228 
Gallaher Bend 6.3 89 
EFPC 7.6 7 
Hope Creek 7.6 119 
Buttermilk Rd. 8.4 106 
Jonesville 9.0 312 
OR Scarboro 9.3 32 
Lawnville/Gallaher 9.3 245 
Dyllis 10.1 293 
OR High School Area 11.2 27 
Norwood 11.3 355 
Woodland 11.5 35 
Hardin Valley 12 85 
Oliver Springs 13.3 350 
Solway 13.5 61 
Sugar Grove 13.6 263 
OR Townsite 13.8 31 
Hines Valley 14.5 185 
Farragut 15.1 108 
Lenoir City 15.5 155 
Kingston 19 250 
Karns 19.5 73 
Loudon 19.5 192 
Harriman 20.5 271 
Cedar Bluff 21.1 95 
Oakdale 21.1 286 
Claxton 22.7 54 
Dutch Valley 24 27 
Clinton 25.4 38 
Friendsville 26.4 138 
Wartburg 27 317 
Rockwood 28 258 
Louisville 28.2 125 
Barnardville 31.4 232 
Greenback 32.3 156 
Rockford 33.3 104 
Lake City 35 27 
Sweetwater 35.1 204 
Knoxville 35.8 80 
Maryville 36.2 136 
Cedar Grove 36.2 54 
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The highest concentrations of 131I in all environmental media occurred for the agricultural 
communities of Gallaher Bend and Bradbury, which are located 6.3 km E and 6.0 km SW, 
respectively, of the X-10 site.  At these locations, the 13-year, time-averaged air concentrations 
of 131I ranged from about 0.074 to 0.2 Bq m-3 (the lowest and highest limits estimated for the 
95% subjective confidence intervals).  The 131I concentrations in air estimated for the 5 sites in 
the city of Oak Ridge (0.018 to 0.089 Bq m-3) are a factor of 2.6 to 4 times less than the 
concentrations estimated for the two off-site locations with the highest concentrations.   

In general, for most of the other locations, the averaged 131I air concentrations are still within a 
factor of ten of those for the two near-in communities of Gallaher Bend and Bradbury.  More 
than a factor of ten reduction in 131I concentrations occurs at distances beyond 25 km to the south 
of the X-10 facility and at distances beyond 15 km to the north and northwest.  At these northern 
distances, the plumes from X-10 approach Walden’s Ridge and the Cumberland Mountains (see 
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 in Section 4).   

In the general southwest to northeast direction of the ridges and valleys surrounding the Oak 
Ridge Reservation, the 13-year, time-averaged air concentrations do not diminish substantially 
with increasing downwind distance.  Air concentrations in these directions, even at distances of 
up to 20 km, remain within a factor of 4 to 5 of those estimated for the communities of Gallaher 
Bend and Bradbury.  The city of Knoxville, for example, at a distance of 35.8 km ENE of the X-
10 facility, is estimated to have a time-averaged 131I air concentration of 0.015 to 0.036 Bq m-3, 
only 6 times less than that estimated at Gallaher Bend.   

Differences in air concentrations with downwind distance determine the spatial distinction in 
local concentrations of 131I for pasture grass and food products.  Thus, at any location, the 13-
year, time-averaged 131I concentrations for pasture and food products will be a multiplicative 
factor above the 13-year, time-averaged value for air.  For example, the concentration of 131I in 
pasture grass (Bq kg-1

dry wt) is approximately a factor of 6,000 to 20,000 greater than the 
concentration in air (Bq m-3).  The concentration in milk obtained from a backyard cow (Bq L-1), 
and the concentration in locally produced commercial milk, are about 250 to 1600 and 200 to 750 
times the local concentration of 131I in air, respectively.  The average concentrations of 131I in 
goat’s milk will be about 3 to 5 times higher than that for a backyard cow, or about 1000 to 8100 
times higher than the average concentration in air at the same location.  Higher concentrations in 
goat’s milk are due to the higher efficiency with which goats transfer iodine from their diet into 
milk (Section 6). 

For commercial milk that is distributed from large regional dairies, the 13-year, time-averaged 
131I concentration is virtually independent of location, due to the regional mixing of milk 
obtained over a large area.  The average concentration of 131I in this milk is estimated to range 
from 2.2 to 16 Bq L-1 for all locations.  This is the milk concentration that is ascribed to all 
locations within the city of Oak Ridge, except for the East Fork Poplar Creek site (EFPC), where 
there were small farms that kept a small number of dairy cows for family use.  
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Since 1 L of milk weighs approximately 1 kg, the concentration in milk expressed in units of Bq 
L-1 can be directly compared with concentrations in other food products expressed in units of Bq 
kg-1.  The 13-year, time-averaged concentration of 131I in leafy vegetables on a fresh weight basis 
is about the same as that in backyard cow’s milk, while those for locally produced cottage cheese 
and eggs are nearly the same as for locally produced commercial milk.  The estimated time-
averaged concentrations of 131I in beef are about 0.25 to 1 times the concentrations in locally 
produced commercial milk at a given location.  The concentration of 131I in mother’s milk 
depends on the amount of iodine released in the year when a child was born.  Appendix 11B 
reports concentrations of 131I in mother’s milk for the case in which a child is born in 1952, and 
the lactating mother consumes regionally mixed commercial milk 

11.3 Estimates of Dose and Risk from the Combined Effect of Routine and Accidental 
Emissions from RaLa Processing at X-10 from 1944 to 1956. 

The absorbed radiation dose to the thyroid gland is determined by the amount of 131I ingested and 
inhaled, the age of the individual at the time of exposure, the location of the individual, and, to a 
certain extent, the gender.  The amount of 131I taken into the body is determined primarily by the 
source and makeup of the individual’s diet, with most of an individual’s exposure coming from 
the consumption of contaminated fresh milk.   

For the purpose of estimating the excess risk of thyroid cancer, four reference diets are 
considered:  diet 1, which is a rural diet composed entirely of local produce and milk from a 
backyard cow; diet 2, which is a rural diet composed of local produce and milk from a local 
commercial dairy; diet 3, which is dominated by the intake of regionally mixed retail milk; and 
diet 4, which is dominated by the intake of goat’s milk. The highest doses and risks occur with 
diet 4.  Most residents in the city of Oak Ridge would have been exposed according to the 
assumptions used for diet 3.  

11.3.1  The importance of food type and source of milk.  

Differences in the absorbed dose as a function of different food types and dietary composition for 
a female born in 1952 in Solway are shown in Fig. 11.1.  This figure clearly shows that for a 
child, the highest doses result from the consumption of goat’s milk, followed by milk from a 
backyard cow, milk from a local commercial dairy, and commercial milk that is regionally.  
Since regionally mixed retail milk is about the same within the domain of this assessment 
regardless of location, its importance will vary from location to location with respect to the 
consumption of local produce (or to inhalation).  For example, the dose from the consumption of 
locally produced eggs at Solway is approximately the same as the dose from the consumption of 
regionally mixed retail milk.   
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Figure 11.1 Thyroid doses (cGy) from various exposure pathways and diets for a female born 
in 1952 who lived in Solway, Tennessee.  The composition of the various diets is 
described in Section 11.3.  The vertical lines indicate the 95% subjective 
confidence intervals on the dose estimates; the central values (50th percentiles) are 
also indicated. 
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Lower doses are obtained from inhalation or from the consumption of locally produced beef, 
cottage cheese, mother’s milk (with the mother assumed to be on a diet composed of local 
produce and milk from a backyard cow, i.e., diet 1), or leafy vegetables.  The doses from 
inhalation and the consumption of these food types for a child under the age of 5 at the time of 
exposure are several hundred to more than 1000 times less important than the dose from the 
consumption of backyard cow’s milk.  The thyroid dose from prenatal exposure during the first 
part of 1952 (assuming the mother to be on a rural diet, i.e., diet 1) is about equal to the 5-year 
total thyroid dose obtained from the consumption of beef or cottage cheese.   

An example of the dose and risk estimates provided as a function of location, birth year, gender 
and diet is given in Table 11.2 for a female born in 1952 and residing in Solway. The risk 
estimates include the chance of getting a radiogenic thyroid cancer during one’s lifetime (Excess 
Lifetime Risk), the multiplicative effect of the exposure to 131I in increasing the risk of thyroid 
cancer above the background incidence rate for an unexposed population of similar age and 
gender (Relative Risk), and the probability that a specific diagnosed thyroid carcinoma could 
have been caused by one’s exposure to 131I released from X-10 production of radioactive 
lanthanum (Probability of Causation). Detailed results, which are presented in a format 
identical to Table 11.2 for 41 locations, nine birth years (1920, 1930, 1935, 1940, 1944, 1950, 
1952, 1954, 1956), and both genders, are included in Appendix 11C.  Note that the results in 
Appendix 11C apply to the general vicinity of any specified location. 

11.3.2 The effect of birth year and gender on dose and risk. 

Assuming the same dietary sources for ingestion of 131I at a specific location, differences in 
gender account for only minor differences in the estimation of the thyroid doses (Table 11.3).  
More significant differences are determined by the year of birth, with the lowest doses being for 
individuals born in 1920, 1930, and 1956; these doses are about one-fourth to one fifth of the 
highest doses received by individuals born within the years of 1944 to 1952.  Individuals born in 
1954 have about the same doses as those born in 1940, or about 65% of the doses for those born 
between 1944 and 1953. 

Much larger differences are observed in the estimates of the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer 
(Table 11.4).  Depending on the year of birth, the excess lifetime risk to females is from  3 to  4 
times  larger  than  the risk  to males.   The lowest  risk is  for a male  born in 1920, who has an 
excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer almost 1000 times less than the highest risk for females 
born in 1952.  A female born in 1920 has a risk about 350 times lower than that for a female born 
in 1952.  Individuals of the same gender born in 1944 have about 50 to 60% of the risk for those 
born in 1952, while individuals born in 1940 or 1956 have risks about 5 times lower than those 
for individuals born in 1952.  However, a male born in 1940 or 1956 has a risk almost 20 times 
less than that for a female born in 1952.  For this reason, most of the examples of results given in 
Section 11.3.3 focus on the doses and risks to females born in 1952.   
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Table 11.2  Thyroid doses (cGy), excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer, relative risk, and 
probability of causation for a female born in 1952 who lived in Solway, 
Tennessee, from 1952 to 1956. 

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval 
 lower limit central estimate upper limit 

Exposure Pathway Thyroid Dose [cGy] 
Backyard Cow’s Milk 2.6 16 110 
Commercial Milk (locally produced)  0.72 5.1 37 
Commercial Milk (regionally mixed) 0.17 1.3 8 
Goat’s Milk  (locally produced) 5.2 42 360 
Beef  (locally produced) 0.0032 0.06 1.3 
Leafy Vegetables (locally produced) 0.00063 0.0075 0.07 
Eggs  (locally produced) 0.12 0.89 7.2 
Cottage Cheese  (locally produced) 0.003 0.041 0.44 
Inhalation 0.039 0.15 0.62 
Mother's milk (mother on Diet 1) 0.00064 0.015 0.29 
Prenatal exposure (mother on Diet 1) 0.0065 0.046 0.4 
Diet 1 2.9 18 120 
Diet 2 1.1 6.7 46 
Diet 3 0.26 1.4 8.4 

 Excess Lifetime Risk [ ] 
Diet 1 3.2 × 10-4 5.2 × 10-3 7.4 × 10-2 
Diet 2 1.5 × 10-4 2.0 × 10-3 2.5 × 10-2 
Diet 3 3.9 × 10-5 4.1 × 10-4 4.9 × 10-3 
Diet 4 8.0 × 10-4 1.4 × 10-2 2.1 × 10-1 

 Relative Risk [ ] 
Diet 1 1.13 2.3 16 
Diet 2 1.05 1.5 7.4 
Diet 3 1.012 1.1 2.3 
Diet 4 1.31 4.1 52 

 Probability of Causation [%] 
Diet 1 12 56 94 
Diet 2 4.8 33 86 
Diet 3 1.2 9.4 56 
Diet 4 24 76 98 
Diet 1 Backyard cow’s milk + all other locally produced non-milk exposure pathways 
Diet 2 Locally produced commercial milk + all other locally produced non-milk exposure pathways 
Diet 3 Regionally mixed commercial milk + inhalation (other regionally mixed food items are minor 

contributors to the total) 
Diet 4 Goat’s milk (all other exposure pathways are of negligible importance compared to goat’s milk) 
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Table 11.3 Thyroid doses (cGy) from ingestion of commercial milk produced at Solway and contaminated with 131I from routine 

releases at X-10. 
 

95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval Age at time of 
exposure  Males    Females  

Year of 
Birth 

(1944)a (1956)b lower limit central estimate upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit 

1920 24 36 0.18 1.1 6.8  0.15 0.86 5.9 

1930 14 26 0.22 1.3 8.4  0.17 1.1 6.8 

1935 9 21 0.33 2.0 13  0.29 1.8 12 

1940 4 16 0.51 3.4 22  0.49 3.2 22 

1944 Newborn 12 0.76 5.0 34  0.76 4.9 34 

1950 --- 6 0.7 4.9 37  0.68 5.0 36 

1952 --- 4 0.69 5.2 39  0.72 5.1 37 

1954 --- 2 0.41 3.3 22  0.41 3.3 26 

1956 --- newborn 0.068 0.99 9.0  0.073 0.94 9.5 
 

a Beginning of exposure 
b End of exposure 
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Table 11.4 Excess Lifetime Risk of thyroid cancer from ingestion of local produce and locally produced commercial milk (diet 2) 
for individuals living in Solway.  The milk and produce are contaminated with 131I from routine releases at X-10. 
 

95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval Age at time of 
exposure  Males    Females  

Year of 
Birth. 

(1944)a (1956)b lower limit central estimate upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit 
1920 24 36 4.7 × 10-8 2.2 × 10-6 8.1 × 10-5  3.7 × 10-7 5.7 × 10-6 7.0 × 10-5 

1930 14 26 1.0 × 10-7 4.4 × 10-6 1.5 × 10-4  1.0 × 10-6 1.4 × 10-5 1.8 × 10-4 

1935 9 21 8.8 × 10-7 2.7 × 10-5 6.4 × 10-4  9.1 × 10-6 1.0 × 10-4 1.3 × 10-3 

1940 4 16 3.6 × 10-6 1.1 × 10-4 2.7× 10-3  3.7 × 10-5 4.2 × 10-4 5.2 × 10-3 

1944 Newborn 12 1.1 × 10-5 2.9 × 10-4 6.2 × 10-3  9.3 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3 1.5 × 10-2 

1950 --- 6 1.7 × 10-5 4.3 × 10-4 9.7 × 10-3  1.5 × 10-4 1.6 × 10-3 2.0 × 10-2 

1952 --- 4 2.2 × 10-5 5.1 × 10-4 1.1 × 10-2  1.5 × 10-4 2.0 × 10-3 2.5 × 10-2 

1954 --- 2 1.2 × 10-5 3.3 × 10-4 7.4 × 10-3  7.7 × 10-5 1.2 × 10-3 1.8 × 10-2 

1956 --- newborn 2.8 × 10-6 8.8 × 10-5 2.4 × 10-3  1.9 × 10-5 3.7 × 10-4 6.4 × 10-3 
 

a Beginning of exposure 
b End of exposure 
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The doses and risks for other birth years, for males or females, can be roughly estimated by 
multiplying the doses or risks for the female born in 1952 (Section 11.3.3) by the values 
presented in Table 11.5.  Similarly, doses for single exposure pathways for an individual born in 
1952 can be estimated from the doses provided in Section 11.3.3 for a female born in 1952 and 
on diet 1 (local produce and backyard cow’s milk) using the values provided in Table 11.6 
(except for doses from consumption of commercial milk or goat’s milk, which are listed 
separately in Section 11.3.3).  Note, however, that the results in Appendix 11C have been 
produced from calculations explicit for each location, dietary category, gender, and birth year; 
therefore, they provide more accurate estimates than those obtained from the use of Tables 11.5 
and 11.6. 

11.3.3 Doses and risks to a female born in 1952 for different dietary sources of milk and 
different locations within a 38-km radius of X-10. 

Estimates of Thyroid Dose 

Estimated thyroid doses for each of the 41 selected locations for a female born in 1952 on a rural 
diet consisting of backyard cow’s milk and all other local produce (diet 1) are presented in 
Table 11.7 and in Figures 11.2, 11.3 and 11.4 for the entire region within a radius of 38 km of the 
X-10 facility.  Among the 41 selected locations, the highest doses (6.1 to 250 cGy) occur at 
Gallaher Bend, a little more than 5 km to the east of X-10, while the lowest doses (0.1 to 5.7 
cGy) occur at Wartburg, 27 km NW of X-10.   

A map of contour plots of the lower limit of the 95% subjective confidence intervals (Fig. 11.2) 
of thyroid doses for females born in 1952 on diet 1 indicates that it is highly likely that the 
thyroid doses exceed 1.0 cGy at distances out to 20 km to the SW and 25 km to the NE of X-10.  
A dose of 3 cGy is exceeded with very high confidence at distances of 10 km to the SW and up 
to 15 km to the NE.  The contour map of the central (50%-ile) doses (Fig. 11.3) indicates that 
values above 10 cGy are likely out to 15 km to the SW and 20 km to the NE of X-10.  Doses 
above 30 cGy are likely near Jones Island and Gallaher Bend.  The contour map of the upper 
limit of the 95% subjective confidence intervals is provided in Fig. 11.4.  This map indicates that 
doses exceeding 100 cGy are highly unlikely at distances beyond 10 km from X-10 and that 
doses exceeding 30 cGy are highly unlikely at distances beyond 25 km to the SW and 30 km to 
the NE of X-10. 
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Table 11.5 Factors for estimating doses and risks for individuals of any birth year from those 
estimated for females born in 1952a. 

  
 

1952

i

females risk toor  Dose

males risk toor  Dose
  

1952

i

females risk toor  Dose

females risk toor  Dose
 

Year of 
Birth 

lower 
bound 

central 
value 

upper 
bound 

 lower 
bound 

central 
value 

Upper 
bound 

Doses 
1920 0.25 0.22 0.32  0.21 0.17 0.16 
1930 0.31 0.25 0.50  0.24 0.22 0.18 
1935 0.46 0.39 0.85  0.40 0.35 0.32 
1940 0.71 0.67 1.31  0.68 0.63 0.59 
1944 1.06 0.98 1.42  1.06 0.96 0.92 
1950 0.97 0.96 1.50  0.94 0.98 0.97 
1952 0.96 1.02 0.85  1.00 1.00 1.00 
1954 0.57 0.65 0.35  0.57 0.65 0.70 
1956 0.09 0.19 0.00  0.10 0.18 0.26 

Risks 
1920 0.00030 0.0011 0.0033  0.0024 0.0029 0.0028 
1930 0.00066 0.0022 0.0060  0.0066 0.0069 0.0072 
1935 0.0057 0.014 0.026  0.059 0.051 0.051 
1940 0.023 0.056 0.11  0.24 0.21 0.21 
1944 0.07 0.14 0.25  0.60 0.53 0.60 
1950 0.11 0.22 0.39  0.99 0.81 0.82 
1952 0.14 0.25 0.46  1.00 1.00 1.00 
1954 0.08 0.17 0.30  0.50 0.62 0.71 
1956 0.018 0.044 0.10  0.12 0.18 0.26 

 

a The lower bound, central value, and upper bound in this table represent the factors to be  
multiplied by the lower bound, central value, and upper bound, respectively, of the estimated dose 
or risk for a female born in 1952. 
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Table 11.6 Factors for estimating doses for single exposure pathways from the estimated dose from 
diet 1 (backyard cow's milk and all other non-milk exposure pathways) for a female born in 
1952a. 

 

Exposure Pathway lower bound central value upper bound 
Backyard cow’s milk 0.90 0.89 0.92 

Eggs 0.041 0.049 0.060 

Inhalation 0.013 0.0083 0.0052 

Beef 0.0011 0.0033 0.011 

Prenatal Exposure 0.0022 0.0026 0.0033 

Cottage Cheese 0.0010 0.0023 0.0037 

Mother's milk 0.00022 0.00083 0.0024 

Leafy vegetables 0.00022 0.00042 0.00058 
 

aThe lower bound, central value, and upper bound in this table represent the factors to 
be multiplied by the lower bound, central value, and upper bound, respectively, of the 
estimated dose from diet 1 for a female born in 1952 (Section 11.3.3). 
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Table 11.7 Thyroid doses (cGy) to a female born in 1952 from a diet consisting of local 
produce and backyard cow’s milk (diet 1). 

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval 
Location lower limit central estimate upper limit 
Gallaher Bend 6.1 39 250 
Bradbury 4.9 30 220 
Buttermilk Rd. 3.4 22 150 
Hope Creek 3.5 22 150 
Lawnville/Gallaher 3.7 20 130 

    
Hardin Valley 3.0 19 130 
Solway 2.9 18 120 
Karns 1.7 11 68 
Farragut 1.6 9.9 70 
Hines Valley 1.4 8.7 61 

    
Cedar Bluff 1.3 8.2 54 
EFPC 1.2 8.0 54 
Kingston 1.3 7.8 51 
Sugar Grove 1.1 7.4 51 
Claxton 1.2 6.9 44 

    
Lenoir City 1.1 6.2 37 
Loudon 1.0 5.8 41 
Clinton 0.9 5.5 36 
Dyllis 0.6 4.1 30 
Knoxville 0.6 3.9 27 

    
Norwood 0.6 3.9 32 
Cedar Grove 0.6 3.7 23 
Barnardville 0.6 3.6 24 
Rockwood 0.6 3.5 24 
Harriman 0.6 3.5 22 

    
Dutch Valley 0.5 3.4 21 
Louisville 0.5 3.3 20 
Rockford 0.5 3.2 21 
Friendsville 0.5 3.1 20 
Jonesville 0.5 3.0 23 

    
Oliver Springs 0.5 2.9 22 
Sweetwater 0.4 2.4 14 
Greenback 0.3 2.0 15 
Oakdale 0.3 2.0 14 
Maryville 0.3 1.9 13 

    
Lake City 0.3 1.9 12 
Wartburg 0.1 0.9 5.7 
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Doses to females born in 1952 consuming milk from a local commercial dairy are approximately 
3 to 4 times less (Table 11.8) than doses associated with a contaminated rural diet and milk 
obtained from a backyard cow (Table 11.7).  Doses from the consumption of regionally mixed 
commercial retail milk are about the same as those from the consumption of milk from a local 
commercial dairy for the entire region, ranging from 0.18 to 8.0 cGy (95% subjective confidence 
interval) regardless of location.  Doses from the consumption of goat’s milk (Table 11.9), 
however, are about 1.6 to 3 times higher than doses from a rural diet of locally grown produce 
and milk from a backyard cow (Table 11.7).  At Gallaher Bend, the consumption of goat’s milk 
on a regular basis could result in a thyroid dose ranging from 10 to 760 cGy, with a central 
estimate of 88 cGy. 

Estimates of the Lifetime Risk of Thyroid Cancer. 

The highest risk for a female born in 1952 on diet 1 (local produce and milk from a backyard 
cow) occurs at the agricultural communities of Bradbury and Gallaher Bend (Table 11.10), where 
estimates are confidently above one chance in one thousand (1 × 10-3) but less than one chance in 
ten (1 × 10-1), with central estimates approaching or exceeding one chance in one hundred (1 × 
10-2).  At these locations the central estimate of the probability of causation approaches or 
exceeds 50%, meaning that a diagnosed thyroid carcinoma has more than an even chance of 
being due to exposure for either rural diet (1 or 2) or from diet 4, the consumption of goat’s milk 
(see Appendix 11C).  

The contour map of the lower limit of the 95% subjective confidence interval of the risk to a 
female born in 1952 on diet 1 (Fig. 11.5) shows that an excess lifetime risk confidently above 
one chance in ten thousand (1 × 10-4) extends from 25 km to the SW to 30 km to the NE of X-10.  
The central estimate of risk (Fig. 11.6) shows a risk of more than one chance in one thousand (1 
× 10-3) is likely out to distances of 35 km to the SW of X-10 and more than 38 km to the NE.  A 
risk of more than one chance in ten thousand (1 × 10-4) will occur with a subjective confidence 
level of > 50% at all locations.  The upper limit of the 95% subjective confidence intervals of 
risk are provided in Fig. 11.7.  This figure indicates that risks exceeding one chance in ten (1 × 
10-1) are highly unlikely beyond 6 km to the SW and 8 km to the NE of X-10.  Risks exceeding 
one chance in one hundred (1 × 10-2) are highly unlikely beyond 15 km to the N, 20 km to the 
NW, and 38 km to the S of X-10. 

The estimates of excess lifetime risk at each of the 41 selected locations for local commercial 
cow’s milk (Table 11.11) and diet 4 (local goat’s milk, Table 11.12) indicate the same trends 
among locations and from one milk source to another as was indicated in the results for doses, 
with the highest risks occurring for females in early childhood at the time of exposure who 
consumed goat’s milk on a regular basis.  The general regional estimate of risk from the 
consumption of retail commercial milk mixed from many dairies throughout the region ranges 
from three chances in one hundred thousand (3 × 10-5) up to almost 5 chances in a thousand (5 × 
10-3), with a central estimate of almost 4 chances in ten thousand (4 × 10-4). 
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Figure 11.2 Contours for the lower bound (2.5th percentile) of the 95% subjective confidence
interval of the dose to a female born in 1952 from a diet consisting of local produce and
backyard cow’s milk (diet 1).  It is highly likely that the actual dose at a given location
is greater than the value shown for that location in this figure.
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Figure 11.3 Contours for the central estimate (50  percentile) of the 95% subjective confidenceth

interval of the dose to a female born in 1952 from a diet consisting of local produce and
backyard cow’s milk (diet 1).
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Figure 11.4 Contours for the upper bound (97.5th percentile) of the 95% subjective confidence interval
of the dose to a female born in 1952 from a diet consisting of local produce and backyard
cow’s milk (diet 1).  It is highly unlikely that the actual dose at a given location exceeds the
value shown for that location in this figure.
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Figure 11.5 Contours for the lower bound (2.5th percentile) of the 95% subjective confidence interval
of the excess lifetime risk of developing thyroid cancer for a female born in 1952 on a diet
consisting of local produce and backyard cow’s milk (diet 1).  It is highly likely that the
actual risk at a given location is greater than the value shown for that location in this figure.
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Table 11.8 Thyroid doses (cGy) to a female born in 1952 consuming locally produced 
commercial milk.  
 95% Subjective Confidence Interval 
Location lower limit central estimate upper limit 
Gallaher Bend 1.6 11 84 
Bradbury 1.2 9.2 65 
Buttermilk Rd. 0.88 6.4 48 
Hope Creek 0.88 6.4 49 
Lawnville/Gallaher 0.86 5.9 46 

    
Hardin Valley 0.80 5.8 42 
Solway 0.72 5.1 37 
Karns 0.45 3.1 21 
Farragut 0.42 3.0 20 
Hines Valley 0.37 2.6 19 

    
Cedar Bluff 0.36 2.5 18 
EFPC 0.30 2.4 17 
Kingston 0.35 2.3 16 
Sugar Grove 0.30 2.2 17 
Claxton 0.31 2.1 15 

    
Loudon 0.23 1.8 13 
Lenoir City 0.26 1.7 14 
Clinton 0.23 1.6 11 
Knoxville 0.17 1.2 8.2 
Dyllis 0.17 1.2 10 

    
Norwood 0.16 1.1 10 
Cedar Grove 0.16 1.1 7.6 
Barnardville 0.16 1.1 8.1 
Rockwood 0.15 1.1 7.5 
Harriman 0.15 1.0 7.8 

    
Dutch Valley 0.14 0.99 7.5 
Louisville 0.13 0.96 6.9 
Rockford 0.13 0.94 6.5 
Friendsville 0.12 0.92 6.2 
Jonesville 0.11 0.89 7.3 

    
Oliver Springs 0.12 0.88 7.4 
Sweetwater 0.09 0.72 5.1 
Oakdale 0.08 0.59 4.4 
Lake City 0.09 0.58 4.1 
Maryville 0.07 0.58 4.5 

    
Greenback 0.08 0.58 4.5 
Wartburg 0.032 0.25 2.0 
All locationsa 0.18 1.3 8.0 

a Based on ingestion of regionally mixed commercial milk 
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Table 11.9 Thyroid doses (cGy) to a female born in 1952 consuming goat’s milk (diet 4). 

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval 
Location lower limit central estimate upper limit 
Gallaher Bend 10 88 758 
Bradbury 8.9 75 653 
Buttermilk Rd. 5.8 51 440 
Lawnville/Gallaher 5.9 49 402 
Hardin Valley 5.5 46 394 

    
Solway 5.2 42 360 
Karns 3.0 25 219 
Farragut 2.9 24 212 
Hines Valley 2.7 21 177 
Cedar Bluff 2.6 20 165 

    
Kingston 2.4 19 168 
Sugar Grove 2.2 18 159 
Claxton 2.1 16 138 
Loudon 1.7 14 121 
Clinton 1.6 13 107 

    
Dyllis 1.1 9.8 94 
Norwood 1.0 9.7 96 
Knoxville 1.2 9.5 80 
Barnardville 1.1 8.7 77 
Cedar Grove 1.1 8.6 74 

    
Rockwood 1.1 8.5 72 
Harriman 1.0 8.3 69 
Dutch Valley 1.0 8.0 67 
Louisville 0.9 7.9 70 
Rockford 0.9 7.5 65 

    
Friendsville 0.9 7.4 68 
Jonesville 0.8 7.3 73 
Oliver Springs 0.8 7.1 68 
Sweetwater 0.6 5.7 55 
Greenback 0.6 5.0 44 

    
Maryville 0.6 4.7 42 
Oakdale 0.5 4.7 42 
Lake City 0.6 4.7 40 
Wartburg 0.2 2.1 19 
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Table 11.10 Excess Lifetime Risk for a female born in 1952 on a diet consisting of local 
produce and backyard cow’s milk (diet 1). 

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval 
Location lower limit central estimate upper limit 
Gallaher Bend 7.1 × 10-4 1.1 × 10-2 1.7 × 10-1 
Bradbury 6.0 × 10-4 9.3 × 10-3 1.4 × 10-1 
Hope Creek 4.2 × 10-4 6.6 × 10-3 9.7 × 10-2 
Buttermilk Rd. 4.0 × 10-4 6.5 × 10-3 9.2 × 10-2 
Lawnville/Gallaher 3.9 × 10-4 6.0 × 10-3 9.1 × 10-2 

Hardin Valley 3.7 × 10-4 5.7 × 10-3 8.3 × 10-2 
Solway 3.2 × 10-4 5.2 × 10-3 7.4 × 10-2 
Karns 2.0 × 10-4 3.2 × 10-3 4.9 × 10-2 
Farragut 1.9 × 10-4 3.1 × 10-3 4.9 × 10-2 
Hines Valley 1.7 × 10-4 2.7 × 10-3 4.2 × 10-2 

Cedar Bluff 1.6 × 10-4 2.5 × 10-3 4.0 × 10-2 
Kingston 1.4 × 10-4 2.4 × 10-3 3.5 × 10-2 
EFPC 1.5 × 10-4 2.4 × 10-3 3.6 × 10-2 
Sugar Grove 1.4 × 10-4 2.2 × 10-3 3.3 × 10-2 
Claxton 1.4 × 10-4 2.1 × 10-3 3.2 × 10-2 

Lenoir City 1.1 × 10-4 1.8 × 10-3 3.0 × 10-2 
Loudon 1.1 × 10-4 1.8 × 10-3 2.9 × 10-2 
Clinton 1.0 × 10-4 1.6 × 10-3 2.4 × 10-2 
Norwood 7.3 × 10-5 1.3 × 10-3 1.9 × 10-2 
Dyllis 8.2 × 10-5 1.2 × 10-3 2.0 × 10-2 

Knoxville 7.3 × 10-5 1.2 × 10-3 1.8 × 10-2 
Cedar Grove 7.0 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3 1.6 × 10-2 
Rockwood 6.6 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3 1.7 × 10-2 
Barnardville 6.7 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3 2.1 × 10-2 
Harriman 6.7 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3 1.7 × 10-2 

Dutch Valley 6.1 × 10-5 1.0 × 10-3 1.6 × 10-2 
Louisville 5.6 × 10-5 9.6 × 10-4 1.6 × 10-2 
Rockford 5.9 × 10-5 9.6 × 10-4 1.4 × 10-2 
Friendsville 6.1 × 10-5 9.2 × 10-4 1.5 × 10-2 
Oliver Springs 5.2 × 10-5 9.1 × 10-4 1.6 × 10-2 

Jonesville 5.6 × 10-5 9.0 × 10-4 1.4 × 10-2 
Sweetwater 4.2 × 10-5 7.0 × 10-4 1.2 × 10-2 
Greenback 3.8 × 10-5 6.1 × 10-4 1.0 × 10-2 
Maryville 3.9 × 10-5 6.1 × 10-4 1.2 × 10-2 
Oakdale 3.3 × 10-5 6.0 × 10-4 9.1 × 10-3 

Lake City 3.5 × 10-5 5.9 × 10-4 8.7 × 10-3 
Wartburg 1.3 × 10-5 2.6 × 10-4 4.8 × 10-3 
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Table 11.11 Excess Lifetime Risk for a female born in 1952 consuming locally produced 

commercial milk.  

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval 
Location lower limit central estimate upper limit 
Gallaher Bend 2.7 × 10-4 3.3 × 10-3 4.9 × 10-2 
Bradbury 2.1 × 10-4 2.7 × 10-3 3.6 × 10-2 
Hope Creek 1.5 × 10-4 1.9 × 10-3 2.7 × 10-2 
Buttermilk Rd. 1.5 × 10-4 1.8 × 10-3 2.6 × 10-2 
Lawnville/Gallaher 1.6 × 10-4 1.8 × 10-3 2.5 × 10-2 

Hardin Valley 1.2 × 10-4 1.7 × 10-3 2.3 × 10-2 
Solway 1.3 × 10-4 1.5 × 10-3 2.1 × 10-2 
Karns 8.0 × 10-5 9.2 × 10-4 1.3 × 10-2 
Farragut 6.8 × 10-5 8.9 × 10-4 1.2 × 10-2 
Hines Valley 6.3 × 10-5 7.6 × 10-4 1.2 × 10-2 

Cedar Bluff 6.0 × 10-5 7.2 × 10-4 1.1 × 10-2 
EFPC 5.2 × 10-5 7.1 × 10-4 1.0 × 10-2 
Kingston 5.5 × 10-5 6.6 × 10-4 9.6 × 10-3 
Sugar Grove 4.8 × 10-5 6.5 × 10-4 8.7 × 10-3 
Claxton 5.1 × 10-5 6.0 × 10-4 8.5 × 10-3 

Loudon 4.0 × 10-5 5.2 × 10-4 7.2 × 10-3 
Lenoir City 4.5 × 10-5 5.1 × 10-4 7.3 × 10-3 
Clinton 3.8 × 10-5 4.7 × 10-4 6.4 × 10-3 
Dyllis 2.2 × 10-5 3.7 × 10-4 5.0 × 10-3 
Knoxville 2.7 × 10-5 3.5 × 10-4 4.9 × 10-3 

Norwood 2.6 × 10-5 3.4 × 10-4 5.7 × 10-3 
Barnardville 2.6 × 10-5 3.3 × 10-4 4.4 × 10-3 
Cedar Grove 2.6 × 10-5 3.2 × 10-4 4.3 × 10-3 
Rockwood 2.4 × 10-5 3.1 × 10-4 4.5 × 10-3 
Harriman 2.7 × 10-5 3.0 × 10-4 4.2 × 10-3 

Dutch Valley 2.5 × 10-5 2.8 × 10-4 4.4 × 10-3 
Louisville 2.2 × 10-5 2.8 × 10-4 4.1 × 10-3 
Rockford 2.2 × 10-5 2.7 × 10-4 3.8 × 10-3 
Friendsville 2.1 × 10-5 2.7 × 10-4 3.7 × 10-3 
Jonesville 1.9 × 10-5 2.6 × 10-4 3.8 × 10-3 

Oliver Springs 2.0 × 10-5 2.5 × 10-4 4.1 × 10-3 
Sweetwater 1.6 × 10-5 2.1 × 10-4 3.2 × 10-3 
Maryville 1.2 × 10-5 1.8 × 10-4 2.4 × 10-3 
Oakdale 1.3 × 10-5 1.7 × 10-4 2.5 × 10-3 
Greenback 1.4 × 10-5 1.7 × 10-4 2.6 × 10-3 

Lake City 1.3 × 10-5 1.7 × 10-4 2.4 × 10-3 
Wartburg 5.2 × 10-6 6.9 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3 
All locationsa 3.2 × 10-5 3.6 × 10-4 4.7 × 10-3 

a Based on ingestion of regionally mixed commercial milk 
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Figure 11.6 Contours for the central estimate (50  percentile) of the 95% subjective confidenceth

interval of the excess lifetime risk of developing thyroid cancer for a female born in 1952
on a diet consisting of local produce and backyard cow’s milk (diet 1).
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Figure 11.7 Contours for the upper bound (97.5th percentile) of the 95% subjective confidence interval
of the excess lifetime risk of developing thyroid cancer for a female born in 1952 on a diet
consisting of local produce and backyard cow’s milk (diet 1).  It is highly unlikely that the
actual risk at a given location exceeds the value shown for that location in this figure.
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Table 11.12 Excess Lifetime Risk for a female born in 1952 consuming goat’s milk (diet 4). 

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval 
Location lower limit central estimate upper limit 
Gallaher Bend 1.8 × 10-3 3.1 × 10-2 4.3 × 10-1 
Bradbury 1.3 × 10-3 2.5 × 10-2 3.6 × 10-1 
Buttermilk Rd. 9.4 × 10-4 1.7 × 10-2 2.5 × 10-1 
Hardin Valley 8.6 × 10-4 1.6 × 10-2 2.3 × 10-1 
Lawnville/Gallaher 1.0 × 10-3 1.6 × 10-2 2.7 × 10-1 

    
Solway 8.0 × 10-4 1.4 × 10-2 2.1 × 10-1 
Karns 5.1 × 10-4 8.7 × 10-3 1.2 × 10-1 
Farragut 4.7 × 10-4 8.2 × 10-3 1.2 × 10-1 
Hines Valley 3.8 × 10-4 7.2 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-1 
Cedar Bluff 3.7 × 10-4 6.8 × 10-3 9.6 × 10-2 

    
Kingston 3.6 × 10-4 6.2 × 10-3 9.2 × 10-2 
Sugar Grove 3.3 × 10-4 5.9 × 10-3 9.1 × 10-2 
Claxton 3.2 × 10-4 5.8 × 10-3 8.1 × 10-2 
Loudon 2.7 × 10-4 4.8 × 10-3 7.5 × 10-2 
Clinton 2.3 × 10-4 4.3 × 10-3 6.0 × 10-2 

    
Dyllis 1.7 × 10-4 3.4 × 10-3 5.3 × 10-2 
Knoxville 1.8 × 10-4 3.3 × 10-3 4.7 × 10-2 
Norwood 1.8 × 10-4 3.2 × 10-3 5.6 × 10-2 
Barnardville 1.7 × 10-4 3.0 × 10-3 4.2 × 10-2 
Cedar Grove 1.7 × 10-4 3.0 × 10-3 4.3 × 10-2 

    
Rockwood 1.5 × 10-4 2.9 × 10-3 4.0 × 10-2 
Harriman 1.8 × 10-4 2.7 × 10-3 4.8 × 10-2 
Dutch Valley 1.6 × 10-4 2.7 × 10-3 4.3 × 10-2 
Rockford 1.5 × 10-4 2.5 × 10-3 3.9 × 10-2 
Louisville 1.6 × 10-4 2.5 × 10-3 4.2 × 10-2 

    
Friendsville 1.7 × 10-4 2.5 × 10-3 3.8 × 10-2 
Jonesville 1.4 × 10-4 2.3 × 10-3 4.4 × 10-2 
Oliver Springs 1.4 × 10-4 2.3 × 10-3 4.0 × 10-2 
Sweetwater 1.2 × 10-4 1.9 × 10-3 3.2 × 10-2 
Maryville 8.1 × 10-5 1.6 × 10-3 2.4 × 10-2 

    
Lake City 8.8 × 10-5 1.6 × 10-3 2.4 × 10-2 
Greenback 9.9 × 10-5 1.5 × 10-3 3.0 × 10-2 
Oakdale 8.4 × 10-5 1.5 × 10-3 2.4 × 10-2 
Wartburg 3.4 × 10-5 6.2 × 10-4 1.1 × 10-2 
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11.3.4 Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis has been performed for a female born in 1952 who resided at any location 
and who consumed milk from a backyard cow and obtained produce grown locally.  This analysis 
indicates that the uncertainty in the dose estimate is dominated by the estimate of the 
concentration of 131I in milk (45%), followed by the uncertainty in the internal dose conversion 
factor for the thyroid gland (40%).  The uncertainty in the estimate of the milk concentration is 
given by the uncertainty in the transfer of 131I from air to pasture (71%), the uncertainty in the 
concentration of 131I in air (21%), and the uncertainty in the milk transfer coefficient (8%).  The 
uncertainty in the internal dose conversion factor is dominated by the uncertainty in determining 
the actual mass of the thyroid for any individual of a given gender and age (Section 9).  This 
source of uncertainty could be reduced substantially if the endpoint of the calculation were to be 
organ burden (the amount of energy deposited in the entire organ), rather than organ dose (the 
amount of energy deposited per unit mass of the organ), and if the estimation of risk were to be 
developed from organ burden-response relationships instead of dose-response relationships. 

Most of the uncertainty in the risk estimate is due to the uncertainty in the dose itself (55%), 
followed by the uncertainty in the dose response (45%).  The uncertainty in the relative biological 
effectiveness for 131I with respect to external exposure to an equivalent dose of X-rays and 
gamma rays is only a minor contributor to the uncertainty in the overall dose response for 131I 
(see Section 10).   

11.4 The April 29, 1954, Accident 

The previous sections summarized the combined effects from both the routine operations and 
accidental releases from the RaLa process from 1944 to 1956.  This section addresses the doses 
and risks resulting from the specific exposure to 131I released from the April 29, 1954, accident 
that took place in the afternoon, beginning sometime between 4:30 and 5 p.m.  It is estimated that 
the duration of releases of radioactivity from this accident was about 2 and one-half hours, with 
between 105 Ci and 500 Ci (3.9 to 21 TBq) escaping to the atmosphere from the RaLa Stack and 
the building (706-D) containing the RaLa processing facility (see Section 3.15).  Most of the 
releases are reported to have occurred during the first ten minutes to 2 hours. 

The winds were to the N and NW directions during the first hour of the accident and to the N 
during the last 1.5 hours. Figures 4.10 through 4.12 in Section 4 of this report present the ground-
level air concentrations of 131I within the 38-km radius around the X-10 facility.  As discussed in 
Section 4.4.2, the uncertainty assigned to the fluctuation for the measured half-hourly wind 
direction results in a wide range of values for the 95% subjective confidence interval of the 
predicted time-integrated concentrations of 131I in air.  This is the dominant contributor to the 
uncertainties in the predicted concentrations of 131I in air, which in turn affect the uncertainty in 
the predicted concentrations of 131I in milk and in the predicted doses and risks.  For example, at 
Jonesville, the time-integrated 131I air concentration is estimated to have ranged from less than 1 
to more than 1000 Bq h m-3, with a central estimate above 100 Bq h m-3. 
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The primary locations affected by this release are those situated to the NW and N of X–10, such 
as Jonesville, Norwood, EFPC in Oak Ridge, Oliver Springs and Wartburg.  Under the most 
extreme conditions the outer edge of the plume may have impacted the Scarboro and Woodland 
areas , and portions of Oak Ridge near the high school.  Exposures at these locations would have 
been much lower than those experienced at EFPC, both because of the path of the plume and the 
fact that only the EFPC area associated with milk cows or local produce. 

The doses for Jonesville, Norwood, EFPC, and Oliver Springs are not appreciably different.  For 
a female who was either a newborn, or who was up to age 4 at the time of the accident, the doses 
from ingesting backyard cow’s milk and other local produce and from inhaling contaminated air 
ranged from less than 0.023 cGy to no more than 3 to 5.5 cGy (95% subjective confidence 
interval), with central estimates of about 0.20 to 0.25 cGy (Table 11.13).  Doses to those in their 
late teens on a similar rural diet would be about one-half the doses for those who were in early 
childhood at the time of the accident (Table 11.14).  At larger distances downwind, such as at 
Wartburg, the doses were about 20 times less than the doses estimated for the above four 
communities. 

For those females exposed in early childhood and who were on a rural diet that included milk 
from a backyard cow at either Jonesville, Norwood, EFPC, or Oliver Springs, the excess lifetime 
risk of thyroid cancer (Table 11.13) ranged from a few chances in 10 million (3 or 4 × 10-7) to 
nearly one chance in a thousand (1 × 10-3) (95% subjective confidence interval), with central 
estimates of from 1.5 to 2 chances in one hundred thousand (1.5 to 2 × 10-5).   

For those females on a rural diet exposed at the age of 10 at these locations, the risks would be 
about 10 times less than the risks for those exposed in early childhood (Table 11.14).  For those 
females exposed as late teenagers, the risks would be almost 100 times less than for those 
exposed in early childhood. The risks for males exposed at age 10 and 19 who had similar diets 
would be about 3.5 times less than those for females of the respective age groups.  

In general, the total doses and risks from exposure to the April 29, 1954, accident are much lower 
than those resulting from exposure to the accident and the routine emissions reported in the 
previous sections (and presented for 41 locations in Appendix 11C).  Therefore, exposure to the 
routine emissions would have dominated over the exposure to the accidental release of 131I. This 
finding is a marked change from previous results reported in earlier drafts of this Task. 

11.5 Influence of 131I Deposited in Tennessee from the Atmospheric Testing of Nuclear 
Weapons in Nevada 

A significant additional source of 131I exposure to the residents of east Tennessee was fallout 
from the atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons.  Atmospheric testing of atomic weapons 
occurred at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) from 1945 until 1962 (NCI, 1997).  Fallout also 
occurred, even in later years, from atmospheric testing by other countries (UNSCEAR, 1977; 
WHO, 1983), but the majority of the deposition of 131I in east Tennessee occurred from tests 
conducted at the Nevada Test Site in the years of 1952, 1953, 1955, and 1957.  These years 
overlap the final years of RaLa processing at X-10. 
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Table 11.13   Thyroid doses and excess lifetime risks of thyroid cancer for females of various ages exposed to 131I released from X-

10 during the April 29, 1954, accident.  Exposure consists of ingestion of contaminated backyard cow’s milk, 
ingestion of other non-milk food products, and inhalation of contaminated air (diet 1).  The locations listed are those 
most affected by the contaminated plume. 

 Thyroid Dose (cGy) 
 Newborn female  age 2  age 4 

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval 

Location Lower limit Central 
estimate 

upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit 

Jonesville 0.00056 0.23 5.48  0.00077 0.27 5.7  0.00062 0.25 5.49 

Norwood 0.018 0.23 3.96  0.021 0.26 3.8  0.023 0.23 3.34 

EFPC 0.012 0.22 4.17  0.021 0.23 3.3  0.015 0.21 3.49 

Oliver Springs 0.017 0.20 3.27  0.014 0.23 3.8  0.019 0.21 2.87 

Wartburg << 0.0001 0.01 0.63  << 0.0001 0.02 0.6  << 0.0001 0.01 0.61 

 Excess Lifetime Risk of Thyroid Cancer 
 Newborn female  age 2  age 4 

 95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval 

Location Lower limit Central 
estimate 

upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit 

Jonesville 2.2 × 10-8 1.7 × 10-5 9.8 × 10-4  3.0 × 10-8 2.1 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3  2.8 × 10-8 1.8 × 10-5 9.1 × 10-4 

Norwood 5.6 × 10-7 1.7 × 10-5 9.9 × 10-4  4.7 × 10-7 1.9 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3  4.8 × 10-7 1.8 × 10-5 7.6 × 10-4 

EFPC 3.6 × 10-7 1.7 × 10-5 8.4 × 10-4  3.9 × 10-7 1.9 × 10-5 8.5 × 10-4  4.1 × 10-7 1.7 × 10-5 6.4 × 10-4 

Oliver Springs 4.7 × 10-7 1.5 × 10-5 8.3 × 10-4  4.1 × 10-7 1.7 × 10-5 9.0 × 10-4  3.8 × 10-7 1.6 × 10-5 7.9 × 10-4 

Wartburg 6.6 × 10-12 8.1 × 10-7 1.1 × 10-4  6.1 × 10-12 9.5 × 10-7 1.1 × 10-4  5.5 × 10-12 8.1 × 10-7 9.8 × 10-5 
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Table 11.14 Thyroid doses and excess lifetime risks of thyroid cancer for females of different ages exposed to 131I released from X-

10 during the April 29, 1954, accident.  Exposure consists of ingestion of contaminated backyard cow’s milk, ingestion 
of other non-milk food products, and inhalation of contaminated air (diet 1).  The locations listed are those most 
affected by the contaminated plume. 

 
  Thyroid dose (cGy) 

  Jonesville  Norwood 

  95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval 

Year of birth Age at 
exposure 

lower limit central estimate upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit 

1954 Newborn 0.00056 0.23 5.5  0.018 0.23 4.0 

1952 2 0.00077 0.27 5.7  0.021 0.26 3.8 

1944 10 0.00041 0.17 3.1  0.012 0.16 2.1 

1935 19 0.00017 0.090 1.5  0.0070 0.074 1.1 

  Excess Lifetime Risk 

  Jonesville  Norwood 

  95% Subjective Confidence Interval  95% Subjective Confidence Interval 

Year of birth Age at 
exposure 

lower limit central estimate upper limit  lower limit central estimate upper limit 

1954 Newborn 2.2 × 10-8 1.7 × 10-5 9.8 × 10-4  5.6 × 10-7 1.7 × 10-5 9.9 × 10-4 

1952 2 3.0 × 10-8 2.1 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3  4.7 × 10-7 1.9 × 10-5 1.1 × 10-3 

1944 10 3.4 × 10-9 2.1 × 10-6 1.6 × 10-4  6.0 × 10-8 2.1 × 10-6 1.1 × 10-4 

1935 19 1.9 × 10-9 1.7 × 10-7 1.4 × 10-5  3.7 × 10-9 1.7 × 10-7 1.3 × 10-5 
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A detailed analysis of 131I in Nevada Test Site fallout has recently been published by the National 
Cancer Institute (NCI, 1997).  Specific estimates of thyroid doses by gender and age at time of 
exposure for all 3100 counties in the coterminous United States can be obtained at the NCI Web 
site at [http://rex.nci.nih.gov], or more specifically, at [http://ww2.nci.nih.gov/fallout/html/].  
From this NCI Web site, thyroid doses, along with estimates of uncertainty (expressed as 
geometric standard deviations, GSD), were obtained for females born on January 1, 1952, in 
Anderson, Roane, Loudon, and Knox counties and whose primary source of milk was from 
backyard cows, goats, or commercial milk purchased from the store (Table 11.15). 

Table 11.15 Estimates of average thyroid doses, with associated uncertainties from exposure to 
131I in fallout from atmospheric nuclear bomb testing in Nevada, for females born 
on January 1, 1952, in counties adjacent to X-10, shown by milk source. 

 Backyard Cow Commercial Sources Goat 

Location GM* (cGy) GSD** GM (cGy) GSD GM (cGy) GSD 

Anderson Co.  
(Norwood) 

21 1.7 6.5 1.9 120 1.9 

Roane Co.  
(Lawnville/Gallaher) 

19 1.9 6.3 1.8 110 2.2 

Loudon Co.  
(Bradbury and Lenoir City) 

15 1.8 5.4 1.8 90 2.0 

Knox Co.  
(Solway) 

15 1.6 5.0 1.6 86 1.7 

 

* Geometric mean 
** Geometric standard deviation 
Source:  http://rex.nci.nih.gov 
       http://www2.nci.nih.gov/fallout.html 

In general, the magnitude of the doses from 131I from Nevada Test Site fallout in these counties is 
determined more by diet and age at the time of exposure than by location of residence (NCI, 
1997).  For a child born in 1952 who primarily consumed milk from a backyard cow, central 
estimates of thyroid doses vary from 15 to 20 cGy.  These dose estimates decrease by 
approximately a factor of 3 if the child’s primary source of milk was from the grocery store.  On 
the other hand, for a child who consumed milk from a goat, the central estimates at all locations 
approach or exceed 100 cGy (Table 11.15).   

The uncertainties on the NTS dose estimates obtained from the National Cancer Institute vary 
depending on whether fallout was estimated from gross beta activity collected at a county 
monitoring station or through interpolation from samples collected in adjacent counties (NCI, 
1997). Thus, differences in the reported NCI dose estimates among the four local counties should 
not be considered significant.  The uncertainty (upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence 
interval) on the NTS fallout dose estimates varies from about a factor of 2.5 to 3.5 times the 
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central value for a child who consumed cow’s milk to more than 4.5 for a child who consumed 
goat’s milk.   

Because individuals living at the locations of interest considered for releases of 131I from X-10 
were also were exposed to NTS fallout, we have conducted an analysis of the overall dose and 
risk to selected individuals in the communities of Norwood, Lawnville/Gallaher, Bradbury, 
Lenoir City, and Solway.  Doses and risks were calculated for females who were born in 1952 
and lived in that community through 1957.  These individuals would have received combined 
exposures to 131I from routine and accidental releases from the RaLa operation at X-10 (from 
1952 through 1956) and from NTS weapons fallout (from 1952 through 1957).  At Bradbury, the 
combined doses are dominated by releases from X-10 for an individual who drank milk from a 
backyard cow (Table 11.16).  At Lawnville/Gallaher and Solway, the doses and risks for the 
combined exposures to contaminated cow's milk were approximately twice those from X-10 
alone (Tables 11.16 and 11.17).   At locations beyond 15 km from  X-10 or that are closer to X-
10 but less frequented by winds from the X-10 site,  the overall doses and risks from combined 
exposures are dominated by NTS fallout (e.g., Norwood in Tables 11.15 through 11.18). 

For milk obtained from a backyard cow or from the grocery store, the central estimates of risk 
from combined exposures exceed one chance in one thousand (1 × 10-3) at all locations.  The 
upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval for the excess lifetime risk of thyroid 
cancer exceeds one chance in one hundred (1 × 10-2) at all locations.  At the communities of 
Bradbury and Gallaher Bend, however, the upper bound of risk exceeds  one chance in ten (1 × 
10-1),  due primarily to releases  from the X-10 RaLa operations.  

As expected, the highest estimates of dose and risk are for individuals who consumed goat’s milk 
(Table 11.18).  For a female born in 1952 who consumed goat's milk, central estimates of the 
thyroid dose from combined exposures to X-10 releases and NTS fallout ranged from 140 to 
200 cGy, with upper bounds of the 95% subjective confidence interval approaching or exceeding 
500 cGy.  The combined thyroid cancer risk estimates at all locations for a female child 
consuming goat’s milk are at least one chance in one hundred (1 × 10-2), with upper bounds of 3 
to 5 chances in ten (3 to 5 × 10-1). 

We conclude that weapons fallout was a significant contributor to the total 131I exposure for 
individuals located within 38 km of the X-10 site.  Beyond this distance, 131I from NTS fallout 
was clearly the dominant source of exposure.  The contribution of 131I in global fallout during the 
early 1960s to the total exposure received by populations in the vicinity of the X-10 facility has 
not been examined as a part of this study, but indications are that thyroid doses from global 
fallout could have been as much as 50% of those estimated from the Nevada Test Site (NCI, 
1997). 
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Table 11.16 Thyroid doses and risks from combined exposure to 131I from NTS fallout and X-

10 releases (routine and accidental) for females born in 1952 and on a diet of 
backyard cow’s milk. 

  Dose (cGy)   Lifetime Risk  
 95% Subjective Confidence  95% Subjective Confidence 

Location lower 
bound 

central 
estimate 

upper 
bound 

 lower 
bound 

central 
estimate 

upper 
bound 

Norwood (Anderson Co.)       
   NTS (1952-1957) 7.4 21 59  8.1 × 10-4 6.2 × 10-3 4.5 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 0.51 3.5 29  8.1 × 10-5 1.3 × 10-3 1.8 × 10-2 

combined exposurea 11 27 72  1.1 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 8.0 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 6.2 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 
        

Lawnville/Gallaher (Roane Co.)       

   NTS (1952-1957) 5.6 19 64  7.4 × 10-4 5.8 × 10-3 4.7 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 3.3 19 120  5.2 × 10-4 5.8 × 10-3 6.4 × 10-2 

combined exposurea 13 47 150  1.8 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 1.4 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 1.1 ×  ×  ×  × 10-1 
        

Bradbury (Loudon Co.)       

   NTS (1952-1957) 4.7 15 48  6.7 × 10-4 4.6 × 10-3 3.2 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 4.4 28 200  5.8 × 10-4 9.3 × 10-3 8.9 × 10-2 

combined exposurea 15 48 225  1.6 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 1.5 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 1.1 ×  ×  ×  × 10-1 
        

Solway (Knox Co.)        

   NTS (1952-1957) 6.0 15 38  6.0 × 10-4 4.5 × 10-3 3.1 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 2.6 16 110  4.6 × 10-4 4.7 × 10-3 7.6 × 10-2 

Combined exposurea 13 35 124  1.6 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 1.0 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 9.4 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 
a The combined exposure is obtained through summation over the full distributions of values; therefore, the 
results will differ from simple summations of the values in the columns. 
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Table 11.17 Thyroid doses and risks from combined exposure to 131I from NTS fallout and X-
10 releases (routine and accidental) for females born in 1952 and on a diet of milk 
from commercial sources. 

  Dose (cGy)   Lifetime Risk  
 95% Subjective Confidence  95% Subjective Confidence 

Location lower 
bound 

central 
estimate 

upper 
bound 

 lower 
bound 

central 
estimate 

upper 
bound 

Norwood (Anderson Co.)       
   NTS (1952-1957) 1.8 6.5 22  2.3 × 10-4 1.9 × 10-3 1.4 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 0.16 1.1 10  2.6 × 10-5 4.1 × 10-4 6.1 × 10-3 

Combined exposurea 2.9 8.8 26  2.9 ×  ×  ×  × 10-4 2.5 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 2.0 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 
        

Lawnville/Gallaher  (Roane Co.)       

   NTS (1952-1957) 2.0 6.3 20  2.7 × 10-4 1.9 × 10-3 1.5 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 0.86 5.9 46  1.4 × 10-4 1.8 × 10-3 2.4 × 10-2 

Combined exposurea 4.2 15 56  5.7 ×  ×  ×  × 10-4 4.6 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 3.8 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 
        

Lenoir City (Loudon Co.)       

   NTS (1952-1957) 1.7 5.4 17  2.4 × 10-4 1.7 × 10-3 1.1 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 0.26 1.7 14  3.5 × 10-5 6.1 × 10-4 6.0 × 10-3 

Combined exposurea 3.0 8.1 24  3.8 ×  ×  ×  × 10-4 2.6 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 1.5 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 
        

Solway (Knox Co.)        

   NTS (1952-1957) 2.0 5.0 12  2.0 × 10-4 1.5 × 10-3 1.0 × 10-2 
   X-10 (1952-1956) 0.72 5.1 37  1.3 × 10-4 1.4 × 10-3 2.5 × 10-2 

Combined exposurea 4.1 11 42  4.9 ×  ×  ×  × 10-4 3.4 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 3.1 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 
aThe combined exposure is obtained through summation over the full distributions of values; therefore, the 
results will differ from simple summations of the values in the columns. 
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Table 11.18 Thyroid doses and risks from combined exposure to 131I from NTS fallout and X-
10 releases (routine and accidental) for females born in 1952 drinking goat’s milk. 

  Dose (cGy)   Lifetime Risk  
 95% Subjective Confidence  95% Subjective Confidence 

Location lower 
bound 

central 
estimate 

upper 
bound 

 Lower 
bound 

Central 
estimate 

upper 
bound 

Norwood (Anderson Co.)       
   NTS (1952-1957) 34 120 410  4.2 × 10-3 3.6 × 10-2 2.6 × 10-1 
   X-10 (1952-1956)a 1 9.7 96  1.8× 10-4 3.2× 10-3 5.6× 10-2 

Combined exposureb 42 140 460  4.9 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 4.1 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 3.0 ×  ×  ×  × 10-1 
        

Lawnville/Gallaher (Roane Co.)       

   NTS (1952-1957) 23 110 500  3.2 × 10-3 3.3 × 10-2 3.1 × 10-1 
   X-10 (1952-1956)a 5.9 49 400  1.0× 10-3 1.6× 10-2 2.7× 10-1 

combined exposureb 44 200 660  6.8 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 5.7 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 5.2 ×  ×  ×  × 10-1 
        

Bradbury (Loudon Co.)       

   NTS (1952-1957) 23 90 340  3.6 × 10-3 2.8 × 10-2 2.2 × 10-1 
   X-10 (1952-1956)a 8.9 75 650  1.3× 10-3 2.5× 10-2 3.6× 10-1 

Combined exposureb 55 190 870  7.2 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 5.9 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 4.1 ×  ×  ×  × 10-1 
        

Solway (Knox, Co.)        

   NTS (1952-1957) 30 86 240  3.3 × 10-3 2.6 × 10-2 1.8 × 10-1 
   X-10 (1952-1956)a 5.2 42 360  8.0 × 10-4 1.4 × 10-2 2.1 × 10-1 

Combined exposureb 54 150 460  5.8 ×  ×  ×  × 10-3 4.5 ×  ×  ×  × 10-2 3.4 ×  ×  ×  × 10-1 
 

aNumbers reflect the doses and risks estimated for "diet 4" (Appendix 11C).  
bThe combined exposure is obtained through summation over the full distributions of values; therefore, the                                        
results will differ from simple summations of the values in the columns. 
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12.0 ESTIMATION OF THE HEALTH IMPACT OF X-10 IODINE-131 RELEASES 

The health impact on the communities surrounding the X-10 facility from the release of 
radioiodine can vary from thyroid nodules and hypothyroidism to thyroid cancer.  As a global 
measure of the health impact, it is important to determine the number of thyroid  cancers that 
may have occurred from exposure to the releases of 131I between 1944 and 1956.  The purpose of 
this section is to estimate the total number of cancers resulting from the iodine releases at X-10 
due to the contamination of milk produced within the study domain of 38 km.  To obtain an 
approximate estimate of the additional excess cancers produced from contamination occurring 
outside this range, an extrapolation has been made from 38 km to 200 km, based on the amount 
of 131I expected to have been deposited on pasture land in this region.  

12.1 Estimation of the Number of Excess Thyroid Cancers within the Study Domain 

The number of excess cancers in the 38-km area of interest was determined using the time- and 
space-averaged concentrations of iodine in milk, the volume of milk produced in the area, and 
the dose and risk conversion factors.   

 140140    −− ⋅⋅⋅= RFDCFVCNC milkmilk  (12.1) 

where 

NC = the number of excess thyroid cancers that could have occurred  in individuals 
exposed as children under the age of 15 between 1944 and 1956 [cancers]; 

Cmilk = the time- and space-averaged concentration of 131I in milk [Bq L-1]; 

Vmilk = the volume of milk produced in the area of interest between 1944 and 1956 
[L]; 

DCF0-14 = the dose factor for children under the age of 15 at the time of exposure [Gy 
Bq-1]; and 

RF0-14 = the risk factor for children under the age of 15 at the time of exposure [excess 
lifetime risk Gy-1, or excess cancer per Gy]. 
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12.1.1 Time- and space-averaged concentration of Iodine-131 in milk 

The average concentration of 131I in milk decreases as a function of increasing distance from the 
RaLa facility, as shown in Section 6.  For the purpose of estimating the total number of thyroid 
cancers induced by exposure to 131I, a spatial and temporal average over the region of interest 
was needed.  The region of interest was defined as a circle with a radius of 38 km around X-10.  
As there were no dairy cows within the Oak Ridge Reservation during the period of interest, the 
area covered by the Oak Ridge Reservation is eliminated from the 38-km circle. 

As discussed in Sections 4 through 6, the concentrations of 131I in milk were estimated for the 
nodes of a radial grid (Figure 12.1).  The radius of the grid increases by 1.5 km per step from 2 to 
38 km.  The angular interval is 22.5 degrees.  Thus, there are 400 nodes in the grid (25 radial and 
16 angular). 

To obtain a spatial average for the region of interest, the estimated concentration of 131I in milk at 
each node location was used.  However, because of the design of the grid, there are more 
locations closer to X-10 (where the concentrations are higher) and fewer locations further away 
from X-10 (where the concentrations are lower).  Thus, a direct average of the concentrations at 
each node location would produce an overestimate of the regional average.  Given that the 
production of milk per unit area of land is constant over large areas of land (Section 12.1.2), a 
better estimate of the regional average concentration can be obtained by weighting the average 
concentration in milk in a sector by the area of the sector. 

If points A, B, C, and D define a sector of land in the radial grid (Figure 12.1), the average 
concentration in milk in that sector is  

 ( )DCBAS CCCCC +++=
4

1
 (12.2) 

where CA, CB, CC, and CD  are the estimated concentrations of 131I in milk at the four nodes of the 
sector.   

The area of the sector is 

 ( )22

360

5.22
ADBCS rrA −⋅= π

 (12.3) 
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Figure 12.1.  Schematic showing the locations at which the 131I concentrations in milk were 
calculated.  Concentrations were estimated at the intersection of each circle and 
each ray from the center of the circle.   
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The regional average concentration in milk in a given year of release (t) is calculated as a 
weighted average, with the weights given by the area of land for which the concentration is 
representative: 

 

∑

∑ ⋅
=

S

S

N

S
s

N

S
SS

reg

A

tCA
tC

)(
)(  (12.4) 

Such regional averages are calculated for each year of release from X-10, for milk produced by 
backyard cows and for milk produced for commercial purposes.  The summation in the above 
equation is performed only for sectors that lie outside the Oak Ridge Reservation.  The 
reservation boundaries are at about 5.0 km from X-10 in most directions (Figure 1.1).  Farther 
boundary points are found towards the west (about 8 to 10 km).  However, the farthest boundary 
points are toward the northeast (6.5 km for 22.5 degrees northeast, 16 km for 45 degrees 
northeast, and 9.5 km for 90 degrees northeast).  The closest boundary points are oriented to the 
north (about 3.5 km).  The sectors that are totally contained in the reservation were eliminated 
from the summation in equation 12.4.  The sectors that have a significant part of their area within 
the reservation were also eliminated.  Judgment was used for the sectors that have smaller areas 
of the reservation within their boundaries.  For instance, the sector located to the northeast at 
more than 16 km was included in the averaging process, while the sector containing Jones Island 
on the Clinch River was excluded from averaging, even though a small portion of this sector 
does not belong to the reservation.  This method is a good approximation for the purpose of 
estimating the total number of cancers, since most of the milk is actually produced further away 
from the reservation. 

Finally, the time- and space-averaged concentration of 131I in milk in the region of interest was 
estimated using the following equation. 

 
t

N

t
reg

milk N

tC
C

t

∑
=

)(
   (12.5) 

The best estimates of the time- and space-averaged concentrations in milk were 3.3 to 29.6 Bq L-

1 (95% C.I.; 50th percentile = 10.1 Bq L-1) for backyard cow’s milk, and 2.2 to 16.4 Bq L-1 (95% 
C.I.; 50th percentile = 6.0 Bq L-1) for commercial milk.  The confidence intervals were described 
by lognormal distributions.   
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12.1.2 Milk production 

Milk production estimates for the 38-km region of interest were based on data obtained from the 
National Agricultural Statistical Service (NASS, 1998a; 1998b) for the state of Tennessee.  The 
estimates were determined using the milk production records for the state and the number of 
cows in each of the six counties located within the 38-km radius.  The milk production estimates 
for the 38-km area of interest were compared to milk production records reported for various 
types of cattle that were raised around the ORR (Jersey, Guernsey, and Holstein).  The estimates 
developed for milk production were consistent with those reported in the literature (Reaves and 
Pegram, 1956; Eckles, 1939; Spreckley, 1979; O’Neal, 1964; NCI, 1997b; TDHIA, 1998; 
USDA, 1950; 1951; 1952a; 1952b; 1953; 1954; 1955; 1956; 1957; 1958; 1959) and cited by a 
dairy expert (Montgomery, personal communication with C. Lewis, 1998). 

12.1.2.1 Volume of milk 

The volume of milk available for consumption in the area of interest during the thirteen years of 
131I releases from X-10 was determined separately for commercial milk and backyard cow’s 
milk.  The general equation used to determine the volume of milk produced by commercial and 
backyard cows is as follows, 

   321 fffMV producedmilk ⋅⋅⋅=  (12.6) 

where 

Vmilk = the volume of fluid milk used for consumption that was produced either 
commercially or by backyard cows in the area of interest between 1944 and 
1956 [L]; 

Mproduced = the total volume of milk produced by either commercial cows or backyard 
cows in each county between 1944 and 1956 [L]; 

f1 = the fraction of milk that remains fluid (i.e., milk not processed into cheese or 
butter) [unitless]; 

f2 = the fraction of fluid milk that is consumed by children under the age of 15 
[unitless]; and 

f3 = the fraction of Anderson, Blount, Knox, Loudon, Morgan, and Roane counties 
included in the 38-km area of interest [unitless]. 

Using data obtained for the state of Tennessee during the period between 1944 and 1956 (NASS, 
1998b), milk production was determined for each year in each county.  “Commercial milk” was 
considered to be fluid milk and cream sold to dealers or individuals who operated commercial 
dairies (Mayfield Dairy, Broadacre Dairy, Weigel’s Dairy, etc.).  “Backyard cow” production was 
considered  to  include  fluid  milk  and  cream consumed on the farm and milk and cream sold to 
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consumers or neighbors by farmers (door to door delivery).  The volume of milk produced in 
each county of interest was not available, but using state statistical records, it was determined 
from the following relationship: 

   statecproduced PFM ⋅= −19561944,  (12.7) 

where 

Mproduced   = the total volume of milk produced by either commercial cows or 
     backyard cows in each county  between 1944 and 1956 [L]; 
 
Fc, 1944-1956  = the ratio of the number of cows in each county to the number of 
     cows in the state of Tennessee [unitless]; and 
 
Pstate   = the volume of milk produced by either commercial cows or 
    backyard cows in the state of Tennessee for the period between  
    1944 and 1956 [L]. 

12.1.2.2 State milk production 

As previously mentioned, the total production of milk in the state was estimated for commercial 
and backyard milk production.  The total milk production for the state of Tennessee was 
determined as 

   Pstate = Pc  or Pstate =  Pb (12.8) 

where 

Pstate = the volume of milk produced in the state of Tennessee for the period between 
1944 and 1956 [L]; 

Pc = the volume of milk produced commercially in the state of Tennessee [L]; and 

Pb = the volume of milk produced by backyard cows in the state of Tennessee [L]. 

The equations for each specific form of production (commercial or backyard) are provided 
below.  The equations refer to milk production between 1944 and 1956.   

   Pc = Mfluid (c) + Mcream (c) (12.9) 

where  

Pc  =  the volume of milk produced commercially in the state of Tennessee [L];  

Mfluid (c) = the volume of fluid milk sold to dealers or other dairies in the state of 
Tennessee [L]; and 
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 Mcream (c) = the volume of cream sold to dealers or other dairies in Tennessee [L]. 

 

   Pb = Mfluid (f) + Mcream (f) + Mdelivered (12.10) 

where  

Pb  = the volume of milk produced by backyard cows in Tennessee [L]; 

Mfluid (f)  = the volume of fluid milk consumed on farms where it was produced [L];  

Mcream (f) =  the volume of cream consumed on farms where it was produced [L]; and 

Mdelivered = the volume of milk and cream delivered door to door or to neighbors by 
    farmers [L]. 
 

12.1.2.3 County milk  production 

The total volume of milk produced in the 13 years of interest in the 38-km area surrounding X-10 
was based on the number of cows in this area during the period of interest.  The number of cows 
present within a 38-km radius of X-10 was not directly available.  Therefore, a ratio was 
developed to determine the number of cows in the area of interest.  This ratio is comprised of the 
average number of cows present in each of the six counties (NASS, 1998a) potentially affected 
by 131I releases and the average number of cows in the state (NASS, 1998b). 

   
19561944,

19561944,
19561944,

−

−
− =

stateavg

countyavg
c C

C
F  (12.11) 

where 

Fc, 1944-1956  = the ratio of the number of cows in each county to the number of 
    cows in the state of Tennessee [unitless]; 
 
Ccounty avg, 1944-1956 = the average number of cows in each county between the years 1944 
    and 1956 [cows]; and 
 
Cstate avg, 1944-1956 = the average number of cows in the state between the years 1944 
    and 1956 [cows]. 

 

The 1944-1956 data provided information for the state of Tennessee and not for the specific 
counties or area of interest.  No data were available on the number of cows per county for the 
time period of interest (1944-1956).  Therefore, to determine the number of cows in each county 
between 1944 and 1956, a ratio of the average number of cows in 1944-1956 and the average 
amount of milk produced during 1944-1956 was used and equated to the ratio of the average 
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number of cows and the average milk production from recent years (1975-1991).  The following 
equation describes this relationship. 

( )
19561944,

19911975,19911975,
19561944,

  

−

−−
−

⋅
=

stateavg

countyavgstateavg
countyavg P

CP
C                            (12.12) 

where 

Ccounty avg, 1944-1956 = the average number of cows in each county between the years 1944 
     and 1956 [cows]; 
 
Pstate avg, 1975-1991 = the average milk production per cow for the state of Tennessee  
    between the years 1975 and 1991 [L yr-1]; 
 
Pstate avg, 1944-1956 = the average milk production per cow for the state of Tennessee  
    between the years 1944 and 1956 [L yr-1]; and 
 
Ccounty avg, 1975-1991 = the average number of cows in each county between the years 1975  
    and 1991 [cows]. 

 

The ratio of the average number of cows and the production per cow was considered appropriate 
because milk production records between 1929 and 1996 for the state of Tennessee indicate a 
steady milk production trend, regardless of the average number of cows producing the milk.  
Over the last three decades, there has been a reduction in the number of dairy cows in the United 
States.  Although the number of cows has been decreasing, the average amount of milk produced 
per cow has increased (Majeskie, 1998).  Specifically, there has been a continuous reduction in 
the number of cows from 1940 until the early 1980s when the U.S. cattle population leveled off 
(Majeskie, 1998).  The reduction in the number of cows can also been seen in Tennessee, and 
more specifically in the six counties surrounding the Oak Ridge Reservation (Anderson, Blount, 
Knox, Loudon, Morgan, and Roane).  Although the number of cows has decreased since 1944, 
milk production per cow has more than doubled since 1958, as a result of improved dairy cattle 
feeding, breeding, and management (Majeskie and Eastwood, 1998).  Figure 12.2 depicts the 
relationship between  the number of cows and the volume of milk produced in the state of 
Tennessee between 1929 and 1996.  

The ratio of cows (Fc, 1944-1956) in the county was then used in conjunction with the milk 
production records for the state for the time period of interest to calculate the milk production in 
Anderson, Blount, Knox, Loudon, Morgan, and Roane counties.   

The milk production records for the state of Tennessee were obtained from the National 
Agricultural Statistical Service (NASS, 1998) and are provided in Appendix 12-A.  The volume 
of  milk  produced  (Mproduced)  for each type of milk  (commercial or backyard)  was summed for  
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the six counties.  The range for backyard cow’s milk production between 1944 and 1956 was 3.5 
× 107 to 8.5 × 107 L, with a mean value of 6.0 × 107 L.  Commercial milk production averaged 
1.7 × 108 L for the thirteen-year period.  The range for commercial milk was 1.3 × 108 to 2.3 × 
108 L.  A uniform distribution was selected to describe the uncertainty associated with the 
volume of each type of milk produced in each county because milk production for the state of 
Tennessee appears to be stable over a thirteen-year period (see Figure 12.2). 

The distribution for the total volume of milk produced (Mproduced) (Eq. 12.7) was multiplied by 
the other three fractions (f1,  f2, and  f3) and their distributions described in the next sections to 
obtain the total volume of fluid milk used for consumption (Eq. 12.6).    
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Figure 12.2  The number of cows and the annual milk volumes for the state of Tennessee. 
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12.1.2.4 Fraction of fluid milk 

The fraction of milk consumed by humans that was fluid (f1) was determined using the annual 
milk production records and the amount of milk marketed in the State of Tennessee (NASS, 
1998b).  The total volume of milk marketed and available for human use was determined by 
subtracting the volume of milk used to feed calves and the volume of milk used for cream and 
butter from the volume of milk produced during the year.  The ratio of the volume of milk 
marketed and the volume of milk produced was used as the fraction of fluid milk consumed by 
humans.   

Data on the volume of milk fed to calves and used for butter and cream were not available for the 
early years (1944-1950), but were available for sporadic years that followed.  The lower limit of 
the distribution was determined using the years when the data were available (1950-1956) during 
the period of interest (1944-1956) when more milk was used to produce butter and cheese than 
for resale through distributors.  The upper limit was determined using all of the relevant data 
available between the period of 1950-1996.  The data indicate that in later years (1975-1996), 
more milk was sold to distributors than used to make butter and cheese on the farm. 

The range for the fraction of fluid milk was 0.69 to 0.88, with a mean of 0.79.  A uniform 
distribution was selected to describe the uncertainty associated with this parameter.1 

12.1.2.5 Fraction of milk consumed by children under 15 years of age 

The fraction of milk consumed by children 0-14 years (f2) was determined using data from the 
NCI report (1997a).  The NCI provides a study group comprised of individuals who drink milk 
and those who do not consume milk.  In the age group of 0-14, an average of 73% of the male 
and female children surveyed consume milk.  The upper limit for the fraction of milk consumed 
by children under 15 years of age was determined using the smallest percentage of children who 
did not consume milk in this survey group.  According to the NCI (1997a), 15.9% of males aged 
1-4 years old did not consume milk.  The lower limit for the fraction of milk consumed by 
children between the ages of 0 and 14 was determined by the largest percentage of children who 
did not consume milk (41.2%), which represented females under the age of 1.  The resulting 
range for the fraction of milk consumed by children in this age group was 60-85%, with an 
average of 73%.2  The fraction of milk consumed by children under the age of 15 was described 

                                                 
1 Additional information obtained since the performance of this assessment could be used to refine the estimates of average 
fraction of milk consumed by humans that was fluid.  Data from 1944–1956 indicate that the average fraction of fluid milk 
available was 66%, as opposed to the 79% assumed in this assessment.  Considering the new information, it appears that a 
uniform distribution for f1 between 0.52 and 0.80 with a mean of 0.66 would be more defensible.  If this change were made, it 
would result in a decrease in the total number of cancers expected. 
 
2 Additional information obtained since the performance of this assessment could be used to refine the estimates of the fraction of 
milk consumed by children under 15 y.  When combined with data from the 1950 Tennessee population census, information from 
the 1977 NCI report indicate that children in the 0-14 age group consume about 30 to 60% of the volume of milk consumed by a 
Tennessee population typical of 1950.    Based on the information currently available, it appears that a distribution for f2 between 
0.30 and 0.60 with a mean of 0.45 would be more defensible.  If this change were made, it would result in a decrease in the total 
number of cancers expected. 
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 by a triangular distribution with a mode of 0.73.  A triangular distribution was selected because 
more children in the rural setting are expected to have access to milk than not.  Therefore, with a 
mode of 0.73, approximately three-fourths of the children are expected to consume milk. 

12.1.2.6 Fraction of milk produced within the area of interest 

The fraction of milk produced within the 38-km radius of X-10 (f3) was determined using the 
area of a circle of 38-km in radius and the area of the counties surrounding X-10.  Six counties 
lie within the 38-km vicinity of the X-10 facility:  Anderson, Blount, Knox, Loudon, Morgan, 
and Roane (Figure 1.1).  The ratio describes the relationship between the area of the 38-km circle 
to the total area of the six counties.  The ratio was representative of the fraction of milk produced 
within the area of interest. 

Since the boundaries of the counties did not change, the fraction of milk produced within the 38-
km of interest was considered a point estimate.  The fraction of milk produced within the 38-km 
radius of X-10 was 68%.  The data concerning the county areas were obtained from the 1950 
Agricultural Census for the State of Tennessee (USDOC, 1952), which is directly applicable to 
the time frame of interest (1944-1956).     

12.1.3 Dose and risk factors 

To determine the total number of cancers in the 38-km area surrounding the X-10 facility, the 
dose conversion factors and the risk factors for children under the age of 15 were needed.   
Sections 9 and 10 present the methods used to determine the dose (DCF0-14) and risk factors 
(RF0-14), respectively. 

For the age group between 0-14 years, the dose conversion factor was described by a lognormal 
distribution with a 95% confidence interval of 1.5 × 10-6 to 2.9 × 10-6 Gy Bq-1.  The 50th 
percentile value was 2.0 × 10-6 Gy Bq-1 (Table 9.3).   

For 0-14 year olds, the risk factor was 1.6 × 10-2 excess lifetime risk (ELR) Gy-1.  A lognormal 
distribution with a 95% confidence interval of 5.8 × 10-3 to 4.5 × 10-2 ELR Gy-1 was selected to 
describe this parameter (Table 10.3).   

12.2 Results 

For the area within 38-km of X-10, the estimates of the 95% subjective confidence interval for 
the total number of excess thyroid cancers resulting from the consumption of cow’s milk 
(commercial and backyard combined) range between 6 and 84 cancers, with a central estimate 
(50th percentile) of 21 cancers.  For the backyard cow scenario, the 95% confidence interval 
ranged between 1 and 33 cancers.  The central estimate for this scenario was approximately 7 
cancers.  Commercial cow’s milk contributed more excess cancers to the total due to the larger 
quantity of commercial milk than backyard milk produced in the area around X-10.  This 
increased contribution was expected because the number of individuals exposed via the 
commercial milk consumption pathway is greater than the number exposed via the backyard cow 
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milk pathway.  The 95% subjective confidence interval for the milk scenario involving the 
commercial cow was 3-53 excess thyroid cancers, with a central estimate of 13.  These cancers 
should be expected to manifest between 1950 and 2020, which is a 70-year period from when the 
releases occurred (including a six-year latency period during which the cancers will manifest).   

12.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

The most significant contributor to the uncertainty in the total number of excess thyroid cancers 
resulting from the consumption of cow’s milk was the risk conversion factor.  This factor alone 
contributed approximately 62% of the uncertainty.  The average concentrations of 131I in the 
commercial and backyard milk contributed approximately 15 and 13%, respectively, to the 
overall uncertainty in this estimate.  Figure 12.3  provides the uncertainties associated with the 
estimation of the total number of cancers resulting from the consumption of cows milk in the 38-
km area surrounding the X-10 facility.   

12.4 Estimation of the Incidence of Thyroid Cancer beyond 38 km 

This study estimates in detail the thyroid doses and thyroid cancer incidence within 38 km from 
X-10 (Sections 12.1-12.3).  This region includes areas of Anderson, Knox, Blount, Loudon, 
Roane and Morgan counties.  However, 131I was dispersed further than 38 km from X-10.  A 
detailed estimation of the effects of 131I beyond this limit is particularly difficult for a variety of 
reasons: (a) modeling of the atmospheric transport and dispersion has been conducted only up to 
38 km, and (b) adequate information about the milk production and distribution in a larger area is 
currently unavailable.  This section presents an approach for an approximate estimation of the 
number of thyroid cancers beyond 38 km. 

The approach is based on the following assumptions:  

(a) the total number of cancers for any region is directly proportional to the total amount of 131I 
deposited in that region;  

(b) the milk production per unit area is constant for the entire area; and  

(c) the dose-response relationship for thyroid cancer is linear, with no threshold.   

With these assumptions, the variation in the total number of cancers with distance from X-10 
should follow the same trend as the inventory of 131I deposited on the ground as a function of 
distance. 
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Figure 12.3 Contributors to the uncertainty in the total number of cancers estimate. 

 

The inventory of 131I deposited to the ground within a circle of radius R around X-10 in a given year of 
releases is: 
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where 

I(R,t) =  the amount of 131I deposited within a circle of radius R from X-10 in a given 
year of release t [Bq]; 

AS =  the area of a sector in the polar grid (Figure 12.1, Eq. 12.3); 

NS = the number of sectors within a radius R from X-10; 

k =  the index for the physico-chemical form of iodine: k = 1 for the elemental 
form, k = 2 for the organic form, and k = 3 for the particulate form;  

Ca, k =  concentration of physico-chemical form k of 131I in air in a given sector 
[Bq m-3

air] (Section 4); 
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Vd, k =  total dry deposition velocity [m d-1] for form k (Section 5); 

Vw, k  =  total wet deposition velocity [m d-1] for form k (Section 5); and 

365 = the number of days in year t [days]. 

 

The total inventory deposited from 1944 to 1956 within a circle of radius R is 
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The total inventory deposited within a circle of radius R increases as a function of distance, and it 
reaches a region of constant (linear) increase after about 20 km.  Figures 12.4 and 12.5 present 
the lower bound, central estimate and the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval of the 
inventory deposited as a function of distance.  For uncertainty analysis purposes, a curve for the 
inventory deposited was obtained for each of 400 Monte Carlo runs, and a probability 
distribution was obtained for the derived set of 400 slopes.  This probability distribution 
represents the uncertainty in the slope of the total inventory deposited.  The 95% subjective 
confidence interval for the slope is 3.3 × 109 to 16 × 109 Bq km-1, with a central estimate of 8.1 × 
109 Bq km-1. 

The 95% subjective confidence interval of the amount of 131I deposited within 38 km is 
1.3 × 1011 to 5.9 × 1011 Bq (central estimate, 3.0 × 1011 Bq).  This amount is much lower than the 
estimated amount of 131I released, 3.3 × 1014 to 1.6 × 1015 Bq (95% C.I.; 50th percentile = 7.8 × 
1014 Bq).  This finding is very important from many points of view.  First, the 131I plume is 
hardly depleted of iodine within 38 km.  Secondly, one should note that out of the total amount 
of iodine released, 5.2 × 1014 to 9.6 × 1014 Bq (95% CI; 50th percentile = 7.1 × 1014 Bq) was in 
elemental form, 1.1 × 1014 to 3.4 × 1014 Bq (95% CI; 50th percentile = 1.9 × 1014 Bq) was in 
organic form, and only 1.7 × 1011 to 1.3 × 1012 Bq (95% CI; 50th percentile = 3.5 × 1011 Bq) was 
in particulate form.  In addition, as presented in Section 4.2, one must take into account that 
about a third of the iodine released in elemental form stays in elemental form after its release to 
the atmosphere, while another third is transformed to particulate iodine and the rest is 
transformed to organic iodine.  Iodine in elemental form has the highest deposition rate, while 
deposition of iodine as particles is also important.  Iodine in organic form has a very low 
deposition rate, meaning that it probably decays away before being deposited.  Thus, beyond 38 
km, the plume released from X-10 can still be considered a large reservoir of 131I available for 
deposition.   
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Figure 12.4 Amount of 131I deposited within a circle of a given radius around X-10. The figure 
presents the lower limit, central estimate, and upper limit of the 95% confidence 
interval of the inventory deposited as a function of radius. 
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Figure 12.5 Amount of 131I deposited within a circle of a given radius around X-10. The figure 
presents the lower limit, central estimate, and upper limit of the 95% confidence 
interval of the inventory deposited as a function of radius.  For radii larger than 20 
km, the amount deposited increases linearly with distance. 
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Assuming that the inventory deposited increases linearly for some distance after 38 km, a linear 
extrapolation can be developed to calculate inventories beyond 38 km.  If the rate of increase 
stays the same up to 100 km, the estimated total amount of 131I deposited within 100 km would 
be 3.3 × 1011 to 1.6 × 1012 Bq (95% CI; 50th percentile = 8.0 × 1011 Bq).  Similarly, if the rate of 
increase is the same up to 200 km, the estimated amount of 131I deposited would be 6.7 × 1011 to 
3.2 × 1012 Bq (95% CI; 50th percentile = 1.6 × 1012 Bq).  

The total number of cancers was estimated for the region within a circle of radius 38 km from X-
10, as described in Sections 12.1-12.3.  However, a functional dependency of the number of 
cancers with distance cannot be determined for distances beyond 38 km.  Thus, we used the 
assumption that the number of cancers is directly proportional to the inventory deposited; that is, 
the slopes of the curves in Figure 12.5 represent both the increase in curies deposited per 
kilometer, and the increase in the number of thyroid cancers per kilometer.  In this case, an 
additional 6-27 cancers (95% C.I.; 50th percentile = 13) may be induced by the 131I deposited 
between 38 and 100 km, and an additional 15-71 thyroid cancers (95% C.I.; 50th percentile = 35) 
may be induced between 38 and 200 km. 

Given the estimated number of thyroid cancers within 38 km (95% C.I. = 6-84; 50th percentile = 
21), the estimated total number of thyroid cancers induced within 100 km from X-10 is 14-103 
(95% C.I.; 50th percentile = 35), and the estimated number of cancers induced within 200 km 
from X-10 is 25-149 (95% C.I.; 50th percentile = 58). 

The reader should keep in mind that these numbers are based on the following assumptions: (a) 
the total number of cancers for any region is directly proportional to the total amount of 131I 
deposited in that region, (b) the milk production per unit area is constant for the entire area, (c) 
the dose-response relationship for thyroid cancer is linear, with no threshold, and (d) a linear 
extrapolation of the inventory of 131I deposited to the ground is valid from 38 to 200 km.  If any 
of these assumptions are invalidated by future research, then the total number of cancers should 
be re-estimated. 

The total number of cancers within 38 or 200 km of X-10 was estimated from a baseline of 
thyroid cancer diagnoses within the regional population assuming that individuals in this 
population were unexposed.  According to the Institute of Medicine and the National Academy 
of Sciences (IOM/NAS, 1998), only about 28% (39 to 140) of the total number of thyroid cancers 
in a population are diagnosed and reported.  Therefore, it is likely that the total baseline rate used 
in this report may understate the total risk of radiogenic thyroid cancer in the population.  In 
addition, for every cancer detected, there are approximately 8-10 cases of benign nodules of at 
least 1.5 cm in diameter.  About 75% of such nodules are generally detected through medical 
examination using palpation.  The number of benign nodules identified can be increased by 
another factor of 7 by the use of ultrasound, which can detect nodules less than 0.5 cm in size. 
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13. DISCUSSION 

This section provides a detailed discussion to support proper interpretation of the results of this 
study.  Most of this discussion is devoted to the identification of future opportunities to reduce 
remaining uncertainty in the estimates of dose and risk for specific individuals. In addition, the 
estimated excess number of carcinomas produced from the deposition of 131I within the 38-km 
radius around the X-10 facility is compared with actual cases of thyroid cancer incidence 
reported to have occurred in this region from 1988 to 1995.  The results of this study are also 
compared with other investigations of populations exposed to 131I and to results reported during 
previous iterations of the present dose reconstruction. 

13.1 Differences in Individual Risk 

For an individual who resided in the study domain (within 38-km of X-10) of this investigation, 
the main determinants of risk are age at time of exposure, gender, and diet, with location of 
residence being a secondary factor.  The highest doses occurred for males and females born 
between the years of 1940 and 1954 who consumed milk from backyard cows or goats.  In this 
age group, the highest excess lifetime risks for thyroid cancer occurred in females born between 
1944 and 1954, with males having risks that were about 8 to 46% of those for females.  In 
addition, a male born in 1920 would have a risk of about 0.2 - 0.7% of that for a male born in 
1952, given that both were consuming food produced locally. 

Given the importance of age, gender, and diet in determining risk, some individuals residing 
more than 25 km from X-10 could have doses and risks higher than those residing in 
communities near the Oak Ridge Reservation.  For example, a male residing near the community 
of Gallaher Bend (6 km E of X-10) who was born in 1920 and who consumed regionally mixed 
commercial milk would have had a dose about 50%, and an excess  lifetime risk of thyroid 
cancer of about 1%, of that for a female born between 1944 and 1954 who resided in the vicinity 
of Wartburg (27 km to the NW) who consumed backyard cow’s milk and local produce.   

At any given location, the uncertainty in the estimate of thyroid dose for a given individual 
ranges over a factor of 30 to 40 (or a factor of 5.5 to 6.3 either side of the central estimate), while 
the uncertainty in the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer covers a range of about a factor of 
230 to 1000 (or a factor of  about 15 to 33 either side of a central estimate.  The larger 
uncertainty in the risk estimate is due to the uncertainty in the dose response for radiogenic 
thyroid cancer obtained from pooled dose-response relationships for childhood exposures to 
external radiation (see Section 10).  These large uncertainties, although comparable to results in 
other dose reconstruction studies where individuals have been exposed to 131I (Section 13.4), 
have profound implications for distinguishing geographic differences in dose and risk.  

It is entirely plausible that specific individuals living far downwind from X-10 (25 to 38 km in 
any direction) may have actual doses and risks that exceed those for individuals of the same 
gender and of similar age and dietary habits who reside in communities adjacent to the Oak 
Ridge  Reservation.     The   probability   of   this  occurring  depends  on   the  proportion  of  the  
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uncertainty that is random and independent among individuals as opposed to shared by all 
individuals.  As the proportion of  uncertainty that is shared increases, the probability for 
individuals residing at distances far downwind to have higher doses and risks than those (of the 
same gender and similar age and dietary habits) residing close to X-10 decreases.  

If the proportion of uncertainty that is not shared is large, it could impede distinction of 
geographic differences among individual doses and risks.  Large  uncertainty in dose and risk that 
is not shared among exposed individuals will affect the feasibility and design of epidemiological 
investigations. The determination of the amount of uncertainty that is shared among exposed 
individuals versus that which is independent is a subject for future research. 

13.2 Opportunities to Reduce Uncertainty in Dose and Risk Estimates 

In any follow-up work, it will be useful to investigate opportunities to reduce the uncertainty in 
dose and risk and to identify and eliminate any remaining sources of possible bias.  A sensitivity 
analysis has identified the major sources of uncertainty as the transfer of 131I from air to milk, the 
uncertainty in the mass of the thyroid gland, and the uncertainty in the dose-response function for 
ingested 131I.  Some additional uncertainty may be due to the time scale of the analysis, which is 
on an annual average basis for the source term, and the transfer of 131I from the atmosphere to the 
individual person.  It is expected that some fraction of the present extent of uncertainty will be 
reducible through further investigation and analysis, but a major portion of uncertainty is likely to 
remain. 

13.2.1  Reduce the scale of time averaging  to account for releases occurring for each 
dissolution run 

The present analysis provides source term estimates on an annual average basis.  Improved 
estimates could be made by reducing the scale of time averaging to 6- to 12-hour time blocks and 
matching the atmospheric dispersion modeling to the meteorological conditions prevailing during 
that period.  Differences in the transport and chemical transformation of 131I in the atmosphere 
and in its transfer from air to vegetation could then account for differences in humidity, 
precipitation, temperature, and diurnal versus nocturnal conditions.  A reduction in the scale of 
time averaging would be particularly useful if most of the releases during the year occurred 
during the day versus the night, or summer versus winter. 

13.2.2  Estimation of the transfer of 131I from pasture to milk 

Some reduction in overall uncertainty may occur if the specific season of the year could be taken 
into account and if the specific farming and dairy management practices were known for milk 
consumed by a specific person.  Some of the uncertainty, however, is contributed by the milk 
transfer coefficient for 131I, and much of this uncertainty is not likely to be reducible with further 
research.  The 131I milk transfer coefficient has been intensively investigated in the literature (see 
Section 6). However, studies could be undertaken to identify the components of uncertainty in 
the  milk  transfer  coefficient  that  are random due to inter-cow and inter-dairy variability versus  
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the components that are nonrandom, i.e., shared among cows in a dairy and shared among dairies 
in a region. 

13.2.3  Assumptions about diet and consumption of milk 

Some uncertainty could be reduced through knowledge of an individual’s diet and consumption 
of milk.  These variables, however, although random and independent among individuals in a 
given age and dietary category, are only minor contributors to the overall uncertainty in dose and 
risk.  A potentially major source of uncertainty would be individual patterns of diet and milk 
consumption that departed markedly from the assumptions made in this report for reference  
individuals.  One example would be those individuals who resided only a small fraction of the 
time within the overall domain of this study. 

13.2.4  Organ burden versus absorbed dose 

A major source of uncertainty in the estimation of the thyroid dose is the dose conversion factor 
for 131I.  Within the dose conversion factor, the dominant source of uncertainty is the lack of 
knowledge about the actual mass of the thyroid gland for a given individual.  Information on the 
inter-individual variability of the size of the thyroid for individuals of like age and gender is 
available, but it is difficult to determine thyroid mass for a specific individual or for specific 
times in the past.  Some improvements might be realized if dependencies between body mass or 
height and organ mass are considered (see Section 9).   

Significant improvements might be realized, however, if the endpoint of the calculation were 
organ burden instead of organ dose.  This improvement is possible because the fractional uptake 
of 131I from blood to the thyroid is relatively independent of the size of the gland.  The utility of 
the organ burden instead of organ dose would be especially evident if epidemiological 
information were available on the risk as a function of organ burden.  Such information is not yet 
widely available for populations of mixed age and gender exposed to 131I.   

Because of the likelihood that 131I induction of thyroid cancer is linear with either organ dose or 
organ burden, without a threshold (an organ dose or burden below which there is no effect), we 
believe that organ burden, in addition to being less uncertain than organ dose, would be a more 
meaningful indicator of risk.  This is because at the same dose (energy absorbed per mass of 
tissue), more cells are at risk in a large thyroid than in a small thyroid for individuals of similar 
gender and age at time of exposure. 

13.2.5  Estimation of the dose-response relationship for 131I 

The second most important source of uncertainty in risk, after the uncertainty in the thyroid dose, 
is the uncertainty in the dose response for radiogenic thyroid cancer from exposure in childhood 
to external X-rays and gamma rays (see Section 10).  The additional uncertainty due to lack of 
knowledge about the relative biological effectiveness of cancer induction by exposure to 131I was 
considered,  but  it did not  contribute  substantially  to the overall risk per unit dose for 131I taken 
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into the gland from ingestion or inhalation.  With the information currently available, we doubt 
that further analysis will be successful in reducing uncertainty in the dose-response relationship.   

Some refinements can be made in specifying risk as a function of ethnic origin, with Americans 
of Asian origin being at highest risk and Americans of African origin being at lowest risk (see 
Section 10).  More research is needed to determine whether differences in the background 
incidence of thyroid cancer observed in various ethnic groups are due to socio-economic 
discrepancies in terms of access to and quality of medical care.  For published data on the dose 
response from exposure in childhood to external radiation, more advanced analyses could be 
initiated to attempt to identify and partition the portion of uncertainty that is shared among 
individuals and the portion that is random and independent. 

Major improvements in the estimation of risk can be anticipated either from the initiation of 
epidemiological investigations on individuals actually exposed to 131I released from X-10 during 
1944 to 1956, or from epidemiological research already underway on populations exposed to 131I 
in Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus (downwind of Chernobyl), in Russia (downwind of the Mayak 
facility in the Ural Mountains), and in Kazakstan (downwind of the Semipalatinsk Test Site of 
the former Soviet Union).  Epidemiological research  has been completed by the Fred Hutchison 
Cancer Research Center for cohorts of individuals exposed in childhood to 131I released at 
Hanford between 1944 and 1956, when spent uranium fuel slugs were dissolved in nitric acid to 
extract plutonium (HTDS, 1998); the results of this study, which includes dose-response analyses 
for numerous disease endpoints, are expected to be released to the public in early 1999.   

Additional studies are planned by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for residents of 
the Marshall Islands exposed to 131I from U.S. testing of nuclear weapons in the Pacific.  It is 
expected that each of these studies will contribute extensively to the present state of knowledge 
about the dose-response for exposure to 131I for both neoplastic and non-neoplastic thyroid 
disease, including autoimmune thyroiditis. 

13.2.6  Estimation of the total cases of radiogenic thyroid disease 

In this report it is estimated that from 6 to 84 excess cases of thyroid cancer will be diagnosed 
within the lifetimes of individuals who were below the age of 15 between 1944 and 1956 and 
who consumed fresh milk from a backyard cow or locally and regionally mixed commercial milk 
produced within the 38-km radius of X-10.  Extrapolating out to 200 km from X-10, the 
estimated excess cancer range  increases to 25 to 149.  Improvement in these estimates will be 
directly affected by either producing specific dose estimates for each individual in the exposed 
cohort combined with an epidemiological investigation of the dose response that is specific to 
this cohort, or from the use of refined 131I dose-response relationships obtained from numerous 
ongoing or recently completed epidemiological investigations of other exposed population 
groups. 

The total number of excess thyroid cancers, as well as the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer 
for an individual, is dependent on the estimate of the background incidence rate in an unexposed 
population.   Disease  registries  contain  information  only  on  the disease incidence  determined 
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through medical diagnosis.  It is estimated that the number of actual thyroid cancers in an 
unexposed population may be as much as  3 to 4 times larger than the number diagnosed 
(IOM/NAS, 1998).  These cancers are usually occult, i.e., without symptoms. Increasing the 
background incidence rate by a factor three to four would increase both the estimate of the total 
excess cases of thyroid cancer and the excess  lifetime risk of thyroid cancer  for an individual by 
the same amount.   

In addition, for every cancer detected, there are approximately 8 to 10 cases of benign nodules of 
at least 1.5 cm in diameter.  About 75% of such nodules can generally be detected through 
medical examination using palpation.  The number of benign nodules identified can be increased 
by another factor of 7 by the use of ultrasonography, which can detect nodules less than 1.0 cm in 
size.  Physician palpation of a patient’s neck usually cannot detect thyroid nodules under 1.0 cm.   

Although the dose response (in terms of excess relative risk per Gy) of radiogenic benign 
neoplasms is not substantially different from the dose response for thyroid cancer (see Section 
10), the clinical significance of excess benign nodules induced from radiation exposure is not 
evaluated in this study. About 9% of nodules diagnosed through palpation and about 28% 
diagnosed through ultrasound are subject to surgical removal (lobectomy), even though they are 
identified after surgery as benign (IOM/NAS, 1998). 

Exposure to 131I may induce non-neoplastic thyroid disease in addition to thyroid cancer and 
benign nodules.  Because of the absence of definitive dose-response functions for non-neoplastic 
thyroid disease, only semi-quantitative analysis has been given.  At doses below 20 cGy there is 
no present evidence that exposure induces non-neoplastic thyroid disease.  Above 20 to 30 cGy 
up to about 100 cGy, radiogenic autoimmune thyroiditis is a possibility.  Above 100 cGy, 
radiogenic autoimmune thyroiditis is plausible.  Additional insights on a possible dose response 
for non-neoplastic thyroid disease from exposure to releases of  131I at Hanford is expected in 
early 1999 from the Fred Hutchison Cancer Research Center and the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (HTDS, 1998). 

13.2.7  Estimation of the probability of causation for diagnosed thyroid carcinomas 

Appendix 11C presents the probability of causation (PC) for a diagnosed carcinoma. These 
values are given for males and females at 41 selected locations, nine different years of birth, and 
4 different types of diet.  These values are generic.  They may not represent the true probability of 
causation for any specific person.  They are estimated in a manner described in Section 10, the 
calculational procedure being similar to approaches recommended by the National Council on 
Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP, 1993).  

The estimates of the probability of causation in this study are based on a pooled analysis of 
epidemiological investigations on children exposed to external radiation (Ron et al., 1995) and 
consider uncertainty in the relative biological effectiveness of 131I with respect to external 
radiation and the uncertainty in radiosensitivity due to differences in gender (see Section 10).  
Differences  in  individual  radiosensitivity due to differences in genetic make-up or ethnic origin 
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are not considered.  A bias towards underestimation of the probability of causation is possible 
when radiation exposure (a) induces carcinomas in individuals who, without exposure, would 
normally be free of the disease, and (b) induces the early appearance of carcinomas in other 
individuals who, without exposure, would normally acquire the disease later in life due to high 
personal susceptibility to cancer ( for additional discussion on this topic see Greenland and 
Robins, 1988; Robins and Greenland, 1989a; 1989b; and Greenland and Rothman, 1998).   

In this study, central estimates of the probability of causation exceeding  50% occur for both 
males and females under the age of 5 at time of exposure when the dose to the thyroid exceeds 15 
to 20 rad.  For a female or male born in 1952 on a rural diet composed of backyard cow’s milk 
and local produce (diet 1), a central estimate of  the probability of causation of 50% extends from 
about 12 km to the SW up to 15 km to the NE of X-10.  A central estimate of PC of 50% 
encompasses a larger area for individuals on a diet of  goat’s milk and born between the years of 
1944 and 1954. 

13.3 Comparison with 1988-1995 Incidence Data for Thyroid Carcinoma 

For children under the age of 15 consuming milk produced within the 38-km radius of X-10, it is 
estimated that from 6 to 84 excess thyroid cancers will occur over the lifespan of this exposed 
cohort.  The central value of this estimate is 21 excess thyroid cancers.  At the present time it is 
not possible to verify this number.  Comparison of this range of values with incidence rates in the 
disease registry maintained by the Tennessee Department of Health may provide an apparent 
corroboration of our estimates, but interpretation of data from disease registries must be made 
with extreme caution because of the large number of uncontrolled confounding factors that may 
have a marked influence on the results. 

Analysis of the reported cases of thyroid cancer for Loudon, Knox, Roane, and Anderson 
Counties indicates that for the period of 1988 to 1995 there was an average of 4.5 cases per 
100,000 persons per year (Turri, 1998).  

Given a population in these four counties of about 500,000 persons, the total number of cancers 
observed during this 8-year period is  

5 × 105 persons × 8 y × 4.5 × 10-5 persons-1 y-1 = 180 cases of thyroid cancers. 

The average for the state of Tennessee, excluding the above four counties, is 3.8 cases per 
100,000 persons per year.  Thus the estimated number of cases of thyroid cancers in these 
counties using this averaged  incidence rate is  

5 × 105 persons × 8 y × 3.8 × 10-5 persons-1 y-1 = 152 cases of thyroid cancers.
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The difference is 

180 cases – 152 cases = 28 excess cases (± 25 cases1) 

over an 8-year reporting period.  The direction of this difference is consistent with the direction 
indicated by the results of this study, but the absolute value is much larger. Given that the 
manifestation of radiogenic thyroid cancer should follow the age-specific incidence rates of 
thyroid cancer for an unexposed population, the majority of the 6 to 84 excess thyroid cancers 
predicted from exposure to X–10 releases would be manifested between 1970 and 2020.   

Assuming that the entire number of predicted excess cases would occur during this 50-year time 
period, an excess of about 1 case ([6 cases /50 y] × 8 y = 0.96) to 13 cases ([84 cases /50 y] × 8 y 
= 13) would have been expected during the reporting period of 1988 to 1995. These numbers are 
from about 4 to 50% of the 28 excess cases estimated from the disease registry.   

As stated previously, disease registries can be affected by numerous uncontrolled confounding 
factors.  Some of these factors are related to differences between races.  The analysis presented 
above indicates that if one compares thyroid cancer incidence rates from the four counties 
surrounding the ORR to those in Tennessee excluding those four counties, the numbers of excess 
cases of thyroid cancer forecast by this study due to 131I releases from X-10 are about 4 to 50% of 
the excess cases estimated using the disease registry.  However, as shown below, if one compares 
incidence rates among whites in the local counties to whites in the rest of the state, the difference 
is much lower, and is not statistically significant.   

For the period of 1988 to 1995, there was an average of 4.7 thyroid cancer cases per 100,000 
persons per year among whites (Turri, 1998).  Given a population in these four counties of about 
500,000 persons, the total number of cancers observed during this 8-year period among whites is  

5 × 105 persons × 8 y × 4.7 × 10-5 persons-1 y-1 = 188 cases of thyroid cancers. 

The average for whites in the state of Tennessee, excluding the above four counties, is 4.55 cases 
per 100,000 persons per year.  Thus the estimated number of cases of thyroid cancers in these 
counties using this averaged incidence rate is  

5 × 105 persons × 8 y × 4.55 × 10-5 persons-1 y-1 = 182 cases of thyroid cancers. 

The difference is 

188 cases – 182 cases = 6 excess cases (± 27 cases2) 

                                                 
1 The 95% confidence interval, 28 ± 25, is stated as 28 ± 2 standard deviations, where the standard deviation is 
estimated as the square root of 152. 
2 The 95% confidence interval, 6 ± 27, is stated as 6 ± 2 standard deviations, where the standard deviation is 
estimated as the square root of 182. 
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Non-whites make up a significantly smaller fraction of the population in the four local counties 
than they do in the remainder of Tennessee, and non-whites have lower age-specific thyroid 
cancer incidence rates than whites.  Because of the presence of these racial differences and other 
uncontrolled confounding factors affecting disease registries, extreme caution must be used when 
interpreting the possible significance of these observations.  For this reason, the numbers of 
excess thyroid cancers estimated using the disease registry should not be used to either confirm 
or refute the scientific validity of the risk estimates made in this report.  

13.4 Comparison with Dose Reconstruction Results for Atmospheric Releases of 131I at 
Other Sites 

To help put the results of this analysis for Oak Ridge into perspective, comparisons are made 
with other dose reconstruction studies involving populations exposed to atmospheric releases of 
131

I. This comparison indicates that the range of doses for a child born in 1952 and consuming 
fresh milk from a backyard cow located in the vicinity of X-10 is similar to the doses estimated 
for either reference or actual children at other sites (Table 13.1). Furthermore, doses estimated 
for children consuming local sources of milk at 22.7 km NE of X-10 as well as for those 
consuming regionally mixed commercial retail milk are comparable with the doses estimated for 
a median or typical child for other studies.  

This comparison includes a study of Utah school children exposed to fallout 131I from 
atmospheric testing at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) (Till et al., 1995; Stevens et al., 1992), the 
nationwide dose reconstruction of NTS 131I fallout in the 3100 counties of the coterminous USA 
(NCI 1997), and a study of both reference and actual children exposed to 131I released from 
Hanford (Farris et al., 1994; Kopecky, 1995).  

The similarity between the magnitude of thyroid doses estimated for individuals downwind of X-
10 and those from other sites is somewhat counterintuitive because the releases of 

131
I at the other 

sites were much greater than at Oak Ridge. For example, the release of 
131

I from the NTS was 
3500 to almost 19,000 times greater than at Oak Ridge.  However, most of the 

131
I released from 

the NTS was injected into the upper atmosphere and transported for long distances.  The small 
fraction of NTS 

131
I deposited in southern Utah was associated with relatively insoluble large 

particles.  These particles were not retained effectively by vegetation surfaces and were not 
readily taken up by dairy cows and secreted into milk (Stevens et al., 1992), in contrast to the 
situation assumed in this analysis for RaLa 

131
I released from X-10.   
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Table 13.1 Comparison of uncertainty statements for estimated doses from other 

131
I dose 

reconstruction studies. 

   95% subjective confidence 
interval 

 

Location Release 
[Ci]

a
 

Reference Lower bound 
[cGy]

b
 

Upper bound 
[cGy]

b
 

UFc 
[unitless] 

Nevada Test Site 
(3545 Utah school children) 

1.5 × 108 

(5600 PBq) 

Till et al. 
(1995) 

   

Maximum person   22 2300 10 

Median individual   0.33 19 7.6 

Nationwide study 
(3,100 counties) 

 NCI 
(1997) 

   

Meagher Co., MTd   3.8 792 14.4 

Anderson Co, TNe   1.8 23 3.6 

Washington, DCe   1.2 21 4.2 

Hanford 7.3 × 105 

(27 PBq) 

    

Maximum reference child  Farris et al. 
(1994) 

49 1,100 4.7 

“typical child”   1.9 52 5.2 

HTDS  
max of 841 

 Kopecky 
(1995) 

33 477 3.9 

HTDS  
median of 841 

  2.7 20 3.7 

Oak Ridge Dose 
Reconstruction 

0.88 to 4.2 × 

104 

(0.3 to 1.6 
PBq) 

This study    

Gallaher Bend 
(6 km)f 

  10 760 8.6 

Gallaher Bend 
(6 km)d 

  5.5 230 6.6 

Claxton  
(22.7 km)e 

  0.31 15 7.1 

Regionally mixed commercial 
milk, all locations 

  0.17 80 6.2 

a 
1 Ci equals 3.7 × 1010 Bq 

b 
1 cGy equals 1 rad 

c UF =  uncertainty factor, the ratio between the upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval and the 50th percentile. 
d female born in 1952 who consumed milk from a backyard cow. 
e female born in 1952 who consumed milk from commercial dairies. 
f female born in 1952 who consumed milk from a backyard goat.  
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At Hanford, the release of 
131

I was 17 to 90 times greater than for RaLa processing at X-10.  The 
larger release at Hanford, however, was compensated for by much greater dispersion and dilution 
of 

131
I in the atmosphere prior to reaching locations where pastures were contaminated.  Average 

wind speeds at Hanford are also substantially higher than average wind speeds for the region 
around Oak Ridge.  East Tennessee also has much more precipitation than eastern Washington.  
In addition, the distance to the nearest residence at Hanford was almost 16 km (Ringold, 
Washington), whereas the nearest location of dairy animals in the vicinity of X-10 is the Gallaher 
Bend Community at 6 km.  The “typical” child around Hanford was located farther than 38 km 
from the site, whereas the domain for model calculations in this study extended 38 km. 

The uncertainty estimates for doses calculated for children consuming milk in the vicinity of X-
10 are comparable to the uncertainty estimates for representative individuals at Hanford, but 
somewhat larger than the uncertainties estimated for specific persons participating in the Hanford 
Thyroid Disease Study. The low uncertainties reported for the Hanford Thyroid Disease Study 
(HTDS) reflect the improved state of knowledge for specific individuals regarding their lifestyles 
and dietary habits and the fact that many individuals in the HTDS pilot study were on a diet of 
commercial as opposed to backyard cow’s milk (Kopecky, 1995).  The high uncertainty estimates 
reported for the maximum child within a cohort of 3545 school children in Utah primarily reflect 
the uncertain state of knowledge associated with the deposition of 

131
I, its retention on vegetation, 

and its transfer into goat’s milk (Stevens et al., 1992).  The high uncertainty estimates reported 
for representative children consuming milk from backyard cows in Meagher, Montana, reflect the 
lack of knowledge about the amount of 131I deposited and retained by vegetation and the fact that 
the location was at some distance from environmental monitoring stations (NCI, 1997).   

13.5 Comparison with Preliminary Results of Previous Iterations of the Task 1 Report  

The process of investigating the health impacts of the releases of 131I from the RaLa Facility 
extended over 4 years (1994 to 1998) and consisted of three major iterations (including the 
present report).  In each iteration, thyroid doses and risks of thyroid cancer were estimated.  The 
outcomes of the first two iterations were reported in April 1996 (Hoffman et al., 1996), and in 
March, 1998 (Apostoaei et al., 1998,).  Each iteration brought an expansion of the study both in 
size (e.g., area of the study domain, number of locations, number of exposure pathways) and in 
depth (e.g., refinements of the modeling approaches, better differentiation between the exposed 
individuals, additional types of health outcomes, and model validation).  A summary of the 
progress of Task 1 of the Oak Ridge Dose reconstruction is presented in Table 13.2, and a 
comparison of the major findings in each iteration are presented in numerical form in Table 13.3 
and in graphical form in Figure 13.1. 

This report provides a more detailed analysis than presented in its previous drafts, but, most 
importantly, it gives a better perspective of the health impacts of 131I releases which are now 
discussed not only in terms of thyroid doses and risks of thyroid cancer, but also in terms of 
relative risk, of probability of causation, and of the total number of excess cancers expected in 
the study area. 
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Table 13.2  Progress of Task 1 of the Oak Ridge Dose Reconstruction study during the three iterations. 

Date of the report Issue 
April 1996 March 1998 July 1999 

Study domain 20-km radius 25-km radius 38-km radius 

Locations 2 20 41 

April 29, 1954, accident Not explicitly considered studied separately Studied separately 

Atmospheric transport and 
deposition 

annual average 
meteorology 

hourly meteorology for both routine 
releases and 1954 accident 

• Hourly meteorology for routine releases 

• Half-hourly meteorology for the 1954 accident  

Plume depletion none same deposition rates for pasture grass 
and forest canopy 

• Deposition rates specific for pasture grass 

• Plume depletion rates specific for Oak Ridge area 

Atmospheric chemistry included Included Improved based on knowledge of absorption of 
elemental iodine on aerosols 

Exposure pathways 6 9 11 

Diet categories 1 1 4 

Exposed individuals Females under age of 15 females and males ages 0 to 40 females and males ages 0 to 40 

(ethnic background differences discussed) 

Endpoints of the 
calculation 

TDa and TELRb TDa and TELRb TDa, TELRb, RRc, PCd, TECe 

Health impact thyroid cancer thyroid cancer • Thyroid cancer,  

• Other neoplasms  

• Non-neoplastic disease, including autoimmune 
thyroiditis 

Model validation none concentration of 131I in air 
(annual average basis) 

• Concentration of 131I in air (annual average basis)  

• Concentration of 131I in air (weekly basis) 

• Concentration of 131I in cow's milk (long-term 
average basis 

aTD = thyroid dose;  bTELR = Total Excess Lifetime Risk of Thyroid Cancer;  cRR = Relative Risk; dPC = Probability of causation; eTEC = Total excess number of 
expected thyroid cancers in the study domain. 
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Table 13.3  Summary of the changes in the major results during the three iterations of Task 1 of the Oak Ridge Dose Reconstruction. 
 

Date of the report Results 
April 1996 March 1998 July 1999 

Total amount of 131I released 
0.78 - 1.9 PBq 

(21,000 – 51,000 Ci) 

0.74 - 1.4 PBq 

(26,000 – 30,000 Ci) 

0.3 – 1.6 PBq 

(8,800 – 42,000 Ci) 

Amount of 131I released in elemental 
form 

0.67 - 1.33 PBq 

(18,000 – 36,000 Ci) 

0.29 - 0.66 PBq 

(8,000 – 18,000 Ci) 

0.23 – 1.4 PBq 

(6,300 – 36,000 Ci) 

April 29, 1954, accident not explicitly considered 39% of the amount of iodine released 
in 1954 

6.5% of the amount of iodine released 
in 1954 

Thyroid dose (cGy) for a female born in 
1944 living 4-6 km downwind of X-10 
and consuming milk from commercial 
sources. 

2.3 – 210 

(4 km downwind) 

3.0 – 130 

(Bradbury, 6 km downwind) 

1.3 - 61 

(Bradbury, 6 km downwind) 

Thyroid dose (cGy) for a female born in 
1944 living 19-20 km downwind of X-10 
and consuming milk from commercial 
sources 

0.26 – 23 

(20 km downwind) 

0.53 – 21 

(Kingston, 19 km downwind) 

0.34 - 15 

(Kingston, 19 km downwind) 

Excess Lifetime Risk of Thyroid Cancer 
for a female born in 1944 living 4-6 km 
downwind of X-10 and consuming milk 
from commercial sources. 

6.8 × 10-5 – 2.1 × 10-2 

(4 km downwind) 

4.5 × 10-4 - 3.5 × 10-2 

(Bradbury, 6 km downwind) 

1.1 × 10-4 - 2.0 × 10-2 

(Bradbury, 6 km downwind) 

Excess Lifetime Risk of Thyroid Cancer 
for a female born in 1944 living 19-20 
km downwind of X-10 and consuming 
milk from commercial sources 

8.9 × 10-6 – 2.6 × 10-3 

(20 km downwind) 

8.3 × 10-5 - 6.7 × 10-3 

(Kingston, 19km downwind) 

3.0 × 10-5 - 5.3 × 10-3 

(Kingston, 19 km downwind) 
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14.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Approximately 8,800 to 42,000 Ci (0.3 to 1.6 PBq; 1 PBq = 1015 Bq) of 131I was released from 
the RaLa processing facility at X-10 between 1944 and 1956.  An April 29, 1954, accident, 
which lasted a total of 2.5 hours, released 105 to 500 Ci (3.9 to 21 TBq; 1 TBq = 1012 Bq), 
accounting for about 6.5% of the total releases for 1954.  

To investigate the thyroid doses and potential health risks to the public exposed to these releases, 
a 38-km vicinity of X-10 was defined as the study domain.  Within this domain, 41 
representative locations were identified for estimating the doses and health impacts from 
exposure to the 131I released from X-10 as a function of age, gender, and diet. 

Exposures to 131I were estimated for eleven different pathways, of which the ingestion of goat’s 
milk, backyard cow’s milk, and locally and regionally produced commercial milk were the most 
significant pathways in terms of their contribution to total radiation exposure.  In addition, four 
plausible diet scenarios were developed, each containing a combination of pathways, based on 
the dietary habits of individuals living in the study domain between 1944 and 1956.  Excess risks 
of developing thyroid cancers were estimated for individuals of both genders and of various ages 
at the time of exposure under each of the diet scenarios. 

Doses were calculated for males and females born in 1920, 1930, 1940, 1944, 1952, 1954, and 
1956 who lived near X-10 during the period of radioactive lanthanum processing (1944-1956). 
These years of birth were chosen to allow comparison of doses and risks from 131I intake by 
individuals of different ages at time of exposure.  It was assumed that all members of the 
reference populations received no 131I exposure other than that from the X-10 RaLa releases that 
occurred from 1944 to 1956.  This being the case, it is not important where a person was born or 
where they lived before 1944 or after 1956.  It is important, however, where in the Oak Ridge 
area the person lived from 1944 through 1956. 

Females born in 1952 who consumed goat’s milk (from one 4-ounce to five 8-ounce glasses each 
day from age 1–4 y) received the highest doses and have the highest risks of contracting thyroid 
cancer during their lifetimes.  The next highest doses result from the consumption of milk from a 
backyard cow (between one and five 8-ounce glasses each day), followed by milk from a local 
commercial dairy and milk that was regionally mixed.  Lower doses result from inhalation or 
from the consumption of locally produced beef, cottage cheese, mother’s milk (with the mother 
on a diet of backyard cow’s milk and local produce, i.e., diet 1), or leafy vegetables.  The doses 
from inhalation or from the consumption of one of these food types for a child under the age of 5 
at the time of exposure are several hundred to more than 1000 times less important than the dose 
from the consumption of backyard cow’s milk. The thyroid dose from prenatal exposure during 
the first part of 1952 (assuming the mother to be on diet 1) is about equal to the 5-year total 
thyroid dose obtained from the consumption of beef or cottage cheese. 

Assuming the same dietary sources for ingestion of 131I at a specific location, differences in 
gender account for only minor differences in the estimation of the thyroid doses.  More 
significant differences are determined by the year of birth, with the lowest doses being for 
individuals born in 1920, 1930, and 1956.  These doses are about one-fourth to one-fifth of the 
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largest doses received by individuals born between the years of 1944 and 1952.  Individuals born 
in 1954 have about the same doses as those born in 1940, which are about 65% of the doses for 
those born between 1944 and 1952. 

Among the 41 selected locations within the 38-km vicinity of the X-10 facility, the highest doses 
occurred at Gallaher Bend, located a little more than 6 km to the east of X-10, while the lowest 
doses occurred at Wartburg, located 27 km northwest of X-10.  For example, at Gallaher Bend 
the thyroid doses ranged from about 4 to 250 cGy for individuals of each gender born between 
1940 and 1952 who consumed milk from a backyard cow (between one and five 8-ounce glasses 
each day) and who consumed food products from a local farm.  A similar group of individuals 
residing in Wartburg would have received doses ranging from about 0.08 to 6 cGy.  Doses from 
the consumption of regionally mixed commercial retail milk ranged from about 0.3 to 10cGy for 
individuals born between 1940 and 1952 and did not vary by location. 

The highest excess risks of developing thyroid cancer for a female born in 1952 on diet 1 occur 
at the agricultural communities of Bradbury and Gallaher Bend.  For these locations, based on 
the assumed quantities of backyard cows’ milk, beef, vegetables, eggs, and cheese consumed 
each day, the risk estimates are confidently above one chance in one thousand (1 × 10-3) but less 
than 1 chance in ten (1 × 10-1).  At these locations, the central estimate of the probability of 
causation approaches or exceeds 50% for females born in 1952 on diets 1, 2, and 4, meaning that 
a diagnosed thyroid cancer has more than an even chance of being due to exposure to 131I 
released from X-10.  The central estimate of risk for a female born in 1952 on diet 1 is likely to 
exceed 1 chance in 1,000 (1 × 10-3) at distances up to 35 km to the southwest or more than 38 km 
to the northeast of X-10.  A risk of more than one chance in ten thousand (1 × 10-4) is likely with 
a subjective confidence of over 50% at all locations in the 38-km vicinity of X-10. 

Depending on the year of birth, the excess lifetime risk to females is 3 to 4 times larger than the 
risk to males.  At a location such as Bradbury or Gallaher Bend, the lowest risk is for a male born 
in 1920, who has an excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer almost 1000 times less than the highest 
risk, that for females born in 1952.  A female born in 1920 has a risk about 350 times lower than 
that for a female born in 1952.  Individuals of the same gender born in 1944 have about 50-60% 
of the risk that those born in 1952 have, while individuals born in 1940 or 1956 have risks about 
5 times lower than those for individuals born in 1952.  However, a male born in 1940 or 1956 
has a risk almost 20 times less than that for a female born in 1952.  

In general, the total doses and risks from exposure to the April 29, 1954, accident are much 
lower than those resulting from exposure to the accident and the routine emissions combined.  
For the accidental release, the excess lifetime risk of thyroid cancer for females on diet 1 and 
exposed in early childhood at either Jonesville, Norwood, East Fork Poplar Creek, or Oliver 
Springs ranged from a few chances in 10 million (3 or 4 × 10-7) to nearly one chance in thousand 
(1 × 10-3).  

Most of the uncertainty in the estimates of risk is associated with the uncertainty in the estimates 
of dose (55%), followed by the uncertainty in the dose response for cohorts exposed to external 
sources of radiation.  Uncertainty in the dose estimates is dominated by the uncertainty in the 
estimated concentrations of 131I in milk (45%), followed by the uncertainty in the internal dose 
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conversion factor (40%).  The uncertainty in the estimated milk concentrations is dominated by 
the uncertainty in the transfer of 131I from air to pasture (71%).  The uncertainty in the internal 
dose conversion factor is dominated by the uncertainty in determining the actual mass of the 
thyroid for any individual of a given gender and age. 

Fallout from atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) during 1952, 
1953, 1955, and 1957 was a significant contributor to the total 131I exposure for individuals 
located within 38 km of the X-10 site.  Beyond this distance, 131I from NTS fallout was clearly 
the dominant source of exposure.  For a female born in 1952 who consumed backyard cow’s 
milk, central estimates of the thyroid dose from combined exposures from X-10 releases and 
NTS fallout within the 15-km vicinity of X-10 ranged from 25 to 30 cGy, with upper bounds of 
the 95% subjective confidence interval exceeding 200 cGy.  At all locations within 15 km of X-
10, the risk to a female born in 1952 on a rural diet (diet 1) exceeds one chance in one thousand 
(1 × 10-3).  The upper bound of the 95% subjective confidence interval for the excess lifetime 
risk of thyroid cancer exceeds several cases in one hundred (6-9 × 10-2) in this 15-km region and 
exceeds one chance in ten (1 × 10-1) at the communities of Bradbury and Gallaher Bend.  The 
doses from the combined exposure to 131I released from X-10 and 131I deposited in fallout from 
the Nevada Test Site are sufficiently high to have possibly manifested excess cases of non-
neoplastic disease, namely autoimmune thyroiditis.  

Within the 38-km vicinity of X-10, the 95% subjective confidence interval of the number of 
excess thyroid cancers resulting from consumption of cow’s milk (commercial and backyard 
milk, combined) contaminated by the releases of 131I from the RaLa processing facility between 
1944 and 1956 ranges from 6 to 84, with a central estimate of 21.  For the consumption of 
backyard cow’s milk alone, the 95% subjective confidence interval ranges from 1 to 33 excess 
cases of cancer, with a central estimate of 7 cases.  Commercial cow’s milk contributed more 
than backyard cow’s milk to the number of excess cancers because of the larger quantity of 
commercial milk produced and the larger number of individuals exposed via its consumption.  

The 95% subjective confidence interval of the number of excess thyroid cancers from 
consumption of cow’s milk contaminated by X-10 RaLa releases (commercial and backyard 
milk, combined) ranges from 14 to 103 (central estimate of 35) within a 100-km vicinity of X-
10, and from 25 to 149 (central estimate of 58) within a 200-km vicinity of X-10.  These cancers 
are expected to be detected between 1950 and 2020, with the majority occurring after 1970. It 
should be noted that these calculations of possible numbers of excess thyroid cancers are based 
on the linear, no threshold hypothesis.  Under that hypothesis, added cancer risk is assumed to be 
proportional to the collective radiation dose received. This holds whether one has large doses 
received by a few people or low doses received by a much larger population.  However, available 
data cannot exclude the possibility that there is a low-level threshold for causation of cancer.  If 
this is the case, then the values presented above are likely over-estimates of true incidence rates.    

These estimates were made using a baseline of thyroid cancer diagnoses within the regional 
population with the assumption that the individuals in this population were unexposed.  Only 
about one-third to one-fourth of the total number of thyroid cancers in a population are 
diagnosed and reported.  Therefore, it is likely that the total number of cases of thyroid cancer, 
those that are diagnosed and those that are occult, are 3 to 4 times greater than the total estimates 
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given on the basis of cancers reported only through clinical diagnosis.  The excess incidence of 
benign nodules will be about 8 to 10 times that of the excess thyroid cancer if the detection of 
nodules is made by palpation of the neck.  An additional factor of 7 increase in benign nodules 
can be expected if diagnosis is determined with ultrasonography.  The clinical significance of an 
excess incidence of benign nodules is not evaluated in this study, but it is noted that about 9% of 
benign nodules diagnosed through palpation and about 28% of those diagnosed through 
ultrasound are surgically removed. 

In the 38-km vicinity of X-10, an increase in the number of cases of thyroid cancer is forecast by 
both this study and by the incidence rates in the disease registry maintained by the Tennessee 
Department of Health.  The number of excess cases of thyroid cancer forecast by this study, is 
about 4 to 50% of the number of excess cases estimated using the disease registry.   

In the 38-km vicinity of X-10, an increase in the number of cases of thyroid cancer is forecast by 
this study and may be reflected in the incidence rates obtained from the disease registry 
maintained by the Tennessee Department of Health. Unfortunately, due to the large uncertainties 
and numerous possible confounding factors involved, any simple comparisons at this time are 
speculative at best. If one compares thyroid cancer incidence rates (for 1988 to 1995) from the 
four counties surrounding the ORR to those in Tennessee excluding those four counties, the 
numbers of excess cases of thyroid cancer forecast by this study due to 131I releases from X-10 
are about 4 to 50% of the excess cases estimated using the disease registry, not accounting for 
the statistical uncertainty in the projection from statewide results.  However, if one compares 
incidence rates among whites in the local counties to whites in the rest of the state, the difference 
is much lower and is not statistically significant.  Non-whites make up a significantly smaller 
fraction of the population in the four local counties than they do in the remainder of Tennessee, 
and non-whites have lower age-specific thyroid cancer incidence rates than whites.  Because of 
the presence of these racial differences and other uncontrolled confounding factors affecting 
disease registries, extreme caution must be used when interpreting the possible significance of 
these observations. 

The thyroid dose estimates made in this study for individuals in the 38-km vicinity of X-10 
exposed to 131I released from RaLa processing at X-10 were found to be comparable to similar 
studies conducted at other sites in the United States.  The possibility that doses above 30 to 100 
cGy may induce autoimmune thyroiditis has been discussed on the basis of the most recent 
reviews of the doses of radiation required to induce non-neoplastic thyroid disease. 

A number of recommendations have been made in this report that can be used in follow-up work 
to reduce the uncertainty in dose and risk estimates and to identify and eliminate any remaining 
sources of possible bias. 
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